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Dedication to research .. discovery .. invention ..
bring even further improvements in sound.
The new TSW-A series ...
A producr line that embodies the very latest in
design and engineering technology.
From the company that has always stood for
natural, clear, and detailed listening.
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Richard Man -Repeal
Offender (EMI)
380-915

Paula Abdul -Forever
Your Girl (Virgin) 374.637

Big Audio DynamiteMegatop Phoenix
(Columba)
388.215

Yeilowjackets-The Spin
(MCA)
388.173
Joe Salnani-Suring
With The Alien (Relativity)
387.969

George Clinton -The
Cinderella Theory

-

Original Soundtrack
386.813
Paul Shaffer -Coast To

(Scoth Brothers)

386276
Babyface-Tender love
Coast (Captol)

386.177

Rlppingtons-Tourist

Playboys (Warner Bros.)
386.086
Bee Gees -One
(Warner Bros)

386.060
Bryan Ferry / Rosy Music
-Street Life (Reprise)
384.230

Anderson, Bruford,

Wakeman, Howe (Arista)

(Paisley Park)
387.134
Eddie 8 The Cruisers II

(Epic)

Steve Stevens Atomic

In

Paradise (GRP)
385-658
Adrian Be,ew-Mr. Music
Head (Allan.ic)
384-867
David Benoit -Urban Day
384.628
Dreams (GRP)

-

Sony Jazz Collection
Various Artists (Columbia)
386.169

384.115

John -In A
Sentimental Mood
(Warner Bros)
384-040
Diana Ross -Working
Overtime (Motown)
383.984
Tin Machine
Dr.

(EMI America)

383.976
Diane Schour-Collection

383.919
(GRP)
Pat Metheny Group
Letter From Home (Geffen)
383.901

-

Cher -Heart Of Stone
(Geffen)
383.893
Soul II Soul -Keep On
Movie' (Virgin)
386.037

The Jefferson Airplane
(Epic)
385.906

Maria McKee (Geffen)
383.844
Lloyd Cole & The

Commotions-1984.1989
(Capitol)

383-778

Spyro Gym -Point 01
View(MCA)
383-737
Ghostbu stern II -Original
Soundtrack (MCA) 383.711
Queen -The Miracle
(Capitol)
383.547
Grover Washington, Jr.
Time Out Of Mind
(Columba)
383.539
Jean Luc Ponty-In The
Fast Lane (Columbia)
383.521

-

Batman -Original
Soundtrack (Warner Bros )
383.885
Jean-Pierre RampalC.P.E. Bach: 5 Flute
Concertos (CBS Master )
383.356/393.355

Vladimir FeltsmanRachmaninoff: Piano
Concerto No.3/ Rhapsody
On Theme 01 Paganini.
Zubin Mehta, Israel Phil.
(CBS Master.)
383-315

45's
And Under (A&M) 317-974

Roger NorringtonBerlioz: Symphonte
Fantastiyue, Op.14 London Classical Players
(Angel)
382.747
10,000 Maniacs -Blind
Man's Zoo (E lektra)
382.077
L.L. Cool J -Walking Wdh
A Panther
(Del Jam /Columba)
381.988

Pete Townshend-The
Iron Man (Atlantic) 385.724

Beastie Boys -Paul's
Boutique (Capitol) 383.786

Bons GrebenshrkovRadio Silence (Columbia)
383.513

Squeeze -Singles

Ziggy Marley & The

Rolling Stones -Steel Wheels
(Rolling Stones Rec.)
387.738

Melody Makers -One
Bright Day (Wrgm) 386.987

Tom Petty -Full Moon
Fever (MCA1
382.184
The Dirty Dozen Band
Voodoo (Columba)

381.962

The Chick Cores
Akoustic Band (GRP)
379.891
Steve Reich -Different
Trains - Krrxsos Quartet /

The Neville Brothers
Yellow Moon (A&M)
381.889

Electric Counterpoint - Pat
Metheny (Nonesuch)
380.071

-

-

Branford

Portrait Of Yo -Yo Ma

Hermes- Trio

(CBS Master.)

Jeepy (Columbia) 381-830
The Cult -Sonic Temple
(Sire/Reprise)
381-798
Todd Rundgren-Nearly
Human (Warner Bros )
381.780
Miles Davis-Amandla
(Warner Bros.)
381-756

(CBS Masterworks)

379.933

Enya-Watermark (Geffen)
379.925

Tone-toe-Loc'ed Alter
Dark (Delicious Vinyl)

Joe Jackson-Blaze 01
Glory (A&M)

379.941

Canadian Braes -The

Gabreli Album

381.699

Indigo Girls (Epic)381.269
Stevie Nicks -The Other
Side 01 The Mirror
(Modern)
381-103

Aerosmith-Greatest Hits

(Columbia)
306-225
The Cure -Disintegration
(Elektra)
382.093

KM Te Kanawa-Verdi &
Puccini Arias (CBS Master )
343.269
Simply Red -A New
Flame (Elektra)
378-943
Dave Grusin Collection
378.398
(GRP)
Cyndi Lauper-A Night To
Remember (Epic) 377.887
Gipsy Kings (Elektra)
377.812
Debbie Gibson -Electric
Youth (Atlantic)
377.275
Guns N' Roses-GN'R
Lies (Geffen)
376-087
Joumeeyy s Greatest
HItSColumba)
375.279

379.875
Madonna -Like A Prayer
(Sire)
379.594
Enrico Caruso -Opera

R.E.M.-Green

Arias and Songs. Milan
1902-1904(Angel) 379-255
Manika (Columba)
379.149
Skid Row (Atlantic)

The Traveling W ilburys- -

379.602

(Warner Bros)

375.162

.38 Special -Rock & Roll
Strategy (A&M)
375.139

Volume One (W bbury)
375-089
U2 -Rattle And Hum
(Island)
374-017
Portrait of Wynton
M armies (CBS Master.)

373.555
Luciano PavarottlPavarotti in Concert
(CBS Master)
373-548

Living Colour -Vivid
370.833
The Police -Every Breath
You Take... The Singles
(A&M)
348.318
Foreigner -Records
(Epic)

i
Placido Domingo -The

Un nown Puccini
387-829
(CBS Master.)

i

Don Henley -Tice End Of
The Innocence (Geffen)

383.802

-

When Harry Met Salty
Original Soundtrack
(Columbia)
386.821

The'age of CD sound is here=and you

Gloria Estetan-Cuts
Both Ways (Epic) 382-341

at least 10 days in which to make your
have a practical new way to find the CDs
decision. If you ever receive any Selection
you want. As your introduction to the Club,
without having 10 days to decide, you may
return it at our expense.
you can choose any 8 CDs listed in this ad
for la. Fill in and mail the application -we'll
The CDs you order during your membersend your CDs and bill you for la plus
ship will be billed at regLlar Club prices,
handling.
You simply agree
which currently are $12.98 to $15.98 -plus
shipping and
to buy 6 more CDs (at regular Club prices)
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
in the next three years -and you may then
may be somewhat higher.) After completing your enrollment agreement you may
cancel your membership anytime after
doing so.
cancel membership at any time; if you
How the Club works. About every
decide to continue as a member, you'll be
four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive
eligible for our money -saving bonus plan.
the Club's music magazine, which
It lets you buy one CD at half price for each
describes the Selection of the Month... plus CD you buy at regular Club prices.
new hits and old favorites from every field
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of
the Clubs operation with your introductory
of music. In addition, up to six times a year,
you may receive offers of Special
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any
Selections, usually at a discount off regular
reason whatsoever, ust return everything
within 10 days and you will have no further
Club prices, for a total of up to 19 buying
opportunities.
obligation. So why not choose 8 CDs for la
If you wish to receive the Selection of the
right now?
Month, you need do nothing
will be
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
shipped automatically. If you prefer on
offer to new members, take one additional
alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
Compact Disc right now and pay only
response card always provided and mail it
$6.95. It's a chance to get a ninth selection
by the dote specified. You will always have at a super low price!
Selections *es rwon umber s contain 2 CDs ond count as 2 -so write in both number
01989 CBS Records Inc.

379-610

I

I( )USE: Ter reI

Fine Young Cannibals
The Raw And The Cooked
(I R S.)
379.214

(Atlantic)

318.055

ICBS COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.

-it

CBS/(1ALI >.`1 RI :\

-

Milli Vanilli-Gel You
know It's True (Arista)

Iaule, I N --)78I I1

P.O.

155/590

Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement.
Serd me the 8 Compact Discs listed here and bill me lc plus shipping and handling for all
eight. agree to buy six more selections at regular Club prices in the coming three
years -and may cancel my membership at any time otter doing so.
I

SEND ME THESE
8CDs FOR 14

My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)
Pop
Heavy Metal
Soft Rock
Easy Listening
O Hard Rock
RoRng Srones,
bm Pent

Brho, d Mors,
Modonno

O Block Music
(.1 Cool

.1,

Bobby Brown

Mrs
M,ss P,rrlesi

Barbra Snenond,
Barry Monmow

Jazz
Brenlord Morsalis.

Spiro Gyro

Nome

Roy

Cowl),

Johnny Mathis

Great White,
White Lion

O Country

O Classical'

Reba Mrfnnre,
Hank WdLoms, Ir.

Krr, Te Kanawa,
Yo -Yo Mo

inn,ui

I

Address

as, Now

Apt
State

City
Do you hove a

VCR? (NJ

Yes

Zip
No

Do you have acrediicard?(031

Yes

No

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
LPV/F6
one more CD right now at the super low price
LPW/F7
of just $6.95, which will be billed to me.
mer.yn,ro rriecr xryu Fvi.,uron o r on, ei o'r r.ember sn,p Ikeuallennora.uabknAb
N.yre
APOIVO
hel,s.no. ed hom kvonto Appl.robl
rarddrdio
P,rnro'R.r0..,neldd.roh.ia'error,ealieCw..rbn re_-i,nrsserr.dhomlaronroAppirrable
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Binaural Sound, page 48
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Aachen Head System, page 58
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FEATURES
BINAURAL OVERVIEW: EARS WHERE
THE MIKES ARE, PART II
THE AACHEN HEAD SYSTEM:
BINAURAL RECORDING FOR
HEADPHONES AND SPEAKERS
1989 ANNUAL INDEX
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48
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58
178
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GET ON WITH IT.

The Proceed CD. An o-iginal expression of
how technology can fulfill your desire
far rrusi=al fidelity Two years of research
into the sonic ocssibilides of the compact
cócrneciurr have resulted in a component
v.-orth waiting for.
The Proceed CC. The world's most well
understood CD player.
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TAPE GUIDE

Editor: Eugene Pitts Ill

HERMAN BURSTEIN

Bias Puzzlement
Q. I find myself puzzled about bias
adjustment for tape recording. Everyone seems to have a favorite system,
and I'm not sure which ones work
well.-Donald Bisbee, Columbus, Ohio
A. Ideally, bias adjustment should
be accompanied by adjustment of record equalization and record sensitivity to achieve the best combination of
flat and extended frequency response,
low distortion, high S/N ratio, and good
Dolby tracking. Simultaneous adjustment of all three parameters is a complex affair because they are interdependent, and it requires a practiced
hand. The job can be done quite well
by a microprocessor, as in some costlier decks.
As an alternative, a number of decks
allow the user to vary bias from the
factory setting. Some decks incorporate signal and metering facilities, so
bias can be adjusted to produce equal

playback amplitude at frequencies
such as 400 Hz and 10 kHz; equality at
the two chosen frequencies tends to
produce flat and extended response
through most of the audio range. Generally, this works quite well.
Another alternative is to adjust bias
so that FM interstation noise has, as
nearly as possible, the same playback
frequency response as incoming FM
noise. Some decks provide user -adjustable bias but without the signal and
metering facilities described above.
Users may elect, out of preference or
because they lack an FM tuner, to adjust bias on the basis of program material such as an LP or CD.
Bias and other adjustments should
be performed at a level of about 20 dB
below 0 VU. Adjustments are easier
with a three -head deck than with a two head deck because you can simultaneously check, in playback, the results
of adjustments made in recording.
In setting bias, some authoritiesand go along with them-recommend
that M there is a conflict between maintaining extended treble response by
decreasing bias and minimizing distortion by increasing bias, the most pleasurable results are achieved by giving
up some treble extension in favor of
reduced distortion. In many cases,
therefore, it may be unwise to aim for
response appreciably beyond 15 kHz
with a cassette deck.
I

4

Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

Readers occasionally comment that
their home -recorded cassettes sound
better than the source. It could be that
the deck is somewhat overbiased,
which not only reduces tape distortion
but also reduces high -frequency distortion products of the source.

Technical Editor: Ivan Berger
Managing Editor: Kay Blumenthal
Associate Managing Editor: Tony Scherman
Copy Chief: Manta Begley
Associate Art Director: Linda Zerella
Editorial Assistant: Michael Bieber

Associate Editors:
Edward Tatnall Canby. Bert Whyte, B. V. Pisha
Senior Editors:
Leonard Feldman, Howard A. Roberson
Senior Editor/Loudspeakers: O. B. Keele, Jr.
Senior Editor/Music Features: Ted Fox
Editor-At -Large: David Lander

Contributing Editors/Artist:

Basic Wisdom
Q. Not having the money to be a
high -end audiophile, I purchased a
tape deck which I thought was really a
great buy at $129, loaded with features. After spending a few hours in the
library to take a crash course in high
fidelity, I came to the conclusion that
many of the features could have been
dispensed with and that my money
would have been better spent on a
very basic deck that would probably
outperform my present one. In other
words, it is better to buy quality than
quantity if you wish to enter the highfidelity world on a budget. Am I
right?-Tom Whang, Glendora, Cal.
A. Of course
agree with you. For
any audio component, first you buy for
basic performance. In a tape deck, this
is wide and flat frequency response,
minimal noise and distortion, accurate
and steady motion (including freedom
from wow and various kinds of flutter),
good headroom, etc. Then, if you can
afford to spend more, you look for
"bells and whistles," which may or may
not add significantly to your convenience and fun.
On the other hand, it is amazing
what $129 (or less) can buy in the way
of a decent cassette deck. In discount
have come across
audio stores,
decks priced this low (or substantially
lower) that provide quite pleasurable
listening even though they may not
measure up to the performance of
more expensive decks.
In buying decks or any other components, the wise course is to find the unit
that sounds best, regardless of price.
Use this as a reference. Compare other units, at prices you can afford, with
the reference unit, and select the one
whose performance comes closest to
that of the reference.
bj
I

I

problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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The most remarkable breakthrough in digital
technology since the inti oduction of compact disc
players. That's 3D Bit Stream. Exclusively from
Harman Kardon.

33,868,800

times per second.
That's
new
technolo
HD7600

3D Bit Stream turns digital data into musical
experience at 33,868,800 times per second.
(100 times faster than -conventional CD players.)

'

BIT STREAM

The 3D Bit Stream CD players offer unsurpassed
linearity, low-level accuracy, and freedom from
phase irregularities. Or, quite simply, 3D Bit
Stream lets the music flow.
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A more

musical
experience,
Thath
Harman Kardon,

k
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Fi om the delicate sound of a classical Spanish
guitar to the driving rhythm of a bass, 3D Bit
Stream captures all the dynamics, dimension, and
drama of a live performance.

Harman Kardon has a history of firsts:
from the world's first high fidelity receiver.
The first cassette deck to incorporate Dolby*.
The introduction of the active tracking tuner.
And now, bit stream technology with totally
discrete analog circuitry in compact disc players.
That's Harman Kardon. Pioneering technology for
people who love music.
Take your favorite CD to your Harman Kardon
dealer. Listen. And experience the music as you
never have before.
Also ask for a detailed explanation of 3D Bit
Stream, or write: Harman Kardon, Engineering
Dept., 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury,

NY

11797.

harman I kardon
H A Harman International Company
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card
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designing the new LS4OO

luxury sedan, Lexus engineers
.

s
v`°'

were as preoccupied with fre-

quency response and harmonic distor-

remote 6 -CI)
auto -changer is
optional.
A

tion as horsepower and handling. Their
aim, you see, was to create car audio as
advanced as the LS 400 itself.

Tweeters are located
high and forwardfor
accurate imaging.

The Engineers At LexusWere

rN71

m

Jllst As Coilcemed With Impressiii
Audio Magazine As Road SI Track.
They began by setting performance goals beyond the best premium

level systems available. In the end,
they'd created two of the finest audio

systems ever engineered for the

4 door-mounted
extended-range
speakers are
housed in
bass -reflex

a `

enclosures

for superior
power

handling.

automobile.
The first is the standard Lexus
7

-speaker high -output audio system
with bi-amplified subwoofer. Its

continuous average

*into 4 OHMS. 20-20.000 Hs. at

less

than

a hf, THD

of both the casual listener and the

GINNW

:------

confirmed audiophile.
The optional Lexus/Nakamichi

ANIL
The Lexus LS 400

output is 65 watts; with

140-enough power
For more

information. call 800-t'SA-LEXI/S. © 1989 Lexus. A Division

a

maximum of

to please the ear

of Toyota Motor Sales.

Premium Sound System is simply car
audio without compromise.

U.S.A.. Inc. Lexus reminds you to sear seat belts and obey all speed lass.

:
.

POWER -VOL
ANTITHEFT SYSTEM
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The power mast
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A.1/ and FM
reception.
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The LS 400 audio system is pre -

equalized to the interior's unique
acoustics.

The Premium
ETR radiolautoreverse cassette

includes an FM
diversity tuner
with dual
antennas.

The Lexus/Nakamichi system is
even equalizedfor the difference

between cloth and leather trim.

A

bi-amplified 8 -in.-h subunofer punches out
deep, tight bass.

ideally-located for accurate balance and sound staging.
Electronic cross -over networks feed specific frequencies to each.

7 speakers are

Its RMS output power is nearly

And with its more sophisticated

But then, doing what's never been

doubled to 126 watts: with a maximum

specifications, refined circuit design

done before is what Lexus is all about.

of 220. The result? Bass response

and advanced speaker technology

so deep, so tight, you don't just hear it.

you'll hear sound reproduction like

You feel it.

you've never heard before in a car.
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Sound Argument
I

I

I
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Author's Reply: Over the years, have
had countless quarrels with the "subjective listener" champions who insist
that most audio measurements are
have maintained (and
meaningless.
still do and always will) that if measurements don't tell the full story, it is simply because we haven't learned which
measurements are the right measurements to make or our measurement
techniques and instrumentation are not
sensitive enough to yield the correlations we seek.
have been attacked ad nauseam
by the so-called "underground press"
for my steadfast insistence that measurements are important in evaluating
audio, video, or, for that matter, any
other electronic product test. That's
components.
Audio is, more and more often, pro- not to imply that don't also listen to the
viding readers with opinions instead of products I test. Of course do, and it is
facts. Yes, Audio measures the com- the reasoned combination of listening
ponent (except in the "Auricle" re- and measurement that should yield a
views) but, in this particular case, then test report that can be trusted and beproceeds to ignore the results of those lieved. So to have you imply that am
measurements. There is no statement anti -measurement really struck me as
rather odd. Had been anti -measurewhich summarizes and draws conclusions about any of the measurements. ment, certainly would not have invested several thousand dollars in the AuWhy not? Feldman is in a far better
position to draw conclusions about the dio Precision test system now use.
measurements than most of his read- purchased this equipment because it
dramatically increases the level and
ers. This is sending a message to the
readers that the staff of Audio believes sophistication of the measurements
such measurements are meaningless. am able to perform. am about to inDoes Audio really believe that uncon- vest several thousand dollars more,
trolled subjective listening tests are un- within the next month or two, to upbiased? Is it really possible that mea- grade that equipment so it will be able
sured performance is totally irrelevant to measure performance digitally as
well as in the analog domain. Does this
to sound quality?
Audio began life almost as a profes- sound like the actions of a person who
sional journal, with a staff of people is anti -measurement?
As to the specific product report you
who had careers in engineering, mumentioned, please be assured that
sic, and broadcasting. The staff, today,
never worry about offending any manis still composed of many who have
achieved recognition in their respec- ufacturer-whether that company's
products are middle of the road, low
tive fields. However, the policies of Audio reflect a movement away from the end, or high end. do, however, take
cost into consideration if feel it has a
style of the professional journal and
toward a consumer -oriented maga- bearing on the overall evaluation of the
components test. In short, Mr. Butler,
zine. The consequence of this is that
readers of Audio hear, more and more, we are really on the same side. The
what they want to believe rather than levels of distortion exhibited by the
what is factual. A true journal would be Linn products were a bit higher than
the "triple zero after the decimal point"
more interested in publishing data and
experiments rather than conjecture numbers other amplifiers and preamand opinion. Maybe Editor Eugene plifiers boast, but this did not seem to
alter their superb sonic quality. Total
Pitts should spend some time reading
harmonic distortion really becomes aureal journals as a model for Audio.
Chuck Butler rally significant only at about 0.5% or
Kalamazoo, Mich. so.-Leonard Feldman

Now, know that many audiophiles
have been claiming that there is little or
no correlation between measured performance and sound quality. However,
the trend to ignore measured performance is becoming more prevalent all
the time. In its place, unfortunately,
evaluations are based increasingly on
cost, construction, design philosophy,
and uncontrolled subjective listening
tests. Feldman even has to apologize
to some portion of his audience for
measuring the equipment and presenting the results of those measurements.
It seems to me he was probably afraid
of offending and/or boring some portion of the audience and the manufacturer by measuring (God forbid!) the

I

I

Dear Editor:
am a little confused about how audio equipment is evaluated by magazines, audiophiles, or anyone else. The
reviews of the Linn LK1 preamp and
LK280 power amp in the April issue
provide a good example. One source
of confusion involves the evaluation of
banana plugs. According to author
Leonard Feldman: "The friction fit of
Linn's special plugs made far better
contact than would be obtained with
most banana plugs." It is my understanding that Pomona Electronics, a
manufacturer of standard banana
plugs, specifies the resistance of their
banana plugs at the contact point as
less than 0.001 ohm. This seems low
enough to be significant to me. Am
missing something in not seeing the
value in a better fitting banana plug? If
not, why would a manufacturer go to all
the trouble of providing non-standard
plugs to achieve an insignificant improvement in performance?
Further, Feldman states that "Linn
does not put too much stock in lab
measurements." As anyone can see
by the measured parameters of these
products, there does not seem to be
anything in the measured performance
that is noteworthy. The distortions
(those that we know how to measure)
introduced into the signal chain by
these components are somewhat higher than in most other products on the
market. In fact, the noise peak in the
preamp that resulted from the proximity of the power amp is a serious design
flaw, in my opinion.
So what is it that makes these components so good? There is little said
about the construction, reliability, or
any other design attribute that would
indicate high quality, except for r.f.
shielding and microprocessor control.
If these products had been far lower
priced (e.g., $500 total rather than
$2,500 total) and from a different company, would Feldman have likened
them to a Rolls-Royce or Mercedes?
doubt it. This suggests that the author's opinion of the quality of the products might have been based more on
price and brand name than on actual
performance. Similarly, would Feld man's response to the sound of the
components have been just as favorable? I certainly have my doubts.
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More For
My Money
I'd always thought you needed big
speakers to get good sound. So every
couple of years, some department
store would have a sale and I would
buy the biggest speakers I could find
for the money. Then I moved across
the country to take a new job. I left
my old speakers behind. I was sure
they wouldn't fit in my new apartment and I was ready for new ones
anyway.
After the move, I went shopping for new speakers at a specialty
hi-fi store near my apartment. I told
the salesman to show me something
under $500. He took me into a room
full of all kinds and sizes of speakers.
The first speakers he demonstrated were fantastic. The bass was
big and tight. The stereo image was
beautiful. Surely it was the biggest
pair in the room.
"I don't have the room for
those big speakers," I said. "And
besides, I'm sure I can't afford them."
He stopped the demonstration
to show me a KLIPSCH` kgz' a
compact and elegant model. "Yeah,
this is more my size," I said, "let's
hear a pair of these."
"You just did," he said.
I bought those kg's. I paid a
lot less than I had planned. And,
believe me, I got a lot more for my
money.

.

á

For your nearest KLIPSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow Pages or call toll free,

1-800-223-3527.

kIipschE

e

IN

P.Q. BOX

688

UN

HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
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AUDIOCLINIC.
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Happy Holidays!
It's that time again!
can't believe
another year has gone. (I've seen a
number of them do that in the years
have written "Audioclinic.")
hope you get the right toys this
.holiday season.
sure have, for my
toys drift in over the whole year. With
all of it, my main interest is to relax and
listen to music. try to avoid spending
most of my time attempting to locate
the "best" products. also try to avoid
spending time tweaking things. Doing
too much of that spoils the real fun.
can't help but reflect, too, on the
matter of obtaining discs or cassettes
just for the sake of sonic quality. Well,
do have some which show off my syshave recordtem. Mostly, however,
like, including many
ings of artists
who passed on long before the CD, the
cassette, or even the LP. I'll never hear
these people sound the way they must
have during their recording sessions.
Still, their interpretations make their
work stand out above many of today's
sonic wonders.
Yeah, we'll still see if we can get just
a bit more from our "goodies." think,
though, that we should resolve to do
more listening to the music than to the
"sound" of our recordings. It won't hurt
to attend live concerts, even if the performances are less than stellar. If nothing else, it will help to support the arts.
Also, it will give us the right slant on
what music really sounds like.
I
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Malfunctioning Hafler Circuits
recently developed a problem that I have been unable to pin down. For a couple of
years, I have had a pair of extra speakers hooked up via the Hatter passive
surround circuit. When listening to stereo signals, the added ambience was
beautiful. Until about two weeks ago,
these speakers were silent when I
played monophonic sources, as surround speakers should be. Then, with
no rewiring and with no other obvious
symptoms, the Ha fler-wired speakers
suddenly began reproducing signals
(at reduced level) when only mono, in phase signals were present. When listening to stereo sources, I still believe I
am hearing just the stereo, out -of phase information. Any ideas as to
what the cause of this problem may
be?-Larry Craven, Raleigh, N.C.
O. My stereo system

10

A. It sounds to me as though one
channel of your audio system now has
somewhat more gain than the other
one. In other words, there is an imbalance between channels, and the
speakers therefore "think" that a
monophonic signal isn't mono.
You should, if my guess is right, be
able to correct this condition by a
slight adjustment of the balance control. This is not a cure, but it will demonstrate if my diagnosis is correct.
Next comes the hard part: Isolating
the stage which has changed its characteristics and caused the problem. If
you have a separate amp and preamp,
or a receiver or integrated amp with
preamp-out and amp -in jacks, you
must first determine whether the imbalance is in the preamplifier or the power
amplifier section of your system.
Check the preamplifier by feeding a
monophonic source into both channels. Turn up the volume to a level
which is suitable for measuring the output voltage of the preamplifier; the output voltage on one channel should be
the same as for the opposite channel.
Check other inputs to be sure that the
problem does not lie with just one input
circuit. If you find an imbalance on
your first try,
still suggest that you
check other inputs to be sure the problem is constant, regardless of the inputs used.
Check the channel balance between
channels of the power amplifier in a
similar manner. Be sure not to feed too
much signal into the power amp. In the
name of thoroughness, disconnect the
Hafler circuit. If you have a couple of
dummy loads, use these in place of the
speakers. If the amplifier shows proper
balance and the preamplifier also
shows proper channel balance, then it
may be that there is a problem with
one of your loudspeakers (perhaps in
its crossover) which is affecting channel balance.
I

Dynamic Range of CDs
Q. The theoretical dynamic range of
a 16 -bit digital CD system is said to be
about 96 dB. I can't make my math
come out to this number. If 2 to the
16th power equals 65,536, then the
loudest signal is 65,536 times stronger
than the softest, non -zero signal. Because log to the base 10 of 65,536
equals 4.8, the ratio of the loudest to

the softest signal (the definition of dynamic range) is 4.8 bels, or 48 decibels. Where does this factor -of-2 discrepancy come from?-Joseph J. Ferrier, Brooklyn, N.Y.
A. If each bit added to a digital signal doubled the signal's power, you'd
be quite correct: Each doubling of signal power represents a gain of 3 dB.
However, each additional bit doubles
the signal's voltage, which is considered a gain of 6 dB. To express ratios
in decibels, one multiplies the log of a
power ratio by 10, as shown by your
formula, but one multiplies the log of a
voltage ratio by 20. Sooner or later,
almost everybody mixes this up.

Playback Problems
With Two "Identical" CDs
Q. My friend and I purchased identical CDs. My copy plays fine on my
player. My friend's copy does not play
properly on his machine, which is a
different make and model. His player's
"Error" indicator flashes constantly.
There comes a point where the playback speed changes, and then the
disc plays fine. Repeated attempts to
play the disc produce the same results
in the same place. My disc plays fine
on my machine and on his. His "bad"
CD also plays fine on my machine.
Even when "repaired," the bad CD
plays poorly on my friend's machine. A
quick fix was to swap discs, but it surely doesn't answer the question of how
two identical CDs could behave as I
have described.-William Hoehl, Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
A. Most of the time,
have to think
that when a disc plays fine on one
machine, it's fine. However, in your
case, we probably have a machine
which is relatively intolerant of CD defects or perhaps a machine which is
simply in need of repair. have to believe that your original disc was freer of
defects than was the second disc. The
defective one may be a bit warped, or
it may have picked up fingerprints or
dust. Any or all of these conditions
could affect the performance of a player which is just "hanging in there." Q
I

I

problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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Throughout the audio world M&K Sound is synonymous
with high performance Satelite and Powered Subwoofer
speaker systems. and while other manufacturers are
discovering the substantial advantages of this concept,
we are applying fif-een-Plus-years of loudspeaker design
and audiophile recording experience to create a new,
fifth generation of innovative products.
Think of these as comporent speakers-speakers
with the flexibility to adapt tc any listening environment,
especially that of the multi -channel Surround Sound
system. Although compact ii size, M&K Satellites actually outperform large conventional speakers-and M&K
Pcwered Subwoofers give you the universally recognized
superiority of a separate subwoofer for the ultimate in
bass performance
With mid and high frequency drivers mounted in optimally shaped enclosures, M&K Satellites deliver sharp
detail and clarity with pinpoiit imaging-going far
peyond the "boxy" and 'tanned" sound of conventional
speakers. Our precise drive' alignment and unique
crossover design insure that sounds reproduced by
path drivers reach rou simultaneously-giving M&K
Satellites the rare ability to produce the sharp transients
and presence of live musical instruments. Close your
eyes and the speakers seem to disappear-the sound

s éve!

M&K's compone -1t speaker concept perfectly meets
the sonic and aesthetic -weds of the '90s. And our newest innovations are advancing audio/video system performance with pedestal suowoofers, high-performance
center channel and other speakers optimized for Dolby
Surround Sound.
No other company has over fifteen years of experience in the design and manufacture of Satellites and
Subwoofers. This ecperience, combined with the audio
indhstry's only six Satellite, eight Subwoofer line makes
M&K "the only choice."
Boulevad. Cutler City.
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Interested in a 200 Watt Amplifier?
May We Suggest Something More Powerful...
A 100 Watt Aragon.
An Interview with Anthony Federici, President of Mondial Designs Ltd.

Q..

How

can a 100 watt Aragon be more powerful than a 200 watt

The 2004 has a
larger power
supply than the
vast majority of
200 watt
amplifiers.

0«,

amplifier?

A. The amount o1 watts has become a security blanket for the consumer.
Wattage and power can be measured by many different methods. A method
was adopted as a standard to offer the consumer a reference for one of the
many methods of measuring power. That is why it is possible for amplifiers to
measure as 200 watts by this one method of test, but for the Aragon to
measure more powerfully by several other methods of test.
Q. Can you give an example of how the Aragon is more powerful?
A. The standard test is a guideline for amplifier power into an 8 ohm resistive
load. Many 200 watt into 8 ohm amplifiers are less powerful than the Aragon
into 6 ohms. 5 ohms. 4 ohms. 3 ohms, 2 ohms and ohm. This includes some
that are far more expensive than the Aragon 2004.
Q. How is this accomplished?
A. There's no trick to doing it, you need a large power supply. The most expensive
amplifiers you can purchase all have one thing in common, a large power
supply. In fact the 2004 has a larger power supply than the vast majority of
1

200 watt amplifiers.

the 2004's power supply could produce an amplifier of over 200
watts why did you create a 100 watt amplifier instead?

Q.. If

A.

Q..

A.

Because we'd rather produce good sound than useless specifications. The
uneducated consumer will look at the power rating into eight ohms and buy
the amplifier with the higher rating. The educated consumer will listen to the
amplifiers on high quality speakers to make a decision. How the amplifier
powers and controls the speaker will influence his decision, not some
misleading specification.

Doesn't a "200 watt into

8

We'd rather

produce good
sound than
useless
specifications.

ohms" specification mean something?

Yes-if you own speakers which are mostly resistive, and the impedance
remains at 8 ohms throughout the bandwidth. Under those conditions a 200
watt amplifier with a smaller power supply will play louder before clipping
However, the overwhelming majority of quality speakers are not 8 ohms
throughout the bandwidth. and are not resistive.
A..

Is

-

yJ

a large power supply the only thing that matters in an amplifier?
course not. The amplifiers' sound quality, through a wide variety of

A. No, of

speakers. is of paramount importance. Achieving the highest sound quality
level requires a large power supply, excellent circuit engineering, the finest
quality components, and the highest level of manufacturing.

9.. Does the Aragon satisfy this criteria?
A. The Aragon's circuits were designed by an internationally acclaimed
engineer, designing some of the world's finest amplifiers. From the Tiffany
input connectors to the tightly matched output transistors only the finest
components are employed, and the 2004 is manufactured by military and

medical electronic contractors to the highest standards.
Q. How much more does the Aragon cost compared to typical 200

watt amplifiers?

A. At

S

1

150

the 2004

is

a bit more expensive than some, but far less expensive

than most.
The most
expensive
amplifiers you

can purchase, all
have one thing in
common, a large
power supply.

MONDIAL DESIGNS

LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502
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Can you find the audiophile loudspeakers in this room?
This elegant interior contains true audiophile loudspeakers in not so plain sight. They're the Custom Series
from KEF, the world's most respected speaker engineers.
To help you find them, consider the following: the
Custom Series begins with a two-way system, the
CR200F, whose careful design mates perfectly with the
wall's surface for the smoothest frequency response and
the most unobtrusive appearance.
The kicker is the optional addition of the world's
first in -wall subwoofer, the CR250F. This matching bass
driver and crossover system fits into a standard wall, but
its bass response extends down to 32Hz.
The elegance of the KEF Custom Series includes its
ingenious industrial design, a unique two -stage

assembly that makes them the easiest to install and
custom paint or cover.
Whether you're an architect, interior designer or any one interested in room design and sound quality, find the
KEF Custom Series.
You'll find them in the upper left hand comer, on the
wall directly above the standing clarinet. And also by
writing to KEF Electronics
of America for the name of
your nearest KEF Custom
dealer.
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KEF
The Speaker Engineers.
KEF

Electron. of Amer.,. Inc

1.1120-K

Sullylorld C rcle, Chantilly, VA 22021

DEPT. OF AMPLIFICATION
DON DAVIS

MEASURING ACOUSTIC PHASE
n

illustrating my article, "Measuring

Acoustic Phase" (February),

I

made two grievous errors. failed
to credit where two of the original illustrations came from (Figs. 2 and 3) and,
in the case of one of them, picked the
wished to
wrong one for the point
make. The illustration used as Fig. 3
was the time -domain analytic signal for
a low-pass filter, whereas had meant
to choose the same for a bandpass
filter.
When Andrew Duncan of CerwinVega, the creator of the software that
generated Figs. 2 and 3 in my article,
read the piece, he contacted me to
point out the omission of the credit and
the misinterpretation. Duncan was then
kind enough to generate the correct
illustrations for the point was trying to
make and chided me on my failure to
clarify in the text what was the time
domain and what was the frequency
domain when discussed the manipulation of the signals for other displays.
Because Duncan deserves credit for
his work, and because don't like erroneous material in print with my name
attached, offer, with his collaboration,
the following clarification.
Figure shows the relationships between measurements in the time domain (left side of chart) and the frequency domain (right side). To go from
the left side to the right normally requires a Fourier transform, and to
come back to the left side from the
right normally requires an inverse Fourier transform.
To go from the real to the imaginary
requires a Hilbert operator. The real
part, in the time domain, has been given the name impulse response; the
imaginary part is called the doublet
response (Fig. 2). If the signal acquisition is done in the frequency domain,
the real part is called the coincident
response and the imaginary part is the
quadrature response (Fig. 3).
In my article, the illustrations of the
frequency -domain real and imaginary
parts and of the phase and magnitude
responses are correct, but the wording
in the text implies that taking the impulse response's real and imaginary
parts allows these calculations without
first taking their Fourier transform. That
implication is, of course, incorrect.
One can plot the envelope and the
phase of the impulse response as well,
I

I

I

I

Fig.

1-

basic "road map" of
acoustic measurements,
in both the time and
frequency domains. The
box labelled "?" (upper
right) is the forward
Fourier transform of
the complex log of the
energy -time function.
(After B & K.)
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Fig.
A time -domain depiction
of the analytic impulse

response of a four-pole
Butterworth E/3-octave
bandpass filter. Note
the impulse response
(real) and the doublet
response (imaginary).
All loudspeakers can be
modelled as bandpass
filters. (This and the
following figures from
Andrew Duncan.)

Fig.

IMAGINARY
AXIS

REAL
AXIS

3-

frequency -domain
depiction of the filter
in Fig. 2. Here, the
real part is called the
coincident response, and
the imaginary part is
called the quadrature
response. The Fourier
transform of the time domain analytic signal
uses this display.
A
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American
Acoustics®
No' othér: loudspeaker offers

'.

'' thésé ádvañctd feaitürés -.
.añd a l0=year warranty.
.

1-'

'

. ..

Front the initiarreseárch and
development to flnished. product, We'r'e
-dedicated to providing the.very best in.
soundeto our. listener. .
'For'instañce, oúr new Dual.
Source Format Loudspeakers, a '.
stunning culmination of technical
excéllenceánd..pure auditory emotion
bypeóple who love music just like you
do;-Featurés'like'dual bass
trans.duders for high level bass clarity..
Symmetric rear port.aperhires"for quick
bass reflex at near zero distortion.',
Geometric baffle coverconflguratiQn,
that minimizes sóund diffraction aqd
impróvés highfregúency dispersion: Midrange driver positioning (above. the`' .',;
tweeter) for improved dine arrival over
I.

.

:

-

1

!

'

'

ti

.

theentire-sound. spectrum.'Discrete.
high slope crossovers fo: smóoth'
frequency transition:
And, like all American'
Acoustics Loudspeakers, an
industry -leading 10 -year warranty!
A full decade of -listening confidence. ;
Because we're.confident about what
goes.into every American Acoustics
product. Superior componentry,advanced materials and construction:
techniques along with quality
conscious, old-fashioned American
craftsmanship..
Whether you choose the
exciting new DS -Series, oúr popular
D -Series, or oúr value-priced
AAL Series, you'll hear the pride:
Today, tomorrow, and for years

.

:

.

.

to come.
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.

.

.

American Acoustics
One Mitek Plaza
Winslow, IL 61089
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LISTENING FOR THE FUTURE
Enter No. 3 on Reader .Service.Card

For the dealer nearest yóu:please call 1-800-223=52$6 :
When calling,:please refer to number 10977

.

Pick tip your Sony MetalT"
at all these locations:
EAST
BJ's

J&R Music World

Record World
Square Circle
The Wiz
Tower
Trader Horn
Wall to Wall
SOUTHEAST
Brendles
Burdine's

Jordan Marsh
Record Bar
Rich's

which case the envelope is called
the energy -time curve (ETC) and the
phase and magnitude curves are taken in the frequency domain (see Fig. 4).
Duncan further pointed out that my
choice of words regarding the signal delay display (Figs. 10 and 11) could
and did cause confusion. The phase
curve shown was linear, and the signal
delay shown was constant.
There are few higher signs of respect than to have readers read with
care and then share their thinking with
you. My sincerest appreciation goes to
Andrew Duncan for his constructive,
in

helpful corrections and for the aid of
his superb computer software in the
depiction of these fundamental relationships.
Q
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4-In this illustration, the time -domain
view shows the energy -time curve (ETC),
which is the energy envelope over time (A).
The frequency -domain transfer
function (B) consists of the phase and
the magnitude response of the signal.
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THE METAL AGE
IS HERE
Serious recording enthusiasts know that in today's

world of digital audio, conventional cassettes
just won't do. Their formulations don't meet higher

s...

recording requirements.
So now there's Sony Metal;" the first complete

line of advanced metal particle audiocassettes. Each
Sony Metal tape offers a level
of performance that's ideal for

Recording
Will never be
the same.

digital source material like

the compact disc.
To begin with, there's
Métal-E.S, the most highly

acclaimed metal car

rte currently available.

Thal

acwrding to Audio, l-figl Melity and the leading
consumer reporting publications. For most manufacturers, Metal -ES wot. Id be enough. Not for Sony.
Sons introduces Metal

Master,' the pr-..eminent

tape in the Sony Metal line. Based upon years of

Sony advanced research into high density metal

materials, it combines ki traiine Extralloy' magnetic

particles with

a

new high polymer binding, to ach'ese

superb linearity and the highest rated output ever.
Plus its unique one-piece ceramic shell and _ape guide
are designed to dampen

vibration and reduce modula-

tion noise.
Sony also introduces Metal -SR. The first

affordably priced pure metal cassette that offers
greater dynamic range performance. Because, like

every Sony Metal cassette, the Metal -SR has three

L

times the magnetic energy of any Type II cassette.

And it's available in both 9D and

100

minute lengths.

Each Sony Metal cassette is the ultimate in

analog recording technology. So look for Sony Metal.
Because recording

will never be the same.

For more information write: Sony Metal,

Sony Magnetic Products Company, Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656.
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SONY
® 19bg Sony Corporatism ei A,rricp. Sony, Sony Metal, S>talloy,
Metal -ES, Metal Master and Metal -Si. are trademarks .f Sony.
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TFy-25
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If you've vowed not to compromise this time around,
consider the rich rewards of owning Carver. Each component includes unique innovations designed to confront and
solve real -world sonic problems.

Power unleashed: Simultaneous high current/
high voltage output. The TFM-25 is capable of delivering more simultaneous current, power and voltage into a
wider range of speaker loads than any other competitively
priced design: 225 watts per channel into 8 ohms
20-20kHz with no more than 0.5% THD. Its patented
Magnetic Field Power Supply can draw up to 200% more
line current, store more joules of energy in its unique distributed capacitance system, and then deliver up to 500%
more current during musical peaks. With the right speakers,
this kind of serious power can achieve a full restoration of
the robust percussive attacks and lightning transients so

necessary to achieving musical realism from digital sources.

Accuracy and musicality through Transfer
Function Modification. Over the past two decades, Bob
Carver has worked on the problem of replicating one power
amplifier's sonic signature in another dissimilar design.
Through thousands of hours of painstaking tests and modifications, he has been able to closely match the TFM-25's
transfer function with that of his highly acclaimed
$17,500.00 Silver Seven vacuum tube reference power
amplifier. When you hear the warm, natural sound of the
TFM-25, you'll know that Transfer Function Modification is an audible reality.
New flexibility in a classic preamplifier design.
The Carver C-16 is at once a purist, "straight-wire -with gain" design and a wonderful wealth of sonic options.
Including individual left/right tone controls with variable

POWERFUL

MUSICAL

ACCURATE

BE
E MASTER
OFYOUR O N
SONIC DESTINY.

I III

',

.0...1.,

a

turnover, full -band Spectral Tilt,
Hear why we stack up ahead of
.isi.
.10,
and of course Sonic Holography'
the competition. The TFM-25, C-16
with a new Blend control that furand TX -12 are just three of over a dozen
_I__________
ther extends the remarkable spacial restonew Carver designs. Each is designed to
ration abilities of this exclusive Carver technology.
rekindle your sense of musical wonder. It all
ACCD turns "dirty" FM into fresh air. Unlike any begins with a visit to your nearest Carver dealer.
competitive tuner model, the Carver TX -12 can actually
To receive White Papers on Simultaneous 'Ugh Current High
transform a noisy, multipath distortion -ravaged FM signal
Voltage Transfer Function Modification and Sonic Holography.' details
into clean, hiss -free music with full stereo separation. The
of Spectral Tilt and the name of your nearest Carver Dealer.
cull 1-800-443-CAVR, 8-5 PM Pacific time.
key is the TX -12's Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM
Detection circuitry. A lengthy name for a wonderfully fast
solution to expanding your listening possibilities. When
you experience ACCD's effect, you may consider the
TX -12's full remote control, 20 FM/AM presets with preview scan, stereo/mono switch and dual antenna inputs,
CARVER CORPORATION, LYNNWOOD, WASHINGTON, U.S.A.
mere icing on the cake.
Distributed in Canada byEVOLUTION
AUOIO INC. H416)847-8888
-
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Watts and Worms
Running comparative listening tests
on amplifiers is interesting-and not
just because of what it tells you about
the amps. The more do it, the more
learn just how big a can of worms it
is. The pitfalls of such testing are
many, and not always obvious.
For instance, reactions to the first
amp auditioned are often skewed,
because you have no recent basis for
comparison. So retest the first amp,
halfway through the group, and base
my reactions on the retest.
The order in which you listen to
selections has an impact. A volume
setting that normally sounds just right
for a given track will sound too low if
the preceding track was noticeably
louder and too high if the preceding
track was quiet. Conceivably, the
mood -altering effects of different
musical works could affect your
attitudes to the sound too.
It's long been known that listening
levels often have a subtle effect.
A difference of several dB is instantly
identifiable, but if the difference is
only a fraction of a dB, the slightly
louder amp will just sound "better,"
without you knowing why. So system
levels should be recalibrated, using a
fixed -level tone and a sound -level
I

Finial's Not Finished
Tracking phonograph records with
a beam of light, instead of a stylus,

has been an engineering dream for at
least 30 years. Lasers and computer
chips would seem to make that
possible, but the dream seemed
dashed last January. Finial
Technology of Santa Clara, Cal.,
which had been expected to pay off
several years of promises by
unveiling a laser turntable at CES,
instead announced the project's
death. After analyzing the results of
their first pilot production run, the
company realized that the turntables
would cost about $10,000 apiece to
produce, rather than the $3,750
originally projected. At that price, they
felt, the market would be too small to
warrant further production.
They may have been wrong. Due to
demand from radio stations,
museums, and some record collectors,
Finial has put the turntable back into
production, with some upgrades and
improvements. The price, however,
has gone up. Turntables from the
original 35 -piece production run, with
the new upgrades, have been sold for
$32,000, although the next batch is
expected to be priced above
$20,000.

You Said

a

Mouthful

The tie-in between movies ánd
popcorn is pretty universal. Even
though spent my childhood Saturday
matinees in a theater that didn't sell it
(we had ice cream, Jujubes, and
frozen Charleston Chews), grew up
with the knowledge that popcorn was
movie food. So it's no surprise that
BASF is promoting their videotape by
I

I

offering microwave popcorn-Paul
Newman's, naturally-with it.
Notice, however, that there's no
audio equivalent. Food is not normally
consumed in concert halls, though
20

I

I

meter, each time a new amplifier is
connected. If volume settings are
changed from cut to cut, calibration is
needed yet again.
Level calibration can also reveal
listener fatigue. When your ears say a
selection that sounded all right before
is now too quiet, but the meter shows
the system gain and levels to be just
what they always were, you know
your ears have tired and it's time to
quit making comparisons for the day.
Another variable is amplifier/
speaker interaction. think you can
often tell which of several amplifiers
sounds best when driving a given
speaker. I'm not at all sure, however,
that it's safe to extrapolate those
results to another speaker, especially
if that speaker is a very different type.
The complex -impedance curves in
Audio's speaker tests show what kind
of load a given speaker presents to
an amplifier. A perfect amp should do
equally well with any load-but with
the speaker used for the listening
tests, a lesser amp might actually be
chosen as sounding better. This may
not be a major variable: Every time
have compared a suite of amplifiers
on two different speakers, my
opinions did alter subtly but were not
I

I

grossly changed.

snacks and drinks are sold at
intermission. Jazz and rock clubs sell
mainly drinks, and none of the foods
they do serve are universal enough to
be symbolic. So there's no natural
tie-in for home listening.
Perhaps some enterprising tape
company should offer audio cassettes
with your choice of two edible
tie-ins-soft, noiseless foods (Jello?
chocolate mousse?) to go along with
music you don't want to drown out,
and crunchy carrots, celery, or potato
chips for music you would really
rather not hear.
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For music purists
with an unlimited budget.
In the relentless pursuit of musiInfinity has created
some of the world's best
sounding speakers. Including one for the decidedly
well-heeled: the 711 foot,
$50,(00 Infinity Reference
Standard V. Acclaimed internationally as the most sonically -accurate speaker ever
cal perfection,

made. (With unlimited space
and budget you might choose

the imposing sound-and imposing
presence-of the IRS V.)

For music purists
with limited space.

Now Infinity introduces another
Reference Standard for people
whose passion for music
must be in harmony with
their living space: the
Environmental Reference
Standard Series.
Infinity ERS environmental in -wall speakers use
no floor or shelf space, and
they can be painted to match
or accent your room's decor.
In short, they offer the best of both
worlds-filling your rooms s ith

spacious, extremely accurate stereo
sound, but without imposing on your
environment.
Audition the phenomenal ERS
Series speakers and pick up your copy
of "Infinity Answers Your Questions
On Environmental Sound'. Only at
a selected Infinity ERS dealer.

Infinity
Né ket you batic u

For literature and the name of your nearest Infinity dealer, call (800) 765-5556. In Canada. call 4416) 294-4833,
01989 Infinity Systems, Inc. H A Harman International Company.
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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A video receiver
designed for audiophiles.
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Until now, video receivers have overlooked a distinct segment of the Nielsen population.
ntI03.5ft
`^ n
Those people who listen to TV as well as watch it. Which is why
au
.~-N
Mitsubishi engineers developed the M-AV1. A video receiver
inspired from the philosophy that a soap opera should sound every bit as good as an Italian
opera. At the heart of the system is a powerful amplifier with Dolby Surround' sound. It
boasts 125 -watts per channel''' With a generous dose of 25 -watts per channel in the rear for surround sound. A time delay of 20 milliseconds has also been encoded into the rear channels to
increase depth perception and maintain separation from the front speakers. And with our
Dynamic Delay Line, wéve expanded the dynamic range of our rear channels by as much as
40 dB over other conventional designs. It also offers four video inputs (two of which are Super VHS compatible). And comes complete with an award -winning remote that's easy-to -use and
capable of controlling all functions via on -screen displays. So you never have to get up from
your recliner on our account. But now that you've got a great video receiver, as an audiophile,
you might be in the market for an audio receiver. In which case read the other side of the page.
16
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An audio receiver
designed for videophiles.
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If like most people you read this ad from left to right, you know by now that the M-AV1
distinguishes itself as a superb video receiver. But what makes the M-AV1 a rare species in the
A/V receiver jungle is that it also makes an equally superb audio receiver. For starters, it's so full of technical goodies that it makes the average audio receiver, much less

the average A/V receiver, blush. You'll find our dual J -F> I preamp provides low noise and minimum distortion characteristics to the output amplifiers.Vv ve utilized
discrete components instead of integrated circuits for the output devices for maximum headroom and separation. Our own Multi-Feedback Servo system faithfully
reproduces low frequency music with a minimum of distortion while protecting your
loudspeakers from potentially damaging DC signal components. And therés also a remote operated motorized volume control that provides smooth attenuation while avoiding distortion.
Of course, if you decide you're still a hard-core videophile and only care about obtaining a
great video receiver, we have a small suggestion. Buy the receiver on the other side of the page.
'175 u am

¡4(1

channel minimum RMS. both channels doyen into 8 ohms from t)H; - 201cliz with no more rhar 1.105"., unal'summit: distortion For the name of your authorized
saU1180tb 5278888 eat 145 t<C) 1089 Mitsubishi Electric Sales America, Inc Dolby Surround is a trader% rk u1 f )olhr I aboratones Licensing Corp

Mitsubishi dealer,

.MITSUBISHI
ELECTRONICS
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING
POSSIBLE"
IS
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INTO THE JAWS OF DEAF
Gentle Kick
A black car with blacked -out
windows looks sinister, even when it's
basically as sporty as a Chevy S-10
Blazer, but didn't really worry until
Joe Gross opened its door and let me
see the array of vast, black Stillwater
Kicker speakers just behind the front
I

seats-eight

18 -inch woofers plus a
handful of tweeters, midrange drivers,

J.

and mid -woofers, so many that Gross
had had to install angled, overlapping
panels to hold them all. A guy could
go deaf in this, thought.
Joe sensed my feelings. "Don't
worry," he said. "It has a volume
control. And it can sound just as
sweet as it sounds loud. We built it to
do both."
Joe also built it as a demonstration
to show installers what can be done
in a car, as far as craftsmanshipand volume-are concerned. As
technical rep for David Lee
Marketing, in Edmond, Oklahoma,
a car stereo manufacturers'
representative, Joe does sales and
installation training, answers questions
about his company's products, and
"does a lot of cheerleading."
felt like cheerleading myself, when
heard the system. It was as clean
and sweet as Joe said. was
prepared to take his word about the
volume, especially when learned
its 28 speakers are powered by
4,385 watts worth of Linear Power
amplifiers. "At crank -'em -ups," Joe
said, "we've measured 153.7 dB SPL,
unweighted average. don't stay in
the car when do that."
The 13 amplifiers are in the rear
(five are countersunk into the
tailgate), as are eight Interstate
Megatron batteries and two Astron
50 -ampere power supplies. The
Astrons charge the batteries and
operate the system when it's parked
near an a.c. outlet. The eight Linear
Power 5002 500 -watt amps are
hinged, so they can be swung up and
I

I

I

I

I

just

Hornet Flies Again
Racing and rally cars don't usually
have stereo systems. But putting a
stereo in such a car makes sense
the event is as long as the
2,178 -mile, eight -day Mexican
Pan-American Road Rally and the
car's sponsors include Sherwood.
Driven by Loyal Truesdale, the
placed second in the American
division's small touring class and
11 t
overall. The race was run in
November 1988, but there didn't
seem much point in rushing the news
into print when discussing the exploits
of a 1953 Hudson Hornet.
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Thirteen amps, five extra batteries,
and two a.c. power supplies were
used in the Blazer.

locked to expose the quality of the
wiring inside.
Up front, Gross has two Denon
head units, a DCC-8920 AM/FM/CD
unit (which he uses only for CDs) and
a DCR-5470 AM/FM/cassette unit. The
latter is being replaced by a Denon
7870, which can also control a remote
CD changer; the 8920 will stay in the
system to play single CDs. Overall
system equalization is set by a Denon
DCC-420 selector module and DCE250 12 -band equalizer; a Linear
Power PA -II preamplifier/equalizer
acts as the system's main tone and
volume control.
About 700 man-hours went into the
installation, all crammed into the
month before the Blazer's debut at
the 1989 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show. "I couldn't have
done it in time," says Gross, "without
the help of two friends, Terry Lackey
and Rick Stuck, who put in more than
100 hours apiece on evenings and
weekends. Rick also let me use the
woodshop where he does custom
installation work for Hawk Electronics,
a car stereo dealer in Arlington,
Texas." Gross estimates that it would
cost about $25,000 to duplicate the
system for a customer.
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Not all of the Blazer's 20 speakers
are shown here
enough to be
a little daunting.
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AT THE VERY EDGE.
The latest in audio circuitry.
Engineered into a system computermatched to your car's or
truck's interior. lb give you pure,
unencumbered sound.
That's a Delco Electronics
Music System. Designed into your
GM vehicle, so an advanced Delco

Electronics Digital Compact Disc
Player can take you out. lb the edge.
That's how Delco Electronics is setting standards in automotive entertainment. Available in select vehicles
from Cadillac, Buick, Oldsmobile,
Pontiac, Chevrolet and GMC "'Yuck.
01989 Delon EkcironlFc Corporation.

Dele alectroñic

Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics
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Rights ReaQved.

Car amplifier power specs
are for 14.4-V operation,
but the actual voltage in
cars is often lower.

Variable Voltage
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"I'll Have The Traveling Wilburys ..
To Go"

.

Many years ago, drained by a hard
day selling vacuum cleaners, found
myself so perked up by a song on the
radio that turned back 10 miles to
buy a record of it. Finding a parking
place, locking up the car, and
walking to the record store took more
time than the 10 -mile drive did. That
needn't happen if you patronize
Dazz II, a record store in Camden,
N.J.-they have a drive-in window.
I

I
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C (194° F), and found this true. With
Nominally, cars have 12-V electrical its pulley turning at 4,000 rpm, the
systems. The standards for car stereo unit put out just under 160 amperes
testing, however, are for performance at the lower temperature but only a bit
more than 135 amps at the higher
at 14.4 V. Is this realistic?
According to Audio Review of Italy, one. The alternator's rated output of
190 amps was achieved only at 8,000
it's not-at least for European and
rpm (pulley, not engine speed), and it
Japanese cars. They tested 12 cars
dropped down to about 170 at the
and found that voltage under load
higher temperature. Stock alternators
ranged from 11.3 V (Lancia Prisma
1.6 IE) to 11.8 V (Saab 900 Turbo and are smaller (my Scorpio's alternator,
Volvo 750 Turbo D) when the engines at 95 amperes, has a comparatively
high output), and makers of
were off, with an average of 11.6 V.
aftermarket alternators tell me that
With the engine running, voltages
ranged from 12.6 V (Suzuki Santana,
stock alternators' outputs drop even
more with heat.
a four -wheel -drive off -road vehicle,
The magazine also measured the
and Lancia Thema IE) to 13.6 V
(Maserati 422) and averaged 13.12 V. resistance of each car's body, since
some installers use the body as a
The magazine points out that an
amplifier delivering 72 watts at 14.4 V ground return path between trunk mounted stereo systems and the
would only deliver 50 watts at 12 V.
Current counts too, and alternators battery. Of the tested cars, the Saab
and Maserati had the lowest
put out less of it as they heat up.
resistance, only 0.98 milliohm
Audio Review tested a Lestek
(0.00098 ohm). Highest was the Fiat
aftermarket alternator from Rockford
Fosgate, at 27° C (80.6° F) and at 90° Uno 45 FIRE, at 6.1 milliohms.
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Based on Hafler's philosophy of utilizing superior
components and carefully researched designs, we are
proud to announce the introduction of the SE Series.
The SE line includes a J-FET preamplifier utilizing
the circuitry based upon the critically acclaimed
DH 110, a reliable AM/FM digital tuner with superior
interference immunity, a premium quality remote
CD player which sets superlative standards of sonic
purity, and a 60 watts per channel MOSFET
amplifier heralded as having an "...excellent and
straightforward design" To experience this
breakthrough in affordable audio separates, call
1-800-366-1619 for your nearest Hafler dealer.

Hafler_

The Affinrdable High -end

Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card

THE CUTTING EDGE OF AUDIO
INTRODUCES THE BEST CUT OF ALL.

G

E-

THE SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE NEW SPEAKER FROM APOGEE.

DELIVERED THE EXTRAORDINARY APOGEE SOUND IN A SPEAKER PRICED A T
9 9 5 PER
PAIR. THIE APOGEE STAGE. WHEN WE SET OU'T TO DEVELOP AFFORDABLE SPEAKERS, THE
QUALITY OF SOUND WAS NEVER A POINT FOR NEGOTIATION. THERE IS NO COMPROMISE. THIS
IS WHY APOGEE CONTINUES TO BE JUDGED "BEST SOUND'' AT AUDIO SHOWS WORLD WIDE.
THE NEw APOGEE STAGE WILL ADVANCE THE CUTTIN3 EDGE OF AUDIO. BUT BEYOND THAT,
ITS TRULI' DEMOCRATIC PRICE IS THE RESULT OF AN EXTRAORDINARY SOUND PHILOSOPHY,
AND THAT'S THE BEST CUT OF ALL.
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OGEE f-1COUSTICS
AFOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC.. 35 YORK INDUSTRIAL PARK. RANDOLPH, MA 02368

CONTACT APOGEE FOR THE DEALEP NEr2REST YOU.
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

(617) 963.0124
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THE BEASTS
During develop -rent they were called 'The
Beasts" anc w,en you see their awesome
Before you
appearance, yowl know why.
even hear the Minion 767s, you'll know from
their pi sical size, elegant design and
sunning frdsh fiat 'The Beasts" are like
nothing you ha.e ever experienced before.

I

Henry Az ma,

wli

his gift of constructive
developed a unique
design concept tar Active Low Frequency
Al gnmen:, and powered it by amplification
based on the award - winning Cyrus.
The
result is a. ruler flat frequency response down
CI 20Hz, optirrel1 interfaced with al living
ervironments.
The 767s are capable of
producing undistorted dynamics and realism
or ry experiencec at a five performance.
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DISCOVERY PAR<

TEL (504) 432 7727

3700 GIL.VORE WAY
FAX (504) 432 1130

DISCOVER SOUND PRESERVED
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Long ago, the special properties of the vacuum tube were discovered. It was the first
electronic means of amplifying sound. Today,
it's still the best.
No modern-day compromises even come
close. Which is why Counterpoint focuses on
tube technology and, since 1977, have designed
amplifiers and preamps capable of reawakening
recorded music's lifelike qualities.
Today, Counterpoint preamps
and amplifiers are more musical
than ever. From our affordable
but exacting SA -1000 preamp
to our no -holds -barred SA 11 control center, music's r
natural texture and
liquid qualities are pre dp.a.'N
served for you to enjoy.

Call 800-266-9090 to find the Counterpoint
dealer nearest you. Then go in and listen. See
how Counterpoint
components
can bring music
back to life.
-N

SA -I

I

with remote

E
COUNTERPOINT
Nothing Between the Music and You

2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

ASSAULT WITH INTENT
turbed, but not forever! The video fat
was in the fire when, at last, home
video recording/playback appeared,
precipitating another and much more
complex revolution replete with absolutely epochal fights, fights as to rights
as well as mere technologies. And thus
video came to the movies for the first
time. HDTV is actually no more than a
dramatic continuation of the clash between video and film technologies. Or
\\`
rather, their forced interpenetration, alA
ready enormous even before HDTV.
Misplaced intentions! Our first intent
is often practical, as with TV. But we
are seldom very good at forecasting
.,
the future, pro and con. That part is a
matter of experience. We start one
ni'
way, back up, turn violent corners, and
,
describe corkscrews of policy as we
find out what really works in our new
-TN
developments. As they used to say,
a
I
this is the school of hard knocks. Live
and learn. Practice makes perfect. Exlr:i'
perience is the truth itself coming forth!
Here is the true process of technological improvement, in spite of all the preplanning and R & D. Thus do we move
ilm versus video? Thanks to the can tell? They may yet, given time,
current promotions of HDTV and because sound recording is a good from our early and simplistic intentions
to more realistic appraisals, formerly
its video relatives, the conflict idea, isn't it?
Are things going differently (than unperceived. It's a good system, in
between the film and video approaches to color pictures with sound is loom- once intended) in the professional spite of casualties en route.
A professional term from another
ing all the way around our semide- world of moving pictures? You bet. For
tached audio industry-with ourselves a long time, video pictures and film area comes to mind. It's one of those
hooked into the various systems all movies-at least from a consumer academic terms out of a college Enover the place, both in film and video. viewpoint-kept their distance and glish department, having to do with
This is surely one of the most interest- didn't really mix. Video was best i'n the language: The misplaced epithet. Different, but doesn't it ring a bell? And so
ing confrontations of technique in this home; film held right on in the movie
century. In most of the areas, audio is theater, with a boost from large very professional sounding, like gobof course vital, whether in professional screens, surround sound. and even bledygook. Just try to say it two or
color motion pictures or the same via 3-D. Which was which, video or film, three times, fast. In my non -pro lanvideo. In others, like consumer video did not concern the public very much. guage book, this one ranks with such
movies, audio is inexplicably down to A movie is a movie, TV is TV-even cn childhood absurdities as, "She sells
zero even though it is "available" as your VCR. And thus we thought we sea shells by the seashore"-equally
never before-and automatically, at knew where we were going. No more! unpronounceable.
Nevertheless, "misplaced epithet" is
that. You can't avoid it, but you can HDTV has burst upon us-at least in
the media. Of course we haven't seen right for the present argument. You
ignore it. We do.
On that score, you read in this col- it, but that doesn't diminish our interest. hammer away at a wrong place, until
umn in August concerning the wonder- Suddenly, a revolution! So far. it hasn't maybe you move your (linguistic) hamfully misplaced hopes for "home" mov- cost us consumers a cent. It's all in the mer to hit a better place, and things
begin to work out in new ways.
ie sound that were taken up enthusias- hype, absolutely free.
Tom Edison (my usual favorite) inNone of this was remotely env tically by our industry in the early
tended his fabulous phono, and
1950s. Suddenly-magnetic tape. And sioned, or intended, when TV first apeasy striping of the film. It was an in- peared as a very real revolution right plugged it, obstinately, as a dictating
spiring thought, but it mostly fizzled. after WWII. Then, its intent was to chal- machine. Music was far from mind. For
lenge and swallow up the world of ra- years, he would go no further than the
Misplaced intentions.
corny comedy stuff he himself enjoyed.
Then again, so many years later, we dio. which it did-almost. But the movsuddenly had much more extensive ies were entirely separate, until we had Fortunately, others carried on as new
sound via videotape, and once again reliable video recording. That took a directions for recording became evithe home folks aren't going along. Who while. Our early intentions were undis- dent. Henry Ford hammered away at
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VISIONARY.
It leaves an indelible

impression on your
senses even before
you turn it on.
It's sleek. Stylish.

Contemporary. It's
sculpted brilliance.
It's the Elite® Pro -92
Projection Monitor.
This is no mere
television. It's a theatre like experience so ahead
of its time, it doesn't invite
comparison. The pictu re?
In a word, perfect.
Images are amazingly
bright and sharp. The
secret is an advanced
lens system that
dramatically enhances
color reproduction,
clarity and detail.
The Elite Projection
Monitor. The future
never looked so good.
For your nearest
Elite dealer, call
.

1-800-421-1404.
e

ELITE
BY

op

PIONEER

O 1909

Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
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Power Amplifiers...
Perfect Mates for our new Pre-ceiver on next page.'..
PRO -POWER FOUR
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Says Leonard Feldman in his Test
Report in AUDIO Magazine, Vol. 71,

Pro -Power Four
.

Pro-Power One

No.9:

"...it brought out the best in all of
the loud speaker system's with
which I tried it. I sensed an
effortlessness about the musical
crescendos reproduced from some
of my CD spectaculars..."
"In my view, you can spend five
times as much as what this amp
costs, but you won't get a better,
more reliable, or more musical

DESCRIPTION: The New PRO -POWER
amplifiers are especially designed for the
extended Dynamic Range requirements of
today's Compact Disc players and Hi Fi
VCRs. The ULTRA HIGH CURRENT design
offers you incredibly high power without
sacrificing distortion -free performance,
superb reliability, and the utmost in sonic
purity. These new amplifiers operate flawlessly under all operating conditions. It is
well known that most of today's highly
regarded loudspeakers exhibit impedance
curves which drop to 1 or 2 ohms at some
frequencies, and in conventional amplifiers
this results in severe clipping and the triggering of protective circuitry. However, our
new PRO -POWER Phase Control amplifiers
continue to operate even under those
extremely low impedance conditions. Current limiting had been eliminated entirely
by the use of the latest POWER MOSFET
technology, thus avoiding the sonic degradation typically found when limiting circuitry is employed.

PRO -POWER ONE: The NEW PRO-POWER
ONE amplifier provides all of the performance features of the PRO -POWER FOUR in
a smaller, non -rack -mountable chassis.

f

t+

PROPOWEA ONE

T_JAca4tytn/LM

~..r uncir:
q"m

agog

unit."

41r.olrY

FEATURES: MOSFET amplification stages
provide the utmost in sonic purity, rivaling
that of vacuum tube amplifiers...PrecisionCalibrated LED power meters (0-400 watts
at 8 ohms)... Speaker switching for two pair
of stereo speakers...
SPECIFICATIONS: CONTINUOUS RMS
POWER: 205 watts per channel @ 8 ohms,
20Hz-20kHz, 300 watts per channel @ 4
ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, 450 watts per channel
@ 2 ohms, 1kHz...THD-less than 0.05%.
19"Wx51/4"Hx12"D, 30 pounds.

'ia.wcerñir,
MIL,.
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I
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The PCR800 amplifier is similar to the
PRO -POWER ONE, rated at 205 watts per

channel

@ 8

ohms, but with plain overlay

front panel.
at

a

$499.

new low price, only

Pro -Power Ten 2/3/4 Channel 600 -watt Mosfet Amplifier
TWO -CHANNEL MODE

FOUR -CHANNEL MODE

THREE-CHANNEL MODE

The ultimate in audio/video systems is
the Surround Sound system, where the
Theatre environment is recreated by
stereo front and stereo rear speakers.

This mode provides 205 w/p/c for a
stereo pair of satellite speakers for mids
and highs, plus 600 watts to guarantee
optimum sub -woofer bass performance.

The PRO -POWER TEN, used in this
mode, Is the ultimate in high current,
high power amplifiers, and provides a
w/p/c @ 8 ohms.

2/3/4 CHANNEL
MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER

PRO -POWER TEN

POWER OUTPUT
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Iñtroducing óur néw:Pré-ceiver°...
.. the Pro -PT TWO Preamplifier/Tuner
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C -NOS DratTAL CONTROL CENTER PAGOW'/TUhl=R

Soundcraftsmen, America's leader in separate components,
introduces the new PRO -PT TWO PRE-CEIVER. This new
Control-Center/Preamplifier/Tuner combines the outstanding
performance and features of our separate tuner and preamplifiers. The PRE-CEIVER offers the sensible alternative to the "all in -one" receiver, by allowing the freedom to choose a separate
power amplifier to match the needs of the speaker systems. This
intelligent PRECEIVER approach allows you to avoid the inherent problems and compromises found in today's receivers, and
still enjoy the cost -saving of combining the compatible preamplifier and tuner stages on a single chassis.

Due to space and technical design limitations, ordinary receivers
cannot be equipped with the (nigh -current, high -voltage power
stages found in even modestly -priced separate power amplifier's.
In a receiver, these heavy-duty power stages, necessary for high

dynamic tange amplification, would generate levels of heat,
hum, and noise unacceptable to the tuner and preamplifier's low
level, sen'sitive circuits. The r.ew PRE-CEIVER eliminates all of
these compromises by keeping the low-level preamplifier and
tuner stages completely separate from the incompatible highlevel power amplifier stages; thus providing a near-perfect and
distortion -free output signal to drive any amplifier.

.

C-MOS PREAMP SECTION

DIGITAL PLLTUNER SECTION

The PRO -PT TWO's preamplifier section has the quality and
features you need as the cornerstone of your audio system.
;Feather-Touch Digital C-MOS Switching for noise -free and
distortion -free listening and recording. Source selections
include CD/DAT, Phono, Tuner (built-in), Audio/Video, plus
two Tape Monitors with dubbing. Each source has its own
push-button and LED for easy selection and verification of
signal source desired.
Two pairs of outputs for Surround Sound applications or
Subwoofer/Satellite speaker systems. Two switched plus one
un -switched AC outlets are provided for powering other audio
components. Our unique Variable Contour Loudness Control
allows precise and easy selection of frequency balance at any
volume level.

The PRO -PT TWO Tuner section's advanced technology incorporates a digitally synthesized, quartz -referenced crystal oscillator
which guarantees unparalleed tuning accuracy and drift -free
reception. Multipath distortion, common in urban areas where
many strong stations exist, has been virtually eliminated by a
specially designed RF stage- In rural areas, where low signal
levels are common, the PRE-CEIVER'S high sensitivity assures
you of distortion -free and noise-free reception. A Micro Computer memory system, coupled with Automatic Scanning
allows extremely simple programming of 32 stations of your
choice (16 FM and 16 AM). D rect access retrieval of any of your
preprogrammed stations is as simple as pressing one or two
buttons The Scan Selector provides you with easy access to

.

.
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FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW

However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer Is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator!'
ARKANSAS

CALIFORNIA

Jonesbdr0 THE SOUND CENTER NO.
Berkeley UNCLE RALPH'S AUDIO Chico GAO STEREO SO.
Cerrttos FE DCO Costa Maa ATLANTIC STEREO. FEDCO Goleta CAPTAIN VIDEO Hollywood
AUDIO -VIDEO SOLUTIONS Los Angeles FEDCO Montebello AUDIO -VIDEO SOLUTIONS. SML INC. Newport Beach ATLANTIC STEREO Ontario FEDCO Orange FIDELITY SOUNDPasadera HOW San
Bernardino FEDCO San Deego FEDCO Santa Ma FIDELITY
SOUND Nn Nuys FEDCO Maier NI FI HAVEN
Fort Lauderdale SPEAKER WAREHOUSE Hialeah SPEAKER WAREHOUSE Noywoog SPEAKER WAREHOUSE Mu no, South A9Cs0
ELECTRO SOUND. PARS ELECTRONICS Orlando SOUND
Hno YAFUSO T.V. APPLIANCE Hnn0IrW BOSE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER VIDEO LIFT
EFFECTS West Palm Beach SOUND SHAM
IdNO Falls PHASE a STEREO
Burbank POLE BROS. Chttago MARTROY ELECTRONICS.
MIDWEST STEREO. MUSICRAFT, POLE BROTHERS Cottage Grove. POLO BROS Elan. POLK BROS. Evergreen Park MUSICRAFT Gurnee OPUS EOUIPMEN- HOnlew0o0 MUSICRAFT Metros_ Pad: POLK BROS-Jacksonville
FRONT ROW RECORDS Morton
Grove MUSICRAFT NaperwOe. POLE BRAS. Oak Park MUSICRAFT Palatine MUSICRAFT Soungheld REEL TO REAL DESIGNS VAN Park MUSICRAFT
Msh.gan
AUDIO
Haven

CALIFORNIA

njOIDDA

HAWAII

TRONICS

KANSAS Overland Park

AUDIO ELECTRONICS

PL,

ILLINOIS

IDAHO

KENTUCKY

Lowswlle RI.FIDELITY INC

INDIANA

LOUISIANA

Cdy

CONNECTION New

MAINE

RJS SOUND West Lafayette VOWS ELEC-

MARYLANp

New Orleans TULARE PRO AUDIO
Ehsworth Fab ELLSWORTN AUDIO
Frehnek THE ELECTHE WIZ STORES Sambrook PRANZATEWS STEREO Olson E Hanover TOPS APPLIANCE Hawthorne THE SPEAKERMAN ledge000d HI TECH AUDIO Kinntlon
SOUND CITY Newark MEG RADIO CORP New Brunswick BARRACKSTRADING POST Secaucus TOPS APPLIANCE Trenton BARRACK'S TRADING POST
THE WIZ STOWS Bronx VICMARR STEREO, AROMA ENTERPRISES. CRYSTAL
SOUND. DM ELECTRONICS Brooklon CI NTRAL AUDIO, MAGNA ELECTRONICS New Yon City STEREO PLAZA, VICMARR STEREO. CANA! HI R. MTN STREET AUDIO. U.S.A. ELECTRONICS Syracuse SUPERIOR SOUND
Raleigh CREATIVE ACOUSTICS
Columbus AUDIO EXCHANGE Defiance ZELLER'S SOUND STORE Lora HART AUDIO Wooster SSW TELEVISION
Okiaho Na Ctty JOHNSON TV SOUND
TRONIC SHOP

NEW HAM/SHI RE Nashua

TECH NI FI

NEWJERSEY

NEW YORK

OHIO

NORTH CAROLINA
OKLAHOMA
PENNSYLVANIA Ph.adelphia
PUERTO RICO Santurce R. F. ELECTRONICS TEXA1 Dabas/Carroloon VERY SERIOUS TOYS El Paso GSA SONIDO Lake Jackson RCS Laredo JUT SALES
VIRGIN ISLANDS SI Thomas. U S and Brash Wrenn anon ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED WASHINGTON. D.C. VENUS STEREO V IS.CONSIN

SOUND OF MARKET Reading. £h I', ogler PHOENIX HI FI FInsburgh AUDIO JUNCTION
Mesomte VISES ACCESSORIES PLUS Mdlan) FOIGERS San Antonio THE SOUND IDEA
Appleton AMERICAN TV Glencale SOUNOSTAGE Madison AMERICAN TV Manitowoc M
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A ELECTRONICS Waukesha

AMERICAN TV
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FREE System/Analysis Tést Recording,
Now available on 5" COMPACT DISC!

awni,--11frove.

_-rr-r

FREE!

$19.95 SYSTEM EVALUATION KIT, includes your choice of E" Instructional Test/Analysis COMPACT DISC, or 12" LP, plus 2 -sets of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for comparison test, 1 -Instruction
folder. WRITE TO US FOR FAST ACTION, OR CIRCLE READER CARD,
and we'll send you FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS, and 16-page COLOR
BROCHURE.

2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, California 92705, U.S.A./ Telephone (714) 556-6191 FAX: (714) 662-)750

International Telex: 910 595 2524

Listen to the Technics
Mica CX Speaker Series at
one of these fine stores:

-

ALABAMA Mobile
Hooper
ALASKA Anchorage
Magnum Electronics
ARIZONA

Yuma

-

-

Kukuk's Stereo

---

Mr. Audio Fayetteville
ARKANSAS Blytheville
Tape Village
Stereo One Texarkana
CALIFORNIA Berkeley
Uncle Ralphs
Carlsbad Chula Vista Escondido La Mesa
San Diego
Jacks Sound Centers Fairfield
Del Mars Los Angeles
Cosmos San Jose
Main St. Electronics
Ouement Santa Ana
Henry's Stereo Glenwood
COLORADO Aspen
Music Box
Springs
FLORIDA Delray Beach
Good Lite Key West

-

-

--

- Audio International West- Palm Beach - World
Of Sound
IDAHO Boise - All American Audio Boise Sound Pro Lewiston - Steiners
Hutch Effingham ILLINOIS Chicago - Hi
Electronics Farmington - World
Fr

Crossroads
Wide TV

-

KANSAS

Team Electronics
Garden City
Wilder Electronics
St. Matthews
MAINE Augusta
Pomerleau's Bangor
The Sound Source
Audiometrics
MASSACHUSETTS New Bedford
Worcester
O'Coin's
MICHIGAN Allen Park
World Wide TV
Puff's of
World Wide TV Petoskey
Brighton
Petoskey Rochester Hills
Video Systems
World Wide TV
Waterford
Team
MINNESOTA Duluth
Mel's Mankato
Amalgamated Audio
Electronics Winona
Hooper
Meridian
MISSISSIPPI Jackson
Hooper
Hooper Pascagoula
MISSOURI Jefferson City
Audio Magic Osage
American
Phone Station Popular Bluff
Beach
Harvey's Home Entertainment
Hi Fi Springfield
St. Louis
(Duality Sight and Sound
MONTANA Bozeman
Sound Pro
Mid City Stereo North
NEBRASKA Norfolk
Platte Monte's Sound Systems Scottsbluff
Panhandle

KENTUCKY

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- NEW MEXICO Albuquerque - Baillos
NEW YORK Albany - Hippo's Canandaigua Hathorne's Corning. Elmira Ithaca - Chemung

Real to Reel
Walpole
Tops Edison
NEW JERSEY East Hanover
Tops Totowa
Tops Secaucus
Sim -O -Rama

NEW HAMPSHIRE

&

Electronics
NORTH CAROLINA Burlington Eden
Greensboro High Point Lexington Salisbury
Winston Salem
Ed Kelly's
Team Electronics
NORTH DAKOTA Grand Forks
Minot
Team Electronics Williston
Stereo

-

West

-

-

-

-

-

ICB Audio Fairview Park
OHIO Cincinnati
Mentor TV, Inc.
Wellman & Griffith. Inc. Mentor
Phil Reddish Supply, Inc. Toledo
Royalton
Stereo One

-

-

Portland

OREGON

- Brownell Sound
--

PENNSYLVANIA Berwyn
Soundex Electronics
Ephrata
Studio One
Galens of Ephrata Erie
Greenburg
Jannen
Stereo Shop Hazelton
East Hills TV d Sporting
Systems Johnstown
Pamco
Lehighton
Lasermedia Pottsville
Reeces' Warehouse
Enterprises Smithfield
HIFH. Inc. Willow Grove
State College
Soundex Electronics
Norton's
SOUTH CAROLINA Columbia

--

-

-

-

-

Team Electronics
SOUTH DAKOTA Rapid City
Sioux Falls
Gourley's Pro Audio
Modern Music
TENNESSEE Memphis
Nashville
Electronic Express

-

-

-

-

A&B TV Corpus Christi
TEXAS Austin
Applebaum
Audio Video Designs Houston
Sound Center of Lufkin
Company Lufkin

-

-

-

&

- Gadgets
- Consumer's Showcase
VIRGINIA Charlottesville - Audio World Limited
Collinsville - Bryant Radio Supply Roanoke Lee Hartman
Sons. Inc. Stafford - ORC
Electronics Virginia Beach - FX Winchester Sound City
WASHINGTON Bellingham - Video Depot
WISCONSIN Janesville - Team Electronics of
Janesville Madison - Phillips Wausau - Sound
Wausau
Salt Lake City
VERMONT Williston
UTAH

&

World of

WYOMING

Casper

- Jeff's Electronics

Technics
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus. NJ 07094

HDTV is merely a dramatic

continuation, the ultimate
in the clash between film
and video technologies.

the motorized buggy he built around
1900 and manufactured his very last
buggy -sprung Ford in 1948 (cross
springing). Again, luckily, others carried on the interplay of new technologies to turn present Fords into non buggies. A very misplaced intention,
like plenty of others.
So now, suddenly, with the hoopla
about HDTV, we have reached the beginning of the ultimate video -versus film confrontation. Clearly, we are still
in the hammer stage, thanks to the
unerring simplicities of the media,
which rejoices in oversimplification
and anything that is or can be made
sensational. Yes, HDTV has been in
proposition and development for a
long time. Yes, it is now "practical," in
that it can be seen and is even on the
air, though not for US. Yes, it is an
extremely legitimate area of refinement
in the entire art of video recording and
reproduction, inevitable these many
years (see my "Sharper Image" piece
in April). Yes, the new sharp image
satisfies the Canby Principle which
says that the dominant medium, the
picture, should have the sharper, higher definition. Hi-fi is at home at last!
Some marriage, and a good many very
rocky years before things are settling
down there.
HDTV, hype or no, is thus at the
turning point. Now the accommodations begin, within the picture industry,
inside the engineering fraternities. The
hype is transitory. The accommodations are real and earnest and will be
thrashed out and formed in the utmost
seriousness, on both the film and video
sides. A thousand early intentions, previously held thoughts, will have to take
on new directions for new intents.
And so it is necessary right now to
play down the big noise among those
who, like Audio readers, can form a
more sober and realistic judgment in
this coming together of an old and
highly perfected medium with a new,
progressive, innovative, and stylish
one that is still in erratic development,
for all the claims.
Somebody, you understand, has to
take on the defense of the more conservative but also enormously reliable
older medium: Film, in all its present
and still -advancing perfection. Luckily,
it is not me, except in generalities! You
have a more
will remember that
I

34

knowledgeable expert to argue that
case in the face of HDTV: Jac Holzman, chief technologist of the new
Warner Communications/Time Inc.
combo, the same Holzman who, many
years ago, founded the twin LP labels
Elektra and Nonesuch.
The Holzman article on film versus
HDTV is already in print in a recent
broadcast industry magazine, so will
merely quote succinct excerpts from
the manuscript.
The Holzman introduction: "Over the
past decade, certain video zealots
have advocated that film is a medium
destined to be replaced by high -definition video devices which will become
both the new production and transmission standard. This narrow point of
view ignores not only the incredible
strides in film emulsion technology but
the practical, cultural, artistic, and severe economic dislocations of any
high -definition changeover." That's
Holzman for you, in a warm nutshell.
I

Haven't we had similar analog versus
digital arguments? And aren't we now
rediscovering the vacuum tube?
But back to Holzman: "For close to
five decades, the bulk of serious 'reusable' entertainment television programming has been captured on film [my
italics] and transferred readily to video.
Thirty -five -millimeter film is the accepted international standard and moves

readily across borders. It provides
originals of the highest quality. The
breadth and historical certainty of 35 mm film ... combined with its ability to
be shown theatrically or transmuted
with convenience and fidelity into any
video format-PAL, NTSC, or HDTVassures all producers and artists that
their creations will continue to be viable through a changing thicket of
evolving standards." That sums up the
first advantage of film-and, incidentally, the audio that may be attached to
the film original. In this context, a video
original is dangerous these days.
But what of obsolescence in the picture quality? We know a lot about early
audio and the problems of updating
our own product for transfer to CD.
Give a heartfelt sigh-if only audio recorders were like cameras! Writes
Holzman: "Film cameras built 20 or 30
years ago reliably produce films today
that are indistinguishable from films
produced on the latest Arri or Panaflex.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989
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THE FIRST ROCK GROUPT
'ACTUALLY
IMPROVESTHE SOUND OF OUR SPEAKERS.
mica/pulp
(S)

One of the most advanced speakers
\ on the face of the earth is made from the
\ face of the earth.
Presenting the Technics CX Speaker
,..=
Series. A remarkable 3 -way speaker
system made from one of nature's most
unique sound conductors: mica.
In fact, mica has
just the right characteristics for a speaker.
I
It's lightweight yet
extremely rigid. 1.5
times more rigid than
titanium. Which means
no matter what type of
music you listen to,
1,
our mica speakers can
reproduce it with
amazing clarity.
More specifically,
the pure mica d'aTechnics Mica

phragm greeter and midrange driver cones provide
incredible accuracy. And the composite
woofer not only delivers a deep, rich bass but helps
eliminate the distortion that can accompany it.
What's more, the CX series is available in a bookshelf and two flocr-standing models. The latter uses a
linear compliance Passive Radiator in the rear of the
cabinet to further improve low frequency reproduction and total
efficiency.
So, if you appreciate
a brilliantly clean sound,
listen to the Technics
CX Series.

We don't think you've
ever heard rock sound like
this before.

Technics
CX Series

Enter No. 51 on Reader Service Card

The science of sound

Keep an optic fixed on the
digital in film's future, if
and when. There, perhaps,
we in audio are ahead in
experience.
The mechanical movement of a film
camera is among the most reliable and
precise devices ever created. Its primary duty is to move film smoothly
through a gate which, assisted by an
excellent optic ... forms the finished
image on the film emulsion. That's all a
film camera has to do because mas-

sive R & D expenditures are primarily
in the film emulsion...."
The truth indeed, as can attest from
my own consumer viewpoint using stereo slides. My camera was built around
1950, but in terms of images on current
film, it is 100% up to date, lacking only
the automation (thank God!) that would
I

HPC
CPC

HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

COPLANAR COPPER

.
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be provided in a new model. This, you
see, is an unanswerable argument for
film in some major respects-if irrelevant in others-and it accounts already
for the almost universal present use of
film for professional video originals. So
don't get too fascinated by HDTV and
its relatives, though they surely will be
coming along in one way or another-if
not to replace film, to supplement it, to
combine with it.
Particularly, we should watch the
whole area of synch and time coding,
already familiar in plenty of pure audio.
And keep an optic fixed on the digital
in film's future, if and when. There,
maybe, we in audio are ahead in experience. Certainly, our enormous knowhow in digital is bound to affect future
changes in film sound, there being
plenty of analog still left in the film area.
Holzman, to go another step ahead
into the matter of quality, gives a fine
glimpse of the current situation as between video and film. "In the current
Japanese high -definition [video] proposal, the only choice we are being
offered is an electronic emulation of 35
mm. A good phrase. Video is all
wrapped up in an effort merely to
equal what 35 mm has had for decades in sharpness and lack of "noise"
or grain-i.e., high definition. And how
about sensitivity? "When Technicolor
introduced its three -strip process to
the world in Becky Sharp, the ASA rating of the film was 8 to 10 [the first
home Kodachrome was 12], and the
heat from the lights melted the actors'
makeup. Not so today. We can light in
just a few foot-candles, and using such
new emulsions as Kodak's T -grained
EXR series and Fuji's F series, exquisite and reliable images can be captured on film at ASA ratings up to 2,000
without losing the richness of
blacks, reducing the scale of tonality,
or noticeably increasing the grain
("noise," to video engineers). HDTV
cameras currently have an ASA speed/
sensitivity of around 85, and there are
hopes that new HDTV cameras are
near where the sensitivity of the tube
will be increased to an ASA of 125,
perhaps 200. But film is already three
stops faster."
Have to stop myself. I'll quote more
of Holzman's interesting challenges
next month-even including an audio
item that was new to me.
A
.
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Overtwo years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.

-

Visityour Madrigal dealer and hear what these origihal designs,can do to improve your music system,
°'

HPC and CPC cables are designed by, and manufactured exclusively for
Box 781, Middletown, CT '06457 ITT TLX 4942158

Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO.

'
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Turn on, tune in, turn up and enjoy your
Adcom music system everywhere...
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concept in home
music systems. Through a revolutionary
approach to its remote control system, the
new Adcom GTP-500 II tuner/preamplifier gives
you full control of your entire music system from
any room. Together with any one of Adcom's
critically acclaimed power amplifiers, this unique
audio product will give cost -minded, serious music
lovers a superior alternative to the common AM/FM
receiver. And with optional speakers and remote
sensors you will be able to turn on, and listen to
your music system anywhere in your home.
dc omm announces a new

Complete System Control
At Your Command
The full function, wireless remote control
system of the GTP-500 II offers superior flexibility
and integration with other components. Control
your system's power on/off, select your favorite
pre-programmed FM and AM stations, scan the
entire FM dial, adjust volume level and select
different sources...all with Adcom's handheld
remote controller.
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To enjoy your Adcom music system throughout
your home, simply add a pair of loudspeakers and
an Adcom remote sensor in each room. Your
Adcom remote controller will perform all of its
remote functions, giving you full control of your
system. (In some cases, it will be advisable to use
one of Adcom's multiple speaker selectors, so
please discuss your system requirements with your
Adcom dealer.)
Remote control of the basic functions of
Adcom's much heralded GCD-575 CD player is
also achieved with the GTP-500 II remote system,

.

-

.

FM/AM

mute/hi blend

^

listening

o

0

thereby simplifying control of your Adcom
system. For total music system integration, the
GTP-500 II remote sensors will also receive and
re -transmit commands to any other remotely
controlled component. Regardless of brand, you
can control your cassette tape deck and VCR,
using their respective controllers through the
GTP-500 II's sensor system.
This remarkable and well thought-out remote
control design gives you full command of your
audio system and will virtually change the way
you listen to music throughout your home.
(over please)

The Adcom GTP-500 II:
It's value is measured
by its performance.
The overall performance

of the new GTP-500

-
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II is

demonstrably superior through
its evolutionary design
improvements and the use of
today's most advanced, high
grade component parts. Adcom's
fundamental design objectives of
creating a quieter preamplifier,
an FM tuner with improved RF
performance and an AM tuner
with flatter frequency response
and reduced distortion were all
achieved.

The Preamplifier
Adcom's unique low impedance RIAA compensation
provides lower noise and
distortion in the phono input
stage. To further reduce noise
and distortion in all stages, all
switching devices are buffered.

..:-

=__

The AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Through

GTP-500 IUGFA-555 (200 watts/ch)*

And to simplify the signal path
and minize degradation, tone
controls, contour and filters are
out of the circuit until and unless
they are needed.
To ensure that long term
adherence to circuit design

objectives is accomplished, 1%
Roederstein resistors are used in
all critical applications as well as
a new low -loss, printed circuit
hoard. Throughout all circuits,
the GTP-500 II uses state -of-

FM Tuner

Total harmonic distortion: 0.004%
I11 distortion: 0.005%
Frequency response: 5 - 65 kHz ± 0.5 dB
Maximum Output Level: > I0V
Input sensitivity for rated output:
Phono: 4 mV
High level: 320 mV
Tone controls:
High filter: (20 kHz) - 4dB
Lo%% filter: (20 Hz) - 3dB
Output Impedance: 100 11

IHF sensitivity, mono:

-

60 Hz

a

careful balance

of sensitivity and selectivity,

Preamplifier

Dimensions: 17" x 31/1" x 123/4" D
(432mm X 83mm x 324mm D)
Weight: 16 lbs. (7.3 Kg.)

highest performance possible

during its lifetime.

Specifications

Voltage: 120V/50

the -art component parts for the

the GTP-500 II optimizes FM
performance whether you're in
an urban area troubled with

excessively strong FM signals,
or you're in a rural area with
weak signals. Also contributing
to a significant reduction in
distortion is an improved IF
stage. Indeed, the quality of FM
stereo reproduction through the
GTP-500 II is as good as the
broadcast itself.
Sixteen stations, eight FM and
eight AM, can be programmed
for instant retrieval at the touch
of a button. And, a bi-directional
FM scan feature makes it easy to
find your favorite source of FM
stereo music.

More Sound, Less Money

dBf
Signal strength for - 50 dB quieting,
mono/stereo: 14/36 dBf
Capture Ratio: 1.7 dB
AM suppression: 60 dB
Alternate channel selectivity: 75 dB
12.2

Total station presets: 16
Separation at I kHz: 50 dB
THI)/stereo at I kHz: 0.09%
Maximum signal-to-noise ratio,
mono/stereo: 80/75 dB
Frequency response: 30 - 15 kHz ± 0.5 dB
Antenna Impedance: 75 D/30012

Optional accessories for
GTP-500 II:
Available with white front panel.
XR/500 II and SPM/500 II remote
sensors. RM-3 rack mount adaptors.

Adcom stereo components have
gained a reputation for sounding
superior to components costing
two and three times as much.
The new GTP-500 II promises
to keep faith with this tradition
of more sound for less money.

AD

e

details you can hear

II Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire. Quebec -19R 4X5
I

*Power output. watts/channel, continuous both channels driven into 8 ohms. 20 Hz-20kHz 0.09% TI ID.
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card
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BERT WHYTE
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matter what medium is em- increased record sales. In the early
ployed, there can be no high- 1950s, considerable advances were
fidelity reproduction of music made in magnetic oxide formulation,
unless there is a corresponding high- magnetic head structure, and recordfidelity recording of the music. This is ing electronics. Condenser microaxiomatic and immutable. The most phones, as exemplified by the famous
elaborate and sophisticated audio Telefunken U-47, were increasingly
component system cannot make a used. Virtually all the record compapoor recording sound good; as we all nies utilized some or all of this technolknow, the higher the quality of the play- ogy, but recording advances were
back system, the more we will hear the most assiduously pursued by the
sonic warts of a poor recording.
"sound labels" of the day: London/
After World War II, a certain amount Decca, Westminster, Vanguard, and,
of progress was made toward the im- of course, Bob Fine's highly acclaimed
provement of sound quality in 78 -rpm Mercury Olympian series.
recordings. The culmination of all this
This was still the era of monophonic
was that in 1948, Decca introduced recording on quarter -inch tape. As the
their famous ffrr (full frequency range quality of the tape masters improved,
recording), surely the zenith of 78 -rpm so did the need for better disc -cutting
sound quality. The parallel develop- heads and electronics. well rememment of magnetic tape recording and ber Bob Fine first using a Grampian
the 331/3 -rpm microgroove long-play- cutter and then adopting the very high ing vinyl record ushered in the high- quality Miller cutter, which required a
fidelity era in 1949.
hulking McIntosh 200 -watt tube ampliFrom the beginning, open -reel mag- fier to drive it optimally.
netic tape recording provided a mediWhen it became apparent that steum that, at 15 ips, had a wide frequen- reo recording would soon supplant
cy range (30 Hz to 15 kHz) and a mono recording, Bob Fine wanted to
dynamic range and S/N ratio of about record three channels of sound on 55 dB. It also afforded a recording time inch tape. The tape companies beof 30 minutes at 15 ips, and the luxury lieved they would have trouble mainof tape editing.
taining uniform slitting at this width and
Of course, it soon was realized that suggested the use of three channels
improvements in recording quality on half -inch tape, which also made for
could be well publicized and result in a less expensive tape head structure.
No

I
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Subsequently, Ampex marketed the
300-3 recorder in the half -inch format,
but obviously, the S/N ratio suffered
because of the reduction of track width
in using half -inch instead of 1 -inch
tape.
With the advent of the stereo disc in
1958, three -channel stereo mastering
on half -inch tape grew enormously, followed later by four -channel recording
on half -inch tape and multi -channel recording on 1- and 2 -inch tape. During
this period, recording engineers were
trying to eke out every last iota of
sound quality with respect to extended
frequency response and dynamic
range, lower distortion, and better S/N
ratio. Much of this was accomplished
with better and quieter tubes, more refined mixing consoles, and more sensitive microphones. The stereo discs
benefited from more linear Neumann
and Ortofon cutter heads. The sound
labels tried to stay with the simpler,
"purist" style of stereo microphone
techniques, while the major labels
started to apply multi -microphone stereo recording to classical music. Thus,
anything and everything was used to
improve sound quality and gain a competitive sales advantage. The sound oriented labels had to put their emphasis on high -quality sonics because
their artists were not of the illustrious
stature of those on the major labels.
On my Everest recordings, we initially used three -channel half -inch Ampex
recorders with considerably modified
and improved recording electronics.
This was easy to do since we could
use the very sophisticated facilities of
our parent company, Belock Instrument Corp. To push Everest to the
technological forefront, we took the expensive plunge into three- and six channel mastering on 35 -mm sprocketed magnetic film. Now, with three
channels-each the equivalent of full width, quarter -inch, single tracks-we
were routinely achieving S/N ratios of
around 70 dB. With the film running at
90 feet per minute, this was equivalent
to 18 ips and afforded extended high frequency response.
An unfortunate aspect of analog
magnetic tape recording is that a copy
of the master tape will be degraded in
various ways, especially in respect to
S/N ratio. The problem is alleviated
somewhat with Dolby A NR, but in gen 41

Buy a CD player and you'll

need a new music collection...
Buy a new ORTOFON

In audio engineering, progress
rarely slows for very long,
and the winds of change
are blowing again.

cartridge and you'll have one.

N

N

I
Chances are you have a substantial investment in record albums, many
of which will never be available on CD. Replacing your Phono Cartridge
with a New Ortofon model will make these- recordings sound better
than ever before. So before spending hundreds of dollars on CD equipment and recordings, why not invest in something to give new life to
your music library? Ortofon cartridge prices start at less than the cost
of 3 Compact Discs! For more information, contact:
Ortofon Inc., 122 Dupont -Street, Plainview, NY 11803
516-349-9180
.

Enter No. 41 on Reader Service Card

eral, copies of analog master tapes
just are not as good as the original.
What really prompted this month's column is that now, in 1989, 31 years after
Everest started using 35 -mm magnetic
film for mastering, a seemingly impossible thing has happened. Imagine my
surprise to find that Philips recently has
licensed some of my Everest recordings: Aaron Copland conducting his
"Billy the Kid" suite and Third Symphony, Stokowski conducting the Shostakovich Fifth Symphony, Ferde Grofé
conducting his "Grand Canyon Suite,"
and Carlos Chávez conducting some
of his works. Philips had the Everest
35 -mm magnetic -film masters processed at Sonic Solutions, using their
NoNoise digital noise -reduction system. The recordings were subsequently issued as Philips "Legendary Classics" on CD.
Incredibly, the CDs are quieter than
the original 35 -mm masters! Evidently,
the 70 -dB S/N ratio of the 35 -mm masters made these tapes particularly suitable for the NoNoise digital processing. can tell you, it was one helluva
thrill to hear my recordings not only
resurrected but sounding better than
ever! Nothing has been changed or
degraded in any way. In fact, the absence of noise provides better detail
and resolution and affords a deeper
insight into the music.
To put some icing on the cake, it
should be noted that Bob Fine made
many Mercury recordings on 35 -mm
magnetic film and that Philips owns
these masters. It would seem reasonable to expect that some titles will be
issued as Legendary Classics CDs.
It was quite a few years after the
Everest 35 -mm masters before conventional magnetic tape recordingwith the addition of Dolby A NR-could
equal, and then surpass, the S/N ratio
of the Everest tapes.
have pointed out before that digital
recording is the great leveller. No matter what brand of digital recorder is
used, the performance is very similar.
The same holds true for the CD. With
few exceptions, if a CD plant follows
the Sony/Philips manufacturing protocol, the CDs will be like peas in a pod.
In audio engineering, progress rarely slows for very long, and the winds of
change are blowing again. By general
agreement, one aspect of digital re I

Due to a production error, the
Touch -Tone Access number for the
EPICURE LOUDSPEAKERS ad on page 383
of the Annual Equipment Directory was

inadvertently left out.
For More

Information

41256
mg.
moo

Call 1-800-553-4355

Epicure Products Incorporated, 25 Hale St., Newburyport, MA 01950.

H

A

Harman International Company

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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Starting with the first digital recording of
music in 1972, Denon has produced an unbroken
string of digital audio breakthroughs.

--

Denon's LAMBDA processor

bilateral]; offsets the digital
ssaseform it) eliminate the
distortion that occurs when
lo.. -le el nnaseforms
cross the zero line.

The LAMBDA Super .Linear Converter: Another significant
digital audio first from the first company to record music digitally.
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Denon's CD
Y\~f" ;.
y'3o
\10,
player innovations in¡tx*Ó
Denons often sound better
clude the Super Linear Contharr current compet itors' models.
verter, the 20-hit digital filter. the
`arm
And why a leading hi-fi journal
real 20 -bit converter and noise -shapfound that a moderately -priced Denon
ing filter circuitry.
equal led or outperformed all others tested,
Denon's latest digital advancement is the
including machines costing over $1800.
LAMBDA Real 20 -Bit Super Linear Converter in
What makes Denon CD players better? Perthe DCD-15W. The LAMBDA system's digital
haps it's that Denon performs every step in the
offset processor and dual 20-bit converters elimimusic chain from recording artists through pressnate the most common source of distortion in CD
ing CDs. And that Denon has concentrated on
players: the zero crossings of low-level signals.
one thing and only one thing for 80 years.
Denon's consistent leadership in digital audio
Music.
technology may explain why earlier generation
:.

DENON

DCD- I5hn sho"

n cc tth the optional ode panels es adah k for most Denon models
Prices quoted arc manufacturer's suggested ret.ul prices and may sari
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A new IC chip used for

A/D conversion theoretically
provides the equivalent of
128 -times oversampling.

cording that needs a technological update is ND conversion. With eight times oversampling common on the
D/A converters in many consumer
CD players and 64 -times oversampling
D/A converters available on specialized processors, it is surprising to learn
that two-times oversampling is gener-

ally supplied for A/D conversion on

professional digital recorders.
Recently, several new IC chips for
ND conversion have become available. Among these is one from dbx/
CTI: An 18 -bit A/D converter operating
at 6 MHz. Theoretically, this is equivalent to 128 -times oversampling, a fact

ONE OF THE BEST BUYS IN AUDIO:

K ST-140
Power
plifier
A

An audio component that
offers both musical sound and
excellent value.
In a field littered with supposed giant -killers (i.e., the field of "inexpensive"
basic amps with perfectionist aspirations), this solid-state amp is the true
standout. The ST -140's sound is musical and wellcontrolled, with good detail
and a degree of smoothness that has prompted many to describe the amp as
being "tube -like". Good build quality, too
and we've never heard of anyone
having reliability problems with this one. Sure, more money, spent wisely, can
buy more pitch certainty, stronger bass, an "airer" top end, a little less artificial
texture, etc. But then, more money can (and very often does) buy a lot less. For
$500, the B&K ST -140 seems almost unbeatable. .ewmee from HIFIHerebc. Number Ten

-

FEATURES:
Class A pre -driver circuitry driving class
AB Mostet output stage.
Toroidal transformers for highly efficient
power supply operation.
Differential input stage with an active
current source load, assuring DC stability
and extremely wide band width linearity.

"

'

"fiffflf1111futt 1.881881

5-45 K Hz Frequency Response
95 dB Signal to Noise Ratio, A Weighted
. 105 Power Rating (1K Hz at less than
.09THD, 8 ohms)
14 Amperes (peak to peak)
1.4 dB Dynamic Headroom
t

t

a

Chesky Records, who uses the dbx/
CTI chip, proudly proclaims on the
covers of their new jazz CDs. This IC
chip is also being used for some Telarc recordings. In a conversation with
Tony Griffiths, head of Decca recording in London, was told that there is a
new 20 -bit version of the dbx/CTI chip,
and that with Decca's proprietary digital recorder, he is getting 19Y2 -bit performance!
In addition, it appears that Sony is
introducing 20 -bit A/D conversion
chips. According to audio super -sleuth
Barry Fox, a Sony 3402 DASH format
digital recorder, using quarter -inch
tape at 15 ips, has a modified head
track pattern necessary for 20 -bit recording. On this experimental unit, the
ND conversion electronics are mounted in an external black box but will be
incorporated in the chassis of the production recorder, of course. Since the
CD is a 16 -bit system, why use 20 bits?
It is somewhat analogous to headroom, with the 20 -bit recording ensuring total resolution of the PCM system's
16 bits. As most readers know by now,
Sony bought CBS Records; it appears
they are founding a new label, "Sony
Classical." These recordings will be
designated "20-bit digital." Apparently, the EMI mobile recording truck had
the experimental 20 -bit Sony recorder
aboard, so the unit was used to record
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau on some
Mahler songs with the Berlin Philharmonic, and to record the Mozart Requiem with the London Philharmonic in
Walthamstow Town Hall.
This appears to be quite an ambitious undertaking for Sony. The 20 -bit
ND converter will probably be shown
at the 87th AES Convention in New
York City. Although this 20 -bit recording technology would give the new
Sony label a good deal of technical
rather doubt Sony
one-upmanship,
will use it exclusively for very long.
In any case, even if new developments in digital recording give some
I

I

companies

i
lead
1971
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Q915==2.r:

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.

Abbott Road, Lackawanna,

N. Y. 14218

FAX: (716) 822-8306

1-800-543-5252
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

NY: (716) 822-8488

a

technical advantage,

there will be a return to digital equality
in fairly short order. In the long run, the
sonic quality of digital recordings still
depends on the skills of the recording
engineer, on the microphones he uses,
and on the manner in which these
mikes are employed after careful consideration of the acoustics.
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HEAR DIGITAL MASTERPIECES
THE SAME WAY THEY WERE tviASTERED
No claim Sony could make

for these headphones could con-

for the first time. They're also comfortable enough to wear for

ceivably be more impressive than this simple statement: this year, in

extended listening sessions." As Bob neatly summarized: "Everything

the production of nearly 100 state-of-the-art compact discs, the

sounds as

headphones used as

a

quality control reference during the critical

mastering stage were the Sony MDR-CD999.
In fact, chief

mastering engineer Bob Ludwig of the renowned

Masterdisk studios explains, "The 999's superior isolation allows me
to experience the full dynamic range of these digital master tapes

So

I

intended."

audition the Sony MDR-CD999,

CD711, and CD555

Digital

Monitor Series headphones. And hear digital masterpieces the same

way they were mastered.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"

m 1989 Philips Consumer Electronics Company
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-hs].-viThe CDV 488 plays all six disc formats:
3 -inch, 5 -inch CD, 5-inch CDV, 8 -inch/
12 -inch CD-LDs and the 8-inch LD single.
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THE FINEST EXPRESSION

IN DIGITAL
SIGHT AND SOUND
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When Philips invented laser videodisc technology,
we envisioned uncompromised video performance. The
CDV488 is the result of this philosophy.
In fact, according to High Fidelity, it achieves " ...a level
of performance that cannot be bested in any significant
regard by any competitive product..."
The CDV488 provides 300% sharper color fidelity than
any consumer videotape, including Super VHS. And Philips'
proprietary wide bandwidth CCD comb filter with S-video
output enhances color detail and color accuracy even further.
It also produces a remarkable 420+ lines of horizontal
picture resolution-greater than many broadcast video
recorders.
The universal remote allows you access to digital performance features like rock -solid still frames, single -frame

a

advance and crisp slow motion on all videodisc formats. Add
to this the jog shuttle that gives you the freedom to operate
these effects from your armchair, and you begin to see why
the CDV488 offers a home video alternative to the picture
quality and special effects found in professional studios.
Remarkably, its high standards in digital video are
matched by its specifications in audio. It features the latest
Philips Select Grade TDA-1541-A SI dual D/A Converter
System, widely regarded as the premier D/A conversion
technology available today.
From the company that created compact disc, now
comes the CDV488. For those who insist upon the finest

expression of digital sight as well as sound.
Call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio/video
specialist, to audition this outstanding CDV player.

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS
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JOHN SUNIEW
have already mentioned, in Part I, the
major differences between recording bin aurally with mikes on one's own head and
with an artificial head. For the amateur, the
simplest approach is to wear the mikes oneself rather than tackle the immense problems
of creating a perfect dummy head-problems which hundreds of researchers have
devoted thousands of man-hours to solving.
Earlier,
touched on the differences between individuals' binaural hearing abilities.
To draw a parallel, some people with perfectly good eyesight cannot distinguish much, or
any, depth in stereo slides or photographs. A
similar condition seems to occur with binaural listening, though the majority of people
are totally bowled over the first time they hear
true binaural sound! For those who cannot
hear the effect, factors in ear/brain processing seem to be at the heart of the difficulty.
Years of listening to ordinary stereo on headphones might even be a factor. What is not a
major factor is ability to hear a wide frequency response in both ears-the most effective
aural localization bandwidth has been shown
to be only from about 625 Hz to 2.5 kHz.
I
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One variable that does affect the accuracy
of binaural localization has been found to be
the method of recording. Binaural researcher
Ron Cole (see Part I) rates open -reel analog
recording, with a professional tape deck and
no noise reduction, as the best method for
preserving the subtle information required in
good binaural reproduction. The more processing used, Cole found, the poorer the

binaural effect. Cassette recording without
noise reduction was not quite as good as
open -reel; cassette recording with Dolby B
NR was further reduced in quality; cassette
recording with Dolby C NR was greatly reduced, and cassette recording with dbx
and II NR were seriously compromised. Accuracy of tracking was a major factor here,
since results were usually much better when
playback occurred on the same machine
that made the original recording, rather than
on a different recorder.
A good test for distortion in binaural localization is to record a noise -producing object-anything from a motorbike to an electric razor-as it moves in a straight line in
front of the listener. Any phase distortions in
I

49

For those who cannot

BNAURAL

the problem seems to stem from

the binaural effect will be noted when the
object is directly in front (Fig. 17).
The binaural effect varies greatly with dif-

ferent digital recording systems. Mine,
based on the Sony PCM-F1 processor,
gravely spoiled the effect for in -front sounds,
giving them an amorphous character that
could not be precisely located until they
moved left or right. However, installing gentle -slope, phase -accurate filters (from Apogee Electronics of Santa Monica, Cal.) in the
input and output circuits gave me nearly as
perfect a binaura, effect as open -reel tape
without noise reduction. Further, Cole's recent work with Sony DAT recorders shows
excellent binaural results.
The type of headphones used for binaural
auditioning also plays an important part in
the realism of the effect. Since, as noted

ACTUAL PATH

I
A

"

=2.

i
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17-Moving a noise source
straight across the sound field will
cause frontal -localization problems
such as these if the recording or
reproducing system has nonlinear
phase. (After Cole.)

above, the localization effect occurs in the
middle frequencies, phase accuracy is more
desirable than frequency response. West
German binaural researcher Gunther Theile
urges a new international standard of equalization for high -quality headphones. Instead
of the current standards requiring free-field
response and loudness -comparison measurements, Theile suggests using a flat, diffuse -field transfer function and testing subjects with probe microphones. Most electrostatic stereophones, while among the best
for stereo listening, seem to lose much of the
binaural experience. The Stax headphones
(Fig. 18) are an exception and have been
adopted by Genuit, Theile, and others as
their 'reference standard for binaural experimentation. Stax has even produced a diffuse -field equalizer unit for use with their SR Lambda Pro and SR -Lambda Signature
models for the most accurate playback of
recordings made with dummy heads.
Cole has tested many different stereo phones for binaural listening and, in the more
modestly priced area, finds most of the top line Sony dynamic 'phones, especially the
MDR -M77 and MDR -M55, to be the next -best
choice to the costlier Stax units. Wearing
comfort is also a factor to consider; Stax and
Sony 'phones are both very comfortable for
longer periods of listening, and the longer
the listener wears 'phones, the more plausible the binaural effect becomes.

SIMULATING BINAURAL SOUND
WITH ORDINARY STEREO

Fig.
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began this article by touching on the
unnatural sound image that stereo headphones produce with standard two -channel
stereo. Stereo separation is greatly exaggerated since there is no leakage of left -channel
sound to the right ear and vice versa, as with
loudspeaker listening, and in -head localization makes sounds appear to come from
inside the listener's head. Research into binaural hearing suggests some partial solutions to these problems, without special binaural equipment or recordings. This is welcome, since relatively little true binaural material is thus far available.
Benjamin Bauer described the first practica circuit for this purpose. Using passive
components, it was designed for headphones of a specific impedance and processed the stereo signal to simulate the
cross -feed and delay effects encountered in
loudspeaker listening. A dozen years ago,
Martin Thomas described a more advanced
active electronic circuit that is based on the

2k

Hz

Fig. 18-Diffuse-field response of the
Stax SR -Lambda Pro headphones.
(Alter Theile.)
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16k
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fully hear the binaural effect,
factors in earlbrain processing.
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same principles and is adjustable to all types
of dynamic headphones (Fig. 19). Listening
test subjects reported a reduction of the in head localization effect and an impression of
spaciousness, rather than of precisely defined external sources. It was found that if
there was a significant degree of reverberation, either natural or artificially added, the
sensation of distance and direction of sound
sources was greater.
Some headphone makers once offered
control boxes with a blend control to simply
cross -feed the channels, but without adding
delay. Further, preamps with an L
R continuous control, such as the Apt -Holman. can
blend toward mono to reduce the "in or at the
ears" phenomenon.
As already noted, subtle equalization variances can have a major effect on binaural
hearing. This can also be used to improve
the playback of ordinary stereo material on
headphones-precisely the aim of an equalization curve suggested by Ron Cole (Fig.
20). While a parametric equalizer would work
best, the curve can be approximated closely
enough to make a large listening improvement with only an 8- or 10 -band stereo octave equalizer. The curve should be regarded only as a guideline, since your own headphones are probably not flat to begin with
and your own hearing variations must be
taken into consideration.
Special systems that operate on psycho acoustic principles, such as Carver's Sonic
Holography, Sound Concepts' Image Enhancer, and Omnisonix's Imager, can also
deliver more natural results for headphone
listening. The seemingly excessive room reverberation in stereo speaker playback of
recordings encoded with the Ambisonics
UHJ process is natural and acceptable with
headphones. And if you still have. any SQ or
QS quadraphonic LPs around, try them on
headphones for an interesting experience
that reduces some of the standard stereo
exaggerations.

-

in -theater playback. Optimax Ill, Superson-

ix's New York -based developers, say:hat the
system produces a realism of auditory imaging that no speaker system can rival, enabling viewers to localize precisely the direction and depth of each sound source and
immerse themselves in the action on screen.
It certainly promises a more satisfying experience than that provided to date by theatrical 3-D vision.
Supersonix's makers don't stop at motion
pictures but want to license their technology
for use with television, home video, and computers. No special decoding equipment is
required at the listener's end-only stereo
headphones to plug into your TV. am looking forward to one day playing The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, with binaural
sound, on my Macintosh computer!
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Fig. 19-Block diagram of the
Thomas cross -feed and delay circuit
for true stereo listening via

headphones.

BINAURAL MOVIES

Supersonix, the first system for binaural
headphone listening in conjunction with theatrical motion pictures, was used in April
1989 for a movie short made in New York
City; the film was shot specifically to demonstrate binaural sound's potential. Supersonix
(formerly Sonimax, and described in my
March 1986 Audio article on binaural sound)
uses the Brüel & Kjaer dummy head and
torso for its original recording; either wired or
infrared stereo headphones will be used for
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989
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20-Suggested equalization for
adding liveness and realism to
playback of stereo material through
headphones. (After Cole.)
Fig.

FIGR'
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Most electrostatic
ordinal' stereo listening, fail

BNAURAL
Also in April 1989, the Disney/MGM Studios Theme Park in Orlando, Florida opened
a binaural theater as part of its "Monster
Sound Show." Entitled Soundsations, the
theater consists of nine booths with a total of
72 headphones playing a 51 -minute sound effects story with a plot. Among the effects is
one in which guests "feel" the warm wind
from a hair dryer as the sound moves from
ear to ear. Early reports are that the binaural
area is already the most popular feature of
the theme park's sound -effects studio.

TRANSAURAL SOUND:
BINAURAL EFFECTS WITH SPEAKERS

Gunther Theile has considered the problem of the compatibility of production and
reproduction in binaural sound (Fig. 21). Stereo production/loudspeaker reproduction is
a space -related process, while dummy head
binaural production/headphone reproduction is a head -related process. They can,
however, be made compatible.
In principle, any value of signal equalization can be applied at any point in the production/reproduction chain. However, standard stereo production is incompatible with
headphone reproduction, and normal binaural production is incompatible with loudspeaker reproduction. Theile observes that
the incompatibility arises from the processing performed at the location -determining
stage of hearing. As his basic research on
directional hearing has shown, equalization
applied anywhere along the production/reproduction chain must not be based on a
single reference direction. All transfer func-
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21-Mixing sound production
and reproduction processes poses
problems of compatibility. (After
Fig.

I

tions of the outer ear must be replaced by a

corresponding average transfer function to
ensure that timbral defects are kept at a
minimum. Theile suggests taking the diffuse
sound field as the reference to achieve this
goal.
Transaural stereo is a generic term for a
stereo system that, like true binaural, considers the end point of the production/reproduction chain to be the actual sounds in a listener's ears. Unlike conventional stereo (which
takes the loudspeakers' sounds as the end
point) or binaural sound (in which the sounds
for each ear are supplied by direct signal
chains ending with headphones), transaural
stereo's sounds occur indirectly, from the

preparation of specially structured composite signals applied to the loudspeakers.
To overcome the problems caused by
conventional stereo's treatment of the loudspeakers as sound sources, Jürg Jecklin
suggests simulating binaural conditions at
the listener's seated location. Because the
speakers are fixed in place, the binaural effect is realized with the help of a compensating signal for a limited area of the room
(others call this "compensation -signal crosstalk cancellation"). In addition to the direct
transmission from each speaker to its respective ear, there are the cross -transmissions of left to right and right to left. A non adaptive crosstalk pre -cancellation process
is used. It consists of "planting" a crosstalk
process, in advance, that is the inverse of the
acoustic crosstalk expected to occur. When
successful, the result is elimination of all
crosstalk at the listener's ears.
Transaural stereo and binaural synthesis
were first tried in 1962 by Atal and Schroeder, who used a giant early computer to
perform digital finite pulse response filtering
fo' crosstalk "planting" and equalization. To
determine how accurately they could reproduce the actual sounds of known concert
halls, they used binaural recordings made in
those halls, playing them back for test subjects in an anechoic chamber.
Another approach, called Biphonic, was
proposed in the late '70s by JVC engineers.
Standard dummy head binaural recordings
were processed by special electronics designed to achieve transaural reproduction
via two speakers. There was also a four channel system, Q-Biphonic, which used a
pair of dummy heads (Audio, March 1986).
Cooper and Bauck's approach to transaural sound was to simplify the technology of
the crosstalk -cancelling filters to a handful of
op -amp chips or a single digital signal -processing chip. The simplification also allowed
52
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to capture the binaural effect.
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control over the equalization design, which
could thus be kept independent of crosstalk
cancelling. Improved performance at short
wavelengths made the effect of cancellation
more tolerant of listener movement around
the "sweet spot."
Cooper and Bauck showed that crosstalk
cancelling worked best with well -prepared
binaural program material. It could produce
not only good stereo via speakers but amazing natural spatial and imaging effects that
were more robust, with respect to listener
movement and playback acoustics, than
anyone had thought possible. While stating
that all commercially available artificial
heads stand in need of further equalization
appropriate to transaural recording, Cooper
and Bauck were especially impressed with
the transaural capabilities of the Aachen
Head. They also observed that the only
headphone that comes close to the 30° free field equalization required of headphones for
binaural listening is the Stax SR -Lambda Pro.
An interesting observation for surround sound enthusiasts is that transaural stereo's
ear -sound orientation makes it a full -spherical surround system. It can be used, Cooper
and Bauck have said, to provide any of the
astonishing demonstrations of speaker -oriented quad systems of a previous era; they
also mention Ambisonics UHJ as an exemplary sound -field -oriented system that could
be recast for the transaural format.
Crosstalk -cancellation work has also been
done recently by Danish researcher Henrik
Moller, using the Neumann KU 81i head and
finite impulse response filters with digital processors. Tests with pink noise in an anechoic
room showed results with two speakers that
equalled the realism of stereo headphones.
Many of Moller's subjects indicated even
better spatial discrimination of sounds with
the transaural speakers than with headphones, especially when the sounds were
located in the front region. The position of the
listener's head was found to be an important
factor, but only when the person was seated
at exactly equal distances from the two
speakers.

vember 1989). This unusual feature grew out
of work by recording engineer/physicist David Griesinger. At the same time Griesinger
was developing the CP-1's "Binaural" program, he was working on ways to improve
the loudspeaker compatibility of true binaural
recordings. He had several goals in mind:
The amazing realism of binaura' playback
with headphones, the great accuracy of localization using dummy head recordings, the
possibility of localization above and behind
the speakers with just two speakers. the
elimination of crosstalk during playback and
the extended bass response gained by placing omnidirectional pressure transducers in
the dummy head. Griesinger also feels that
converting true binaural sound to enhanced
stereo is more promising than trying to convert stereo to binaural, considering the lack
of information provided by ordinary stereo.
Since few recordings are available in this
compatible binaural form (the Aachen Head
recordings probably come the closest), Griesinger included a crosstalk -elimination circuit in the digital surround processor, using
some of the same processing chips that create the ambience and delay signals fed to
side and rear speakers in surround -sound
systems. Although Lexicon's surround -sound
approach concentrates on intensifying a
room's lateral sound energy and stresses the
importance of side speakers in addition to
rear, the binaural circuit uses no side speakers. Rear speakers, fed a simple L
R
signal, are optional.
The side speakers are simulated via crosstalk elimination patterned on Atal and
Schroeder's work, described above. Lexi-

-

LEXICON'S CP-1
BINAURAL SPEAKER PROCESSOR
The first home processor to achieve realistic loudspeaker reproduction of true binaural
recordings is the Lexicon CP-1 digital audio
environment processor (Fig. 22). The CP-1 is
one of the increasingly popular surround processing units and includes a "Binaural"
mode among its many programs (Audio, No-
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22-The Lexicon CP-1 digital
audio environment processor, a
surround system which also allows
binaural listening through speakers.
Fig.

At Florida's

BINAURAL

the binaural theater is already

con's measurements resulted in an algorithm
very close to Atal and Schroeder's. The Lexicon system not only cancels the signal that
diffracts around the listener's head but cancels the signal used for the first cancellation
(Fig. 23). Separation at low frequencies is
R boost circuit
increased by use of an L
with phase compensation (Fig. 24).
There is a similar program setting for trans aural reproduction of ordinary stereo record -

-
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ings as well as binaural material already corrected for poor low -frequency separation.
However, no digital delay is used in either of
these programs, as it is in the digital surround processor's other modes. Lexicon
calls crosstalk elimination without artificial
ambience generation "ambience extraction."
Th s program requires careful adjustment using a digital noise generator built into the
Model CP-1. The listener sits in the sweet
spot and adjusts balances until a left -only
sound appears in the left ear, with a definite
null point appearing in the right ear. The
same process is then repeated for the right
ear. Major differences between the two ears
may be a sign of high -frequency hearing loss
in one ear.
While the sweet spot for high frequencies
is quite narrow-about
inch on either side
of a straight line between the two speakersat lower frequencies, the positioning requirements are more relaxed and listeners
throughout a room can enjoy the improved
sound. Best results are achieved when the
room is fairly dead acoustically, especially at
the speaker end, and the speakers are located well away from the walls and have good
imaging characteristics. Speakers whose
drivers face all directions compromise the
effect. In my own listening room, minor
changes too subtle to make an audible difference in ordinary stereo have a major effect on transaural playback-for example,
realism is startlingly improved when close
the window drapes on both the left and right
sides of the room. The positive effect of an
A.S.C. Tube Trap between the two front
speakers is also more pronounced than with
standard stereo. Additionally, a low-level
feed of L
R to the rear speakers (so low it
is only noticeable when turned off) aids in
localization. Griesinger reports that on recordings with rear information, he was not
always able to localize the rear speakers
properly on first hearing; after several listenings, however, his ear/brain seemed to train
itself to take advantage of all the cues being
offered and could localize to the rear.
When properly set up, as above, trans aural audio can actually surpass binaural
headphone listening (provided the original
recordings are properly equalized), with the
added benefits of freedom of movement and
uncovered ears. From my own listening experiments with binaural recordings, including those made wearing the mikes myself,
would say the "Binaural" mode of the CP-1
provides the most realistic playback of
height, depth, and surround have yet heard
through speakers.
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23-In first -order crosstalk
cancelling (A), sound from the left
speaker reaches the listener's right
ear after a delay (it). Supplying an
equally delayed signal of opposite
polarity to the right speaker cancels
the crosstalk signal. However, this
first -order correction signal travels to
the listener's left ear, where it will be
heard unless cancelled by an
additional correction (B). (After
Fig.

Griesinger.)
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one of the hottest attractions.

OTHER TRANSAURAL PROCESSES
Three recently publicized processes for
improving sound localization can probably
also be considered transaural: O Sound,
B.A.S.E., and 3-D Audio. The publicity for
some of these seems to overshadow the actual use, and at least one manufacturer fails
to detail what their processor actually does.
(Such a "black -box" ploy may remind readers of Hugo Zuccarelli's Holophonics system, which-Zuccarelli's denials notwithstanding-appears to be a type of binaural
dummy head.)
These new processes may be startling to
those who haven't heard Ambisonics, Dolby
Surround, or good digitally processed surround. Whereas the latter all require special
decoders/processors at the listening end
and at least four loudspeakers, the new processes are carried out at the recording/mixing end and require no special playback
equipment and only two speakers.
O Sound, a technology consisting of both
hardware and software, processes ordinary
two -channel stereo in the mixing stage to
achieve "3-D sound." Announced with major
fanfare and already doing well on the stock
market, the process requires only a pair of
stereo speakers and is said to "give the
engineer the option of placing the sound
anywhere in the room instead of just in the
left or right speaker," according to Lawrence
G. Ryckman, president of Archer International Developments in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, which manufactures O Sound. As of
March 1989, no record company had yet
decided that this little black box would increase sales enough to warrant licensing it.
Nevertheless, Todd AO/Glen Glenn Sound, a
major Hollywood film technology. firm, has
invested in Archer, and one of Hollywood's
most powerful talent agencies has begun
representing O Sound in addition to its clients in the performing arts!
B.A.S.E. is the acronym for Bedini Audio
Spacial Environment. High -end component
maker John Bedini has designed a black box processor which he claims will create a
headphone listening experience via two
loudspeakers. Like Carver, Bedini refers to a
"holographic audio image." The processor
analyzes and separates a stereo signal into
mono and stereo components. The mono
information can then be moved forward,
backward, to the sides, or anywhere within
360° without any loss of stereo ambient
R information), which can be
space (L
increased or decreased.

-
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There are two B.A.S.E. units available so
far. One is a complex, $6,000 professional
unit for use in mixing and mastering. If it is
used in recording, the resulting album needs
no further decoding or processing of any
kind. The other is a simpler consumer unit
that enables the user to control all spatial
aspects of his stereo recordings. Both units
have headphone jacks, and special mixes
may he created for optimum headphone listening to either binaural or stereo material.
The process was used in mixing the soundtracks of the movies Halloween 4 and Star
Trek V and is now being used on pop, country, and jazz sessions for Capitol, CBS, Elektra. MCA, RCA, and PolyGram, among oth-

ers. B.A.S.E.'s parent company, Gamma
Electronic Systems, hopes to make it the
standard processor for HDTV sound.
Of the three processing methods, B.A.S.E.
is the only one have heard. On playback of
standard two -channel material, it does impart more depth and width. Unlike some other psychoacoustic circuits, such as Sound
Concepts' Image Enhancer or Carver's Sonic
Holography, it does not require sitting in a
precise sweet spot to hear the effect; this
maces it especially suitable for movie theaters. However, it is interesting to note that
not a single classical recording has yet used
B.A.S.E. Perhaps acoustic music .s compromised by such processing.
preferred the
clarity of the "before" example on several
demo tapes over the "after" sample's wider
and more spectacular version. Similar problems have been noted with certain Dolby
Surround processors They are exciting for
video movie use and pop music but wreak
havoc with classical music, sending instruments sailing about the room and altering
their timbres.
I
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_i Lexicon's CP-1 digital
is the first home system to realistically

The third of these new processors is no
little black box: In its current size (eventually
to be reduced via LSI chips), it is a computer
as big as a refrigerator. Myers 3-D Audio is
the brainchild of Silicon Valley prodigy Pete
Myers, who has devised a mathematical
model for the way the ears and brain pinpoint
sound. The technique is used to modify
sounds during recording; using only two
speakers (both located in front), it can trick
the listener's brain into perceiving a sound
as coming from any location. According to
Myers' partner, Ralph Schaefer, the complex
process is -an example of "bionics," the electronic emulation of a biological process-in
this case, localization of sounds in space.
Myers created 3-D Audio while working as a
NASA consultant; military contractors are
currently studying ways to use the processor
to help fighter pilots locate enemy aircraft
aurally, lessening the visual overload of com-

plex instruments.
Researchers throughout the world are continuing their efforts on many different fronts to
perfect a more realistic psychoacoustic experience with recorded sound than that offered by present two -speaker stereo. The
pace of this effort has recently picked up,
and predict it will result in further improvements in the listening experience. Whether or
not a new format will soon replace two speaker stereo is open to question, but digital and other computer technologies will
surely be a part of future developments. Q
I
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CURRENT BINAURAL DISCOGRAPHY
Format, unless stated, is Compact Disc.
Bracketed codes indicate: Aachen Head compatible binaural recordings, AA; German import, G, and direct -metal mastered, DMM. No special decoders are required to listen to any of these recordings,
only stereo headphones. Many of them
reproduce well over loudspeakers. Most
are difficult or impossible to find in stores.
Addresses of four direct sources are listed at the end. The Binaural Source offers
most of these recordings and will soon
offer many not -yet -released albums. For
more information, write to: The Binaural
Source, Box 1727, Ross, Cal. 94957.

All -Binaural Special Broadcasts of the author's radio show, "Audiophile Audition," for headphone listening, aired
twice annually on approximately 180

(primarily public) radio stations nationally. Next binaural broadcast is Sunday,
February 4, 1990; call your local station
for details.
Aura. Binaural radio drama from a story by
Carlos Fuentes, directed by Tom Lopez. Recorded with Neumann KU 81i
dummy head. Type II cassette (ZBS
Media).
Barock: Concerto Avenna. [G] Concerti
Grossi by Corelli and Handel; quartet
by A. Scarlatti, played by The Warsaw
Baroque Soloists. Recorded with KU 81 i
head (AudioStax AXCD-90201).
Binaural Audition. One -hour demonstra' tion tape of binaural music and sound
environments. Real-time Type II Dolby
B NR cassette (Audiophile Audition).
Binaural Man I and Il. Music, humor, and
performance piece by Norman Durkee.
Two -hour cassettes (International Binaural Institute).
The Blue Max Tape. Binaural demonstration cassette of music for headphone
listening. Real-time Type II Dolby B NR
cassette (In Sync Laboratories, 2211
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10024.)
Buxtehude, Moondog, and Co. [AA] Paul
Jordan, Schuke organ, playing works
by Belgica, Buxtehude, Moondog,
Tucker, Fischer, and Widor (Spectrum
1

SD -1001).
Durkee: Oxymora. World's first binaural
opera, adapted from diaries of ladies of
the Japanese court, circa 900 A.D. Music inspired by Kurt Weill, played on a
Kurzweil synthesizer. Two 1 -hour cassettes (International Binaural Institute).
It's a Jungle in There. Sounds of the Costa
Rican rain forest, at normal and slow

speeds. One -hour Type II Dolby B NR
cassette (Tapir Tapes).
Magic Secret. [AA, G, DMM] Klaus Ignatzek, playing jazz on a Bbsendorfer piano. LP only (Nobel 8517).
Messiaen: Livre du St. Sacrement. [AA, G]
Almut Rosier, organ. Two CDs (Motette
11061).
Midnight Sun. [AA, G, DMM] Andy
Lumpp, piano; Hugo Read, saxophone;
Michael Kuttner, percussion. LP only
(Nobel 8312).
Glenn Miller and andere Big Band Favoriten. [G] Dance Orchestra of Radio Berlin/Martin Hoffman. Recorded with KU
81i head (AudioStax AX -9(I301).
The Mist. Stephen King novel in a large cast binaural radio drama, directed by
Tom Lopez. Cassette available at selected bookstores (ZBS Media/Simon &
Schuster).
David Montgomery Recital. Piano pieces
by Schumann, Liszt, and Chopin. Binaural direct-disc LP; cassette on special order (Sonic Arts Lab Series 5).
Mozart: Symphony No. 36 in C ("Linz").
Midsummer Mozart Festival Orchestra/
George Cleve. Cassette available on
special order (Sonic Arts Lab Series 5).
Nightingale (The Sound of Nature). [G]
One -hour recording of nightingales. Recorded with KU 81i head (Wergo Spectrum SM-9002-50).
The Organs at Heimbach. [AA, G, DMM]
Michael Führer, organ, playing works
by Bruhns, Butcher, Corrette, Fletcher,
Dubois, Liszt, Brahms, and C. P. E. and
J. S. Bach, on 19th -century and modern
Beckerath organs. LP only (Mitra).
Lou Reed: The Bells. 1979 album by rock
vocalist, recorded in West Germany using a binaural dummy head. LP (Arista
AB-4229).
Romantic Organ Music. [G] Christopher
Dearnley, organ, playing works by Liszt,
Barnekow, Rinck, Stanford, Bush, Milford, Wood, Parry, and Dearnley, in St.
Paul's Cathedral, London. Recorded on
KU 81i head (Motette 10911).
The Space -Sound CD. [G] Dummy head
recordings made with KU 81 i head and
a digital processor; 21 selections, including Wagner, blues, and a visit to a
clock museum, with detailed booklet
(AudioStax AX -91101).
Spring Concert in Riverain Forest (The
Sound of Nature). [G] Environmental
sounds. Recorded with KU 81i head
(Wergo Spectrum SM-9003-50).
Sticks. Binaural radio horror drama, directed by Tom Lopez. Type II cassette
(ZBS Media).

Tango Diablo. Binaural cabaret by Norman Durkee satirizing Latin cabaret
music and '60s cinema. One -hour cassette (International Binaural Institute).
Tango Subversivo. [AA, G, DMM] Jürgen
Sturm's Ballstars jazz ensemble playing
10 satirical jazz tangos. LP only (Nabel
8413).
Then and Now. Donna Parker and Bill
Vlasak at the Wurlitzer pipe organ, playing 17 selections. First U.S. CD recorded with Aachen Head (Donna Parker
Productions E-1523CD).
Widor: Organ Symphony No. 2; Vierne:
Messe des Defunts. [AA, G] MorissetBalier, organ (Motette 11231).
Widor: Organ Symphonies Nos. 3 and 7.
[G] Daniel Roth, organ. Recorded with
KU 81i head (Motette 11241).
Widor: Organ Symphonies Nos. 4 and 6.

[G] Suzanne Chaisemartin, organ. Re-

corded with KU 81i head (Motette
11131).
Widor: Organ Symphony No. 8; Vierne:
Arabesque; Guilmant: Marche Funebre
et Chant Seraphique. [AA, G] Odile
Pierre, organ (Motette 11251).
Woofers, Tweeters, and All That Jazz!
Jazz combo featuring pianist Art Lande.
Biraural direct-disc LP; cassette on
special order (Sonic Arts Lab Series 7).

Xénakis: Pleiades. Percussion work in four
movements, played by the Strasbourg
Percussion Ensemble (Harmonia Mundi
France HMC-905185).

Binaural sound on current pop recordings: Steve Winwood, "Higher Love,"
Back in the High Life (Island); Stevie Wonder, several tracks, Journey Through the
Secret Life of Plants (Tamla); Pink Floyd,
various effects, The Final Cut (plus some
of their other CBS albums); also see Lou
Reed, The Bells, above.

Audiophile Audition
Box 1621
Ross, Cal. 94957

International Binaural Institute
Box 45575
University Station
Seattle, Wash. 98145-0575

Donna Parker Productions
Box 19371

Indianapolis, Ind. 46219
ZBS Foundation
RR #1, Box 1201
Fort Edward, N.Y. 12828

he result of new research on human directional hearing, the Aa-
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chen Head System represents a
substantial improvement in spatial imaging of complex sound fields via binaural recording. Developed in West
Germany by Head Acoustics, we feel it
is currently the most advanced noise analysis and recording device available. In this article we are going to
discuss parts of the system, binaural
reverberation and echo, compatibility
with loudspeaker reproduction, production engineering, and applications.
The heart of the system is the Aachen Head, an artificial head that simulates our anatomy and physiology. It is
constructed of rugged fiberglass. The
Head and its associated signal processing electronics (Fig. 1) deliver a
dynamic range in excess of human
hearing (Fig. 2).
To understand how a dummy head
works, it is useful to know that human
spatial hearing depends on a person's

Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit, the founder of
Head Acoustics GmbH. in Aachen,
West Germany, is the author of about
30 papers and holds seven patents in
the fields of dummy head
transmission technique and telephone
commúnications. Wade R. Bray is
Director of Research and
Development for Jaffe Acoustics (in
Norwalk, Conn.), acoustical
consultants and the North American
distributor for the Aachen Head
System. He designs sound systems
(including electronic variable acoustic
systems) for performance halls,
consults on pipe organ and church
acoustics, and also produces and
engineers organ recordings.

anatomy (Fig. 3). Because of reflections from shoulder to ears, the distance between the ears, the shadowing effect of the head on opposite -side
sound waves, and resonances in the
outer ear and the ear canal, sound
from each direction has its own individual frequency response and arrival time difference. Taken as a whole, this
characteristic is called the human outer ear transfer function (Fig. 4).
This function can be mathematically
modeled in order to design a dummy
head that, along with the appropriate
electronics and a headphone playback system, duplicates human hearing. Because it is possible to model the
transfer function mathematically, it is
also possible to feed monaural sounds
into a computer, process them, and
then play them back so that they are
perceived as located at any desired
position in space.
The principle of the acoustic measurement system used in the Aachen
Head is shown in Fig. 5. A microphone
4 mm inside each ear -canal entrance
simulates the human directional pattern of hearing, picking up direction modulated sound pressure, just as the
human outer ear does. Recording
sound signals at this point ensures that
after they are processed and played
back, your own unique ear canal/eardrum resonance system will re-create
the original event. If recorded signals
lack these characteristics, this analysis
cannot be carried out by the human
hearing process.
The transfer function and binaural
ear/brain signal processing give human hearing its three-dimensional
character. Since the direction -dependent filter effect of the outer ear is di -

ILLUSTRATION: MALL ICE hE LLER
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rectly related to a person's anatomy,
the shape of the transfer function varies from person to person (as suggested by the left part of Fig. 3). However,
the shape of the Aachen Head's transfer function does not represent the individual properties of any particular
test subject unless the Head system is
programmed for that person's geometric -factor values.
The electrical circuit that describes
the function and models human geometry is shown in Fig. 6. The elements of this model correspond to

general acoustic parameters that
have been assigned mean -factor values derived from the structural averaging of many test subjects. The
model is divided into a direction -dependent part that simulates the directional filtering of the outer ear and a

direction -independent part (chiefly
consisting of various resonances)
that, in combination with the first part,

describes the free -field outer -ear
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transfer function. Using the output for
free -field simulation, along with free field -equalized headphones, the ear
signals of an "average test person"
can be produced during playback for
any direction of sound incidence.
Figure 7 shows the outer -ear transfer
function of a test subject's left ear, calculated for two directions of sound incidence. The Figure also shows the
minima and maxima of the function.
derived from six measurements taken
from the same person. The measurements of outer -ear geometry have
been simplified here for easy physical
measurement, mathematical modeling,
and calculation of the transfer function.
Although this simplification will yield errors, the errors are smaller than those
caused by the limited accuracy of the
transfer function of conventional recording technology.

©
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-

-

The Outer -Ear Simulator

C
Fig.

1-The Aachen Head

System consists of the Head
itself (A), the Record
Processor (B), and the
Reproduce Unit (C).
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The outer -ear simulator (also known
as an electronic artificial head, a
sound -direction mixer, a binaural mixing console, or a "dummy" dummy
head) is an electroacoustic device that
transforms any input signal into two
head -related ear signals. The characteristics of ear signals, which can be
measured inside the ear canal, depend on the sound's frequency and on
the direction of incidence.
A binaural mixing console filters any
input signal, whether music recorded
with conventional microphones or
noise produced by vehicle simulators,
in a way that corresponds to the filtering of the human outer ear. It is possible to model the outer -ear transfer
function of any test subject for any direction of sound incidence and to sim-

ulate it through the use of a binaural
mixing console.
A binaural mixing console offers other new possibilities (Fig. 8). This device allows a fully synthetic Head -type
musical recording to be created without using a dummy head. In addition to
microphone signals, input signals from
any sound source that can be fed to a
conventional mixing console may be
combined on a binaural mixing console. Effects such as echo, reverb,
doubling, and flanging may also be
added. And engineers are no longer
limited by the usual panpots, since the
direction of sound incidence can be
rotated 360° around the median and
horizontal planes. Because the console produces ear signals which are
flat for frontal free -field incidence, recordings made this way are more
transparent than those produced by
stereo mixing-even when reproduced
on loudspeakers.
Experiments have shown that in normal rooms, the time delay is not critical
between the output signals of the Aachen Head and those of the binaural
mixing console. Even if no time -delay
compensation is applied, spaciousness and transparency are not really
influenced. If the room has a long reverberation time. and the signal of an
auxiliary microphone is strongly amplified, artificial reverberation may be
added to prevent the sound source
from seeming unrealistically near.
If the room has a very short reverb
time, such that the energy associated
with the diffuse sound field is negligible compared to the direct sound. then
time -delay correction assumes greater
importance. Correction ensures that a
recording made using auxiliary microphones will sound natural and will not
lose the high -quality transfer characteristics of the Aachen Head.

Associated Electronics
The Aachen Head System uses free field equalization for loudspeaker or
headphone playback. Equalization is
divided into two parts. one part handled by the Record Processor, the other by the Reproduce Unit.
The Record Processor is an intermediate unit that outputs to the recording
medium or analysis equipment. Connected to the Aachen Head, the Record Processor contains the free -field
equalizers that remove the outer -ear
transfer function for direct sound in
front of the Head, so that these sounds
will have flat response, while those
from other directions will still be affected by the differential between the
transfer functions for frontal and other
sounds. For sounds within the frontal
hemisphere, these frequency effects

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989

will not be radical enough to be perceived by the ear/brain system as
sound colorations. Instead, these differences provide clues to the ear/brain
about height, depth, and spread beyond the left and right speakers.
The Reproduce Unit contains free field equalizers that replicate variations
of air pressure at the entrance to the
ear canal. These do not perform the
inverse of the Record Processor's
equalization but rather compensate for
the transfer function of the headphones used and for the effects of the
headphone's presence on the ear's
resonances. Thus, the original sound
event is reproduced for each headphone listener.
The effectiveness of this can be
demonstrated by switching back and
forth between the same event as heard
through loudspeakers fed from the

Record Processor's output and
through headphones fed from the Reproduce Unit. The loudspeaker sound
is degraded only by crosstalk from the
speakers, which can be cancelled by
the use of such processors as the Lexicon CP-1 and the Transaural Processor by Duane H. Cooper and Jerald L.
Bauck.
Stax SR -Lambda Professional headphones are used with the Aachen
Head System for critical measurement
work because of their stable transfer
functions with repeated wearings and
their relatively uniform response to
variations in outer -ear shapes. These
were derived from the original StaxLambda headphones. For research inside moving cars, Mercedes-Benz required more energy at lower frequencies, and the Stax SR -Lambda Professional headphones were developed
specifically for that purpose. Of
course, other headphones may be
used, provided they are free -field
equalized, either by their mechanical
design or by the use of an appropriate
reproduce equalizer.

The free -field equalizers in the
Aachen Head System allow good

speaker playback of binaural
recordings.
145
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Fig. 4-Transfer function of
the left ear, measured 4 mm
inside the entrance of the ear

canal, for four angles of
incidence (straight ahead, to
the left, straight behind, and
to the right). The base of
each arrow indicates
reference SPL. Solid curves
represent the free -field
(direct-sound) external -ear
transfer function, while the
dashed curves represent the
difference, at each direction,
relative to frontal free -field
sound incidence.

Reverberation and Echo
In principle, binaural reverberation
can be created by convolving (the processing of one transfer function by the
characteristics of another) the impulse
response of a room with a recording
that was produced either by the Aachen Head or by a binaural mixing
console.
When recording using the Aachen
Head, the two output signals (left and
right ear) can be described as a convolution of the sound source with the
impulse response of the room and the
outer -ear impulse response of the
Head for every direction of sound incidence. Such a convolution is carried
out by our own outer -ear transfer func-
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Fig. 2-The dynamic range
of human hearing is less than
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With a binaural mixing console,
signals can be assigned to any
point in a spherical sound field,
and effects can be added.

5-Block diagram of the
Aachen Head System. The
two dummy head free -field
equalizers in the Record
Processor are adjusted to
produce the inverse of the
frontal free -field transfer
function of the Aachen Head,
thereby producing flat
response at the intermediate
point (dashed line). This flat
signal is then recorded and
can be used for loudspeaker
playback and for
measurement. The
headphone free -field
equalizers in the Reproduce
Unit yield a linear free -field
transfer function of the
headphone, so the sound
pressures presented at the
entrance of the listener's ear
canals will duplicate those at
the entrance of the Head's
ear canals.
Fig.

Fig.

PH,(t)
DUMMY HEAD
FREE - FIELD ED

I

7-Outer-ear free -field
transfer functions of a test
subject's left ear, for sounds
arriving from the front (top
curves) and directly to the
left (bottom curves). Solid
curves show the calculated
functions, dashed curves
show the measured minima
and maxima derived from six
measurements of the test
subject.
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HEADPHONE
FREE -FIELD EO

6-Principle of the

external -ear simulator (one
channel shown). Note that
the transfer function is
subdivided into direction dependent and directionindependent parts. The time
function models the arrival time differences for different
azimuth (horizontal) angles;
this time difference is zero for
sound sources directly in
front of the listener and is at
its maximum for 90° left or
right sbund incidence.

Fig.
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tion when we listen to any sound. The
output signals may also be viewed as
a convolution of two separately recorded signals, the binaural impulse response of the room and the binaural
sound source in an anechoic chamber.
The length of a room's impulse response may vary from milliseconds to
seconds. This implies a convolution of
the input signal with an impulse response of 100 to 50,000 calculated
points, at a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz,
something impossible to realize in realtime signal processing. Digital reverberation units found in nearly all studios can simulate the transfer characteristics of various room -reverberation
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Until now, however, there were no
binaural reverberation units. Such units
are required when dealing with binaural technology, because the signals of
monophonic reverberation units cannot be added to the original binaural
signals, as is done with traditional
multi -microphone techniques. Since
the reverberation signal must also be
directional, tests have been performed
to answer the following questions:
How many reflections have to be
filtered by the outer -ear transfer function in order to replicate the original
sound event in a real room?
Which direction of sound incidence should be chosen for each of
the reflections?
Which reverberation units are suitable to simulate a natural Head -related
reflection pattern?
What filtering of the reverberation
signal is necessary to provide a good
analogy with the transfer function of
real rooms?
Is it necessary to add reverberation to additional microphones used
during the production of an Aachen
Head recording?
Our tests led to the arrangement
shown in Fig. 9. First, we recorded a
speech signal in different rooms, using
the Aachen Head. Then, we simulated
the recorded sound event, using the
same speech signal without any natural reverberation, binaural processing,
or digital reverberation units.
Listening tests showed that a minimum of three early reflections should
be filtered by outer -ear transfer functions. The directions of the simulated
sound incidence were frontal in the
median plane, and to the right and left
of the listener at varying angles. When
simulating a large room with a long
reverberation time, the sound incidence of the lateral reflections should
be within an angle of 90° to 120° (Fig.
10). When simulating long, narrow
rooms, the first lateral reflections
should have an incidence of 45° to 90°.
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Generally, an engineer must correct
the color of the reverberation signals.
Typical room resonances are not usually simulated by reverberation units,
but by equalizers. An equalizer should
also be used to compensate for the
additive effect of both ear signals,
which occurs in listening to binaural
reverberation. At lower frequencies,
this effect leads to an exponential addition of the ear signals, because they
are in phase. At higher frequencies
(above kHz), the addition of the signals becomes stochastic (random),
with a loss of 3 dB.

The Aachen Head System can be
employed as a miking array

for recordings that allow both
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sound sources are filtered by the outer -ear transfer function. If this happens, the direction of the sound
source, which equals a modified transfer function, should be varied until
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8-The binaural mixing
console, showing how
monaural microphone signals
are processed to derive a
pair of binaural ear signals
(which allow placement of the
original signals anywhere in
the spherical sound field),
and the mixing of these
signals with signals from the
Aachen Head.
Fig.

AACHEN
HEAD

Compatibility with
Speaker Reproduction

verberation, depending on whether
one listens on headphones or loudspeakers. When listening to an Aachen
Head recording on headphones, the
human ear is able to suppress reverb,
so that more reverb might be recorded
than would be optimal for good loudspeaker reproduction.
In addition, sound engineers should
listen to loudspeaker playback to
check for undesirable changes in tone
color, an effect that sometimes occurs
at large angles of incidence when

:

stereo and binaural playback.

1

was developed, research and many
experiments with loudspeaker reproduction led to the choice of free -field
equalization rather than diffuse -field
equalization.
Since the Record Processor contains the free -field equalizers which remove the outer -ear transfer function for
sound sources in front of the Head, this
means that for a frontal source (direct
sound) the function is a constant and
becomes identical to the constant of
standard measurement microphones.
This makes the output fully compatible
with other acoustic instrumentation,
and it provides excellent loudspeaker
playback.
For source incidences other than
frontal, loudspeaker -playback imaging
is improved by the differential contribution of the outer -ear transfer function,
as has been previously noted.
When recording with Aachen Head
technology, both headphones and
loudspeakers should be used to verify
all recordings. This is necessary because some characteristics of binaural
processing are not active when played
back on loudspeakers. For example,
an effect called "binaural reverberance suppression" leads to a different
balance between direct signals and re-

,

RAVERBERATION
UNIT I

Ir
REVERBERATION
UNIT 2

LIE RBERAT ION
UNIT 3

Ir

BINAURAL PROCESSOR
AZIMUTH= ' 45' AND

.120'
BINAURAL
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9-Use of the binaural
mixing console to synthesize
different rooms for binaural
listening. Reverberation and
reflections are appropriately
directionalized and mixed to
closely simulate naturally
occurring sound fields as
heard in real rooms. Each ear
signal contains outer -ear
transfer functions for that ear.
Fig.

L
4

10-Angles of incidence
of direct sound (segment A)
and reflections
directionalized to simulate
real rooms. In a small hall,
reflections are primarily from
direction segments 8 and C.
while for large halls they are
primarily from direction
segments D and E.
Psychoacoustic research has
shown that it is not necessary
to have reflections and
reverberance from all
directions in order to create
a highly convincing
reconstruction of hall
acoustics.
Fig.
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Reverb that would be a problem
in loudspeaker reproduction can
be suppressed when listening to
binaural recordings via 'phones.
1

11-At frequencies
which are amplified by the
ear's transfer function, tones
can be discerned in the
presence of noise that, to
a microphone, would mask
them. Here, a 2-kHz pure
tone, discernible to ear or
microphone at the lower of
two noise levels, is
discernible only to the ear
when the noise level is
raised. See text.
Fig.
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sound levels were
identical when the tires were
run at 66 mph on a roller in
an anechoic room. The tire
with the solid spectral curve
was rated as not annoying,
while the tire shown by the
dashed curve was rated as
very annoying. The perceived
annoyance was caused by
rapid frequency modulation
of spectral components at
4.8 and 6.3 kHz, due to
tread -block design. Slight
reduction of the output at
these frequencies solved the
annoyance problem without
changing the dBA of the tire.

13-Basic block
diagram of the binaural
analysis system (BAS).
Dummy head signals, free field equalized for frontal
incidence, are digitized and
then manipulated by the
digital signal processing
computer. This allows editing
in the time domain and
detailed study of the
frequency domain while the
signal is heard binaurally (recreation of the original
hearing event). Annoying
noise factors can then be
found and analyzed, even in
transient events.
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Most of the time, in fact, better results
are obtained than if conventional stereo miking and mixing techniques are
used. At the same time, a natural, realistic reproduction of the original sound
event is always obtained when listening on headphones.

Production Engineering

10

er

Fig. 12-Spectrum plots
for two tires whose overall

loudspeaker reproduction is satisfactory. Or the problem could be solved
by filtering the signal.
If adjusted for these effects, Aachen
Head recording technology is fully
compatible with stereophonic recording for playback on loudspeakers.
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20k

sound event as naturally as possible,
so that editing won't be necessary. If
consecutive recordings are made, as
in a studio, for example, then in order
to get the correct acoustic balance,
such recordings should be made in the
same room without changing the position of the Head. In contrast to conventional multi -track recording, the Aachen Head needs only two tracks, one
for the left and one for the right ear
signal. When recording in a studio having short reverberation time, the position of the Head may be changed, because the influence of the room's
transfer function is negligible. The reverberation signal of a room can also
be simulated by the use of reverb
units, as we have described.
In performing initial experiments in
splicing different Aachen Head recordings, the results were very satisfying.
Recordings produced by this technique have been judged quite good,
especially when rated for transparency, naturalness, and spaciousness.
We have often mixed the signals of
auxiliary microphones with the output
signals of the Aachen Head. If the microphones are positioned at a distance
from the Head, their signals should be
compensated for the time delay and
then processed by applying to each
the appropriate directional transfer
function.
When filtering Aachen Head signals,
some effects must be taken into consideration. If parametric or graphic
equalizers are used, only small
changes should be made, and the filtered frequency ranges should not be
amplified too highly. Sound engineers
who use equalizers need to remember
that sound imaging by human listeners
is based on signal processing that analyzes not only interaural time differences but also interaural and monaural
frequency response. The special frequency characteristics of the human
outer -ear transfer function lead to a
differential contribution in sound imagAUDIO/DECEMBER 1989

ing, especially in the median plane,
where no interaural time differences
can be detected.
The use of shelving equalizers normally will not change the structural
form of the outer -ear transfer function.
Filtering of frequencies below 500 Hz
will also have no effect, as the influence of the function is negligible in this
range.

System Applications
Since 1981, German automotive
firms have used the Aachen Head to
analyze interior and exterior noise. As
part of the process, listening juries assemble for playback of noise samples
and judge the subjective annoyance of
noises associated with each design.
Their work has helped produce quieter
automobiles.

If the Aachen Head stays in the
same location in the recording
studio, "takes" can be spliced
together without problems.
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composition (simultaneous masking),
and temporal structure (pre- and post masking). Our outer ear is a complex
acoustic filter and, in marked contrast
to the spherical characteristics of a
conventional microphone, is strongly
direction -oriented.
Since outer -ear transfer functions affect how the ear and brain process
signals and recognize patterns, different masking effects, and thus different
sound and noise impressions, are obtained using Aachen Head technology
instead of conventional microphone recordings. The Head also enables the
listener to use his ability to pluck single
sounds from a noisy background and
to suppress others by ear/brain signal
processing.
This ability is due to the differences
between the sound -masking properties of human spatial hearing and
those of normal microphones with linear transfer functions. In Fig. 11, for
example, the top curve is the external ear transfer function for sound sources
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989
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Engineers began using Aachen
Head technology for such evaluation
when they realized that a measurable
and objective determination of annoyance was only rarely achieved by conventional means. Previously, they had
attempted analysis using techniques
such as A -weighted sound -pressure
levels or 1/3 -octave spectra. However,
they were unable to verify by measurement the clearly perceptible effects of
various noise -abatement procedures;
in fact, some noises subjectively rated
as very annoying showed a lower A weighted sound pressure level than
less annoying noises.
What is the reason for such disparity? The difference lies in the complex,
dynamic way the human ear and brain
process sound events. We appreciate
not only the sound level of a signal but
the distribution of amplitudes, spectral

14-This BAS display
shows an edited recording
that isolates an annoying
noise, and the noise's
associated frequency
spectrum. The system's
computer also performs many
other functions; see text.
Fig.
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Head Acoustics binaural
analysis system with
keyboard and mouse
(center), flanked by
Reproduce Unit for
electrostatic headphones
(left) and specially modified
DAT recorder (right).
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The Aacthen Head System helps
Isola to annoying noises from

c

those which are louder and yet
somehow less bothersome.

in front of the listener. In the presence
of a narrow -band noise centered at 1.5
kHz, with a perceived loudness of
about 60 dB, an additional pure 2 -kHz
tone with a level of 35 dB can be heard

onstrated that damping these frequencies would not improve acoustic corn fort inside the automobile. The final results proved very interesting: By lowering the spectral components at 4.8 and
6.3 kHz, a significant improvement :n
acoustic comfort was achieved.
In addition to automotive applications, the Aachen Head System is suitable for fields in which measurement
and evaluation of acoustic signals are
connected to comfort and quality. For
example, the system can be used for
long-term archiving and documentation, training of service personnel, optimization of loudspeaker sound systems, quality control, evaluation of
acoustical comfort, and other cost and time -effective testing.
An important field of application has
been noise analysis using a computer controlled binaural analysis system
(BAS), aspects of which are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14. The BAS can calculate sound pressure level (unweighted
or with A, B, or C weighting), loudness
(in sones), and sharpness (the ratio of
high -frequency energy to average erergy); it can also perform Y3 -octave
analysis and calculate and display
transfer functions and binaural tracking filter characteristics. Moreover, the
system can calculate cross- and auto correlation functions, measure short time spectra to evaluate dynamic effects, measure and show interaural
levels and phase relationships, and
calibrate playback levels for precise

by both the ear and the microphone. If
the narrow -band noise is increased to
70 dB, the microphone no longer
"hears" the pure tone-it will be
masked. However, the external -ear
transfer function amplifies this frequency by 10 dB; thus, for a listener, the
tone is not masked. Such effects occur
at various frequencies for various angles of incidence, so measurement
and perception of noise often correlate
poorly unless the nature of human
hearing is taken into consideration.
An important attribute of the Aachen
Head in applications is the ability to
calibrate the playback level for precise
correspondence with the original record level, using headphones. This
makes it easy to recognize the significant signal or spectral parameter and
to decide how to manipulate the components of the sound source. Such
evaluation often shows that the highenergy spectral components are not
always responsible for acoustic discomfort. Even greater irritation may result from lowering the components, because their masking effects are simultaneously reduced.
Figure 12 shows the amplitude
spectra of interior noises caused by
automobile tires at a speed of 100 kilometers/hour. The measurements were
taken on a roller test stand inside an correspondence with the original
anechoic chamber using the Aachen sound pressure levels at the ear -canal
Head System. Two different types of entrances. Long time functions can be
tires that were rated to be equal with recorded and processed, and segrespect to the A -weighted sound pres- ments selected for repeated playback.
sure level were tested. However, the Sound quality can be analyzed with
tire corresponding to the dashed spec- respect to amplitude and frequency
trum in the Figure was judged to cause modulation, tone color, and other qualities. Dynamic range can be calculated
a much more annoying noise.
What accounted for this? The spec- with respect to pre -masking, post tral domain contained certain tonal masking, and simultaneous masking
components that underwent a frequen- effects. And the system can replicate
cy modulation (harshness) in opera- both ear signals in the original time
tion. When trying to reduce the noise and frequency domains.
effects of the tires corresponding to the
Summary
solid spectrum in Fig. 12, one might
Engineers have become increasingassume that the frequencies between
ly convinced that conventional acous1.1 and 1.4 kHz were responsible and
therefore try to attenuate this range. tic measurement techniques do not
However, when variously filtered Aa- adequately meet their needs in noise
chen Head recordings were compared measurement and analysis, room
in subjective tests, it was clearly dem- acoustics, and recordings. The use of
66

the Aachen Head System yields considerable improvement in results. This
has been shown by tests and by numerous applications in the automotive
and recording industries. All have
shown that by using what we know
about the signal processing capabilities of human hearing, we can obtain a
virtually objective analysis of Aachen
Head signals with regard to sound

properties.
Binaural measurement techniques
allow for much clearer classification of
sound quality, particularly with respect
to judgments about the annoyance level of noise. Applying Aachen Head
technology will save time and money,
because the decision -making processes will tend to be more goal -oriented
and faster.
Beyond offering a new dimension of
noise measurement and analysis, Aa-

chen Head technology enhances
sound reproduction. If an "acoustic
photograph" of a concert is desired,
for example, we believe only Aachen
Head technology is able to faithfully
reproduce the original event in every
detail, from clarity and timbre to dy-

namics and spatial imaging.
Engineers now have a recording tool
that handles acoustically difficult sites
and replicates a sound event by more
adequately representing the spatial
imaging of complex sound fields. The
Aachen Head System also provides
outstanding results when used as a
microphone array for loudspeaker reproduction. Both binaural and stereo
playback capabilities inhere in the
Q
same recording.
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ONLY ONE COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM CAN COMPETE WITH GLENMONITOR BLOCKHEADS
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GLENMONITOR CUBITS

At times, the competition is extremely tough. Fortunately for us. GlenMonitor is the only competition.
After all, if it weren't for our Cubits, our Blockheads would he the only compact speaker system worth listening to.

The power and precision of our Blockheads and Cubits allows them to compete with the best large scale home
speaker systems. And with their unique design and finishes they are also the only contenders for the best looking speakers.
Because at GlenMonitor we want our speakers to look as great as they sound-don't you?
So while other companies are busy shouting about how good they are why don't you hear how good a compact
speaker system can sound. Hear GlenMonitor Cubits and Blockheads. and start listening for the whisper
between the shouts. For more information about Glendlonitor's Cubits. Blockheads and their complete home line,

contact GlenMonitor USA 1518) 398-5077.
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The Mirage M-ls have garnered their fair
share of raves from the industry. They've
invoked such comments as "...I'm completely
honkers over this product..?' and "...the best
conventional loudspeaker of the decade"
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers
virtually seem to disappear. In our view, that's
the mark of a good loudspeaker.

We've extended
that philosophy to the
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Mirage 60 -Series loudspeakers as \yell. Each
The Ali_
reflects an overall
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concern for naturalness, genuine
For a free
%H,klet of M-1 reviews
musicality and
from sewn leading audio publications,
transparency.
write us vrr see your Mirage dealer.
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Like the M- Is, they're designed for optimum

dispersion. The perceived sound stage is

dramatically extended without compromising
center imaging. The specially -designed woofers
reproduce low frequencies with undaunted
accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the
audiophile world is substantial. From the
flagship M- is to the wide range offered by the
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Mirage 60 -Series, you simply can't do better.
Just give them a listen.
You'll hear what we mean.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Drivers: Midrange/tweeter and woofer ribbons.

Frequency Response: Below

30

Hz to 20 kHz.

Crossover:

APOGEE
DUETTA
SIGNATURE
LOUDSPEAKER
The Apogee Duetta Signature is very
different from most loudspeakers; it is
a two-way, ribbon -type system in the
form of a tall, shallow monolith. The
design of ribbon speakers has been
neglected for many years, although the
original idea can be traced back at
least to the Blatthaller design of the
1930s (see Loudspeakers by N. W.
McLachlan, Dover Publications, New
York, pages 222 and 223). The Blatthaller design consisted of a diaphragm
of corrugated aluminum strips which
ran between rows of magnets located
on each side. In the Apogee, however,
each diaphragm is made of one corrugated aluminum sheet, with integral
conductors, and the rows of magnets
are located at the back and sides of
the conductors. In either design, the
signal is applied to the diaphragm,
which acts like the voice -coil in a more
conventional moving -coil loudspeaker
driver. The signal interacts with the
magnets' field and the diaphragm
moves back and forth, producing the
sound output.
There are a number of reasons why
the design of full -range ribbon dipole
loudspeakers has received little attention until recently; chief among them
have been the cost of magnets (many
are required) and the lack of imagination and/or audaciousness on the part
of the management of most loudspeaker companies. (Most loudspeaker design engineers would find such a challenge very interesting.) The original
Blatthaller used electromagnets rather
70

6 dB per octave, passive; nominal frequency, 600 Hz.
Output Level: 115 dB SPL peak at 4
meters.
Nominal Impedance: 4 ohms.
Dimensions: 26 in. W x 58 in. H x 3
in. D (66 cm x 142.2 cm x 76.2
cm).
Weight: 95 lbs. (43.1 kg).
Price: $3,735 per pair ($3,840 in
western states).
Company Address: 35 York Industrial Park, Randolph, Mass. 02368.
For literature, circle No. 90

than permanent

magnets because
they could provide enough flux to
make a reasonably efficient device; the
permanent magnets of that era were
very weak compared to those available
today. Probably the most interesting
feature of the ribbon loudspeaker is
that the voice -coil is also the diaphragm which radiates the sound. Because of the visual similarity betweer
ribbon and electrostatic loudspeakers,
it is easy to mistake one for the other,
since both have flat, membrane -type
diaphragms. This superficial resemblance can be resolved upon closer
examination because, for one thing, a
large ribbon loudspeaker's diaphragm
is usually covered with conductive
strips which traverse back and forth to
form a continuous path for the electrical signal from the driving amplifier; an
electrostatic diaphragm is one continuous piece. Also, the diaphragm of the
Apogee is corrugated to allow for
greater motion, whereas the electrostatic diaphragm must be flat. The ribbon diaphragm, which is also the
voice -coil, presents a low -impedance,
mostly resistive load to the amplifier,
which is usually perfectly acceptable.
Conversely, an electrostatic loudspeaker presents a very high, mostly
capacitive load impedance to the driving amplifier. This requires that a special high -impedance output amplifier
be used or that a transformer be part of
the loudspeaker to present a more reasonable load to an ordinary amplifier of
low output impedance.
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Apocee Acoustics was started in 1981 by Leo Spiegel (a
; retired scientist whp had worked for Honeywell and Nor' throp on such things as irertial navigation systems) and an
associate (who has since left). Spiegel decided it would be
interest ng to apply some of his vast technical expertise to
the design of a full -range ribbon speaker system. The first
loudspeaker he producec was the Apogee Full -Range Ribbon Speaker, since discontinued, which was very well received. This led to other s -stem designs. Apogee now offers
four mcdels, of which the Duetta Signature is the subject of
this report.
Any notion that a thin panel loudspeaker would probably
be light in weight and easy to handle was quickly dispelled
when unpacked the Duetta Signature systems (with help,
might add). They weighed about 100 pounds each. Attaching the metal brackets, which act as feet, was made much
easier because my son-in-law, who was pressed into service, steadied and contro led the weight of the panels while
instal ed them. (Thanks, Terry.
may need your help
again!) The systems
received had a gray marbleized
finish, but the speakers ale available in a variety of finishes;
this is also an indication that Apogee intends to fly in the
face of the usual dictum to "keep everything simple" from a
marketing standpoint. It is as if they are saying, "We have a
loudspeaker that sounds great. What may we do to help you
make it look great n you- listening room?" think this is a
wonderful attitude, .and applaud Apogee for their efforts.
The panels are very stu dy and are rounded at the outside
edges and around the two openings for the bass and mid/
high dr vers. This helps tc eliminate diffraction of the sound
and enhances the appea-ance as well. The grille cloth is a
very open screen of gran woven plastic, which makes the
diaphragms clearly visible. The back is covered with a very
open -weave black cloth. Nhen set up for listening, with the
long, rarrow mid/high crivers to the inside, the pair of
Apogee Duetta Signatures seemed to dominate the room.
This is because, far best sound, they should be out away
from the rear and side walls: The Duetta is a dipole and
radiates sound from the rear as well as the front.
An interesting feature d the Apogee Duetta Signatures is
that, while the mid/high driver is only one -tenth of the radiating area of the bass driver, its output extends from below
200 Hz to above 2C kHz. The electrical crossover occurs at
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MEASURED DATA
Size of Drivers: Bass ribbcn, 461/2 in. long, 575 sq. in.; mid/high
ribbon, 461/2 in. long, 55 sq. in.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz, ±5 dB.
Crossover Frequency: Acoustical, kHz; electrical, 350 Hz.
Low -Frequency Resonance: 36 Hz.
Sensitivity: 69 dB SPL at V per meter.
Efficiency: 75 dB S'L at 1 watt per meter.
Amplifier Power: Recommended, 100 watts per channel; maximum, 400 watts per channel.
Impedance: Nominal, 4 ohms; minimum, 2.8 ohms.
Distortion: Less than 2% below 90 dB SPL for the tone E, (41.2
Hz), less than 2% below 100 dB SPL for the tone A2 (110 Hz),
and less than 2% below 35 dB SPL for the tone C4 (262 Hz).
Absolite Polarity: Negative.
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Most speakers don't treat
square waves very kindly,

but the Duetta Signature
reproduced them well.
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Fig. 1-Magnitude
of impedance. The
impedance is resistive
at 36, 350, and 3400 Hz.
Impedance at high

frequencies changes for
different positions of the
midrange'tweeter switch,
as shown; all other
measurements were made
with this switch in the
"High" position.

about 350 Hz, but the acoustical crossover, where the bass
and mid/high drivers contribute equal acoustical outputs, is
kHz. This explains why Apogee specifies the
around
crossover as being at 600 Hz, which is a good compromise.
Because it operates so low in frequency, the mid/high panel
vibration is very noticeable, and one member of my listening
panel commented that "it was very exciting to see!" The
directional characteristics of a loudspeaker are directly related to diaphragm dimensions, so it was an intelligent
decision to roll off the bass driver early and let the mid/high
driver handle most of the range.
The Duetta Signature bass driver's diaphragm is made of
an integral sheet of 0.7 -mil aluminum, with 82 conductive
paths through which the bass signal current zigzags back
and forth from top to bottom. Springs on each side of the
woofer diaphragm place it under tension, to eliminate the
normal tendency of a stretched membrane to snap back
and forth or "oil can." The tension is carefully adjusted for
each system to achieve optimum performance. The electrical connections to the diaphragm are made using a crimping technique that avoids any problems due to vibration
which might arise, over time, if soldering were used; soldering to aluminum is not easy and can be unreliable.
The input connections to the Duetta Signature are goldplated, five -way binding posts. There are separate pairs for
the bass and the mid/high drivers so that either two amplifiers or separate cables from a single amplifier may be used
to drive each section independently. The passive crossover
inside the Duetta Signature can be bypassed to allow
biamping with Apogee's $4,000 DAX dedicated active
crossover. Instructions on bypassing come with the DAX.
1
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The speaker's input plate also has a three -position "Midrange/Tweeter" toggle switch, marked "High," "Low," and
"Normal." The sequence may look strange, but anyone who
has ever had to design a switch like this knows why the
sequence is as it is; it has to be!
A pair of aluminum brackets, attached 18 inches apart, is
used to hold the speaker upright. The feet are aluminum
bars that have rounded ends. The bars are 12V2 inches
long, 13/4 inches wide, and 1/2 inch thick and extend 2'/2
inches to the front and 7'/2 inches to the rear of the speaker.
A vertical bar extends upward from the foot bar and attaches to the back of the loudspeaker frame. An angled bar
adds extra bracing between the foot and vertical bars. The
foot bars have tapped holes, front and rear, for 11/4 -inch long, No. 18 x 5116 Allen -head bolts. These bolts have
been ground to sharp points so that they can act as secure
connections to the floor, allowing the speakers to stand
firmly even on thick carpets. The panels are angled back by
about 2.5°, and Apogee supplies a plumb bob to aid in
adjusting the bolts to achieve this desired angle.

Measurements and Listening Tests
There is a continuing argument between those who say
that the only way to describe the performance of a loudspeaker is to eschew technical measurements altogether
and rely solely on subjective impressions and those who
contend that a loudspeaker can be completely defined by
technical measurements. Perhaps the first group really
means that they have never seen anyone describe completely the subjectively perceived attributes of a loudspeaker by technical measurements alone. The second group
probably means that they don't really trust the reports of
those who rely solely on subjective perception and that, if
the reviewers were given enough space in a publication to
present all the measured data necessary to do the job, they
could describe the performance of a loudspeaker completely. Perhaps have oversimplified these arguments, but
think that am pretty close.
The difficulty of trying to reconcile both sides cannot be
overstated. Many loudspeaker reports that have read try
for the middle ground by presenting a mixture of some
technical measured data and subjectively perceived impressions. However, they do not really attempt to correlate
the two, except it a superficial way. believe strongly that
technical measurements can be used to explain why a
component has certain definite, perceived sonic characteristics. As have done in past reports for Audio on turntables,
tonearms, and cartridges, will try very hard to correlate
comments made by the members of a listening panel with
my technical measurements. Discussing certain technical
measurements can be very helpful, especially with loudspeakers, because many of their sonic characteristics are
definitely affected by the listening environment, their placement in that environment, and the way they react with
certain amplifier and cable parameters.
Figure
shows the impedance versus frequency of the
Duetta Signature. It is very uniform but rather low, especially
at 20 kHz. When choosing a loudspeaker cable for use with
the Duetta Signature, care must be taken. The cable should
have as little resistance as possible, because even as little
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RX-1130 RECEIVER
125 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20-20.000
Hz at no more than 0.015% TI ID

Low impedance drive capability provides 360 watts
per channel .nto 2 ohms dynamic power

Additional amplifier section for two rear channels
with rear channel level control
Five digital Surround Sound modes (Dolby'
Natural. Hall, Simulated Stereo, Live)

Computer Servo Lock tuning

MM/MC Phono Selector
Banana plug compatible speaker connection

terminals
24 -segment signal quality meter

Continuously variable loudness control

Learning -capable multi -function remote control
Eight audio inputs, three vicleo inputs
Four audio outputs, three video outputs
S -VI IS compatible

Separate front and rear pre -main coupling

terminals
Eight -mode

R EC

OUT selector

Continuously variable delay time control
CD Direct switch
Motor -driven volume control with LED indicator
Sleep timer

Center defeat bass/mid-range/treble tone contmls
random access preset tuning with multi status memory
16 -station

Absolute Linear Amplification (ALA) circuitry
Preset indicators with preset number and station

frequency
Front panel headphone jack
Tone bypass switch

High -gain AM loop antenna
Manual or auto IF Mode selector (wide or narrow)

Auto search tuning
Manual up/down tuning

If any of these features compromised its sound, this is the first thing we'd remove:
1989. Yamaha Electnmics Corp.. USA. For the dealer nrarest you. call 1-800.662-6800. Dolby

Surround is

a

YAMAHA'

registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

The Duetta's impedance
is almost purely resistive,
so it shouldn't present any
problems to high -current amps.
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Fig. 3-One-meter on -axis
frequency and phase

responses, showing
effects of the two ribbons
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Energy vs.
time, with
microphone
in line with
tweeter and
1 meter away.
Most of the
energy is
delivered within
1 mS. Initial
output is mainly
treble, as bass
energy spreads
out over time,
causing the

cancellation
notch shown.
See text.
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ohm, the power losses being 20% for a 4.0 -ohm impedance
and 27% for a 2.8 -ohm impedance. On the plus side, the
effects of cable capacitance tend to be ameliorated by the
low shunt resistance of the loudspeaker. The Duetta Signature does require an amplifier capable of supplying rather
high peak currents, because along with its low impedance,
it is also not a very efficient loudspeaker.
Figure 2 is a Nyquist plot of the complex impedance,
which shows the relationship of the "real" (resistive) and
"imaginary" (reactive) components. The thing to remember
when looking at this type of plot is that the resistive component dissipates or uses up the energy, while the reactive
component stores It temporarily. Figure 2 shows that the
impedance of the Duetta is almost purely resistive: Even
though the impedance plot is circular because it has been
scaled to show more detail, the vertical reactive scale has
much smaller intervals. The speaker's almost purely resistive impedance means that the Duetta should not cause any
problems for most amplifiers that can deliver high current,
even if they have high overall loop feedback.
Figure 3 shows magnitude versus frequency (top) and
phase versus frequency (bottom) for the composite output
of the Duetta and the individual contributions of the bass
and treble drivers. The microphone was 1 meter in front of,
and in line with, the mid/high driver strip. This is the "sweet
spot" for the Duetta; other measurements, which will be
discussed later, also confirmed this conclusion. When the
Duetta was auditioned by each listener, care was taken that
at least part of the listening was done directly in line with the
mid/high driver, with each speaker of the pair aimed accordingly. Although refer to the listeners as panel members, the listening sessions were actually conducted with
only one listener at a time. There was no switching to
another system; the experience of the listener was the sole
criterion for the comments, which were written, not verbal.
One interesting aspect of Fig. 3 is that the output of the two
drivers, which are each 6 dB down from the composite
curve, blend so well at the crossover point that there is no
indication of the crossover at all! The large overlap in output
can cause some problems off the axis of the loudspeaker
system, however.
The phase plot shows that the two drivers blend very well
over a substantial range on either side of the crossover,
which means that the difference in arrival time for sound
produced by these two drivers is almost identical. This
correlates well with the various comments by all panel
members regarding the "clarity," "detail," and "analytic
quality" of the Duetta Signature system.
Figure 4 shows the energy versus time with the microphone in the same position used in Fig. 3. The energy is in a
tight package, spread over about mS, which indicates that
the Duetta produces a very coherent sound. This correlates
well with listener comments about how precise the images
of various instruments and voices were, even when they
were recorded in very reverberant surroundings. Other
measurements made showed that the initial energy from
I

+ I

separately and together.
Note that only response
above 200 Hz is shown.
Fig.

as 0.5 ohm total resistance can waste as much as 11% of
the power at frequencies where the impedance is 4.0 ohms
and waste 15% where the impedance is 2.8 ohms. The
situation is much worse if the total cable resistance is 1.0

1

I
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Kinergetics KCD-40

You Can Hear The Beauty Of The Music Free From Hysteresis Distortion.
In all- audio equipment, 'each transistor,
wire and connector adds its own minute
bit of distortion. The sum total of
this is hysteresis distortion. It dulls
the clarity and obscures the
realism of the music.
II

Our reputation...
"Kinergetics' KCD-20... "the first CD player to
crack the Class Sound barrier"
I

J. Peter Montcrieff
"International Audio Review': Hotline 443.45

CES Winter '87

"Their KCD-20A puts other CD players in the
shade musically... it is a clear first-choice
recommendation among CD players."
Neil Levenson
"Fanfare': Vol.10, No.4
CES

Only Kinergetics' patented hysteresis canceling
circuitry gives you the true quality of the
music free from this distortion. We
have invented a creative merger
of art and technology iñ
IHi1;m/
music reproduction.

-

Summer '87

"Pure musicality is the only way can adequately
describe what heard: no sensation of
electronics or speakers, with believable sound
staging and tonal accuracy... think it would
I

I

I

be safe to say that this represented the most
'music for dollar' at the show"
Lewis Lipnick
"Stereophile" Vol.10, No.5 Aug. 1987
CES

-

Winter '88

"The Death of Mid -Fi: The Big Chill

In Vegas"
Michael Fremer
"The Absolute Sound" Vol.13. Issue 52, page 250

"...I

CES

Summer '88

We weren't there.

Winter '89
am pleased to note that the sound in the
Kinergetics room was stunningly true to the sound
of the original Steinway. Nice one, Ken and Tony!"
CES

Our reputation

is

built

on our obsession-

to reproduce music with perfect realism.

John Atkinson
"Stereophile" Vol.12, No.3, Mar. 1989

K,nergeths Research 1989

Klnergetks Research

- "constantly reaching for the final plateau - perfection:'

KCD-20 Compact Disc Player KCD-40 Compact Disc Player KBh-75 Class A Power Amplifier KBA-202 Mono Power Amplifier KBT1 FM Tuner KPC-1 Passive
Control Center BSC Compusound Systems:SSW-200 Sub -Woofer Amplifier SW-100 Sub -Woofer SW -1005 Sub-Woofer Nusic Mate Speaker/Sub-Woofer Stands

IP'.KINERGETICS
ii
6029 Reseda Boulevard

RSEARCH

Tarzana, California 91356

Phone (818) 345-5339

Fax (818) 609-8576

The phase plot shows that
the two drivers blend very
well over a substantial
range around the crossover
frequency.

Fig.

5-

Three-meter
room response,
measured
on axis and
30° off axis.

_

Fig.

6-

Three-meter
room response
at microphone
heights
approximating
seated and
standing
positions
of listener.

39 INCHES

the mid/high and bass panels arrived together even though
the lower frequencies, because of their longer wavelengths,
were spread over a greater time period.
The 3 -meter room response (Fig. 5) shows that, even at
30° to the inside of the mid/high ribbon axis, the high frequency response is excellent to about 10 kHz and holds
up well to 20 kHz. This and other measurements correlated
well with comments which indicated that the Duetta has
excellent high -frequency performance. The drop in response at about 1.3 kHz is due to the bass panel output's
delay relative to the mid/high output, which is enough to put
the two at opposite polarity (180° from each other) at this
frequency, causing energy cancellation. Every panel member commented that there seemed to be something missing
from the sound of the Duetta systems. These ranged from
"lack of body" to "something wrong with the balance of the
sound." Perhaps the effect shown in Fig. 5 can be used to
explain these comments, but the difference in response
shown in Fig. 6, for different microphone heights, may also
help explain them. There is a definite change in the balance
of the sound for the two microphone heights, which were
intended to show how a seated or standing listener might
perceive the sound of the Duetta systems. Even though the
listening sessions were conducted with the listener seated,
the perception of balance is most likely affected by the total
sound radiated by the loudspeaker into the room. Figure 7,
a polar plot of the radiation from the Duetta loudspeaker,
also has a direct bearing on these comments because the
total radiated energy varies with frequency. At 800 Hz, the
pattern becomes very strange. Most of the energy is radiated at the 330° angle in the front and the 210° angle toward
the rear, but with the total energy reduced. This is caused
by the large overlap in output from the mid/high and bass
diaphragms. which are mounted side by side and produce
out -of -phase energy in the range between 600 Hz and
kHz. The energy is exactly 180° out of phase at 800 Hz.
Even at the maximum radiation angle of 330°, the level at
800 Hz is 6 dB below that of the energy at 4.8 and 15 kHz.
This has to be the main reason why the sound of the Duetta
was perceived to "lack body." Another reason is that the
output between about 3 to 5 kHz, particularly at 4.8 kHz, is
very strong. This also correlates well with the perception by
some panel members that the Duetta was "very analytical"
and "revealing of detail" but also very "bright" and "zippy,"
especially when reproducing violin and brass. The polar
plot can be very useful in setting up the Duetta systems; it
shows that the maximum forward radiation is at 330°, which
would be angled toward a centered listener's position. This
is probably why Apogee does not recommend angling the
systems inward, as you might normally expect. found that
a slight angling, so that the listener was in line with the mid/
high ribbon panels, produced the best balance and detail.
When placed absorptive panels to the rear of the Duetta,
the precision and clarity were increased but the balance
was made worse. All panel members reacted the same way
in this respect. The best balance required that the reflecting
surface be in the middle, between the Duetta systems, and
about 3 to 4 feet behind them; the Duettas were also about 3
feet from the side walls. am convinced, by my measurements and my experiments, that the Duetta systems are
1
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Most audiophiles think of CD changers as the station wagons of
the digital world. Convenient to be sure. But certainly not exciting.
Until now.

Because Onkyo's new DX-C300 and DX-0500 CD changers will
change your mind as well as your discs.
And they'll put an end to the risk of sacrificing musical enjoyment
for the ease of multi -disc operation.

/

Optional magazines allow your choice of single disc simplicity or
multi -disc convenience.

Onkyo's AccuBit technology is the reason.
AccuBit insures that even the quietest musical passages and
subtle nuances are reproduced with stunning clarity. How?
AccuBit starts with high precision Digital -to -Analog converters.
And individually calibrates each one for maximum accuracy. This
critical adjustment allows all the music on your discs to reach
your ears. And not get lost in the distortions that plague
conventional CD changers.

Until the DX -C300 and DX-0500,
only the finest single disc players
could claim such extraordinary
sophistication. But that's just
what you expect from Onkyo, the
company with an unparalleled
reputation for making high end
sound affordable.
Onkyo.
The End Of The Compact Risk.

ONKYG
RISING ABOVE THE CO JUNGLE
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
In Canada: H. Roy Gray Ltd.

For More Information

CalI 1-800-553-4355
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Differences in absolute
signal polarity were very
easy to hear, so I rate
the Duetta very high
for coherence.
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Square-wave
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see text.
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APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE

better suited to, and will always sound better in, large rooms
than small ones.
Figures 8 and 9 show the harmonic and intermodulation
distortion percentages, which are reasonably good. During
the listening sessions, the sound levels were always less
than 94 dB SPL, and no comments were made which could
be directly correlated to the information in these Figures.
None of the panel members complained of lack of bass.
However, if you Ike to listen to bass -heavy music at higher
levels, you might be disappointed because the distortion in
the bass range can be a limitation. You will need an amplifier that can match the transparency of the Duetta as well as
provide more than 100 watts per channel.
Figure 10 shows that the Duetta is capable of very good
reproduction of square waves. Most loudspeaker manufacturers and reviewers don't show what a loudspeaker does to
square waves because most loudspeakers don't treat these
signals kindly! The square waves of Fig. 10 indicate that the
Duetta does an excellent job of reproducing the fundamental and harmonics of a complex sound without messing
them up. Comments by panel members about how well the
Duetta reproduced the timbres of different instruments of
the brass and string families, so that they were easily distinguishable, correlates well with the excellent square -wave
performance.
Figure 11 shows that the absolute acoustical polarity of
the Duetta is negative. This was checked before the listening sessions, and the connections were changed so that the
absolute polarity of all the program material used was correct. Panel members were also asked if they could hear the
difference in polarity when it was switched back and forth
while listening to the Duetta. Most panel members had no
trouble hearing the difference, and rate the Duetta's coherence very high in this respect.
haven't mentioned much about the bass response of the
Duetta systems until this point because wanted to show
some things that I found very interesting. One of the most
difficult tasks the designer of a dipole ribbon system faces
is how to make the system produce enough bass output to
match the output from the rest of the range. A ribbon system
doesn't have the excursion restriction of an electrostatic, but
it still has the problem of the front and rear waves cancelling
each other because the baffle is so small compared to the
wavelengths involved. Another problem which isn't mentioned very often is that the frame holding the bass diaphragm is subject to Newton's third law: "For every action,
there is an equal and opposite reaction." The frame will try
to move in the direction opposite to that of the diaphragm; if
it has a large surface area, it can cancel some of the
diaphragm's output!
The design strategy employed by Apogee to solve this
second problem is to make the frame as stiff as possible,
thus moving its natural resonance well above the bass
range. Figure 12 shows that the Duetta frame's resonance is
at 142.5 Hz and that, at least for a continuous tone, there is
significant harmonic output. Very little frame vibration occurs below this frequency, so the "action/reaction" problem
is minimal. Some comments from panel members that the
quality of the bass was "strange" and "hard" may be due to
the harmonic output from the frame.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989
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The Duetta Signature is an
impressive speaker which
shows signs of brilliance
and real ingenuity from
its designer.
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The principal means that can be used to increase the
bass output of a dipole ribbon is to reduce the damping at
the low -frequency diaphragm resonance. This is a side
benefit from the fact that the flux density of a ribbon loudspeaker is almost always lower than that of a dynamic cone type driver. It can result in a very pronounced, extended
time response, as seen in Fig. 13. The top curve shows that
the output from a 100 -Hz cosine pulse "rings" at the 36 -Hz
fundamental resonance frequency of the Duetta ribbon
bass panel. The output from the frame is also shown. but it is
at an extremely low level. Figure 14 shows the spectrum
produced by the pulse of Fig. 13: the output from 30 to 40
Hz is about 10 to 12 dB higher than the output at 100 Hz. By
producing this much output in the near field of the diaphragm (the microphone was only 4V2 inches from the
diaphragm), the Duetta overcomes the difficulty of producing sufficient bass in the far field even when the rear wave
tends to cancel the front wave. The trade-off is between the
quantity and the quality of the bass. For orchestral music
with big, reverberant bass drum sounds, such as in "The
Roman Festival" track on the Delos CD Bravura (D/CD-
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3070), the reaction of the panel members was that the
sound was "very impressive" and "great." However, when
The Sheffield Drum Record (Lab 14) was played, the comments were that the_ drums sounded "bloated," "not like real
drums," etc. Therefore, if you like tight, solid drums, the
Duetta may not be to your liking.

Conclusions
The Apogee Duetta Signature is an impressive loudspeaker. It shows signs of real ingenuity and brilliance on
the part of its designer, especially considering the fact that
full -range ribbon dipole loudspeakers present some really
difficult problems which must be overcome. The Duetta's
main weaknesses are the exaggerated output in the range
from 3 to 5 kHz, the underdamped bass, and the polar
radiation problems caused by interaction between the long,
vertically oriented mid/high and bass diaphragms. The
strong points of the Duetta Signature systems are the clarity,
detail, and transparency achieved when they are positioned
carefully and when the listener is in the sweet spot.
Edward M. Long
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IT EVEN SOUNDS
PICTURE PERFECT.
If true perfections
unattainable, they haven't
told our engineers.
Case in point. The Elitc
combination LascrDit.c'
CD player. it is arguably
the finest s ght-and-sound
machine ever created
For one thing, i_'sthe
only LascrDisc player
available «ith digital time
base correction

- which

delivers a picture with
unsurpassed brightness
and resolu_ion. And it
features extraordinap. CD

sound, something you
won't find on any VCR.
As a CI) player, its
specifications would
impress even the most
ardent audiophile. So no
matter how you look at it,
the Elite CLI)-9I makes
perfectly gexxl sense.
For your nearest Elite
dealer, call 1-800-421-1404.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

in. H x 61/8 in. D (9 cm x 4.5 cm

x

15.5 cm).

Weight: 11
Price: With

lbs. (5 kg).
MM or MC phono preamp

board, $3,490; without phono board,
$2,990.

Amplifier
Output: Nominal

power, 80 watts per
channel continuous into 2- to 8 -ohm
loads and 60 watts per channel continuous into 1- to 16 -ohm loads; maximum power, 150 watts per channel
continuous into 3 ohms; maximum
voltage, 35 V peak; maximum current, 25 amperes peak.
Distortion: Less than 0.01% THD
(static) or transient intermodulation
distortion (dynamic), at all levels
from 0 to 25 V into 8 ohms.

GOLDMUND
MIMESIS 7
PREAMP AND
MIMESIS 6 AMP
Manufacturer's Specifications
Preamplifier
Frequency Response for Levels
to 35 V rms: 0 Hz to 150 kHz,
±0.1 dB; 0 Hz to 500 kHz, ±
Hz to 850 kHz, ±3 dB.

1

dB; 0

Distortion:

Less than 0.01% THD
(static) or transient intermodulation
distortion (dynamic), at all levels
from 0 to 25 V.
S/N: Greater than 95 dB (100 dBA),
0.01 Hz to 10 MHz, on line input.
Interchannel Separation: Greater
than 80 dB.
Speed: Amplification -stage slew rate,
more than 500 V/µS; rise -time, less
than 70 nS.

Group Delay: Propagation delay,
less than 300 nS, stable from d.c. to
200 kHz.
Input Sensitivity: Nominal level,
100 mV; saturation level, 40 V rms.
Nominal Input Impedance: 100
kilohms.
Output Level: Nominal, 1.55 V rms;
maximum, 40 V rms.
Output Impedance: 600 ohms.

Operating Temperature Range:
Ambient temperature, -22° to
+ 104° F (-30° to +40° C); internal
temperature, + 113° to + 149°
(+45° to +65° C).

Power Requirements: Nominal

F

line

voltage, 115 or 220 V a.c., ± 10%;
maximum power consumption, 40
watts.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 13/4 in. H x
12'/2 in. D (48.3 cm x 4.4 cm x 32
cm); power supply, 31/2 in. W x 13/4
82

J
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tun
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Frequency Response for Levels
to Nominal Power: 0 Hz to 100
kHz, ±0.1 dB; 0 Hz to 200 kHz, ±
dB; 0 Hz to 500 kHz, ±3 dB.
S/N: 80 dBA.
Speed: Slew rate, more than 100
V/µS; rise -time, less than 700 nS.

n

I

1

Group Delay: Propagation delay,
less than 100 nS, stable from d.c. to
200 kHz.

Input Sensitivity: Nominal level,
1.55 V.

Input Impedance: 50 kilohms.
Operating Temperature Range:
Ambient temperature,

-

22° to
+ 104° F
30° to + 40° C); internal
temperature, + 113° to + 149° F

(-

(+ 45°

to + 65° C).

Protection Thresholds:

High -frequency, 3 V rms at 50 kHz; d.c., 5 V.
Fuses: Short-circuit protection, four 5 ampere fast -blow fuses; power -line
input protection, 5 -ampere slow blow fuse for 110 V, 3 -ampere slowblow fuse for 220 V.
Power Requirements: Nominal line
voltages, 110, 117, or 234 V a.c.
(selectable), ± 10%; maximum power consumption, 500 watts.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 25/8 in. H x
13'/8 in. D (48.3 cm x 6.7 cm x 35
cm).
Weight: 271/2 lbs. (12.5 kg).
Price: $2,690.

M

Company Address: c/o InternationAudio Technologies, 13897 Willard Rd., Suite J, Chantilly, Va.
al

22021.
For literature, circle No. 91
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The Goldmund Mimesis 6 and 7 are a solid-state power
amplifier and preamplifier imported by International Audio
Technologies. These peces are newer additions to a line
consisting of a more expensive preamp and amp, the Mimesis 2 and 3, and several well -respected turntables and
straight-line tonearms. If Goldmund's electronics are anything like their toriearmns and turntables, they ought to be
something else, sonically. (I understand that a CD player
and a tuner are in the works and may well be on the market
by the time this review is published.)
Physically, the Mimesis 6 and 7 are similar in size and

appearance, having brushed aluminum, rack -width front
panels. The amplifier's panel height is about 21/2 inches, and
the preamp's is 13/4 inches. The preamplifier also has an
external power supply.
The preamplifier's phono section is an optional plug-in
board and was installed in the unit reviewed here. The jacks
and switch position used with this board are labelled "Phono/CD." If the board is not installed, an attenuator is substituteo; the "Phono/CD" jacks and selector position can then
be used for CD players or other components having extremely high output levels. An identical attenuator is in the
AUX 2 input circuit.
Front -panel controls on the preamp, from left to right, are
a six -position signal selector, a three -position tape monitor,
a three -position "MutePhase" switch, and balance and volume controls. All controls are of the rotary type. On the rear
panel are nine pairs of WBT gold-plated input/output jacks,
a ground post, and a four -pin XLR connector for hookup to
the remote power supply.
The front panel of the power amp has a small toggle
switch for power on/off and an LED for indicating power on.
Most of the rear panel is taken up by an extruded heat -sink
with vertically oriented! fins. In the approximately 21/2 -inch square area at the right rear are dual, five -way binding
posts for connection to the right speaker and a three -pin
a.c. line -cord socket. In the similarly sized area at the left
rear are the left speaker connectors and a pair of WBT
signal input jacks.
Physical construction of both units is similar, consisting of
a bent -up piece forming the rear and sides and, in the case
of the amplifier, continuing around to form front subpanels,
top and bottom plates and the front panel. The main chassis pieces are bent over in the horizontal plane to form lips
or ledges that are about 3/8 inch wide. Around the periphery

.*
'
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Selector switches at the
preamp's rear, with long
shafts to the front panel,
help minimize the length
of the signal path.
input and output connections to the board. Even the a.c.
primary wiring appears to be special, heavy wire.
Parts and construction quality in these units is absolutely
first-rate, and they are a beauty to behold.
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each for attaching the front panel. The front panel has two
vertical bars of square stock attached to it so that the top
and bottom covers can be secured with two screws each
along their front surfaces.
Looking inside the preamp first, we find a large double sided p.c. board that takes up most of the interior area.
Mounted above the left side of this board is the optional
phono module, oriented lore and aft. It is about 20% as wide
as the main board and just about as deep. Just to the right
of the phono board is a shaft connecting the front -panel
selector knob to the actual selector switch. This switch is
located right at the rear of the board, where the inputs are.
The tape monitor switch is similarly located at the rear of the
p.c. board. The location of these two switches is really
intelligent, minimizing the signal -path length of the highlevel circuitry. Continuing on the theme of intelligent layout,
the selected source then passes up to the front of the p.c.
board, where it encounters the phase/mute switch, balance
and volume controls, and part of the output line amplifier.
Passing towards the rear of the board again, the signal goes
through the last part of the line amp's circuitry to the output
jacks. At the right rear of the p.c. board are the on -board
power -supply regulators.
Inside the power amp, it quickly becomes apparent that
we have a dual mono design. Two separate toroidal power
transformers of approximately 250 -VA capacity, along with
separate rectifier bridges and a small p.c. board for strapping the transformer primary windings for different voltages,
occupy the front half of the interior space. At the rear of the
enclosure is the main amplifier p.c. board, which is attached
at the rear to the horizontal surface of an L bracket on which
the TO-3 output devices are mounted. This bracket, in turn,
is mounted to the rear panel of the amp enclosure. Standoffs to the bottom of the enclosure secure the front edge of
the amplifier p.c. board. The main electrolytic filter capacitors in the power supplies are mounted right on the p.c.
board, where they are very close to their point of use.
Twisted pairs of heavy -gauge MIT wire are used for the
84
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of these ledges are Pemm nuts for attaching the top and
bottom plates. Because of the presence of controls on the
preamp's front panel, its sides only extend around in the
front about
inch to form tabs that have two Pemm nuts

/

At my request, Bill Peugh of International Audio Technologies sent schematic information on these units, but he
asked that not reveal the details. To respect his wishes,
will have to be more general than like in my descriptions.
One thing is apparent by looking at the units themselves:
Their circuits are composed of blocks of gain that are, in
turn, made up of a combination of potted modules in p.c.
board sockets and some discrete parts (resistors, capacitors, and discrete amplifying devices). The modules are
potted to maintain thermal stability of their internal components, according to the manufacturer. It appears that these
modules are some kind of input circuit that is used in all the
blocks, and that the discrete parts which follow are later stage circuitry, ending up in complementary emitter -follower
output stages.
In the phono preamp board
tested, a pre -preamplifier
module precedes one of the gain blocks described above.
The manual does not make clear that this board is for
moving -coil cartridges and that a moving -magnet phono
stage is also available as an option. It does, however, state
that cartridge loading adjustment is no longer necessary
due to the proprietary design of the input module. This
phono preamp is designed only for moving -coil cartridges
or for moving -magnet units that have very low inductance
(probably less than several hundred microhenries).
The RIAA equalization is partially feedback and partially
passive, with the bass boost accomplished in the feedback
loop around the gain block following the MC pre-preamp
and the high -frequency roll -off occurring in the interstage
coupling network at the output of the phono circuit. This last
point strikes me as a flaw, in that the RIAA equalization
accuracy is dependent on there being a constant load
impedance connected across this roll -off network. In normal
operation of the Mimesis 7, a load of about 100 kilohms is
presented to the selected source. When phono is selected,
this 100-kilohm loading of the roll -off network gives some
nominal equalization flatness. If a tape recorder or some
other signal processing device is connected to tape output,
the load on the roll -off network will obviously now be lower,
and the equalization will take on various degrees of highI
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The protection circuits of
the amp are zealous about
keeping high -frequency,
full -power energy out of
your loudspeakers.
frequency boost. The degree of this effect will be shown in
the "Measurements" section of this report.
After signal selection and choice of tape monitor or main
selected signal, the signal enters the first gain block in the
line section. The output of this first line -amp section feeds
another gain block, connected as a unity -gain inverter. The
front -panel "Mute/Phase" switch is fed from the gain -block
outputs of the first and second line amps. When the switch
is in its center (mute) position, its wipers will be grounded; in
its other two positions, its wipers will carry signal with 0°
(normal) or 180° (inverted) polarity to pass on to the balance
and volume controls. The output of the volume control then
feeds the input of the last line -section circuit block. From the
foregoing, it is apparent that one listens through two circuit
blocks in the output amplifier or, if inverted polarity is chosen, three. Note that in this design, the input impedance for
the selected inputs is a nice, constant 100 kilohms and that
the balance and volume network is between the first and
second line -section blocks, where the control values can be
low in resistance for extended high -frequency response.
The outputs of the last gain blocks of the line -amp section
are coupled to the main signal output jacks through two
series resistors whose values add up to 600 ohms. The
midpoint of this resistor pair is tied to ground through a pair
of normally closed relay contacts. A time -delay circuit controls these relays, providing a turn -on delay of several seconds at power up before the contacts open. Incidentally, the
Mimesis 7 has no power switch, the intent being to have the
unit continuously powered for best sound.
Power -supply voltage for the circuitry of the Mimesis 7 is
higher than usual for solid-state circuitry. Incoming rectified
d.c. from the separate power supply is about ±85 V. The
on -board regulators in the preamp regulate down to ±60 V.
Each circuit block is decoupled, in both the positive and
negative supply lines, with series resistors and shunt capacitors. The phono board has an active capacitance multiplier
for both positive and negative supply lines. These circuits
isolate the supply lines of the phono circuitry from the main
regulated supplies by providing the equivalent of some
hundreds of thousands of microfarads of shunt capacitance.
Not surprisingly, the circuitry of the Mimesis 6 power amp
is like the line -amp blocks in the preamp, with the addition of
two pairs of complementary power MOS-FETs connected as
source followers for the output stage. A time -delay and
protection circuit operates a series relay in the positive

. ,
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output line. Presumably, if excessive d.c. is present at the
output, the circuit opens the relay to protect the load. This
circuit also functions as a turn -on delay, not connecting the
load until a suitable interval has passed. The series feedback resistor for the overall feedback loop is broken into two
parallel paths-one from the output stage and the other
from the load side of the relay, to help linearize its contacts.
Another function of the relay circuit was discovered when
tested the amp in the lab. The relay opens when frequencies above 2 to 3 kHz are steadily applied at full power. As
steady-state power is reduced, the frequency at which the
relay opens goes Jp.
The overall feedback loop is direct -coupled, and since
there is no input blocking capacitor, the whole amp is d.c.coupled and should have a d.c. gain the same as its a.c.
gain. As always with d.c.-coupled power amps, one must be
sure that the preamp used doesn't have any significant d.c.
offset-no more than, say, 50 mV. The Mimesis 7 has no
problem in this regard, having very low d.c. offset.
I

Preamplifier Measurements
Measured gain and IHF sensitivity figures for the Mimesis
appear in Table I. The input resistance of the phono board
is very low, on the order of 3 or 4 ohms, caused by inverting
feedback and/or by common -base -connected input devices. My normal way of measuring gain of high -gain phono
stages is to utilize a precision voltage divider consisting of
one resistor each of 990 ohms, 9 ohms, and
ohm. From
this, one gets 40 or 60 dB of attenuation with output impedances of about 10 ohms and ohm, respectively. usually
V into this divider and feed the circuit
put something like
under test from the -ohm output (- 60 dB), yielding a
known -mV signal level into the device under test. With
devices having normal input impedances (hundreds of
ohms or higher), any voltage error caused by the device's
input impedance loading down the divider will be negligible.
The phono input impedance of the Mimesis 7, however,
would seriously load the -ohm source of my divider, so
had to directly measure the input voltage and the stage
output voltage to calculate the gain and sensitivity. This low
input impedance is apparently what Goldmund is talking
about when they refer to special proprietary circuitry that
7
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The best sound comes in
four small packages.
Ensemble consists of four
speaker units. Two compact low frequency speakers reproduce the
deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the
music, making it possible to reproduce just the right amount of
energy in each part of the musical range without turning
your listening room into a
stereo showroom.
No matter how well a speaker performs, at home the listening room takes over. Room
acoustics emphasize and deemphasize various parts of the
musical range, depending on

Winner."

c

Cambridge SoundWorks has
created Ensemble, a speaker system that can provide the sound
once reserved for the best speakers
under laboratory conditions. It virtually disappears in your room.
And because we market it directly,
Ensemble costs hundreds less than
it would in stores.

Henry Kloss, creator of the dominant speaker
models ofthe '50s (Acoustic Research), '60s
(KLH) and 70s (Advent), bingsirouCambrictge
Sound f I btks, agenuinely new kind ofspeaker
companyfor the '90s.

se Soun: Voths
eBestV0 ue
where the speaker is placed in the
room. If you put a conventional
speaker where the room can help the
low bass, it may hinder the upper
ranges, or vice -versa.
Your listening room works
with Ensemble, not against it.
Ensemble, on the other hand,
takes advantage of your room's
acoustics. The ear can't tell where
bass comes from, which is why
Ensemble's bass units can be
tucked out of the way-on the floor,
atop bookshelves, or
under furniture. The satellites can be hung directly
on the wall, or placed on
windowsills or shelves.
No bulky speaker boxes
dominate your living
space, yet Ensemble reproduces the deep bass
that no mini speakers can.

"Very much
in the
Henry Kloss
tradition...

another hi-fi
milestone"
mR@ViEeW

Unlike seemingly similar satellite
systems which use a single large
subaoojer, Ensemble uses tviv
separate, compact bass units.
Thcyfit moregracefidly intoyour
living environment, and help

minimize the effects ofthe
listening rooms standing waves.
,

-Ensemble & Ambiance arc irndntarks o'C art :;ridge Soundworks, Inc.

Not all the differences are as
obvious as our two subwoofers.
Unlike seemingly similar threepiece systems, Ensemble uses premium quality components for
maximum power handling, individual crossovers that allow several
wiring options and cabinets ruggedly constructed for proper acoustical performance. We even gold-plate
all connectors to prevent corrosion.
An even bigger difference is how
we sell it.

You get to listen for hours without a salesman hovering nearby.
If after 30 days you're not happy,
return Ensemble for a lull refund
(we'll even reimburse the original
UPS shipping charges in the continental U.S.).
At only $499-complete with
all hardware and 100' of speaker
cable-Ensemble is the value on
today's speaker market.

"You get a month
to play with the
speakers before
you have to either
return them or
keep them. But
you'll keep them:'

2
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tbu can put Ensembles lot r'frequencjr units
exactly t vherc they slrotddgofor superb bass.
You cant do this ¡tith conventional speakers
becauseyou have to be concerned about the
upperfirquencies comingfrom the same
enclosures as the lot ones.

Thousands agree: the best
showroom is your living room.

"They
tie d

n d to play

music-an cl

music.ke

it soundlikedo very
This they
well, in a most
unobtrusive price...
at a barg inimagine
1n..
it's hard to
going wrong
Ensem
with -Ensemble'?
Stereo Review

ranks with the
best in its
price

range"

Lhe;Ae1tr fork

Links

Try them risk -free for 30 days.
Call 1-800-AKA-HIFIt

(1-800-252-4434)

IF,Abrtr.taa?w

Choosing a loudspeaker after a
brief listen at a dealer's showroom is
like deciding on a car after one
quick trip around the block. So we
make it possible to audition Ensemble
the tight way-in your own home.
In fact, Ensemble is sold only by
Cambridge Sound\Yorks directly
from the factory.

"A listening test
left no doubt
that this system

J

i.
Introducing Ambiance
by Henry Kloss.

Our toll -free number connects
you to a Cambridge Sound\Vorks
audio expert. He or she will answer
ali your questions, take your order
(you can use Visa, MasterCard or
American Express) and arrange
surface shipment via UPS. Your
Cambridge SoundWorks audio
expert will continue as your personal contact with us. We think
you'll like this new way of doing
business.
'In Canada, call 1-800-5254434. Audio experts are on duty
9 AM to Midnight, Eastern Time,
seven days a week. Fax #: 617-

Ambiance- is an ultra -compact
speaker that proves high perfor332-9229.
mance, small size and low cost
need not be mutually exclusive.
ICAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
Suite 104D 154 California St., Newton, MA 02158
Ambiance is ideal for bedrooms,
dens, dorm rooms...or for use as
Send more information and test reports.
an extension speaker or in surSend Ensemble risk -free for 30 days. for $499
Send_ (qty) Ambiance (Nextel), for $109 ea
round-sound systems. While no
Send_ (qty.) Ambiance (Primed), for $t09 ea'
speaker of its size can provide the
Send
(qty.) Ambiance (Oak). for $129 ea'
total
volume
same low bass and
as
I'm paying by
Visa
AmEx
Check O MC
Ensemble
system.
Ambiance
our
has more output in the 40Hz region Acct. Number
Exp
than any "mini speaker" we've
Signature
encountered. Indeed we know of
Name
no compact speaker that outperAddress
forms Ambiance, including those
State
Zip
City
costing hundreds more. Ambiance
Phone (Area Code)
Number
is only $109 per speaker in Nextel
IMMEDIATE SERVICE: 1-800-AKA-HIFI
or primed for painting; $129 in solid FOR
MA residents add 5% sales tax.
oak,* and comes with our 30 day
'Plus freight (Ensemble $7-$25. Ambiance $2-$12)
L Delivery time usually 2-7 days.
money-back guarantee.

_

Enter No.
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on Reader Service Card

Both the A -weighted and
band -limited noise figures
for the preamp were among
the lowest I've measured.

Table IA-Gain (in dB) for Mimesis 7 preamp with IHF
and instrument loads, at low and high gain settings.
Right Channel
IHF.

Left Channel

Low Gain
Phono to Tape Out
Phono to Main Out
High Gain
Phono to Tape Out
Phono to Main Out
AUX to Tape Out
AUX to Main Out

Instr.

IHF

Instr.

Load

Load

Load

Load

59.6
86.5

56.5
86.0

59.4
86.2

56.3
85.7

65.3
92.4

62.3
91.9

64.7
91.7

61.6
91.2

-1

0

26.8

Table IB IHF sensitivity of Mimesis
gain settings.
Low Gain
Phono to Tape Out
Phono to Main Out
High Gain
Phono to Tape Out
Phono to Main Out
AUX to Tape Out
AUX to Main Out

0

- 1.2

26.8

26.4

7, at low and

high

2

26.4

Left Channel

Right Channel

0.75 mV
25.0 µV

0.79 mV
25.8 µV

0.38 mV
12.7 µV
580 mV

0.41 mV
13.7 µV
580 mV
24.1 mV

24.1 mV

Left Channel

Right Channel

100 to 150

100 to 200
60 to 70
28.0

Low Gain

Wideband
20 Hz to 20 kHz
400 Hz to 20 kHz
A -Weighted

100.0
24.0
27.0

30.0

High Gain

Wideband
20 Hz to 20 kHz
400 Hz to 20 kHz
A-Weighted

100 to 150
100.0
23.0

100 to 200
60.0
25.5

25.5

27.0

Table 111-Phono overload vs. frequency for right channel of Mimesis 7, with low gain setting.

Frequency,

Input, mV

20
50
100
300
700

2.0
2.42
3.8
9.8
15.2

1k

15.8
16.0
17.0
17.0
17.0
17.0

3k
5k
7k
10k
20k

88

Instrument Load

Hz

Output,
16.5
16.2

16.4
16.6
15.2
13.3
7.7

5.3
3.9
2.8
1.4

V

I

1

Table II-Phono-section noise referred to input, for zeroohm source impedance. Some measurements show
noise ranges, due to "bouncing" caused by noise with a
frequency-inverse characteristic (¡).
Referred Input Noise, mV

Bandwidth

eliminates the need for cartridge loading adjustment. It does
tend to equalize the phono stage's output level for MC
pickups with different output voltages, to the extent that
pickups with higher output voltages tend to have higher
output resistances and hence get attenuated more in the
input circuit. There is, however, a 6 -dB gain switch on the
phono board.
Noise as a function of bandwidth and circuit gain is
shown in Table II. An interesting property of an input stage
like the one used in this preamp is that the apparent noise
gels lower as the source resistance goes up. The reason is
that the circuit gain is dependent on the input source resistance. Therefore, when a high terminating resistance is
used, the gain is lower and so is the apparent referred input
noise. For my noise measurements, put a known voltage of
100 µV at
kHz into the phono input by compensating the
input to my precision divider just enough to get the desired
voltage into the phono input despite the loading effect. The
input termination was a short-circuit. Both the A -weighted
and band -limited (400 Hz to 20 kHz) noise figures were
among the lowest I have measured.
The IHF S/N ratio for components having MC inputs is
measured by applying a known 500-0 signal at 1 kHz into
the MC input, noting the output level, and calling that 0 dB
for reference. The input signal is then removed, and the
input jack is terminated with 100 ohms. The residual noise is
measured through an A -weighting filter, and the IHF S/N is
the difference in dB between the residual noise level and
the reference level. When one does this for the phono input
of the Mimesis 7, the figure comes out to a fabulous 95 dB.
When one applies the 500-0V signal through a 100 -ohm
resistor, the actual input voltage is a lot lower and the
resultant IHF S/N comes out to about 71 dB, more in the
neighborhood of what other circuits measure.
Phono equalization error is shown in Fig. for a variety of
conditions. As was mentioned earlier, you can see the
effects of loading the phono stage at the tape output. The
top three curves were measured at the Mimesis 7 preamp's
main output, so the phono stage was loaded with the line
section's normal 100-kilohm input impedance. My RIAA pre equalizer is terminated in 475 ohms, in series with 10 ohms
to ground, so as to provide a normal output at the top of the
475 ohms and a lower impedance, lower voltage output at
the top of the 10 -ohm resistor. The top curve shows the
phono high -gain mode with the circuit fed from the normal
output of the pre -equalizer. The second trace is for the low
(normal) phono gain. There is some difference in frequency
response between the two, in that the relative gain is higher
by some 0.15 dB in the high -gain mode below 1 kHz. The
third curve down is low -gain mode for a signal from the 10 ohm output of my pre -equalizer. Comparing this curve to the
one just above it illustrates how the Mimesis 7's phono
circuit equalizes output levels for different input levels with
different source impedances: Even though there is a difference of about 34 dB between the unloaded voltages from
my pre -equalizer's two output points, the difference between the Mimesis 7's output levels for these two signals
was only 1.5 dB! One little subtlety to point out in the third
curve is a slight roll -off between 10 and 20 kHz. This suggests that some shunt input capacitance is acting against

UHF
Input, mV
2.5
3.1

4.9
12.3
15.2
15 8

16.0
17.0
17.0
17.0
17.0

Load
Output,

14.0
14.2
14.5
14.4
10.5
9.0
5.8
4.2
3.1

2.2
1.1

V

1
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Our Digital
Signal Processing
is about to do the same to
the rest of your system.
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Sony proudly presents theTA E1000ESD Preamplifier,
incorporating the most advanced Digital Signal Processing in high fidelity.

recordings for your car by raising soft passages above the road

Seven years ago, Sony engineers astonished the world

with the Compact Disc, the first giant step for digital high fidelity.

noise. And DSP expansion brings your analog sources closer to

Now, the Sony ES Series is pleased to introduce the second step:

digital standards.

bringing the digital technology of the Compact Disc to the rest

Bass and treble controls

of your system.

were never like this.

Sony's new TA-E1000ESD Preamplifier incorporates Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) to maintain the integrity of Compact Disc
sound from input to output. This incomparable circuitry not only

Conventional tone controls tend to be inaccurate and inconsistent. That's why Sony developed digital parametric equaliza-

tion. It's simple, effective, and free from the distortion, phase
shift, and noise of analog equalization. With any of
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curves. Which is more than enough boosting, peaking,

shelving and tweaking to overcome acoustical deficiencies.
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TAPE I

TV

If you don't like your
listening room, change it.

TAPE

factory preset combinations of digital soundfield-plus-equalization ore at your disposalready to be adjusted for literally trillions of alternate settings.

handles digital sources in the digital domain, it even converts
analog sources to digital. So all your music can receive the full
DSP

center fre-

quencies and four slope settings, you have a choice of over three

i

.

31

treatment, including digital expansion, digital compression,

Because listening rooms were never designed to contain the

Vienna Philharmonic, Sony's digital surround sound places you in

your choice of symphony hall, movie theater, stadium, studio or
small club. Unprecedented digital adjustments let you choose

digital parametric equalization, digital reverberation, digital delay,

L

and digital surround sound encompassing ten digital soundfield

;
I"(Von.I

parameters. Now you can heighten sonic performance digitally,

obtaining optimum ambience and brilliance without enduring the

Don't settle for surround sound processors that simply give you a choice of concert halls. Sony
gives you a choice of seats within each hall.

veil of conventional signal processing.

room depth, width, wall absorbancy, reflection times-even the

Unprecedented technology from the company
with a precedent for introducing it.
To

create the TA-E1000ESD, Sony overcame formidable

obstacles in high-speed conversion and computation. Our research
produced two landmark integrated circuits. One Sony

IC

row and number of your seat! You get acoustic environments so

detailed, so authentic, they have
Dolby

Stereo' movies, our

Sound projects

under-

I':

¡

a

5cJ.:

a

palpable presence. And for

six-channel Dolby Pro LogicTM Surround

more vivid soundstage than most sound stages.

.

I

takes equalization, compression, and expansion while the others
OEM

provides the most extensive reverberation, delay, and surround
sound processing ever.

For the

ultimote in surround sound processing of Dolby Stereo movies, the TA-E1000ESD
incorporates six -channel Dolby Pro Logic"' circuitry.

Direct the Dynamics.
Oh yes,

The numerical prowess of DSP puts you in full digital control

of dynamic range, with nine discrete steps of compression or

.
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At last, you can take control of dynamic range. The TA-E1000ESD offers both digital dynamic

a

preamplifier.

With all these digital attainments, you might forget that
the TA-E1000ESD is

d

it is

a

preamplifier. But we didn't. We included five

low -noise audio inputs, three digital inputs, seven audio/video

inputs and

a

programmable remote control to let you run your

entire .4/V system from a comfortable distance.

expansion and compression.

All of which leads to an inevitable conclusion. The company

expansion. So you can finally do a proper job of fitting live music

that wrote the book on digital audio has just inaugurated

within the limitations of analog cassettes. You can also optimize

new chapter.

a

whole

Sony ES.

Reinventing high fidelity
one component at a time.
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As singular an achievement as the new Digital Signal Pro-

OXES0

ú

output power in casual disregard of speaker loads that would

cessing Preamplifier undoubtedly is, it has a natural place among

cause a lesser amplifier distress. Then there's the ST-S730ES

the singular components of Sony's

Tuner, whose Wave Optimized Digital Stereo Detector extracts the

of

ES,

ES

Series. Since the inception

every model has challenged long -accepted compromises,

defying the status quo.
Today's

ES

full benefit from today's improved FM broadcasts. And the
TC-K730ES Cassette Deck emphatically disproves the notion that

Series components are proud inheritors of this

tradition of rebellion. Take, for example, the

CDP-C8ESD Compact

Disc Changer. It embodies the Sony carousel mechanism

that

is

analog recording is immune to substantial improvement.
Finally, contemplate the

ES

three-year limited parts and

labor warranty. (See your authorized

ES

dealer for details.) It's

a

now the object of fevered imitation. Incorporating generous help-

ringing confirmation of the outstanding quality that brings per-

ings of technology from Sony's reference standard CDP-R1, the

ceptive audiophiles to their nearest

changer is admirably fit for audiophiles.

dealer and to receive

Consider the TA-N55ES Power Amplifier, which produces

ES
©

a

ES

dealer.

To

locate that

free White Paper on Sony

DSP

technology,

call 201-930-7156 during East Coast business hours.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO-

Copyright 1989 Sony Corporation of America. All Rights Resewed. Sony and The leader in Digital Audio ore trademarks of Sony. Dolby, Dolby Pro logic and Dolby Stereo ore trademarks of Dolby laboratories Lioensing Carp.

With a high -voltage power
supply, you get a large
output -voltage swing, and
the Mimesis 7 preamp has
that in spades.
the 10 -ohm source; it does not show when fed from the pre equalizer's normal output, which looks more like a capacitive source.
The shape of these equalization error curves suggests
that Goldmund wanted the middle and high frequencies
shelved down (or the lower midrange and bass shelved up,
depending on your point of view) for sonic reasons. The
fourth curve down from the top is for the measurement at the
tape out jack, which, for instrument loading, puts another 91
kilohms across the phono preamp output. Now the response between 1 and 2 kHz is starting to tilt up. For IHF
loading of 10 kilohms in parallel with 1,000 pF, the effect is
more pronounced-and with a load of 3.3 kilohms (an admittedly unrealistic value chosen just to show the point),
egad, what a treble boost! Shriek city! My advice is to use a
tape recorder with known input impedance of 100 kilohms
or higher, if you want reasonable equalization accuracy,
and keep any signal processors with input impedances
below 100 kilohms out of the tape loop.
Figure 2 is a 'scope photo of pre -equalized square waves
as they appeared at the preamp's tape output jacks with
instrument loading. The top trace is for 40 Hz and shows the
general frequency characteristics of Fig. 1. The next trace
down is for 1 kHz with an output of about 0.4 V peak to peak.
Response here is linear, and the effect of low -frequency lift
is evident. The next trace is again for kHz but at a higher
output amplitude. The effects of high -frequency compression are now showing, as the change -of -state amplitude is
smaller than the steady-state peak -to -peak amplitude. The
bottom trace, for 10 kHz at 0.2 V per division, shows nice
high -frequency behavior.
Crosstalk between channels in the normal gain mode was
found to be very similar in both directions. It was better than
-80 dB up to 400 Hz, rising to about 77 dB at kHz, -69
dB at 10 kHz, and -66 dB at 20 kHz. Crosstalk was in
1

-

1

phase.
Phono overload versus frequency and loading is shown in
Table Ill for the right channel, which was slightly worse than
the left. Input acceptance levels for the high -gain mode are
about half of those shown in the Table for the normal gain
mode. Another consequence of having the final RIAA high frequency roll -off at the output of the phono circuit is that the
ultimate input signal acceptance becomes constant with
frequency above about kHz. In full -feedback equalization
designs, it would increase with frequency. This is because
the output of the gain block preceding the final high -frequency roll -off starts to rise with frequency above kHz and
runs into clipping sooner. The input acceptance of this
design at 1 kHz is probably okay, as a pickup with an output
of, say, 1 mV will produce somewhat less than mV at the
Mimesis 7's input. This is due to voltage -divider attenuation
of the pickup's output impedance against the input impedance of the phono circuit. The Mimesis 7 nicely meets my
criterion of a 20 -dB headroom margin over the output at 1
kHz, for a stereo groove modulated at 3.54 cm/S. But at 20
kHz (and this may be excessively stringent), the output
theoretically could be 10 mV, and allowing for a 20 -dB
headroom would require an input acceptance of 100 mV. In
view of this, the Mimesis 7's high -frequency acceptance
may be marginal for high -output MC pickups that nave low
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1-RIAA equalization
error of the Mimesis 7
preamp under a variety
of conditions; notes in
parentheses refer to
source and output loads.
Fig.

Fig. 2-Response
to pre-equalized
square waves
through the
Mimesis 7's

phono input,
for (top to
bottom) 40 Hz

The low, 3.3-kilohm load
which produced the

bottom curve would
probably not be
encountered in normal
use. See text.

-!-,

at 0.4 V p -p,
1 kHz at 0.4 V,
1 kHz at 1.0 V p -p.
and 10 kHz at
0.4 V p -p. All traces were
measured at the tape

RIM

output, with instrument
loading. (Scales: Vertical,
0.2 V/div. for 0.4-V curves,

111111111

0.5 V/div. for 1.0 V;

horizontal, 5 mS/div. for
40-Hz signal, 200 µS/div.
for 1 kHz, 20 µS/div. for
10 kHz.) See text.

1

1

1
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Fig.

3-Response

to square waves
through the
Mimesis 7's line
input for (top to
bottom) 100 kHz
into instrument
load, 100 kHz into
IHF load, and
20 Hz into either
load. (Scales:
Vertical, 5 V div.;
horizontal,
2 µS/div. for
100 kHz, 10 mS/
div. for 20 Hz.)
93

Square -wave tests showed

that the preamp was fast

and had excellent response
at very low frequencies.

Table IV-Line-amp section noise of Mimesis 7 preamp
(in microvolts) referred to input, with volume control fully
clockwise and balance control centered, for normal and
inverted positions of polarity switch. The IHF S/N ratio
was 93.0 dB for both channels and for both polarity
positions.

Left Channel

Bandwidth

Normal
4.3

Wideband
20 Hz to 20 kHz
400 Hz to 20 kHz
A -Weighted

Right Channel

Inverted

Normal

Inverted

4.3

6.1

1.4

6.1
1.9

1.4

1.9

1.35
1.26

1.85
1.75

1.35
1.27

1.85
1.75

Table V-Mimesis 6 amplifier output noise and IHF S/N.

Bandwidth

light Channel

Left Channel

Wideband

300 µV
292 µV

20 Hz to 20 kHz
400 Hz to 20 kHz

92

A -Weighted

540
520
166
160

p.V

92 µV

IHF S/N

89.6 dB

,_

F

4 OHMS

__

85.0 dB

...

-,

L

120 WATTS

20 WATTS
2 WATTS

8 OHMS

1

I

L10 WATTS

- -

Y

WATT

90 WATTS

o.l

Fig.

L

4-Mimesis

1

6
N

amplifier THD +
vs.
frequency for 8- and
4 -ohm

loads, each at
three power levels. The
high -frequency cutoffs at
higher power levels are
due to the protection
circuitry; see text.
94

µV
µV
µV
µV

output impedances. With this in mind, wouldn't consider
using the high -gain mode for any pickup with an output level
higher than about 100 µV at the standard cutting level
(which is 3.54 cm/S).
The phono circuit's THD + N was found to be about
0.01% at 10 V rms output from 20 Hz to 1 kHz. For 0.01%,
the output attainable decreased to 2.5 Vat 10 kHz and 1.1 V
I

at 20 kHz.

Some aspects cf the output section's performance can be
seen by comparing the gain and sensitivity figures measured at the main out with those measured at the tape out
(Table I). One advantage that comes with high -voltage power supplies is a large output -voltage swing capability. This
circuit has it in spades, putting out some 35 V rms at the
onset of clipping into my instrument load, decreasing to 32
V with the IHF load, and finally 15 V into 600 ohms. The THD
+ N into an IHF load was less than or equal to 0.01% from
20 Hz to 20 kHz at 15 V rms output level. Into 600 ohms, the
output level for 0.01% or less was 2.5 V.
The a.c. line draw of this design is about 0.4 ampere. This
is not entirely negligible, being about the power consumption of a 40-watt light bulb. The unit gets very warm in
operation. Its top should be left uncovered so as to allow
some of this heat to be dissipated.
The referred input noise of the line section is enumerated
in Table IV. In the Table, noise is shown for both the normal
and inverted polarity positions; the noise is a little higher in
the 180° position because of the additional noise from the
phase -inverting gain block. As was the case for the phono
section, the line section was very quiet. Unlike the majority
of other designs, whose balance and volume controls directly feed their line -amp inputs and whose noise gets
worse at about the -6 dB point on the volume control, the
Mimesis 7's referred input noise stays fairly constant as the
volume control is taken down from maximum.
This line -amp section is a fast one. Rise- and fall -times
into the instrument load were 0.5 µS. With the volume
control down 6 dB, the rise- and fall -times increased to 0.6
µS. They stayed relatively constant and exponential in
shape up to output clipping; therefore, this output amp
doesn't slew under these conditions. With the IHF load, rise and fall -times were 1.4 µS. Square -wave performance of the
output amp is shown in Fig. 3. The top trace is for 100 kHz
into the instrument load. The middle trace, also for 100 kHz,
is with the IHF load. The bottom trace, for 20 Hz, shows
excellent response at very low frequencies.
Output section crosstalk versus frequency was within a
few dB of being symmetrical, with the left -to -right direction
being the worse. Crosstalk in this direction was better than
80 dB down, from 20 Hz to a few kilohertz, decreasing to
76 dB at 3 kHz.
66 dB at 10 kHz, and
60 dB at 20
kHz. Of note here is that when the volume control was taken
down from full clockwise or the balance control was moved
from center, the crosstalk at high frequencies did not come
up or get worse, as happens in most designs. Crosstalk
was, once again, in phase.
The volume control's tracking was found to be within
+0.4 to -0.15 dB down to -65 dB of attenuation. Below
this point, the channels diverged rapidly, with the right
channel dropping out (output going to zero) first. An inter -
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The amplifier's bandwidth
is wide, with response that
started at d.c. and was down
by only a fraction of a dB
at 100 kHz.
esting peculiarity was noticed when looked at the balance
control's operation. When this control was turned to attenuate the measured channel, attenuation was smooth with
rotation, as would be expected. However, when turned the
other way for the same measured channel, the output level
dropped to a maximum of about 2.8 dB at about 30° off
center. This means that when the balance control is rotated
off center, the overall volume will drop, which might be a bit
confusing when trying to alter balance for a particular program source.
I

Amplifier Measurements
The Mimesis 6 power amp's heat-sinks run pretty hot in
normal operation. Thus, when set up to precondition the
amp for the one -hour test at one-third rated power (27 watts
per channel), was wary of how hot the unit might get. Sure
enough, about halfway into the hour, the sinks got too hot for
me to touch. That's too hot, in my considered opinion, so
aborted the test. Since
didn't see any thermal cutout
devices in the amp, didn't want to take a chance and have
it fail. However, I must mention that in normal operation, the
sinks don't get much hotter than at idle.
When setting up to measure THD + N, it became apparent that the protection circuitry is very zealous in its task of
keeping full -power high -frequency energy out of one's
speakers. Attempts at full power above about 1 kHz resulted
in the speaker relay's opening. The threshold is obviously
level- and frequency -dependent; the threshold is about 3
watts at 20 kHz. Results, such as could get, are shown in
Fig. 4 for 4- and 8 -ohm loading. The -kHz THD + N and
SMPTE-IM distortion for 4- and 8 -ohm loading are plotted in
Fig. 5. Typical harmonic distortion residue for a 1 -kHz signal
is seen in Fig. 6 for 10 watts output with 8 -ohm loading and
for 20 watts output with 4 -ohm loading. The top residue
trace is at 0.005% for 8 -ohm loading, and the bottom residue trace is at 0.009% for 4 -ohm loading. More high -order
nasties are evident in the bottom trace.
Voltage gain of the Mimesis 6 was found to be 30.3 x or
29.6 dB. IHF sensitivity for
watt into 8 ohms was 94.5 mV
for both channels.
Output noise, in terms of absolute noise level as a function of bandwidth and in terms of S/N relative to
watt
output, is shown in Table V. The difference between channels tended to disappear when the channels' input grounds
were tied together, a condition that would be the case in
practical stereo use.
Channel -to -channel crosstalk as a function of frequency
was set up to be measured with the reference driven channel at 10 V rms for good, crosstalk -dominated results. However, the protection circuit prevented data from being collected above about 7 kHz. Results were not symmetrical
with direction, with the right -to -left direction being worse. In
this direction, crosstalk was better than 80 dB up to a few
hundred hertz, rising to
72 dB at 500 Hz,
58 dB at 3
kHz, and -46 dB at 10 kHz before the protection circuit cut
in. Crosstalk was in phase.
At the excitation level generally use (1 ampere rms into
the channel under test), the test of damping factor versus
frequency ran afoul of the protection circuit at high frequencies. Results are plotted in Fig. 7.
I

I

Fig. 5-SMPTE IM and
THD + N vs. power for
8- and 4-ohm loads.
THD + N is for 1 -kHz

I

I

I

test signal.
Fig.

6-Typical

harmonic distortion residue
for 1 -kHz test
signal. Top
residue curve is
for 10 watts into
8 ohms (0.005%
THD + N);

bottom residue
curve is for
20 watts into
4 ohms (0.009%).
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Fig. 7-Damping factor
vs. frequency. The high frequency cutoffs are due

to the protection circuitry.
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Schubert had a pretty good
reason for not completing music.
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The Mimesis 6's sound was
open and spacious, with
good bass and dynamics,
and it transmitted the
music's emotional quality.

I

Technics reel-to-reel recorder, a Cook -King reference tube
phono preamp, and YBA3 and EAR 519 amplifiers. These
amps drove Siefert Research Magnum Ill speakers and/or
Stax SR-X/Mk3 headphones with the Stax SRD-7 Pro ener-

r

i -r

gizer.

First listening impressions of the Mimesis 6 power amp,
after it had warmed up for about a day, were that it was a
pretty good amplifier. The sound was open and spacious,
with good bass and dynamics. Something about it seemed
to transmit the emotional quality of music. The amp also
sounded very good in a friend's system, with Apogee Duetta
loudspeakers.
1
have listened extensively to the Goldmund units as a
Fig. 8-Square-wave
pair, and on the Siefert speakers, the spectral balance is
response. Top trace is
pretty good. Records sounded good but not outstanding.
10 kHz with 8 -ohm load;
The sound of CDs through the line section became noticemiddle trace is 10 kHz
ably more electronic, although the musical quality was genwith 2-1.LF capacitance
erally good. Bass extension and quality were outstanding. I
have enjoyed a lot of music while listening to this setup. A
across the 8 -ohm load;
bottom trace is 40 Hz into
brief audition with a pair of Fuselier 3.8D speakers and also
8 ohms. (Scales: Vertical,
with some Jecklin Float electrostatic headphones produced
5 V/div.; horizontal,
a sound that was too bright and spitty on vocal sibilants
20 µS/div. for 10 kHz,
when playing CDs. When the same program material was
5 mS/div. for 40 Hz.)
used, but with my EAR 519 tube power amps driving the
above -mentioned loads, and using my reference passive
switched attenuator volume control instead of the Mimesis 7
Frequency response at watt output was flat from d.c. to preamp line stage, the sound was more balanced spectralabove the audio range, being down about 0.35 dB at 100 ly; the spittiness was virtually gone with the Jecklin Float
kHz into 8 ohms and down about 0.6 dB at this frequency headphones. The sound was still a bit bright on the Fuselier
into 4 ohms. Clearly, this is a wide -bandwidth power amp.
speakers, but that appears to be their characteristic. In a
Rise- and fall -times at an output of 10 V peak to peak were final round of listening, using my Stax electrostatic ear0.8 µS into 8 ohms and 1.0 µS into 4 ohms. Again, the phones, I again noticed a spitty quality to female vocals
protection circuit's vigilance prevented my looking at the when playing CDs.
edge -transition behavior at a higher level.
then went through the following changes in the setup:
Square -wave performance of the Mimesis 6 is shown in fed the output of the Mimesis 7 through my stepped attenuFig. 8. The top trace is for 10 kHz into 8 ohms at an output ator volume control to drive the cable to the power amp
level of about 10 V peak to peak. In the middle trace, the location from a different (higher) source impedance,
effect of an additional load of 2
across the 8 -ohm load is changed to tape out in order to eliminate line-section elecshown. Lastly, the bottom trace is for a 40 -Hz signal; as tronics, bypassed the Mimesis 7 preamp entirely, and finally
expected for a d.c.-coupled design, there is no tilt in the changed from the Mimesis 6 power amp to my EAR 519
exhibited waveform.
tube amps. There was not much change when going
IHF dynamic headroom came out to 2.6 and 4.8 dB for 8 - through the stepped attenuator volume control. Eliminating
and 4 -ohm loading, respectively, based on the manufactur- the line amp of the Mimesis 7 by feeding my attenuator from
er's rating of 80 watts nominal power output for 2- to 8 -ohm its tape output improved things a bit, and bypassing the
loads. Corresponding power levels in the 20-mS time period Mimesis 7 entirely yielded a small improvement. Changing
of the test -tone burst were 144 and 242 watts. Clipping from the Mimesis 6 power amp to my EAR 519 tube power
headroom, again based on 80 watts, came out to 0.61 and amps made the biggest difference, with the sound then
2.1 dB for 8- and 4 -ohm loading with power of 92 and 130 being free of excessive sibilance and being of quite extraorwatts, respectively, being delivered at the visual onset of dinary quality.
clipping.
realize that all this may be a bit confusing. What I'm
trying to say is that the Goldmund pair yielded very listen Use and Listening Tests
able reproduction on my Siefert speakers and undoubtedly
The operation of the Goldmund pieces was flawless, with will with other speakers in other systems. When put on my
no surprises or glitches. I would recommend leaving the pure state-of-the-art hat, started listening through my Stax
preamp on continuously, as intended, and warming up the 'phones, and compared these units to the best I've heard,
amp for at least an hour before critical listening.
found got better sound using my personal reference setup.
Equipment used to evaluate the Goldmund pair included
As always, recommend making one's own listening evalan Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tempered arm and uations of any prospective purchases, and doing so in a
Koetsu Black Goldline cartridge, a California Audio Labs variety of circumstances. And certainly recommend going
Tempest CD player, a Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, a out to listen to the Goldmund gear.
Bascom H. King
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Anyway you look at it, or listen to it.
Proton's 600 Series Stands Apart.
-Sculpted for dramatic impact, and designed for
ease of use, Proton's 600 Series components fit
elegantly into any environment. Seldom used
controls are concealed, yet revealed at the touch
of a button. Cables, hidden by rear panel covers,
disappear into the pedestal of this sleek, freestanding unit.
And naturally, the sound is pure Proton. With
high performance technologies like Dynamic
Power on DemandTM (DPD), the new Schotz I1
tuner circuitry and the exclusive Aphex® Aural
Exciter;" 600 Series components provide
absolute clarity and realistic reproduction for
incomparable listening pleasure.

103.5

.

-y411

9000

-

'

The series includes the AM -656 Integrated
Amplifier. the AT-6707hner, the AV -646 AM/FM
Receiver, the AD -630 Auto Reverse Cassette
Deck, the AC -620 Compact Disc Player and the
matching AB-600 pedestal. Each component can
he controlled with the versatile AH -681 remote,
which also controls select Proton %ideo products.
Proton's new 600 Series. A rewarding
investment for the discerning listener.
From every point of view.
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SRS 2.3 ti

"The sound is superbly balanced and totally effortless."

Stereo Review Atattazine

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists

"Matthew Polk's SRS Speakers Bring
You the Ultimate Listening Experience"
"Spectacular... it is quite an experience."

The Joy of Owning the Ultimate Dream
Speakers
Music lovers who are privileged to own a pair of
SRS's

will share in Matthew Polk's dream every time

they sit down and enjoy the spine -tingling excite-

ment of listening to their favorite music. Demonstrating them to admiring friends ultimately
increases their pride -of-ownership. "Awesome" is
the word most often used to describe the sound of
an SRS system. They are capable of playing at live

concert levels for long periods of time, with a sur-

prising lack of effort and without producing ear-

Stereo Review Magazine

Polk Audio's SRS: The Quest for Perfection
The goal of Matthew Polk's Signature Reference System (SRS) speakers is to bring an unparalleled
level of life -like musical reproduction to your home. Perfect musical reproduction, long the dream
of every speaker designer, is approached so closely by Matthew Polk's SRS's that it will seem as if
the musicians are performing right in your listening room. This stunning achievementcombines
technology and creative insight to bring you a listening experience that you will never forget.
1. Patented SDA True Stereo Technology- The first and only speaker systems to maintain
full stereo separation all the way from the source to your ears. (see pg. 9 for a more complete

description). SRS speakers seem to disappear as musical images fill your listening room and seem
to immerse you in a fully three-dimensional

fatigue.

soundfield of startling realism.

The bass response can literally move your body any

2.

time the music requires it, yet they perfectly reproduce all of the subtle nuances of a string quartet and
are just as enjoyable at a low volume level as when
played loud. Music and ambience surround the
listener in an almost 360 -degree panorama of sonic
splendor that is, in the words of High Fidelity maga-

zine, "Mind-boggling....Astounding....Flabbergasting." But words alone cannot possibly describe the experience of listening to these ultimate
speaker systems, you simply must hear them.

-

The use of
Multiple Driver Arrays
multiple drivers allows each separate element to

work less hard and lowers distortion even at live
concert levels. Power handling is increased to
1,000 watts per channel, providing a seemingly

-

limitless dynamic range.

3. Time -Compensated Driver Alignment
Time -coherent driver placement insures that the

The ultimate expression of Polk technology, this
limited production flagship model sets the industry

standards for imaging, detail, dynamic range, and
bass

reproduction.

nificantly compromising its awesome performance.

polk au io
The Speaker Specialists

®

5601 Metro Drive

Baltimore, Maryland 21215

Where to buy Polk Speakers?
For your nearest dealer, see page 152

r

41,

e o * ."
L

same time. The sound is better focused, balanced

4. Wavelength Optimized Line .Source

-

-

Ver-

tical driver arrays focus the sound waves into the
room in a way which greatly reduces floor and
ceiling reflections. Progressive reduction of the
acoustical length of the arrays maintains constant vertical dispersion
and eliminates "comb" filtering effects that limit other multiple driver
systems. The result is extraordinary clarity and detail, great

SRS 2.3 tl
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
This scaled -down version of the SRS 1.2 tl incorporates all of flagship's design innovations without sig-

1

entire spectrum of sounds reaches your ears at the
and less fatiguing.

SRS 1.2 tl
7tuo lime Audio Video Grand Prix Winner

p#
ID IA

1.

Matthew Polk with the ultimate
expressions of loudspeaker technology: The SRS 1.2 tl and SRS 2.3 tl.

flexibility

in room placement and precise stereo imaging from virtually any

-

place in the room.

SRS bass performance is breathtaking. The use of small active
5. Planar 15" subwoofer
drivers (eight in the SRS 1.2 tl, six in the SRS 2.3 tl) coupled to a huge sub -bass radiator achieves
a bass response that is extraordinarily tight, fast (no boominess), deep and distortion free. In fact,

the distortion at 25 liz is lower than that of many audiophile -quality tube amplifiers.

-

The optional use of separate amplifiers for the high and low
6. Bi-amp Capability
frequencies further improves clarity, lowers distortion and increases dynamic range.

-

Limited Production
The one -at -a-time attention that goes into the
production of every Polk SRS speaker system means that your pair will sound and look as
7. Hand -Crafted

good as Matthew Polk's own.

Enter No. 44 on Reader Service Card

EQUIPMENT

PROFILE

Weight: 35 lbs.,
Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20 Price: $1,499.
kHz, ±0.3 dB.
De -Emphasis Equalization: ±0.3

THD Plus Noise: Less than 0.003%
1

Company Address: 6722 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park. Cal.
90620.

dB.
at

3 oz. (16 kg).

For literature, circle No. 92

kHz.

S/N Ratio: Greater than 120 dB.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 100
dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
100 dB at

kHz.

1

Output Voltage and Impedance:
2.0 V, 47 ohms.

YAMAHA
CDX-2020

Headphone Output and Impedance: 280 mV, 150 ohms.
Number of Programmable Se-

lections:

24.

COMPACT DISC

Power Requirements:

PLAYER

Dimensions:

120 V, 60

Hz, 25 watts.

x 157/ 6 in.

D

18% in. W x 53/,6 in. H
(47.3 cm x 13.2 cm x

39.2 cm).

Yamaha has come up with their second -generation Series
2000 Compact Disc player featuring the company's Super
Hi -bit technology and hand -selected, matched electronic
components. The unit is distinctive looking, with a titanium finished front panel and walnut side panels.
Super Hi -bit technology consists of series -loaded, 18 -bit
D/A converters combined with four -floating -bit circuitry. Yamaha claims this achieves the effective linearity of a 22 -bit

102

system. (For more on the floating -bit approach, see my
review of Yamaha's CDX-1110U CD player in the September 1988 issue.) To eliminate one source of noise spikes,
the player uses series -loaded D/A converters rather than the
more common parallel -loaded type. Four D A converters are
used, in a "balanced processing" system. In this system,
the output of the digital filter is fed to two converters per
channel, one of which operates in normal polarity while the
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SPEAKER
OF THE HOUSE.
When they call the roll for the finest in bass the majority in
specialized speaker systems
your "house" will vote -for kni LoudSpeakers, inc.

-

Smooth, deep bass ... unparalleled dynamic
range and minimum distortion.

Quite simply

...

The System Works.

Call today for a free brochure.
To order factory direct, contact:

kni LoudSpeakers, inc.
588 McKnight
West Fork, Arkansas 72774
Phone:' 1-800-637-5753

Yamaha's D/A conversion
system makes it possible
to listen with or without
analog final filtering.

Ampl,tude (dB) versus Frequency
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other operates in inverse polarity. This design, according to
Yamaha, achieves an excellent common -mode rejection
ratio. The player also employs 20 -bit digital filters with eight times oversampling, an LSI digital de -emphasis circuit, and
a 20 -bit digital volume control.
Shunt -regulated power supplies and independent transformers on separate circuit boards are used for digital and
analog stages. The suspension and damping systems, and
a new heavy-duty chassis, are said to minimize the effects
of external and internal vibration or resonance.
Other features incorporated in the CDX-2020 include fourway repeat play (of the entire disc, a single selection, a
marked segment, or a programmed sequence of tracks)
and random play. Time readouts on the multi -function display are for total time, remaining time, elapsed time of the
present track, and remaining time of the present track.
Programming of up to 24 tracks is possible, as is direct
track access via the player's front panel or the supplied
remote control.

Control Layout
Yamaha has cleverly divided the operating controls into
primary and secondary categories. The controls visible at all
times on the front panel are a power switch, a headphone
jack, an "Open/Close" button for the disc tray, a "Play"
button, and a "Pause/Stop" button. Also normally visible is a
large display window that shows track and index numbers,
the various selected time displays, repeat modes, programming information, the output level setting (on a dB "meter"
scale), disc emphasis (when applicable), and various other
status indications. A "track calendar," consisting of numbers
through 24, runs along the entire lower edge of the
display area.
When a hinged panel along the bottom right of the front
panel is lowered. the many secondary controls are ex
posed. At the far left are the display "Mode" button (which
blanks all parts of the display except for time and track) and
"Time" button (which selects total disc time, total elapsed
time, or elapsed time within the track), followed by the
buttons for repeat play. Next comes "Auto Space," which
puts the player in pause for 3 S after every track; when
transcribing CDs onto cassette, this ensures there will be
enough blank space between tracks for a cassette player's
search system to find them. To the right are the buttons for
programming, "Random Play," fast search, track skip, and
"Index." Along the bottom row are buttons for the numbers 0
through 9 as well as a "+ 10" button for accessing track
numbers in the teens and higher. (I found accessing index
points to be a bit awkward. When you push the button for
indexing, the word "Index" begins to flash in the display,
following which you must press the appropriate index number by using the number buttons.)
Finally, at the lower right corner of this control area are an
"Up/Down" rocker switch for volume control and a "Hi -Bit
Direct Out" button which allows bypassing of the analog
output filters. This switch is used to determine whether the
analog signals available at the player's output terminals
should have no analog final filtering or if the signals should
be passed through analog low-pass filters. Yamaha's D/A
conversion system makes it possible to listen to the player
1
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-"'"1.000
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9.80k

6.004
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2-Interchannel

phase response, from
5 Hz to 22 kHz.

Spectrum Analysis of Residual Nose (dB) versus Frequency (03); Yamaha CD% -2020

3-Residual noise vs.
frequency for "quiet"
track of CD -1 test disc.
Note low noise level at
Fig.
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60-Hz power -line
frequency and its
multiples.
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To begin with, forget any comparison to - which bypasses all major controls except
ordinary passive line -stage controls. The active Gain-and provides a degree of resolution that
LSl goes far beyond them-in musicality, in
challenges the best preamps in the world.
technical inncvation, in quality of manufacture. Its
The [Si features Audio Research's own
pedigree, in other words, is pure Audio Research.
oxygen -free Litz wire'in critical circuit paths,
But far from being an expensive, limited -audience
as well as audiophile -grade connectors selected
assault on an esoteric ideal, the [Si costs $300 less
fo: their sonic purity. And' for audiophiles who
than our popularly priced SP9 Mark II preamplifier. own signal processors or who bi-wire, the LSI
And, it includes Audio Research's famous hybrid
offers two maúvoutputs
tube/solid-state circuit technology, unstinting If you've forsakeñ vinyl records, if you collect
parts and manufacture, and service backed only tapes or digital source material, audition an
by 20 solid years of leadership in audio.
[Si at your nearest Audio Research
The [Si offers owners the exceptional
dealer today.' It may seem too good to
convenience of seven inputs, including classi c years be true, but we promise: the [Si will
the new Direct Gain Path,
make a believer out of you.

,
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-
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audio research'
HIGH DEFINITIO
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway I
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Minneapolis. Minnesota 554301 Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

The A -weighted S/N ratio
was greater than 122 dB for
either channel, among the
highest I've ever measured
for a CD player.
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Measurements
Figure
shows the frequency response of the Yamaha
CDX-2020, plotted from below 10 Hz up to 20 kHz. While
response was certainly well within the tolerance limits specified by Yamaha (it was off by no more than -0.2 dB at 20
kHz),
was surprised by the difference in output level
between the left and right channels. The right channel's
output was nearly 0.4 dB greater in amplitude than the left
channel's. This condition can be easily remedied with the
balance control on your amplifier, but in my sample, at least,
it was surprising that tolerances of the analog output amplifier stages were not held closer.
If outputs of both channels were not precisely equal in
amplitude, they certainly were in terms of phase. As shown
in Fig. 2, interchannel phase response was virtually perfect
from 5 Hz to 22 kHz-that is, the signals from both channels
were perfectly in phase, within a fraction of 1°, at all measured frequencies.
A -weighted signal-to-noise ratios were among the highest
have ever obtained for any CD player: 123.7 dB below
maximum recorded level for the left channel and 122.5 dB
for the right channel. Figure 3 is a spectrum analysis of
residual noise emanating from the player when played the
"no -signal" track of my CBS CD -1 test disc. Even at the
power -line frequency of 60 Hz, noise was more than 125 dB
below maximum recorded level.
Figure 4 shows how THD + N varied as a function of
output level. Plotted values are recorded in dB relative to
maximum recorded output level, which is defined as 0 dB.
Over most of the range from -90 to -20 dB, THD + N was
99 dB or greater. Expressed as a percentage, this corresponds to 0.0011%. At levels approaching maximum recorded output, the analog stages obviously were responsible for a very slight increase in THD + N; readings around
the 0 -dB level were approximately -95 dB. Again expressed as a percentage, this amounts to 0.0018%.
Figure 5 shows how THD + N varied with frequency for
signals at maximum recorded level. There was excellent
correlation between this test and the test shown in Fig. 4. At
1 kHz, THD +
N was below 0.002%, while at 20 kHz, it rose
very slightly, to around 0.005%. (Remember when early CD
players exhibited THD + N readings of as much as 1% at
1

Man. Record Levrl: YanaNa CDX-2020

va. IrequenCy. al

even when no final filtering is used. However, in my meaperceived no particular
surements and listening tests,
advantage in doing so.
The supplied remote control duplicates every control on
the front panel. The only difference is the presence of 24
numbered buttons in addition to the "+ 10" button; this
allows still higher track numbers to be accessed.
The rear panel of the CDX-2020 is equipped with the
usual left- and right -channel analog line output jacks as well
as with coaxial and optical digital output terminals, should
you want to use a separate D/A converter. In view of the
excellent D/A conversion circuitry found in the player itself,
can't see why anyone would go to the extra expenseespecially since the digital -to -analog converters on those
amplifiers which are so equipped have, in the main, proven
to be no better than the D/A conversion systems in players
such as this one.
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Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system.' It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into sound
and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your
stereo system will simply not sound like music.

The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead
to some very expensive products. And if you have already bought
those high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms.
But if you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the
time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability
utterly amazed listeners_ but what caused even more amazement
was the unprecedented low price.
The shocking truth is, you no longer have to amass a small fortune to
buy speakers that will satisfy your love of music. Simply visit your
autiorized Paradigm dealer.... and l;sten.

The critics agree:

"... natural, open and clear._excellent depth__ lots of hall sound... big,
expansive soundstage... well defined... a rare achievement for any
loudspeaker, but when price is taken into acoount the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothing short of remarkable."
- Sound& L'iºion Magazine

"...

we can't think of anther speaker at ur below this price

that manages to
exceptional
sense
of
balance
and
competence...
match the Paradigm's ov2rail
Hi
Heretic
Magazine
value."
Fi

Sound&Vision

iIóIÍJI<1
music ... above all.

CRITIC'yCH03C3AWARD

In the'U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls. New York 14302
Drive, Weston. Ontario M9L 2R6

Ir Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar
Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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Die reine Musik, Pure Music, La musica pura, La pure musique.
you are looking for loudspeakers with the sound, the fit, the finish of German precision technology, Canton is your clear choice.
If

For fifteen years Canton has been dedicated to the notion that the
best sound color is no sound color. So whether it's Brahms or Berry,
Miles or Mozart, you can count on Canton to provide the music, the
whole music and nothing but the music.
Argentina

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Denmark

Dominican Republic

achieve this our German craftspeople build every component
that goes into a Canton loudspeaker. Our engineers investigate
every possible technological improvement, but don't innovate
merely for innovation's sake. Our designers and cabinet-makers
assure that Canton loudspeakers have a look of unparalleled
sophistication and timelessness.
To

Finland

France

Great Britain

Greece

Hong Kong

Italy

Japan

a

`

t_i

ii

1
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.11111

Time and again critics have agreed: "The absolute hit of the
entire test... is the small Canton GL 260. Everyone who hears
it... shakes his head with astonishment.." "(The CA 30) was
the sure winner in the newly introduced premium class... (It)
stands in the reference class as no super -speaker before it'
"With its Pullman Set 400... Canton has scored a smash hit'

For a brochure on Canton home and automotive loudspeakers, please

contact: Canton North America, Inc., 915 Washington Avenue South,
Minneapolis MN 55413-1245, telephone (612) 333-1150.

See our dealer list on page
Netherlands

Norway

Saudi Arabia

Singapore

Spain

Sweden

GINION

176

Switzerland

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

Tahiti

Thailand

Turkey

U.S.A.

West Germany

The chief distinguishing
performance characteristic
of the CDX-2020 was its
excellent linearity when
playing low-level signals.
Deviation from reelect linearity, undltheeed slynals; Yamaha CDX-2020
10.0001..

flpl ;10.00

20 kHz? Most of those readings were caused by out -of band "beats"; no beats were detectable with this player.)
also measured SMPTE-IM distortion at maximum recorded
level and found it to be 0.0051% for the left channel and
0.0053% for the right.
Although channel separation was not the same for left -to right crosstalk as it was for right -to -left (Fig. 6), in either case
it was superb, remaining below 100 dB even at 16 kHz (the
highest signal have available for making this test). At 1
kHz, separation from left to right amounted to 127 dB; from
right to left, it was 115.5 dB.
As has been the case for several superb -sounding CD
players recently, the chief distinguishing performance characteristic of the CDX-2020 was its excellent low-level linearity. Figure 7 shows that the deviation from perfect linearity at
90 dB below maximum recorded level, when the player was
reproducing undithered signals, was no more than +0.8 dB
for the left channel and just a bit less for the right. Results
using low-level dithered signals, in the range from
70 to
100 dB, were even more remarkable. As shown in Fig. 8,
deviation at 100 dE below recorded level was no more than
+0.6 dB for the left channel and a negligible +0.2 dB for
the right.
The superb low-level linearity and noise -free performance
of this player were further confirmed when plotted deviation from linearity using the fade -to -noise signal on my CD test disc. In Fig. 9, you can see that the signal decreases
in perfectly linear fashion right into the residual noise at
120 dB. From this graph it is also possible to determine
the CDX-2020's effective EIA dynamic range, which was
approximately 110 dB. If dynamic range is measured in
accordance with EIAJ procedures, the results are lower,
yielding 98.2 dB for either channel.
The last track of the CD -1 disc contains a test signal
useful in checking the monotonicity of a player's D/A conversion system. Ideally, the "steps" of this square waveform
should be equal in amplitude, for both positive- and negative -going waveforms, as the peak of the waveform progresses from "digital zero" and increases by one LSB (least
significant bit) every five cycles to a maximum of 10 LSB.
The results shown in Fig. 10 come about as close to this
ideal as have seen for any player.
Clock accuracy, which in turn determines pitch or frequency accuracy of reproduced music, was -0.0046%.
Figures 11 and 12 show how a -kHz square wave and a
unit pulse were reproduced by this player. The polarity of
the unit pulse output reveals that the CDX-2020 does not
invert signal polarities.
used a special Pierre Verany test disc to determine how
well the Yamaha can track CDs that have missing data. For
passages having normal "pitch" between them, this player
was able to track signals in which a full 2 mm of the digital
data was missing. That's almost three times the length of
missing data provided on the Philips disc that formerly
used for this test! When track pitch was reduced to the
minimum acceptable value, the CDX-2020 was still able to
successfully track signals where there were 1.5 mm of
missing data. The same held true for signals in which two
successive dropouts of 1.5 mm length were "read" by the
laser pickup.
I
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The CDX-2020 can be cited
as an example to those
who ask if it pays to spend
more than a few hundred
dollars on a CD player.
Use and Listening Tests
Generally, like to do listening tests for CD players with
some of the latest discs acquire. have found, with few
exceptions. that recently issued discs often sound better
than my earlier favorites. For evaluating the Yamaha CDX2020, chose some of Telarc's latest releases, such as their
recording of Bruckner's Symphony No. 7 (CD -80188) and a
two -disc set of Benjamin Britten's War Requiem (CD 80157). The latter gave me an opportunity to judge the
accuracy of singing voices in three ranges (soprano, tenor,
and baritone). The voices of the soloists and chorus were
marvelously clear and clean, as were the softest orchestral
passages. The dynamics in the Bruckner recording also
came through in all their glory, with never a trace of distortion at any point in the wide-ranging and widely varying
levels of sound which characterize this work.
suspect that users of this CD player will appreciate the
fact that all functions are accessible from the front panel as
well as the remote control. All too often, the remote for some
CD player I've had connected to my system for long-term
evaluation has not been readily available. If the remote is
the only way can directly access tracks (or, more often,
index points), then feel as though am being denied some
of the player's features. The Yamaha CDX-2020, by contrast, enabled me to do whatever wanted, whether from the
comfort of my listening chair or while standing up close to
the front panel.
I'm still often asked whether it pays to spend more than a
couple of hundred dollars on a CD player: "Aren't they all
pretty much alike? Don't they all sound about the same?"
now have an excellent example to prove to these cynics
that, yes indeed, some CD players are worth many times
that amount, both in terms of operating features and the
sound delivered. Such a player is this latest gem from
Yamaha.
Leonard Feldman
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1 -kHz square wave.
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Close your eyes and let the music take
over. Where are you? What do you see?
What do you jee'!?
Music has the power to ra isport,
transform, and transcend. So when you

settle for lackluster audio performance,
you settle for sensory depr.va _ion an
unnecessarily unnatural strte of affairs,
easily
which your Nakamichi deals

-

fn

remedy.

Nakamichi System 4 is a unique collection oí audio componen -designed
by engineers who are fanati_ lly insistent on musical accuracy.
The C R-4A Cassette Deck features
Nakamichi's Discrete 3 -Heat System
with a simplified calibration system that
lets you tine -tune for flat 24T,)00 Hz
frequency response, even with normal
bias (Type 1) tape.
The CDC -4A Compact Disc
Changer has Nakamichi's Dual Glitch Free D/4 Converters and .i. 3-times
oversanipling digital filter that ensure
the mast natural, musical :1) reproduction. Yoa can program up *.o 50 tracks
on 6 discs. And an intelligent Synchro
Record feature lets you coInpletely
automa:e the taping of your rogrammed
tracks, not only with the CR -4A deck.
but also with virtually every remotecontrol.able Nakamichi recorder ever

Natural Phenomenon

uunu
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.

The TA-4A High Defin-tion Tuner
Amplifier delivers a rare mbination
of high-performance teclro ogy and

audiohideo control flexit i illy. A superb
100 watt -per -channel * Sl SJS * * power
amplifer ensures dynamo, richly
ay's finest
detailed reproduction witfloudsp takers.
mote
The TA-4As System
Control Unit also lets yx operate a
Nakamichi CD player and two Nakamichi
g up to three
cassete decks. And by
optional RS -7 Remote S-nsors, you
can control your system from just about
any roam in your home. nth he TA-4As
RemohSpeakerSelector, Lk.- almost like
having two complete sysx ns in two
different rooms.
makes music
Superior technology
all that it should be... e>xentional versatilit7 and features that enhance the
listening experience... 'ol get it all with
System 4. You can judge this phenomenon for yourself. Ar your
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Vakamichi America Corpeuttan
19701 South Vermont Ar»e
Torrance. CA 90602 (8(421-2313
In California: (800) Zk.I521
NakamichiCanada:
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¡e true performance of a loudspeaker
can only be measured in the real world.

FOR PEOPLE WHO

Not the ideal environment of an anechoic

chamber. Jven though Energy loudspeakers are the result of highly -sophisti-

HOIC CHAMBERS.

cated CAD/CAM modeling and anechoic
testing, we take the extra measure of
fine-tuning them through an exhaustive
series of real -world listening tests. That's

why Energy is the preferred choice of
thousands of demanding listeners. O r
unique tweeter design is case-in -point.
It provides ideal off -axis frequency response for superior imaging, extended

soundstage, and exquisite transparency.
The "dual hyperdome" configuration

dramatically increases low -frequency
power handling when compared with

conventional designs. It allows the low frequency transducer to roll off naturally

for a smoother transition to the tweeter.
r top -of-the -line model utilizes a triple -

chamber vented woofer enclosure that

greatly extends bass response and

acoustically cancels output non-linearities between the two woofers. The
7th-order bandpass design provides

exceptional woofer damping for flatter
response across the entire woofer range.

All this "technospeak" is fine-and
necessary for understanding why all
Energy models sound so amazing. But

the real test is your ears. L

ergy loud-

speakers are more natural no matter

what the listening room is like. rA] where
the speakers are placed.
a favor. hike time to

a your senses

include them in your

listening comparisons. You:ll be immedi-

--

ately convinced of their sonic faithfulness and uncanny musicality.

AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
3641 McNicoll Ave. Scarborough. Ontario, Canada M1 X 1G5 (416) 321.1800
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE.

Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Bandwidth: 2 Hz to 200 kHz.
S/N: Greater than 95 dB.
THD: 0.05% at 2 V rms.

Gain: 14 dB.
Maximum Output:

3 V rms.

Input Impedance: 10 kilohms.
Output Impedance: 600 ohms.
Dimensions: 11 in. W x 3 in. H
81/4

x

in. D (27.9 cm x 7.6 cm x 21

cm).

Weight: 5 lbs. (2.27 kg).
Price: $399.
Company Address: 1035 Conger,
#3, Eugene, Ore. 97402.

SUPERPHON
C.D. MAXX
PREAMPLIFIER

For literature, circle No. 93

Superphon's C.D. Maxx is an unusual -looking but attractive, not too expensive preamplifier without a phono equalizer. Like a number of similar products, this preamp serves a
need for signal selection, volume and balance control, and
line -level amplification. Many systems now use CD players
as the prime signal source, with no turntable (can anyone

who really knows what records sound like imagine that?),
which gives line-level preamps like this one a legitimate
reason to be.
The C.D. Maxx is cleverly conceived as an overall design.
According to the manufacturer, its unique appearance is a
matter of form following function. The top cover and front is
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Ifgetting everythilig youive ever dreamed about in a receivér has
beei"jwst, well, a dream, this messagecou Id prove to be most valuable.
Because the RV-13408 Audio Video Remote Receiver is the finest
Sherwood his ever built. With tighter engneering tolerances and more
high perfommance features than any 3thercomponett in its price range.
Behind its double-thick brusheialu-ninum front-end are two
discrete amplifiers and Dolby' surround sound circuitry. One amp
sends 100 watts per channel :o the front speakers. While he second
delivers a full 20 watts per channel to the rear. So you can tum.on
your Sherwood and turn your living room into a home theater
experence.
The unit is desighed with MOS-FET components and fully complementary circuitry ?lus video du5b ng with adjustable rideo
enhancement. And with Shérwooc's DIGI-LINK unified wireless
remote, you'll put an entire llerwocc system at your
command.
lb put the RV-1340R :o the test, rsit your Sherwood
dealer for a thorough demonstratiar-. And discover a
receiver you can look up to &at's wiihih your reach.
-

MOST VAL
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Sherwood'
LIVE PERFORMANCE SOUND"
13845 ARTESIa BLVD. CERRITOiS, CA 9071)l
IN CANADA: NORESCO CANADA INC., 10RONTD, ONTPRICC
Dolby is a tradenti.rk of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
.
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Many systems now use CD
players as the prime signal
source, giving preamps
like this a reason to be.

piece of smoked Plexiglas that has the signal routing
printed on the top surface, with input routing in blue and
output routing in red. This handy little feature makes the
unit's operation so easy and obvious that reference to the
owner's manual for operational help is rather unlikely.
Superphon drew heavily on the technology embodied in
their Revelation II preamp; they wanted to leave plenty of
clearance around the p.c. board and to use materials with
benign dielectric and magnetic properties for the chassis
enclosure. Accordingly, a single p.c. board sits about 1 inch
down and parallel to the top surface of the unit. Mounted on
this board, in addition to the output line-amplifier components, are three three -position toggle switches for various
functions and two linear straight-line volume controls mounted side by side. This construction eliminates long signal
path traces and wiring harnesses, thus simplifying the signal path. The handles of the switches and the sliders of the
volume controls protrude through slots in the top surface.
Knobs are placed on the volume control sliders. Continuing
with the visual aspect, six red LEDs on the p.c. board serve
as bias reference elements in the circuitry and look rather
neat when the unit is powered up. Finishing up with the
physical configuration, a black anodized piece of aluminum
is bent in the shape of a U to form the back, bottom, and
front subpanel. Half -inch -wide ledges are bent on all sides
of the chassis and have Pemm nuts installed. Attractive
walnut sides are bolted to the chassis via these Pemm nuts.
All in all, this preamp is a rather bold, innovative -looking
piece of gear.
Four signal inputs are provided: "CD," "Tuner," "Video
(AUX)," and "Tape Mon." The leftmost toggle switch selects
between the first three of these inputs. Whichever signal is
selected goes to one input of the tape monitor switch and to
one pair of tape output jacks. The tape input feeds directly
to the other pair of tape out jacks (labelled "Dub Out") and
to the other input of the monitor switch. The output from the
tape monitor switch is routed into the two volume control
potentiometers.
From the volume controls, the signal goes to the line
amplifier and to the "Outlets" selector switch at the right rear
of the top panel. This switch, which feeds two pairs of output
jacks wired in parallel, can select the signal from the line
amp, an unamplified signal direct from the volume control
wipers ("Bypass"), or ground ("Mute").
The power transformer is in a small black plastic box that
plugs right into an a.c. socket. A two -wire interconnect cord
is permanently attached to both the preamp and this transformer box. Components on the p.c. board look to be of
a

Table

I

Gain and IHF sensitivity for both channels.

Gain, dB
Line Amp Engaged
Bypass Mode
At Tape Out

Instr. Load
15.3

IHF Load

0

-0.1

-0.1

-1.8

15.0

Sensitivity, mV
AUX to Main Out
AUX to Main Out, Bypass Mode
AUX to Tape Out

90 0

505.0
620.0

Table II -Line -amp noise, referred to input, for three
volume control settings and different bandwidths; source
impedance,
kilohm.
1

Referred Input Noise, µV
RIGHT

LEFT

Bandwidth

CCW

WC

CW

CCW

WC

CW

Wideband
20 Hz to 20 kHz

10.0
3.2
2.45
2.45

16.0
5.0
2.9
2.9

12.5
3.8
2.6
2.6

10.0
3.3
2.55
2.5

16.0

12.0

400 Hz to 20 kHz
A-Weighted

5.7
3.0
3.0

4.3
2.75
2.75

Notes on volume control settings: CCW is counterclockwise or
full down, WC is worst -case or near full up, and CW is clockwise
or full up.

reasonable quality and consist of discrete amplifying devices, metal -film resistors, and tantalum bypassing and coupling capacitors. Not a film capacitor is to be found.

Circuit Description
As a schematic was not supplied with the unit, I'll start by
quoting a letter from the manufacturer which accompanied
the preamp received for review:
I

The circuit is as novel as the package. Amplification is by
single -ended Class -A, differential MOS-FET. This unique
wide -band circuit is followed by an FET current -sourced,
Class -A MOS-FET buffer. Three shunt -type regulators per
channel are wover into the circuitry to place each near the
part that it regulates. Each regulator is marked by a light emitting diode (LED) to allow quick visual confirmation of

proper circuit operation.

After tracing the circuit, can attest to the correctness of
this description. To flesh it out a bit, the sources of the input
differential amplifiers, which are composed of N -channel
MOS-FETs, are degenerated by separate source resistors
and returned to ground through what appears to be a
current -regulating diode. The drains are connected to a
PNP bipolar turn -around circuit, with the stage output taken
from the junction of the PNP collector and the right-hand
(schematically) MOS-FET drain. This point is direct -coupled
to the gate of a third N -channel MOS-FET acting as a source
I

122.
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Music made
Beautiful

"

'

Sonance makes music more
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Canadian Distributor: Avales Acoustics Ld., 33 W. 8th Ave.
Vancouver, B.C. VSY /A113, (604) 873-4475

gala

All Sonance speakers and controls
can be painted or cloth covered
to aesthetically match any room's
delicate design. Precision flush
mounting insures excellent high
fidelity response and consistent
decorative perfection.
-

.

32992 CALLE PERFECTO, SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA 92675 (714) 661-7558
Outside CA (800) 582-7777 FA< (7141 240-4995

For More Information

beautiful with "Architectural
Audio'" Custom in -war stereo
speakers and controls hat blend
unobtrusively Into your home's
most discriminating decor.

To experience "Architectural
Audio-" we invite you o call your
local Custom Audio/Video
Specialist.

Call 1-800-553-4355

Sonance Prooucls include Five varijticns of Speakers,
One Passive 8 One ACLve Subwooler, a Speaker Jrsuibi.non System
and Five different Volume Conuds & Are Selectors.
(All Built-in Produc s Vr in '2)(4" wall)
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The C.D. Maxx has a most
unusual circuit topology
for an audio gain block.
It's one I had not seen
in a MOS-FET device.
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Hz

vs.

frequency, with
instrument loading, at two
output levels. With IHF
loading, distortion was
slightly higher at 3 V out
and slightly lower at 1 V.

follower. The load to ground for this follower is a fourth N channel MOS-FET, interconnected with some other devices
as a constant current source. Output of this source -follower
stage is coupled to the "Outlets" switch through 20 µF of
tantalum capacitors. A direct -coupled feedback divider,
from the output source of the follower back to the inverting
input of the differential amp, serves to set the a.c. closed loop gain at about 14 dB, and to d.c. divide the desired
output operating point down to a level that matches that set
into the noninverting input. The shunt arm of this divider is
made up of two resistors in series, with the lower one being
a.c. bypassed to meet the different a.c. and d.c. gains
required. The d.c. level into the noninverting (signal) input is
set by an interesting circuit of unusual complexity. According to Superphon, its purpose is "to provide exceptional
power -line ripple immunity and to permit shifting the d.c.
reference point, which affects sound quality and distortion
content." In this circuit, three shunt voltage regulators,
made up of zener diodes and LEDs in series, are placed in
shunt with the circuit for input -stage d.c. level setting, the
input stage itself, and the follower output stage. The incoming a.c. voltage is separately bridge rectified and smoothed
with a 330-µF capacitor for each channel. All in all, this is an
unusual circuit topology for an audio gain block. have seen
and used it myself for non -audio purposes but haven't seen
it employed with MOS-FET devices, as embodied in the
C.D. Maxx.
I

Measurements
Line-amplifier gain, with instrument and IHF loading, as
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well as IHF sensitivity measurements are shown in Table I.
Output impedance, with the line amp in, was about 440
ohms; with the "Bypass" mode engaged and the volume
control wide open, the output impedance was 100 ohms. As
the volume control is turned down to where attenuation is
about 6 dB, the output impedance in "Bypass" mode will be
a maximum of 10 kilohms (the pot's impedance value)
divided by 4, or 2.5 kilohms, plus the 100 ohms of the series
output -buffering resistor, for a total of 2.6 kilohms. Output
impedance at the tape out jacks was 2.2 kilohms, plus that
of the connected source. Input impedance was 10 kilohms,
which, in my opinion, disqualifies the C.D. Maxx from use
with most tube circuit sources unless those sources are
specified as being able to drive 10 kilohms with grace and
have output coupling capacitors of at least 10 µF. Since
people using tube sources with the C.D. Maxx are probably
in a distinct minority, this will not be any real limitation.
Total harmonic distortion plus noise is shown in Fig. 1 for
two output voltages with instrument loading. Using IHF loading increased the distortion slightly at 3 V out and decreased it slightly at V out. The dominant distortion product was second -order harmonic. Clipping occurred at about
3.5 V rms output with either instrument or IHF loading. The
line amp put out 2 V rms into 600 ohms at the onset of
clipping. In all cases when clipping occurred, the positive
half cycle squared off first. Figure 2 shows THD + N, at 1
kHz, as a function of output level.
Interchannel crosstalk was down at least 80 dB at frequencies to about kHz but decreased to -66 dB at 5 kHz
and to 54 dB at 20 kHz. These results were for the slightly
1
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as

function of output level,
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It's not easy being one of the most intriguing
speaker lines to hit the market in years.
Our competitors, for example, certainly
aren't smiling.
Maybe it's because of our 5 -layered wood
cabinets, expertly tongue and groove fitted.
Or the fact each of our 6 models is available in
over 8 different furniture finishes.
It could be the but rubber surrounds we use
with our woofers. Or their specially aged cones
that optimize response time.

Information

41258

...

QUARTZ

'

ta, gp

Perhaps it's the 5 octave range of Quart tweeters,
or our sophisticated crossovers that insure only the
ideal operational frequency range for each driver.
The fact Quat t speakers are astonishing both for
their musical performance and their affordability
might have something to do with it, too.
So, in the spirit of fair play, we've deleted the
portions of this Quart ad that are causing our
competitors concern.
But don't worry. Your Quart dealer can give you
the whole picture.

I

For More
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Call 1-800-553-4355

MB Quart Electronics, U.S.A., Inc.
25 Walpole Park South, \Valpo;e, MA 02081

508-668-8973
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For the price (cheap, for
this quality), this is
one terrific -sounding
little device.

"Bypass" mode engaged, there was no low -frequency tilt,
as the signal passes through no series capacitors and is
therefore d.c.-coupled.

Fig. 3-Square-wave
response for 100 kHz with
line amp engaged (top)
and bypassed (middle),
and for 20 Hz with line

amp engaged (bottom).
Waveforms for both IHF
and instrument loading
are superimposed in each
case. (Scales: Vertical,
2 V/div. for top and
bottom traces, 1 V/div. for
middle trace; horizontal,
2 µS/div. for top and
middle traces, 10 mS/div.
for bottom trace.)

worse (right -to -left) direction, with the volume control at
maximum and the line amp engaged. Crosstalk was similar
in the "Bypass" mode.
Referred input noise of the line amp is shown in Table II as
a function of bandwidth and volume control position.
Rise- and fall -times, with the line amp engaged and at ±2
V output, were 0.7 µS for instrument loading and 1.4 p.S for
IHF loading. Rise- and fall -times were not noticeably lengthened as the volume was reduced from maximum. Edge
shape was exponential, up to the level of clipping, with the
instrument load; therefore, no slewing was evidenced. The
IHF load did cause slewing of about 5 V/µS on the negative going edge transition at ±5 V output. With this load, slewing
stopped when the output level was backed down to about
± 2 V. In "Bypass" mode, at an output level of about ± 0.9 V
(which, as an input level to the still -driven line amp, is just
pushing it to clipping), rise- and fall -times were on the order
of 100 nS with the instrument load, lengthening to about 360
nS with the IHF load. The C.D. Maxx is fast.
Oscilloscope photos of square -wave performance are
presented in Fig. 3. The two superimposed traces at the top
are for 100 kHz, with instrument and IHF loading, and with
the line amp engaged. The middle traces are, for the same
100 -kHz frequency but in "Bypass" mode; again, the two
superimposed traces are for instrument and IHF loading.
The bottom traces are for a frequency of 20 Hz, with the line
amp engaged and for instrument and IHF loading. With the
122

Use and Listening Tests
Equipment used to evaluate the C.D. Maxx included an
Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tempered arm and a
Koetsu Black Goldline cartridge, a California Audio Labs
Tempest CD player, a Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, a
Technics 1500 reel-to-reel recorder, and EAR 519 mono
tube amps driving Siefert Research Magnum Ill speakers or
Stax SR-X/Mk3 headphones via a Stax SRD-7P energizer.
Records were played through a Vendetta Research SCP-2A
phono preamp and the Cook -King reference tube phono
preamp.
First listening with the C.D. Maxx was with the Vendetta
Research phono preamp as a signal source. compared the
sound of this phono preamp, going through my reference
passive switched attenuator (very good sound, by the way),
to the sound going through the C.D. Maxx in both its "Bypass" and normal modes. Much to my surprise, the sound
through the C.D. Maxx was just about as good. Detail and
space weren't quite as good, but otherwise the reproduction
was most acceptable. The sound in the "Bypass" mode was
closer to the reference but maybe a bit harder. Using the
line amp softened the sound slightly, and preferred the
sound with the line amp engaged.
quickly overcame my reluctance to use the tube CD
player, as wanted to hear some of my music on CDs. The
California Audio Labs Tempest player has a 1-1LF output
coupling capacitor, and when combined with the Tempest's
output resistance of about 5 kilohms and the C.D. Maxx's
input impedance of 10 kilohms, the low -end cutoff frequency is about 10 Hz. The low end did not sound as good as it
did through my reference setup, which loads the source
with about 50 kilohms; the deep bass wasn't as strong, and
the damping sounded looser in the range from 50 to 100 Hz.
This is not a fault of the C.D. Maxx but a fault in the source's
reaction to being loaded with 10 kilohms. Aside from the
bass, the rest of the range sounded very good with CDs,
and found myself listening happily, with no feeling that
needed to take the C.D. Maxx out of the setup and go to my
reference volume control.
Finally, used the Cook -King reference tube preamp to
play records. This circuit can drive 10 kilohms with grace,
and its output coupling capacitor value is 20 µF, so there is
no problem using it with the C.D. Maxx. Using this preamp
as a signal source, the sound was noticeably less open and
detailed when going through the C.D. Maxx, though in this
case, preferred the sound not going through the C.D. Maxx
line amplifier.
Operationally, got used to the side -by -side volume control sliders and found them easy to set for level and balance,
adjusting them with the thumb and index finger of one hand
or with the thumb only. The selector switches felt a little
clunky and coarse but functioned okay.
In conclusion, for the price (which is cheap, for this sound
quality), and even without considering the money involved,
the Superphon C.D. Maxx preamplifier is one terrific -sounding little device.
Bascom H. King
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At last.
A new listening experience.
Ohm speakers provide a
fully -balanced, 3 -dimensional
stereo image no matter where
you sit or stand in the room.

Speakers that deliver

excellent bargain, with a clarity
and richness of sound rarely found
in a speaker of this size and price."
Hans Fantel, The
New York Times"'
October, 1988

$300 to $575 a pair

exceptional overall sound
reproduction.
Speakers you can afford.
Speakers you'll love.
Speakers the critics love too.
Here's what they have to say:
"...there is no question that the
Ohm Sound Cylinder represents an

"...a speaker with a basically
neutral tonal balance that will work
well with inexpensive receivers and
amplifiers, that will go quite loud, and

"The Ohm
Walsh -5's may have
shortcomings, but so
far, we are unable to
detect them. They
make whatever source
we choose sound
smoother, cleaner, and
Ohm Sound
Ohm FRS Series
Ohm XO Series
Cylinders
$750 to $7,100
less like loudspeakers
$450 to $1,400
per pair
a pair
than any other system $650 to $1,200 a paiir
we have had the
has reasonable bass extension,
pleasure of hearing."
you needn't look much farther than
Don Davis, Synergistic Audio
this Ohm." (CAM -16)
Concepts" Fall, 1989
John Atkinson, Stereophile'"'
April 1989
"...the CAM -16 is quite an
attractive speaker at a modest price.
Ohm's Full Room Stereo.
As a realization of an intriguing
design concept, it's even more
Our full family of
attractive - particularly since that
concept makes so much sense and
speakers make it
especially because it works."
easy for you
Bob Long, High
June, 1989

ICoherent Audio
Monitors

TM

Fidelity"

to

enjoy. Visit

your Ohm

"The 2XO, built on some of
Walsh's innovations, is a unit capable
of truly amazing reproduction, with a
full and transparent sound..."
Jean Couture, The Underground
Movement" September, 1989

retailer soon and
hear the difference
Full Room Stereo Instruments N
recorded right,
can make in the
stay right.
way you listen to
No matter where
music.

"The Ohm Sound Cylinder
Pro Loudspeakers, like the entire
line of Ohm Acoustic speakers never
wear out their welcome and will
provide years and years of listening

you move in the

room.

pleasure."
David Doll,

Illinois Entertainer's'

1989
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205

You'll find Ohm products at the following locations:
ABC Warehouse, FEDCO, Hammond Electronics, Highland Super Stores, McDuff Electronics, Macy's (Northeast),
Sight in Sound, Video Concepts, West Coast Sound and many selected independent dealers. Call 718-783-1111 for other locations.
I01989 The New York Times 2U

1989 Synergistic Audio Concepts 3

' 1989I1igh Fidelity 4,'
0

1989 The Underground Movement 5 © 1989
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Anyone who has frequented a "record store" lately has discovered that it
now is really a CD or tape store. The
economic pressures of having to stock
several different media in a limited
space, and the higher profit margins of
CDs, are rapidly pushing records off
the shelves. It appears to me that the
industry is also solving the controversy
of CD versus LP by letting the quality of
analog mastering and pressing drop
so that good analog records are increasingly difficult to find. Even a number of re -pressings of great older recordings often exhibit major quality control problems.
The facts remain, however, that most
serious music collectors have hundreds of LP records and that many
great classical, jazz, and rock performances will probably never be available on CD. If you love music rather
than simply the technology for reproducing it, you still need a turntable.
Further, if you love both sound and
music, you will want a great turntable.
The advent of CDs has made most
audiophiles far more conscious of the
problems in mediocre analog systems:
Record noise, limited signal-to-noise
ratios, wow and flutter, limited dynamic

range, and problems in timbre. Problems in turntable sound that were tolerable three or four years ago now seem
far more grating to the ear.
Fortunately, the twilight of analog is a
twilight of the gods of analog as well.
The best turntables, tonearms, and
cartridges available today are far better than anything available in the not too -distant past. They not only offer all
of the smoothness and sweetness.
soundstaging, and other virtues of analog, they also offer greatly improved
freedom from mechanical distortion,
far better apparent signal-to-noise ratio, and superior ability to extract the
music from the record with a minimum
of surface noise. Today's reference quality phono systems redefine the
state of the art in analog, and the best
phono systems remain fully competitive with the best CD and DAT units.
Every reviewer is going to have his
personal prejudices as to which turntable, tonearm, and cartridge now rank
as the top reference units in this twilight of the analog gods. Speaking personally, would include the top -of -the line Alphason, Goldmund, Linn, Micro
Seiki, Roksan, SOTA, Versa Dynamics,
and VPI models in my short list of reference -quality turntables; the top -of -the line Air Tangent, Alphason, Eminent
Technology, Linn, SME, and Versa Dynamics in my short list of tone arms; and the Monster Cable Alpha
Genesis, Madrigal Carnegie,
Grado XTL, Koetsu
I

Rosewood Signature, Talisman Virtuoso DTi, and van den Hul MC -One in my
short list of cartridges. My list, however, is necessarily based on limited
experience with all the products available and on personal taste. There are
many candidates
have not had the
opportunity to hear, and in spite of the
problems in obtaining good records,
the number of truly fine record players
seems to increase daily.
This brings me to the VPI TNT turntable. It is a high-priced (about $3,000)
unit whose manufacturer is ambitious
enough to boast that it is an "archival quality turntable." Like a number of the
very best turntables, it is visually attractive enough to qualify as a piece of
sculpture. It has exceptionally clean
lines, and its motor unit, turntable, dust
cover, base, and black vinyl towers
have the kind of high -end look that
would make the VPI TNT impressive
even if its sound was not of reference
quality. It is also available with a separate accessory stand whose legs can
be filled with sand or lead shot, which
adds an important increase in resistance to acoustic breakthrough.
As for features, the VPI TNT is an
attempt to perfect classic turntable design. It does not use new techniques
like vacuum -coupling the record to the
turntable, or an air bearing, or
some radical suspension. The
TNT does, however, introduce
a number of other innovations
in classic turntable design.
I
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listen to the TNT shows
why many audiophiles still
feel that records provide
more transparency and detail
than CDs or tapes.
A

The VPI TNT uses a precision synchronous motor. VPI rejected servo
motors because they felt that the self correction in a servo leads to audible
modulation of rotation speed; they rejected direct drive because they felt
that such motors create too much vibration in the turntable. Instead, VPI
created a separate, quartz, phase locked -loop frequency -synthesizing
power supply. This power supply allows precise adjustment to any speed

from 331/3 to more than 45 rpm; it ensures that the turntable has a power
supply with precisely the right voltage
and line frequency and that the motor
operates at the point where it has just
gone synchronous. Finally, it reduces
motor vibration and provides an optimal match between motor torque and
that of the belt loading.
The VPI TNT uses three pulleys
and two belts. One pulley is on the
motor shaft; the other two are at the
points of a triangle opposite the motor.
The use of three pulleys, which
believe was pioneered in a StrombergCarlson design in the 1950s, largely
neutralizes the side load that is inevitable in a single -pulley design; this reduces both bearing wear and rumble.
The three -pulley system also allows the
two passive pulleys, which have a viscous lubricant, to load the belt and
smooth out the cogging that is usual in
even the best motor designs.
Use of two thin belts is intended to
minimize the irregularities of one large
belt, and to make the pull on the platter
more uniform. It also helps break up
standing waves on the drive belts, stabilizing belt motion. The belts remain at
their correct height on the platter without apparent up-and-down motion,
and this helps reduce wow and flutter.
The VPI TNT is suspended so that
a separate chassis floats on four suspension springs. VPI states that this
four -spring system is "self -stabilizing"
because it offers excellent stability
when each spring is properly loaded,
so that there is no tendency to jiggle
out of control. The center of mass of
the chassis is also located below the
suspension springs to help eliminate
the pendulum effect that may occur
when the turntable chassis is hung
from its springs. The adjustment of the
springs is extremely easy; turning the
knobs at the top of each of the four
I
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columns holding the springs brings the
turntable back to level and brings the
chassis back to the proper position.
The TNT's suspension system also
has the advantage of letting you use
virtually any modern tonearm without
adjusting the turntable. This is a real
godsend for audiophiles who wish to
experiment with different tonearms,
and it is enhanced by the fact that the
TNT is one of the few top-quality turntables with enough mounting area and
dust -cover clearance to allow the use
of virtually any tonearm without running
into space problems or having to give
up the dust cover.
The turntable bearing is always a
key test of turntable quality. As with all
great turntable makers, VPI pays special attention to this aspect of design.
The TNT's platter rides on a precision machined bearing with a 4 -inch -long
shaft. The supporting bushings are
widely spaced at the top and bottom to
provide stable, totter -free rotation with
minimum bearing surface, and the well
of the bearing shaft is viscous damped.
The TNT platter is machined from
a solid cylinder of high -density acrylic,
matched to its specific bearing shaft.
Three equally spaced ball -bottomed
screws around the center of the platter
allow it to be individually levelled and
ensure that it contacts the bearing
flange at three small contact points.
This helps isolate the platter from bearing noise, and an O-ring is used to
center the platter while again reducing
platter vibration from contact with the
bearing shaft.
The platter is mass -loaded with a 15 pound lead ring. This reduces both
wow and flutter and any minor effect
from stylus drag. At the same time, the
use of nonresonant acrylic helps terminate energy from the stylus, tonearm,
and record by distributing it evenly
throughout the platter, minimizing its
storage and rerelease back into the
record. Since the same material is
used in the arm board and platter, this
leads to exceptional energy control
throughout the turntable system.
VPI uses a screw -down record
clamp rather than vacuum coupling.
The clamp pushes the record down
over a rubber washer so that its rim
touches the turntable first; the rest of
the record's surface is then pushed

down firmly to contact the balance of
the platter surface. While have found
vacuum clamping to provide excellent
performance, the VPI clamping system
seems to work as well as vacuum
clamping in coupling disc and platter
and does a better job of dealing with
moderately warped records.
Perhaps the most impressive aspect
of this turntable is that it is the result of
years of experimentation and that the
end product represents carefully balanced design ideas based on both
technical measurement and extended
trial and error. There are many different
ways in which given designers have
produced great turntables-and competing reference -quality turntables like
those from SOTA and Versa Dynamics
demonstrate how successful completely different design approaches
can be. What the top turntables do
have in common is great attention to
detail, a coherent mix of features which
produce a synergistic result, and a solid combination of technical theory with
extended and highly demanding finetuning based on listening.
Turntables do not lend themselves to
easy descriptions of their individual
"sounds." To start with, they are part of
a record -playing system. A turntable
must be evaluated in terms of the quality of the arm and cartridge used with
it, and careful attention must be paid to
the impact of location and acoustic
breakthrough on its sound.
In making my comments about the
VPI TNT, should note that have had
the opportunity to try it with the Air
Tangent tonearm as well as the Dyne vector, Eminent Technology Two, SME
Series V, and SME 309 tonearms.
have also tried it with many different
cartridges, and in four different high end systems: My own (with a wide
range of different electronics and
speakers, but generally using the Mark
Levinson No. 26 preamp, Classé Audio
DR -9 amplifiers, and Apogee Diva
speakers) and those of three friends.
cannot say that my comments about
the VPI TNT's performance will apply to
all systems in all locations, but
believe they should be representative of
its performance in most.
Based on my listening tests, the VPI
TNT is the best turntable
have yet
heard in terms of its ability to play records with minimal coloration of its own.
I
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The TNT's soundstage seems
to extend in an unbroken
arc from well to the right
to well to the left of the
loudspeakers.

you are used to mid -fi turntables, or
even to a lesser but still outstanding
high -end turntable, you will be amazed
by the TNT's apparent signal-to-noise
ratio. You hear virtually none of the
mechanical variations, rumble, or other
noises that disguise how good records
can really be. In fact, you will often
hear aspects of low-level detail, hall
sound or ambience, and transient information that simply are not apparent
with any but a few select turntables.
If you are an LP fan, you will rediscover your record collection. If you are
a tape or CD fan, you may discover
why many high -end audiophiles still
feel that records provide more musically realistic detail and transparency
than even the best CD and tape recordings and playback systems.
The VPI TNT also has superb bass.
Most turntables lose much of the low bass energy and information on records; many of those that do reproduce
deep bass with adequate power have
something of a one -note character.
The TNT provides power, definition,
and control. There is neither the tendency to emphasize the midrange at
the expense of the bass nor the tendency to provide bass at the expense
of midrange energy and life.
The midrange is smooth, from the
lower midrange to the upper midrange.
There is remarkably little coloration,
and it is interesting to compare the
midrange sound of the VPI TNT to the
midrange reproduced by a top digital
decoder like the Theta Digital DS Pre
or a Wadia system. The resulting midranges are remarkably similar in timbre, with no leanness in the lower midrange or emphasis or loss in the upper
If

midrange.
The sound characteristics of given
cartridges and tonearms become far
clearer with a turntable of this quality.
With a carefully damped SME Series V
tonearm and a Monster Cable Alpha
Genesis cartridge, the VPI not only re-

produces

midrange frequencies

smoothly, it also reproduces midrange
detail and transient information with an
exactness that rivals the best digital
decoders and a sweetness and musicality that often outperforms them.
The upper octaves and treble in the
VPI TNT are equally outstanding. The
vast majority of high -end turntables
seem to dull the upper octaves and
128

"overdamp" them or to emphasize
some frequencies in the upper midrange and the treble in a way that increases apparent record noise (as well
as the tape hiss on older records) and
makes you more conscious of the fact
that you are listening to a recording.
Like a few other top turntables, the TNT
gives you all the musical information
present in the upper octaves but
avoids any clearly apparent coloration
of its own. The end result is upper
octave performance much closer to a
top analog or digital master tape than
to a turntable playing a record.
The VPI TNT produces a superb
soundstage. This is an area where the
very best turntables still outperform
consumer -level digital equipment, and
the TNT has superb soundstage width
and depth. With really good recorded
material and a properly set-up system,
the TNT's soundstage seems to extend
in an unbroken arc from well to the
right to well to the left of the speakers.
Depth is excellent, and the imaging is
not only stable from right to left but
clearly places instruments in depth.
The VPI even provides this kind of imaging data with complex percussion
music, something that only a few turntables can do.
Finally, the TNT provides an excellent mix of dynamics and transient
speed and detail, with consistently realistic musical dynamics at all levels of
recorded sound. Many turntables
seem to perform best at a given level
of musical energy and have trouble
reproducing the dynamics of very soft
or loud passages. The TNT provides
an amazing amount of transient information with really good recordings.
The speed and resolution on bells, the
handling of complex percussion, the
ability to resolve choral music, and the
ability to locate and separate complex
passages by mixed wind instruments
are all outstanding. Rock fans will discover just how much additional information a really good turntable can reveal. Many tend to strip the life from
rock recordings and give them a twodimensional character; the VPI TNT restores the kind of transient information
and dynamics necessary to make rock
music come alive.
It should be obvious from the above
comments that feel a properly set-up
VPI TNT, as with a handful of other top
I

turntables, can rival the best digital
playback systems and often surpass
them. (I should stress that am talking
about digital playback systems in the
$5,000 to $14,000 range, and not ordinary CD players or consumer DAT
decks.) You can confirm these comments for yourself, if you have a high end dealer, by listening to both the CD
and analog versions of some top-quality recordings. There is no golden -ear
mystique involved; am confident that
you will hear what hear.
should stress, however, that getting
great reproduction from a great turntable often requires the help of a great
dealer. Virtually any literate audiophile
can plug in a leading digital system
and get the best out of it. However, if
you do not have extensive experience
in turntable setup or in matching turntables, arms, and cartridges, you are
going to have to work closely with the
kind of high -end dealer who really
cares about what he sells.
In practice, would suggest that you
begin by listening to the VPI TNT in
comparison with some of the other top
turntables mentioned previously. In the
process, you will probably hear the
TNT with one of the arms have listed.
You should, however, try several arms
once you have firmly chosen the turntable you feel sounds best. You should
very definitely try the turntable and
tonearm combination that you choose
with several cartridges, in order to
make sure you are getting the synergy
between components that suits your
particular taste.
Once you buy a unit like the VPI TNT,
recommend that you have your dealer
carefully walk you through the setup
instructions-or, better, have the dealer set up the turntable in your home,
advising you on location. You cannot,
incidentally, expect a dealer to provide
this kind of service and a discount; a
charge for home installation is perfectly legitimate. Unless you have a great
deal of personal expertise, however,
think you will find the added cost more
than worth it. have seen and heard far
too many phono systems that were
marred by poor matching of turntable,
tonearm, and cartridge, as well as by
poor final setup and placement. A reference -quality component like the VPI
TNT deserves to be heard at its best.
Anthony H. Cordesman
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A revolutionary new speaker
system gives you stereo imaging
no matter where you sit.
Introducing a very big idea of very small dimensions:
the ADC Soundshaper Speaker System.
For the first time ever, a compact speaker system
delivers balanced stereo imaging, left to right, from
practically every listening point in the room. Unlike
most speakers, large or small, that require you to sit
almost dead -center in front to hear them properly.
Here's another big idea: the performance. You'd
never guess a speaker system with sound so full, so deep, so powerful could be small enough
to fit in a suitcase. Or could sell for under $500.
Soundshaper
All of which makes the ADC Soundshaper
A D C Speaker
Speaker System a remarkable value, from
System
You'll believe it when you hear it.
wherever you sit.
®1484A DC. Sunnyvale. California Phone (408)7?0-4854
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AURICLE

AUDIOPRISM
7500
INDOOR
FM ANTENNA
Company Address:

RF

Limited,

P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, Wash.
98027.
For literature, circle No. 95

Seems as though there's a trend toward tall, pipe -shaped devices in the
world of audio. The June 1989 issue
contained an "Auricle" review of Phantom Acoustics' Shadow acoustic controller, a tube which stands 83'/2 inches high and has a diameter of 9V2
inches. This device is intended to
serve as the last component in the audio chain-a component that can alter
room acoustics.
The AudioPrism Model 7500 indoor
antenna might well become the first
component in your audio chain if you
have FM reception problems that stem
from the use of an inadequate FM antenna. The 7500 is even taller than the
Shadow, standing 89V2 inches high, with
a tube diameter of only 4 inches. At its
regular price of $149.95, it comes with
a base 13 inches in diameter, but a 17 inch base is available for an additional
$3. The tube is coated with a coarse
woven fabric, in black or beige. Audio Prism will also custom apply your own
fabric to the outer casing. The base
material is solid wood.
Because of the odd physical dimensions of the 7500, it is shipped in two
cartons: One for the long, pipe -like antenna tube, the other for the flat wooden base.
The electrical design of the 7500 is
based on sound principles of physics.
The most efficient FM antenna will present as much surface as possible to
arriving signals. The antenna elements
of the 7500 consist of a full half -wave
section (7 feet, 2 inches) over a quarter -wave matching stub that is shunt fed for true 75-ohm operation. By utilizing a full half -wave design, without the
use of loading coils to reduce antenna
size, the AudioPrism lets the receiver
or tuner operate at its maximum dynamic potential without introducing additional noise. Of course, there are
some excellent small indoor antenna
130

designs around, some of which have
tested in the past, but the nice thing
about this one is that it is completely
passive-no transistors, FETs, or circuitry other than the antenna elements
themselves. Therefore, the 7500 does
not need to be connected to any power source, yet it has as much gain as
most amplified antennas, or more,
without any accompanying problems.
The antenna's voltage standing -wave
ratio (VSWR) is rated as 1.9:1 or less
across the entire FM frequency band,
and 1.2:1 at the band's center.
I

As a side note, the manufacturer advises that the 7500's antenna elements
are heavy enough to permit the antenna actually to transmit approximately
150 watts if hooked up to an FM transmitter! Because of its configuration
and length, the 7500 can receive low angle transmitter signals with less fading and flutter than most other indoor
FM antennas. AudioPrism rates antenna gain at 5.1 dB, and its vertical orientation makes it omnidirectional. Despite this omnidirectionality, however.
found the antenna exhibited better
I
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Across the band, the 7500
outperformed a standard
dipole on every station,
sometimes with double the
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1-Signal strength vs. frequency
for AudioPrism 7500 and simple
wire-dipole T antenna.
Fig.
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Boulder,

West Babylon, NY

CO

multipath rejection than most other
smaller indoor antennas have tested.
Assembly of the AudioPrism 7500
took only a few moments. The hardware needed to connect the wooden
base to the long tubular section is provided. All you need is a 7/16 -inch socket
wrench with which to tighten two 11/2 inch -long machine screws that hold
the two parts together. It's important
not to overtighten the screws since the
underside of the wooden base is coated with an aluminized "ground plane"
that is part of the antenna configuration; overtightening the screws can destroy the integrity of this ground plane.
A push -on F -type connector is packaged with the antenna, as is a 75/300 ohm transformer, in case your tuner or
receiver does not have a coaxial 75ohm input connector.
used a high quality coaxial cable about 10 feet long
to connect the antenna to my reference
tuner and, during bench measurements, to my Blonder -Tongue field
strength meter; AudioPrism now supplies such a cable, which they claim
has only 0.26 dB of total loss.
As in previous antenna tests, compared the signal strengths of various
stations across the FM band, as
picked up by the 7500 and by a wire
dipole of the type normally supplied
with tuners and receivers. Both antennas were at ground level. The simple
wire T antenna was oriented for best
reception of signals arriving from the
World Trade Center and the Empire
State Building in New York City, some
18 airline miles from my lab.
The bar graph of Fig. 1 shows how
much greater signal strength was obtained with the AudioPrism 7500 than
I
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with the simple dipole antenna. In every instance, the 7500 outperformed
the dipole in this regard-in some
cases, by an increase in signal
strength of 2:1 or more.
The superior performance of the AudioPrism 7500 as an indoor FM antenna is not confined to signal strength
alone. In listening tests conducted
over several days, I noted that some
signals normally receive with a fair
degree of multipath interference
seemed cleaner and less subject to
such problems. During my listening
tests, logged no fewer than 52 usuable signals, of which 46 were received
in stereo with satisfactory quieting.
Since my reference tuner, operated in
the automatic stereo mode, mutes at
signal levels below about 30 dBf, all 46
stereo signals were received at signal
strengths exceeding this level. Noise
levels suggested that most were well
above that minimum, or muting -threshold, level. With my roof -mounted (30
feet above ground level) multi -element
outdoor antenna and a rotator, can
receive only 56 usable signals. The T wire indoor antennas supplied with
tuners and receivers are seldom able
to receive more than 30 usable signals
in my location.
Of course, even though the makers
of this antenna have attempted to
"clothe" the tall pipe-like structure in
fabric, the 7500 is still an imposing
piece of gear. It would take a very
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understanding spouse (especially if
that spouse is not as dedicated to
good FM reception as you are) to tolerate this structure as a permanent fixture in the living room or den. Fortunately, have a separate lab where
reign as king, and no one dictates how
furnish it.
In this respect, the people at RF Limited, of which AudioPrism is a division,
have advised me that they have a couple of somewhat smaller models on the
drawing board. Hopefully, these will be
available soon for those households in
which installing the superior Model
7500 is absolutely out of the question.
Until those other models are available,
or if you want a no-compromise indoor
FM antenna to bring out the best in
your tuner or receiver for a not unreasonable $149.95, my advice is to install
the 7500-even if you have to hide it in
a closet!
Leonard Feldman
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Bryston's Model I0B Electronic

cascades the low-pass and the high-pass

path. All internal buffer and

Crossover combines ideal signal -

sections and allows the selection of

amplification stages are Bryston's

handling with an enormously flexible

unusual crossover curves, including,

control function. Simple, direct front -

"dual slopes", where the crossover point

panel switches allow any ctossover

is effected at a shallow

curve to he set instantly, and the signal

stop -band is rolled

purity

thereafter. It also permits the

freedom from noise and distortion

increasingly popular Linkwitz-Riley

unapproached in normal equipment.

is

always maintained.

The Model IOB features independently

selectable crossover points for high-

exceedingly linear and superbly quiet
-

rolloff. and the

off rapidly

discrete op -amp circuitry. This means
the signal is always maintained as

"Audiophile Quality", with stability and

alignment with steep rolloff curves, 24
or 36 dB/Oct.

From the point of view of adaptability,

flexibility

pass and low-pass, in case the speaker

and signal integrity, the

installation requires slightly overlapped.

All crossover selections are extremely

Bryston 10B Electronic Crossover

(or slightly staggered), response curves

accurate and repeatable, being

system is the ideal choice for the widest

for the drivers. You can also indepen-

implemented with I% selected metal -

range

dently select crossover slope, from 6,

film resistors and polystyrene

installations.

12, or

I8dB/Oct., where one driver

capacitors. All switches are heavily

requires faster cutoff than another in the

gold-plated. for lifetime protection from

same system.

corrosion. The level -controls are precise
1

The crossover may he used in any of
three internal connections:

2 -way

stereo, 3 -way mono, and

special

a

configuration, 2 -way mono. This last

of multi -way speaker

dB increments. also derived from

gold-plated switches and 1% metal -film
resistors. Most important, however, is
that the Bryston 10B Crossover uses

NO integrated circuits in the signal
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
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57 Westmore Dr.. Rexdale. Ontario.

Canada M9V 3Y6
Telephone: (416) 746-18(K)
Fax:
(416) 746-0308

Telex:

06-989548

Brystonvermont Ltd., RFD#4 Berlin,
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
Telephone: (802) 223-6159

ROCK/POP RECORDINGS

IF NOT FOR YOU
that no matter how slick the power brokers are, they trip over their own feet as
much as anyone.

7

Elsewhere, Dylan invokes gospel
music and gospel literature in the lovely "Ring Them Bells," a haunting recitative on acoustic piano, highlighted by a
sad, sepulchral organ. He checks
back into his old school of cinematic
ballads á la "Mozambique" and "Joey"
with "Man in the Long Black Coat," a
minor -key film noir, almost a ghost story, about a woman who takes up with
an eerie stranger who could be a
preacher, the Devil, or Clint Eastwood
in A Fistful of Dollars. Turning vaguely
autobiographical in "Most of the Time"
("I don't compromise/But
don't pretend") and in the gently musing "What
Good Am I?" Dylan unfortunately
goes overboard on "Disease of Conceit." an exceedingly twee, silly
song-a pot cutely calling itself
black-that points out the virtues of
erasable cassettes. (Now that we're on
formats, the CD pressing is certainly
an improvement over the pop -riddled
LP, but the latter is inexplicably fuller sounding. Maybe the tube -heads are
right, after all.)
On each of the songs, skeletal instrumentation accentuates the lyrics, in
some cases producing a nearly rap
effect that echoes, 30 years on, the
beat movement's marriage of poetry
and music. A lot of the credit must go
to producer Daniel Lanois, who,
guess, helped recruit Cyril Neville and
Mason Ruffner for the proceedings.
The guest guns seem held in check by
the deliberately understated charts,
but as in a good pointillist painting, the
dabs of color that are there satisfy.
Spare as Oh Mercy is, its muted
Sturm and Drang has resulted in
Dylan's best studio album since ...
geez, has it been 13 years since Desire? It's a modest album in the context
of Dylan's oeuvre, but at least it's lis tenable. Which has rarely been the
case for ... geez, 13 years?
Frank Lovece
I

q

I

Oh Mercy: Bob Dylan
Columbia CK-45281, CD; ADD; 39:00.
Performance: B +
Sound: B +
It's hard to tell: Are the words "Oh
Mercy" a world-weary sigh or a plea
for forgiveness? have to lean toward
the former, since this is Dylan's darkest, starkest album since back in the
days of mono. Oh Mercy is so
I

it makes Nebraska
sound like a Phil Spector production.
Yet there is indeed a cry for mercy
here too-not from his audience,
whom Dylan characteristically chides
in "What Was It You Wanted," but from
God (which I'm pretty sure Dylan spells
with a capital G). Oh Mercy by no
means harks back to Bobby's quasi Christian stage-there's no proselytizing here-but it clearly declares that
everything is pretty screwed up so we

stripped -down
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probably shouldn't close off any options, no matter how abstract.
He sums up this latest stance in two
songs, "Political World" and "Everything Is Broken." These are cyberpunk-meets-the-blues, stark, Blade
Runner landscapes where the average
person is truly helpless and global
power brokers reign. "Political World,"
with its harsh drumbeats evoking an
urban jungle, addresses the endless
reach of a world where no matter
where we go, we remain "under the

microscope" of, presumably, governments and their informal enforcersbanks, the media, credit bureaus.
"Everything Is Broken," with its litany of
cracked and crushed people and
household items ("broken bodies, broken bones, broken voices on broken
phones"), heightens this sense of helplessness and (kinda smugly) points out

Crossroads: Tracy Chapman
Elektra 60888, CD; DDD; 43:03.
Performance: A
Sound: B+
Tracy Chapman's music video for
"Fast Car" triggered a powerful response to her music among critics, ra-
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COMPACT DISCLOSURES
December CDs of Note:

On record, no
one's been in
and out of love
more often in

the past 25
years than

BARBRA
STREISAND.

On the other hand, no one's
been more consistently successful in sales: Streisand has
had 36 certified gold albums,
more than any other star. Her
latest, "Till Loved You" (featurI

ing the hit duet with DON
JOHNSON), is Streisand's first
studio album in three years.
Including Barbra's inimitable
rendition of "All Ask Of You"
from The Phantom Of The
Opera, "Till Loved You" is sure
I

I

to keep love songs (and out -of love songs) in style for at least
another 25 years.
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The new BROADWAY BEST
VALUE CDs continue tc open
to raves. Including the first -time ever stereo version of JUDY
GARLAN D's A Star is Born, this
is a series selected-and priced
-to seduce every Broadway and
Ho:lywood musical addict into

rejuvenating their collection.

THRICE IN LOVE
WSTH AIMEE

A STAR IN STEREO

The titles range from rarities like
Sondheim's Anyone Can Whistle to standards like My Fair
Lady and West Side Story. Now
with 46 releases in total, including 17 new releases, the Broadway Best Value Series has something for practically everybody,
a good thing to remember with
:he holidays approaching.

THE BANGLES IN
EVERYTHING

Don't bealarm-

ed:Despite
the title, "Everything's Different

d

Now," 'TIL
TUESDAY's
third album

:

p?i;

builds on all the
things you loved
in the group's first two smash
hit albums. And of course that
includes lead singer/bassist
Aimee Mann's ethereal voice
and 'Til Tuesday's hauntingly
unique sound and unusually
powerful lyrics. And in addition
to all that, "Everything's Different
Now" also includes a song called
"The Other End (Of The Telescope)," not to mention 'Til Tuesday's new hit single, "(Believed
1

OTHER

'

You Were) Lucky."

DECEMBER

BROADWAY/
HOLLYWOOD
CD RELEASES:
DORIS DAY

"Day At
The Movies"
JULIE ANDREWS
"Little Bit
Of Broadway"
HOLLYWOOD MAGIC
1950sand 1960s

"Pinion's Rainbow"
"Kiss Me Kate"
"Bells Are Ringing"
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And speaking of
the holidays, the
BANGLES are
on their way to
becoming as

rr

tray

enduring a
dition as silver

>

>

bells and mistletoe. Now ready
to dominate the charts for the
third December in a row, the
band's latest collection of irresistible four-part harmonies and
pop -rock wisdom makes the perfect gift for someone who thinks
they have"Everything." Because
chances are, they won't have
"Everything," which is, of course,
the Bangles' new album. Their
most mature-and variee recording yet, "Everything" will
appeal to everybody.
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Crossroads has lots for
Tracy Chapman fans; still,
sentiments that sounded
remarkable the first time
around seem less so now.
dio programmers, and the public, propelling the songwriter to international
prominence last year as a sort of heroine of conscience for the MTV generation. Her debut album, Tracy Chapman, won Grammys for Best New Artist, Best Pop Female Artist, and Best

Contemporary Recording and gained
for the singer the kind of status and
acceptance it usually takes years to
attain.
Putting a new spin on folk music
tradition, Chapman offered an attitude
of resolute compassion, snapping into
focus the desperation of existence and

addressing universal sociopolitical
themes from an individually remonstrative point of view. Chapman seemed to
fill a need-an alternative to corporate
pop-and, perhaps surprisingly, she
sold a lot of records. From out of nowhere, she quickly became a concert
headliner who moved in superstar circles, celebrated as a New Voice on the
scene yet acknowledged as more hip
than hype.

Crossroads begins aptly, with a title
track contemplating the pressures of
spiralling success. Chapman avoids
dwelling on the theme, opting to follow
the course she set on her first album,
even including songs dating back to
1984. However, sentiments which
some regarded as remarkable on Tracy Chapman seem less so the second
time around. Most of the songs basically rework the material of the previ-

ous collection, though there is nothing
on Crossroads as immediately diverting as "Fast Car."
Yet if you're into Tracy Chapman,
there is much to like. The sound on
Crossroads has been subtly redefined-it's even leaner-and wraps
around Chapman's guitar. The band,
composed of studio stars like Russ
Kunkel (drums) and Larry Klein (bass),
with Neil Young playing acoustic guitar
and piano on one track, gives a subdued lesson in musical ergonomics.
It is perhaps unfair to compare
Crossroads to Tracy Chapman, but the
performer is now basically competing
with herself-the sincere songwriter
versus the RIAA-certified Recording
Artist. One suspects the album will be
judged less for its merits than for its
commercial success as the follow-up
to a blockbuster. In the long run, however, an artist is judged by something
other than the number of records
sold-and the jury's still out on Tracy
Chapman.
Michael Aldred

We've told you how it works,
now the experts tell you how it sounds.
BERT WHYTE

Audio Magazine, July 1989 (Behind The Scenes)
"With the NAVCOM Silencers in place, it was
immediately apparent how much clearer music
sounded, regardless of source"

MICHAEL CORADO
Threshold/INCONCERT
"I noticed immediate improvements in bass punch
and extension, soundstage focus, and inner detailing.
The whole presentation is smoother, less mechanical
sounding and more satisfying. Nice product!"

NAT GARFINKLE
Sec, SF AES, (Retired)
"The isolators (NAVCOM Silencers) are a must for
anyone with a good system of LP or CD playing. Also
great on FM. Best thing I have heard in my time."

ARNIS BALGALVIS
Stereophile, June 1989
"With the VPI thus modified,(modification of a VPI
HW-19 MKII replacing the four subchassis springs
with NAVCOM Silencers) the bass got better yet, and
the sound opened up considerably."

For more information or the dealer nearest you, contact:

NAVCOM"

Sil49.

encers

from the industry leader in noise and vibration control

Sims Vibration Dynamics
15127 NE 24th Suite 157
Redmond, WA 98052

This little device
makes Velody ne
the best subwoofer ever made.
It's called an accelerometer. And you'll find one
attached to the voice coil of every VelodyneTM Servo
Subwoofer System. Our patented High Gain Servo
(I-IGS) technology uses the accelerometer to make
Velodyne's bass reproduction superior to any product
on the market.

Bass is by far the most difficult music to reproduce. It puts the heaviest demands on your speakers
and amplifier. In fact, most woofers can't play the
lowest frequencies. Or can't play them clearly. And
no conventional loudspeaker can play bass loudly
without breaking up. Or without massive distortion.

More muscle. Accurate Lass requires large
drivers and lots of amplifier power. For example, our
IiLl)-151" matches a 96 oz. magnet structure, 3 -inch
voice coil (with a full 3/4 -inch peak -to -peak travel)
to 350 watts of dedicated bass power. 'That's muscle
enough to reproduce even the most demanding deep
bass passages - effortlessly.

HGS technology ends these problems forever.

Motional feedback makes the difference.
HGS is based on motional feedback, a process in

which cone motion is monitored and, when necessary, corrected. As the woofer cone moves, the
accelerometer reports the motion to our Power
Servo Controller. There, it's compared to the input
signal - some 3500 times per second. If the woofer
cone's out of step with the input, it's instantly
corrected. The result? A subwoofer that's flat to
below 20 Hz. And virtually distortion -free bass that
can't become hoomy, muddy or out of control,
especially at louder listening levels.

Cross-section of ULD-15
drir er uitb accelerometer in housing (red) mounted on voice coil (blue). Circuit
board contains associated HGS electronics.

Better mids and highs. Beyond adding bass
power to your system, our Power Servo Controller incorporates an electronic crossover that frees your
main speakers and amplifier from the burden of bass
reproduction. This lets them do what they do best play the raids and highs. And your system's output
capability is virtually doubled.

Listening is believing. You owe it to
yourself to audition a Velodyne Subwoofer System.
Listen to its tightness on drumbeats. Its penetration
on deep bass passages. Its overall clarity and punch.
You'll agree it's the best subwoofer ever made.
Call 800-VELODYNE o8-'+36-0688 in
California) for the Velodvne dealer nearest you.

Velodyne
1746

Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
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AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
BY A&R CAMBRIDGE
Bringing music to your ears

George Clinton knows his
fans, and that's who this
album is for: The faithful,
whom Dr. Funkenstein will

never desert.

The Cinderella Theory: George Clinton

Paisley Park 25994-4, cassette.
Sound: B
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Elite 2000-

5150.00

pr.

Plus Shipping

Elite 5000"
5180.00 pr.
Plus shipping

Elite- series is designed exclusively for people who
recognize and appreciate quality that cannot be
found in any ordinary speaker. These speakers are
designed to be compact. 3 way systems which have
the capability of 150 and 200 watts peak

MiniMag"
$105.00 pr.
Plus shipping

Magna'
$95.00
Plus shipping

Our Magna" series is exclusively designed for people

who enjoy high quality sound in their automobiles.
A power capability of 150 watts peak.

AWP SOUND
4041 W. Ogden

Chicago. IL 60623
TO ORDER CALL

1-312-521.1051
VISA-M.C.-AMEX.
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Performance: B
George Clinton. The funkster from
outer space. Dr. Funkenstein. The man
who wants the groove so low you can't
get under it. If you put James Brown,
Bootsy Collins, and George Clinton in
the same room, you could learn all
there is to know about funk.
Clinton's latest, The Cinderella Theory, is on Prince's label, Paisley Park.
distributed by Warner Bros. Fitting, because Prince has certainly borrowed
several pages from the Clinton book of
style: Listen to this album's title track,
and you'll be reminded of Prince's
"1999." That wild funk style continues
on this collection.
Few have stayed as dedicated to
funk as George Clinton. Strong bass
and kick drum tersely punctuate guitars and horns, and lyrics vary from
pointed social comment to intergalactic nonsense rhymes. But the groove is
the thing, and George champions the
cause.
It's that dedication to funk which has
prevented Clinton from reaching a
larger audience. His influence can be
heard on rap and dance hits, but his
own records are not huge sellers. Clinton's variety lies in his lyrics and original wit. He can, as he does here, begin
an album with a song like "Airbound"
(a tongue-in-cheek homage to flying
which, amazingly, sounds like the
Swingle Singers Meet James Brown),
then flip to the grittily serious lyrics of
"Tweakin' " (where he is joined by Public Enemy's Chuck D. and Flavor Flay),
and then jump back to humor again
with his rendition of "The Banana Boat
Song."
The Cinderella Theory came to me in
cassette form. Recorded using the
dolby HX Pro format and with Dolby B
NR, the cassette is actually very
punchy and clean -sounding. It offers
an extremely solid low end, essential
for this recording, and a good high
end, although the instruments don't
play much outside the mid -frequency
range. The Dolby B NR keeps tape
hiss way down. However, Warner Bros.
should check the master tape machines in their duplicating rooms more
closely, because either a poor bias ad138

justment or some other electronic
problem has created a thump at the
start and finish of this cassette. The
effect is that of a tonearm dropping
onto an LP, which is unacceptable.
George Clinton knows his audience,
and that's who this new record is for:
The faithful, who know Dr. Funkenstein
won't desert them. In many respects,
Clinton has made this record before,
so while The Cinderella Theory is positively groovatating, it won't make
George many new friends.
Hector G. La Torre

Cycles: The Doobie Brothers
Capitol C1-90371, LP.
Sound: C +

Performance: C

The Doobie Brothers' Cycles. which
marks their return from musical purgatory, is indeed a puzzlement. Has no
one ever explained to these very experienced musicians that playing music
is one of life's few endeavors where
one is encouraged to step beyond the
established boundaries and reach for
a higher plateau? Well, if Cycles is any
evidence, guess not.
This latest reincarnation of the Doobies contains Tom Johnston, Patrick
Simmons, Bobby LaKind, Tiran Porter,
John Hartman, and Michael Hossack.
The album offers 10 songs-eight originals and two covers ("Need a Little
Taste of Love" by the Isleys and "One
Chain Don't Make No Prison" by Lambert and Potter). and a very tame offering this is: Undistinguished lyrics
wrapped in forgettable melodies. Lyrics such as, "There's a town south of
the border/South of El Paso they say,
Where the nights are long and the
winds are warm/And the women they
love to play..." (from "South of the
Border") simply aren't necessary.
Doobie fanatics will be pleased to
note that some venerable Doobie
I
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There are plenty of reasons why satisfied
customers keep coming back to 47th Street
Photo. First, you'll find a large selection of
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the most up-to-date electronics merchandise
available. And, you'll always find great prices
on every item in stock. Plus, you'll get great
service from our knowledgeable sales staff.
In New York call (212) 608-6934, or call toll

J

free 1-800-221-7774. Fax orders accepted 24

hours a day-call (212) 982-0684.

When you shop at 47th Street Photo,
he sure to use the American Express® Card.

There's no need to carry cash or a

checkbook. American Express®
Purchase Protection -Plan is an
ideal way to protect almost
anything you buy with
the Cad worldwide. Purchase
Protection automatically covers
most
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Cad Purchases against acci-

dental loss, damage, or theft for 90
days from date of purchase, in excess
of other applicable insurance.

r

Now why would you shop with
anything else?
The American Express Purchase Protect ions"Plan Is
underwritten by Insurance Company of North America.
a CIGNA Company. The Plan covers most worldwide
purchases made with the Card between June I, 1989 and
May 31, 1990 inclusive, f50,001) maximum coverage per
Csrdmemher. Coverage is limited to 52,500 per item per
loss for jewelry, watches, and furs. Coverage Is subject to
the terms, conditions and exclusions of the policy.
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Eurythmics' bold artistic
leaps have more to do with
production than songwriting,
yet their new album doesn't
disappoint on either score.

r

Homeland: Tish Hinojosa

rq

Brothers musical signatures are here:
Layered vocals, harmony -guitar parts,
and multiple rhythm guitars. But this
material doesn't stand up in comparison with earlier work-especially when
comparison is unavoidable, as in such
songs as "The Doctor" and "Need a
Little Taste of Love," where the melody
and rhythmic structure emulate past
hits ("China Grove" and "Listen to the
Music," respectively). Even the excellent producer/engineer Rodney Mills,
who handled much of the recording
chores on Cycles, couldn't save the
day. A weak song is a weak song, no
matter how well produced and well recorded it is.
If the Doobies aren't breaking new
ground, and their present material isn't
as strong as the old stuff, what results?
Boredom. Cycles is an album for trueblue Doobie fanatics and for those trying to recapture the past.
Hector G. La Torre
We Too Are One: Eurythmics

Arista ARCD-8606, CD; ADD; 47:34.
Performance: AEurythmics have gotten short shrift,
but this record is catch-up time. Although they were tremendously successful in America at first, when they
changed from a quirky pop band to a
Sound: A

substantial rock group their label
(RCA) dropped the ball and lost their
audience. Their best album, Revenge,
went practically unnoticed in America,
and they were reduced to solidifying
their European base. For this Arista
debut, leaders Dave Stewart and Annie Lennox have fashioned a record
which is something of a compromise
between their two styles and which is
sure to keep fans happy. The bold artistic leaps have more to do with pro140

-

áá\:.i é
duction than with songwriting, but We
Too Are One is not disappointing on
either score.
As far as major changes go, there's
the new backing vocalist, Charlie Wilson, whó also helped write "Revival,"
one of the album's best songs. Formerly a key member of The Gap Band, a
seminal R&B group, Wilson's as strong
a front person as Annie Lennox; he
provides the vocal toil that we've never
heard here before, and it's refreshing.
Annie's in fine vocal form here too,
doing much of her own background

work, and even Dave Stewart gets into
the act for a moment or two with character vocals on "(My My) Baby's
Gonna Cry." Stewart's guitar is uncharacteristically distorted on a few songs,
and one wishes he would lean a little
less on a Prince -type fuzztone/flange;
his axe starts to blend in too well with
the clavinet/synth. Part of the beauty of
Eurythmics has been that the instruments do more than just service the
songs, and that continues here-Stewart's guitar work has rarely sounded so
deliberate and confident.
The songs are beautiful, but we
should expect nothing less. Particularly striking are "When the Day Goes
Down," which closes the album in a
melancholy way instead of hitting you
over the head, and "Don't Ask Me
Why," a return to the kinds of things
Eurythmics were doing on their second
and third albums.
Is this as good as Revenge? It's
more consistent, but if one were to pit
this album's five best songs against
Revenge's five best, Revenge would
win hands down. This record does
have a little something for everyone,
though, and no true Eurythmics fan will
be disappointed in We Too Are One.
Jon & Sally Tiven

A&M CD -5263, CD; AAD; 41:01.
Sound: APerformance: B+
Tish Hinojosa's debut is also the debut of a new series of releases A&M
calls Americana, a songwriter -oriented
series. Produced by Steve Berlin of
Los Lobos and recorded in San Marcos, Tex., this is one impressive introduction. Clear -voiced Tish sings about
growing up in San Antonio and of an
Hispanic heritage she wears proudly.
The opener, "Joaquin," quickly paints
the scenery: A poor Mexican yearns for
a better life in the U.S. despite the
obstacles to his efforts, legal and illegal, to take his shot at it. "West Side of
Town," set to a jaunty norteno beat, is
a corrida about Tish's parents. These
and "Donde Voy," one of three songs
entirely in Spanish, form what Tish calls
her "Border Trilogy." The last is a
haunting slow waltz, and as she does
throughout Homeland, Tish seems to
put a little something extra into singing her Spanish lyrics. The sound she
makes with these words is astonishingly lovely.
With only a couple of weaker
songs-the more overtly pop onesthe quality of the material remains very
high. The one song Tish did not writeJohnny Harris' paean to working cowboys, "Voice of the Big Guitar"-is a
real beauty, too.
Berlin's production is most sympathetic. Instrumentation is mostly acoustic and beautifully executed by some of
East Texas' best. Homeland has a far
more western than a country sound. It
summons up clear visions of the land
that inspired it.
Michael Tearson
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Patti Austin David Benoit Dave Brubeck Chick Corea
Kenny G Dave Grusin B.B. King Gerry Mulligan
Amani A.W.- Murray Lee Ritenour Joe Williams
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World renowned jazz stars salute the Peanuts gang
on their 40th anniversary performing Charlie Brown
musical themes in a celebration of..----Available on
Compact Disc,
HQ Cas_ntte
and Records
01989 GáP Records
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the lid in all of us...

Includes the hit single "Linus do Lucy"
performed by David Benoit!
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

NATIVE SON
tim of the worldwide dodecaphony
wave which followed World War II. A
proud descendant of Swedish immigrants, Hanson himself listed his own
primary influences as Bach, Palestrina,
Respighi, and, most of all, Sibelius;
one can also detect residual traces of
Grieg, Bruckner, and Vaughan Williams. At almost all times, his music
remains mellifluous, solidly tonal, foursquare, even purely diatonic; chordal
harmonies rarely venture beyond the
triad, and only an occasional unexpected modulation places the music
identifiably in time. Even a momentary
shift into 5/4 meter, for example, sounds
almost incongruous; a fillip of polytonality (as at the end of this Second
Symphony) brings the auditor up with a
bit of a start.
Hanson had an unusually rich gift for
soaring, rhapsodic, at times even rapturous lyricism, and he had no misgivings whatever about wearing his heart
on his sleeve. The second theme of his

Hanson: Symphony No.

("Nordic"); Elegy

1

in E Minor

in Memory of
Serge Koussevitzky; Symphony No.
2 ("Romantic"). Seattle Symphony
Orchestra, Gerard Schwarz.
Delos D/CD-3073, CD; DDD; 70:39.
Wahoo, Nebraska (pop. 3,835) produced three celebrated native sons;
years ago, Life published a photograph of a sign at the little town's portals, proudly claiming Darryl Zanuck,
Howard Hanson, and a third, whose
name has vanished into the mists of
my memory.
As a composer, Hanson (1896 to
1981) won the Prix de Rome in 1921,
and at 25 became the first American
laureate to take up residence there. He
spent three years in Rome, and you
can frequently hear echoes of Han son's teacher, Ottorino Respighi, in his
orchestration, particularly at the opening of this "Romantic" Symphony's finale. Like so many of his compatriots,
Hanson also enjoyed the patronage of
Serge Koussevitzky, who commissioned Hanson's Second for his Boston Symphony Orchestra. Hanson paid
homage to that great champion of
20th -century music by composing this
moving Elegy as a memorial to him.
As an educator, Hanson put Rochester's Eastman School of Music on the
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map-not only nationally but internationally-and he remained to guide its
destinies for 40 years, until 1964. His
annual American music festivals there
gave serious music in this country a
unique shot in the arm. Hanson's most
famous pupils at Eastman included
Jack Beeson, William Bergsma, and
Peter Mennin. One former acolyte, Arthur Cohn, says today, "Howard Hanson did more for promoting American
music than any other man active at the
time." Another, Kent Kennan, recalls, "I
don't think there was another school in
the country where student composers
could regularly hear their works played
by the orchestra." He adds, "Hanson's
greatest legacy was his tireless promotion and recording of American music,
at a time when no one else was doing
nearly so much." Bergsma, in a favorite Hanson story, says, "Once he was
being féted at a large dinner party, and
someone complimented him on so
many of his students' having become
faculty members at the Juilliard School
[of which Bergsma himself became
president]. Hanson waited for an appropriate silence, then said he certainly was proud that so many of his students were teaching at one of the best
community colleges in New York City."
Like so many of his contemporaries,
Howard Hanson in time became a vic-

"Romantic" Symphony's opening
movement (4:24 into it)-probably the
best-known theme Hanson ever contrived-evokes Bruckner's own "Romantic" Symphony (No. 4) and even
Liszt's tone poem "Les Préludes."
Gerard Schwarz and his excellent
orchestra deserve our gratitude for this
revival recording. Schwarz revels un apologetically in these three works' unabashed Romanticism without ever descending to wallow in it. The high
strings occasionally sound incongruously thin, but otherwise the technical

,%0"+
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This Rachmaninoff album
is a real golden oldie-very
good in the sound-so LP
lovers, take note. It's an
exclusive for you.
niveau of the recording measures up to
the exceptional standards of that
spunky little California firm, Delos.
Surely enough time has now passed
for us to reexamine and reevaluate the
entire catalog of Howard Hanson's
compositions. Like so many victims of
the 12 -tone wave, he does not deserve

the neglect the past few decades have
inflicted upon him. One welcomes the
news that Delos plans to have Schwarz
and his Seattlers record Hanson's
complete symphonies (not to mention
the complete symphonies of Walter
Piston and David Diamond, to boot-a
stunning project!). Even the conserva-

t ea solute soun =9
HIGH 'END INSIDER BULLETI.1

I

GRE *SPECS rs
GREAT
avSOUND

tive listener today can understand and
assimilate Hanson's warm, endearing
music at first hearing, and for music
lovers who have grown up during his
eclipse, it provides just about the best
Paul Moor
possible introduction.

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances
(1940); Vocalise. Dallas Symphony
Orchestra, Donald Johanos.
Athena ALSW-10001, LP. (Available
from East Coast Music Distributors,
311 Willowbrook Rd., Staten Island,
N.Y. 10314.)

"100% analog." That statement appears on this latter-day LP, just out,
and next to it is a logo: A red circle with
a bar across the word digital. Seeing
that, decided I'd better read further
before playing, though when
got
around to it, found the music-the last
piece Rachmaninoff composed-entirely enjoyable.
Isn't it wonderful the way each time a
new audio format appears, a cult of
those adamantly dedicated to the superiority of the old springs forth? There
were those, around 1950, who were
just as energetic about the virtues of
the venerable 78 shellac. These feelings rarely lead to useful evaluations.
Too emotional. There are comparisons
to be made, needless to say, but let's
judge each item on its merits-whatever the format.
So began to read. Is this a brandnew analog recording on LP? (That
would be of interest.) Or is it a state-ofthe-art oldie, reissued? (That, too, is
always interesting.) Nothing is said directly! No dates for the recording, oldie
or new. But it soon became clear to
me, as went through the Texas -style
account of the recording's wonders,
that it was actually quite old. Why all
the obfuscation? had to guess at the
info wanted, which wasn't there. But
fooled 'em. Lots of clues, both technical and musical.
Rave reviews for the Dallas Symphony, evidently on its first tour to New
York. The reviewers are, know, mostly
not around any more. And one newspaper has been dead for a generation.
Given some research, could probably
date the recording, more or less, on
this basis alone. But there's more.
The recording, it says, was made on
equipment "including an Ampex steI

I

I

I
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Listening room
Some audiophiles believe it's
of TAS reviewer
enough to know a component's
technical specifications. At The,
Absolute Sound, we think you should
know a little more-how it sounds. It's not that charts showing harmonic distortion or
frequency response aren't revealing. But specs don't say nearly enough about a
component's individual sonic signature. In the pages of TAS, you'll find reviewers who
rely first on the most sensitive and time proven test-instrument-the human ear. They
tell you what you'll hear, using an audio vocabulary we've developed for fifteen years.
And since critical listening is a subjective art, we make sure you know their personal
listening biases and the reference equipment they use. We even show you sketches
of their rooms. So you see, High End audiophiles do believe in specs. But when you're
after musical truth, the charts just look a little different.

?

I

I

Introductory Offer & Guarantee For New Subscribers
Subscribe now for four issues for just $22.95, using our toll -free number. We'll bill
you after you receive your first issue. If you're not completely satisfied, just write
"cancel" on your invoice and return it to us. You keep your first issue and owe nothing.
That's how sure we are that once you start reading The Absolute Sound you won't
want to stop.
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I

the absolute sound
The High End Journal"' for the Discriminating Listener
Call 10 AM -6 PM EST, MON-FRI, at 800-222-3201 or 516-671-6342. Or mail this ad with
your name, shipping and billing address to P.O. Box L, Dept. ES2, Sea Cliff, NY 11579.
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The multiple Grammy Award winning
pianist and composer, backed by all-star players
Branford Marsalis, Omar Hakim, Marcus Miller
and trumpeter Hugh Masekela. All new
compositions including his Academy Award
winning suite from "The Milagro Beanfield War."
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The sound is pure, pristine, immaculate. The artists,
talented jazz musicians on the rise. The label is DMP. Compact discs and cassettes recorded live
to digital for the most intimate, life -like sound possible.
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Organist Jean Guillou
is understanding, real, and
communicative. Bach, who
admired French music of

THE LATEST
LICKS FROM

DMP

Setting the standard for jazz
performance and superior sound.
Pure, clean, live and all digital.

his day, would approve.
from t`te Moss Music Group and originally appeared as Turnabout TV 34145. Aha! Moss is the successor to
Vox, and Turnabout was Vox's semi pop label, relatively speaking, and ran
for many years, starting in the 1960s.
rushed to my record collection to see if
had it. No, but nearby numbers indicate that the Turnabout version from
Vox appeared between 1966 and
1969, which neatly fits the evidence.
So this is a real golden oldie, very
good in the sound, though a bit dead
in the acoustics (as of the period). It
won'? appear on CD-remember, no
digital. The Rachmaninoff is worth anybody's ears, too, so LP lovers, take
note An exclusive for you.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I

I

MANFREDO FEST-Jungle Cat
A celebration of life, spirit, and music
of the world by this extraordinary

>

Brazilian pianist and composer. Ile
plays bossa-nova tunes by Johim,
American classics Slaughter On
Tenth Avenue and Stella By Starlight,
Bridges by Milton Nascimento and
6 striking originals.
Gv

.
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Bach: The Goldberg Variations.
Transcribed for organ and performed

reo vacuum tube recorder operating at
60 inches per second." That says
BOB'S DINER

The explosive debut of a new group
with a sound that celebrates the
freedom of the road, the funky spirit
of rhythm and blues, and the rich
colors of jazz. The group-led by
trombonist Bob Smith and dntmmer
Howie Gordon-play 12 great
originals.

something. Could it have been the
sturdy old Ampex 350-2, workhorse of
the industry before solid-state technology entered the Ampex line? That suggests a date. The 60-ips data, too, is
interesting. That tape -devouring speea
was particularly useful for optimum signal and low tape noise before Dolby
NR became widespread. No doubt 60 ips
went on in spite of Dolby, but Dolby A
and its successors, plus better tapes,
have surely reduced the need-even
in analog recording.
The lacquers, it says, were cut with a
vacuum tube amplifier. More tubes.
There was no signal processing: "No
compressing, limiting, expanding." For
a moment, thought that this, too, was
way back then, and it would have been
a very forward -looking technique! But
instead, it is now, and an implied slap
at Dolby, et al., characteristically a purist viewpoint but not exactly radical. So
the tube -made tapes are old, the tube
mastering new.
looked at the LP,
which seemed to confirm this; the lacquer imprint showed no tell -tale older
numbers, and the pressing, with the
Athena label on excellent vinyl, was
obviously new.
But the payoff was a brief note which
says this recording is under license
I

,q.

TI IOM ROTELL.\-Home Again
The second dmp release by Thom
Botella. Acoustic moods and a warn
California groove from a guitarist
who paints emotional colors with a
rich melodic brush. With special
guest Tommy "Iédesco on his own
"Oriental Flower"
Digital Alusic Products. Inc.
Park Square Station. Box 15835
Stamford. CT 06901
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by Jean Guillou.
Dorian DOR-90110, CD; DDD; 53:56.
The Goldbergs of Bach constitute
one of those epochal works that many
of us discover, to our amazement, as
not only brilliant, humorous, colorful
music, but a sort of Bach that most
people do not expect-graceful, human, easily understood despite incredible complexities, a kind of listening that sells itself and continues to
grow as we listen again and again.
That is, in the original, for two -keyboard harpsichord. Or even in a few
piano renditions, forcing one keyboard
to act like two.
This is an unexpected new version,
for organ, a tracker organ (mechanical) of Bach's own type, more or less.
The transcription is logical. The Gold bergs were written for one of Bach's
primary instruments, the harpsichord,
with fixed layers of tone color and two
keyboards for maximum contrast. The
baroque organ, his other primary instrument, was very much the same in
principle. It also had a fixed set of
tones (unaltered by finger pressure)
and an array of different keyboards
plus a pedal board. Big bass is always
implied in Bach. The organ bass merely makes it literal and less inferred.
Most of all, for us today, the Gold bergs are astonishingly close to the
structures of jazz. No, not in the sound,
but in the use of an easily heard melodic line and, even more, a series of
147

The Sibelius songs do call
for a dramatic reading, and
the soprano, Ritva Auvinen,
conveys the elegiac element
with passion.
harmonies, repeated again and again
to ever new improvisation-here written down with mathematical accuracy.
If you can follow the basic song in jazz,
you can even more easily hear the
Goldberg harmonies, set up in two
halves and easily recognized in variation after variation. And yet on top of

this simple basic shape, Bach puts effortless structures of brilliant complexity-canons (rounds), from the unison
all the way to the octave, every third
variation. Equally, in each set of three.
there is a brilliant keyboard showoff
and a piece for two keyboards. One of
the canons is even upside down: When

the first melody goes down, the second melody goes up.
All of this you can learn to hear effortlessly. The Goldbergs satisfy even
a beginner, who can immediately follow the variations, one after the other,
and soon sense the basic repeated
harmony. With more time, the astonishing details begin to register on the
ERS/H
PHONE- AMPLI
PACT mind. It really is not difficult.
Both the organ and the organist
TOMPLI`itl
(who transcribed the music for his in/TELEPHONE
strument) are unusual here. The organ
is a modern German baroque tracker
machine (mechanical), but its characteristics, commissioned by this French
organist, are subtly French in a curiously piquant way. The playing is also
very French-colorful, speedy, with
somehow a decided whiff of the
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French Romantic school, however unTurntable with Ortofon Cartridge
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likely this may seem. But French or no,
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original. Bach, who admired French
music of his day (note his "French
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teresting comparison.
Edward Tatnall Canby

pleoseILL

prano; Gustav Djupsjbbacka, piano.
Ondine ODE -728-2, CD; 70:02.
Any issue that pairs one of Finland's
most distinguished singers with the
songs of Finland's most distinguished
composer is welcome. Ritva Auvinen
must classify as a distinguished singer; she has sung at the Met (in 1983),
among other major opera houses. That
fact, however, suggests the weakest
element in this otherwise very satisfying record: Auvinen's rather operatic
approach. Her phrases are consistently blustery, even where a gently floated
tone would be more appropriate.
Many of the 27 songs in the collection (approximately one-third of Sibelius' output in the form) do call for a
dramatic reading, of course. But the
overriding mood is one of joy in nature,
and Auvinen conveys the elegiac element in them with passion.
Robert Long
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AR Music World, Dept. AM1289, 59-50 Queens-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY
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AUDIO ON -SALE AT THESE FINE STORES
Dealers interested in Audio should call 1-800-221-3148
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ALABAMA

GEORGIA

NORTH CAROLINA

Huntsville

Atlanta

Asheboro

Audio Video Lab.
2801 Newby Rd., Suite A

Audiotech

ARIZONA

Stereo & Video Designs INC.
6300 Powers Ferry
High Fidelity SSS
322 E. Paces Ferry Rd. N.E.

Douglas

Douglas

DM Electronics
929 G. Ave.

Video Unlimited
Route 3 Box 1170

ARKANSAS

ILLINOIS

Paragould

Rockford

Sound Choice
1605 W. Kings Hwy

Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr.

CALIFORNIA

Bloomington

1219 Old Farmer Rd.

Greenville
Todd's Stereo Center
105 Trade

Fayetteville
Tri-M Sounds
831 Bragg Blvd.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Audio of New England
31A S. Main

El

Lasers Edge
512 IAA Dr.

NEW JERSEY

244 W. Main

INDIANA

Salinas

Bloomington

Sound Waves
RD 10 AT 206

Centro
Mando's Electronics
Bay Video & Stereo
1168 S. Main

Eureka
Second Wind
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413 E. Kirkwood Ave.
Portage
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Huntingburg

Bruck's Car Stereo
310 Main Street

Audiosource Electronics
322 W. 4th
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KANSAS

Dr of Audio
575 7th Ave
Aut Sound
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546 W. Holt Ave.
Aut

Calexico
Seiki Stereo
700 Imperial Ave.

Dimensions In Stereo
19800 Hawthorne Blvd.
Harbor City
Tom Tronics Inc.
25904 S. Western Ave.
Ukiah
DFM Car Stereo
1080 N. State St.
Santa Cruz
Auto Sound
546 W. Holt Ave.
Modesto
CD Exchange
435 McHenry

COLORADO
Colorado Springs
Drive in Radio Inc.
165 West Arvada
The Sound Shop
528 South Tejon
636-1684

Grand Junction
Stereo Warehouse
729 North Ave.

Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 Dale Mabry Hwy N.
Fort Pierce
Tape Deck
Sabal Palm Plaza
Vero Beach
Audio Shack
1976 14th Ave.

For More Information

Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd.
Seneca
Crusin Sounds
916 AA Hwy 123 By Pass

TENNESSEE
Selmer
Electronic Services Ltd.
110 South Y Square

Livingston
Metro Media Design Inc.
15 Tarlton Dr.

Plainsboro
Sound Ideas
Princeton Meadows Shopping
Center

NEW YORK

Kelly's Video
P.O. Box 52

Dallas
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs

Beaumont
Salmar Audio
5904 Eastex Frwy

Houston
Soundscape
2304 Portsmouth
Home Entertainment
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Fort Worth
Highland Mobil
7356 Dogwood Pk
San Antonio
Auto Sec & Sound Systems
6893-2 Bandera Rd.

Jim Russel Rare Records
1837 Magazine

Hartsdale

MASSACHUSETTS

Stereo Depot
155 S. Central Ave.

Corpus Christi
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Depe

PM Systems
20 Court St.
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5335 Transit Rd
New York
Electro Brands Inc.
43 Warren
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Montauk
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Danville

MICHIGAN
Holland
Vanden Berg Stereo Svc.
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Grand Rapids
Electronic Sound Equip Co.
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Main Street
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Audio Video Designs
4904 S. Staples
Audio Systems Inc.
4500 San Bernardo

VIRGINIA
Aeolian Svcs.
215 Main Street
Newport news
Go-Ho Auto Audio
10817 Warwick Blvd.

MISSOURI
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333C Erie Blvd. E
Orchard Park
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Union & Orchard Pk. Rds

Joplin

OKLAHOMA

Scientific Stereo
128 Main Street

Oklahoma
Mobile Connections Inc.

WASHINGTON

227 NW 63rd

Kirkland

OHIO

Sound Plus
12407 NE 124th Street

Rochester
Sound Choice
235 S. Main Street

St. Louis

FLORIDA

Chester

Stereo City
950 US Hwy 22

Waterbury

New York Sounds
624 Wethersfield Ave.

Bloomfield
Sound Reproduction
237 Bloomfield Ave.

Wichita

CONNECTICUT

Hartford

SOUTH CAROLINA

Chireno
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New Orleans
Tulane Stereo Hi -Fi Co.
1909 Tulane Ave.
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1077 Buchanan Trl E

TEXAS

7329 W. 97th

LOUISIANA

Waynesboro

Kay's TV Sales & Service
704 Bergen Ave.

Shawnee Mission
Audioport

Advance Audio
5507 E. Kellogg
Music, Inc.
3203 E. Douglas
g

Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State

Jersey City

Landes Audio
Chester Mall, Rt 24
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

Air and Sound
2010 Virginia Ave.

Zinno Music Inc.
195 Meriden Rd.

Vincetown

Hermitage

Hammond Electronics
110164 Watson Rd.

Columbia
National Audio/Video Svc.
1301 Vandiver Square

Monroe City
Rowdy's TV & Electronics
Mark Twain Plaza

Hartville
Coy's Sight & Sound
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NEBRASKA
Kearney
Center Stage Audio/Video
3817 2nd Ave.

Call 1-800-553-4355

Marietta
Photo Center/Sound Room
132 Putnam
Toledo
Siegel Auto Radio
1110 W Sylvania Ave.
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backing instruments (as is the case
here), and the accompanists wind up
too far back in the mix-check "Alagoas" on Caram's disc and " Danpa India" on Bonfa's for examples of this
effect. The lead instrument is in your
face, while the bass and percussion
sound as if they are in another room.
When there's no immediacy in an instrument, there's neither drama nor
dynamics.
Audiophiles needn't take these recording techniques too seriously because in many respects they're merely
a simpler-not necessarily more creative-way of recording. Fewer players, plus fewer microphones, minus
special effects, plus digital recorders,
plus RCA's Studio A, equals fewer
problems. You want problems, try recording Megadeth live. in a garage,
and throw in strings-there's a problem! Talk about creative miking...
Chesky's slogan is, "You can hear
the difference," implying,
assume,
that their CDs sound better than others
on the market. Different? Yes. Better?
Not by me. There is certainly greater
room ambience (which, incidentally,
often manifests itself as tape hiss);
when everything's mixed properly,
there's also a clearer spatial perspective. It's true that today's close-miked
pop recordings often don't provide as
natural a feel, but their quality is no
better or worse.
It's good to see Luiz Bonf a back in
the saddle, and it's good to be introduced to Ana Caram. However, next
time out, the musical selections and
arrangements should be considered
as important as the recording techniques.
Hector G. La Torre
.
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Non Stop to Brazil: Luiz Bonfa
Chesky JD29, CD; DDD; 46:57.
Sound: APerformance: C+
Rio After Dark: Ana Caram
Chesky JD28, CD; DDD; 58:50.

-

-

Sound: A
Performance: B
Here are two of the latest additions
to the Chesky Records library-one
showcasing a veteran who hasn't released a record in 15 years, the other
introducing a new artist. The veteran is
guitarist/composer Luiz Bonfa, the

guitarist/vocalist Ana
Caram. Both are Brazilian; they offer a
similar type of Brazilian music-the
light, samba-esque variety popularized
in the '60s by Antonio Carlos Jobim
and by Bonfa himself, whose many
compositions include the film score
Black Orpheus. Jobim joins Caram on
two tracks, contributing the compositions, playing piano, and singing.
There is plenty of music to be had on
these CDs, with each dishing out 15
tunes. Yet neither album ever jumps
out and demands your attention. There
seems to be a lack of real emotion; the
performances are generally flat and
uninspiring. Talent is not the problem.
Over the years, Bonfa has shown himself to be a very capable writer and
guitarist, and Caram is no lightweight,
newcomer
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playing strongly and singing in a musical, if somewhat thin, voice. If her voice
has yet to develop real character, she
is a solid talent searching for a style.
Part of the problem with these albums lies in the musical settings. Each
artist is called upon to carry the tracks,
with a minimum of sidemen. Caram
has more support, with a bassist, alto
flutist, and percussionist joining her on
most tracks; Cuban saxophonist Pa quito D'Rivera also appears on two
tunes. Bonfa has only a percussionist,
except where he is joined by another
guitarist on three tracks. The result of
this limited accompaniment is an inability to arrange songs outside the
musical confines of the acoustic guitar.
Strings, horns, or just additional keyboards would have allowed more drama and dynamics to be written into the
compositions.
The lack of musical dynamics is also
partly the result of Chesky's recording
techniques: Digital recording, with
"minimal miking techniques and without overdubbing or artificial enhancement.... " Recording digitally poses
no problems, but minimal miking without overdubbing can result in a smaller-not more intimate-sound, as well
as overly simplistic arrangements. Further, you sometimes wind up miking
the lead instrument closer than the

Tribute to John Coltrane-Live Under the Sky: Wayne Shorter, Eddie
Gomez, Jack DeJohnette, Dave Liebman, and Richie Beirach
Columbia FC-45136, LP.
Sound: B

Performance:

B

It's been more than 20 years since
John Coltrane's death in 1967, and his
influence remains pervasive on con-

temporary saxophonists from David
Murray to Kenny G. But despite his
dominating presence, albums like this,
paying tribute to his genius, have been
rare since the years immediately following his passing.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989

New York Magazine
says *

Stereo Exchange
is a

"Best Bet"
We're betting you'll agree, here are a few good reasons why:
listening areas, including
9 sound rooms
30,000 Sq. Ft. on 3 Levels
17
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&

Delivery Service

Multi -Room Installations,

Extended warranty available
on both new & used components

Entertainment Centers
Custom Installation
Audio/Video Consultants

America's largest USED hi -end
inventory...
we buy & sell by phone

*New York Magazine "Best Bets", pg. 57, Sept. 4, 1989
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Live Under the Sky's stars

respect John Coltrane's
'60s experimentalism; they
don't filter it through today's
jazz styles.
This all-star, one-shot group has a
better claim to the Coltrane legacy
than most. Their selection of material
shows a respect for 1960s experimentation and spiritualism, without filtering
it through the revisionist bop -traditionalism and fuzak commercialism dominant today.
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"India" is taken from Coltrane's later
period, when he delved into Indian
spiritualism and music. It's launched
with a surprising, string -popping bass
solo from Eddie Gomez, who creates
machine -like repetitions that might be
a comment on how far we've come
from the centering drone of the Indian
tamboura which opens Coltrane's original. But it's not long before Gomez,
drummer Jack DeJohnette, and pianist
Richie Beirach lock into the cyclical
modal rhythms. Dave Liebman and
Wayne Shorter solo in succession on
soprano saxes, creating spiralling arabesques into the upper registers.
Richie Beirach, who never finds the
drive of "India, comes up to speed on
"Mr. P.C." and "Impressions," with
pounding left-hand chords against his
cascading right-hand flurries. These
two Coltrane works lend themselves to
extrapolated blowing, with DeJohnette
and Gomez's constantly churning,
shifting rhythmic pulse. Liebman's solo
on "Impressions," however, lacks direction, ending in hoarse and scratchy

Brattleboro: Sunlit c Stereo Essex June lion: Le : e Sound Rutland: Mountain Music
WA Bellingham: OC Stereo Chelan: Muse Store
Oak Harbor: OC Stereo Center Seattle/Bellvue4ynnwood: Magnolia Spokane: Electracrall

Shorter's solo is a blueprint of architectural logic and design. It builds from
short staccato passages into long,
swirling, impassioned lines. The group
also plumbs Coltrane's often neglected lyrical side with a Beirach and Liebman duet on "After the Rain/Naima."
Recorded live in Japan in 1987, this
LP captures the live excitement while
maintaining a closely miked, intimate
sound. The flaws in this performance
can be traced to musicians who occasionally lose their way (especially
Wayne Shorter) and to facile fusion
constructions. John Coltrane always
followed an unerring path, and the
timelessness of his music is testimony
to his conviction.
John Diliberto
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Carry the Gift:

R. Carlos Nakai and
William Eaton
Canyon CR -7006, CD; ADD; 59:15.
Earth Spirit: R. Carlos Nakai
Canyon CR -612, CD; DDD; 57:44.
(Both available from Canyon, 4143
North 16th St., Suite 4, Phoenix, Ariz.
85016.)

Canyon has been recording and
promoting Native American Indian music for many years. Their LPs of Indian
music range from traditional ceremoni152
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The Sound with
the Midas Touch.

illl

optimal compact disc reproduction.
Original Master Recordings that
demand Intelligent Engineering and
Proprietary Mastering Technology.
Exacting Technical Specifications
satisfied by a process that offers
a compact disc with the Highesr
Reflectivity and Enhanced
Longevity. Current releases
on ULZaD!XC: MThe
Police, Def Leppard, The
Beach Boys & more.
Upcoming titles on
D!)C: '~Sting,
ULZ
The Band & more.
The ULZ

>i

in the quest for

aD!xeis

protectively packaged
in the "Lift -Lock"
jewel box

ti

n,obite indent,'
sound lab

wV1/N+w.wlhv+.wt
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For a complete free Original Master Recordings
catalog, call toll free: 800-423-5759, or write:
Motile Fidelity Sound Lab, 1260 Holm Road.
Petaluma. CA 94954.
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Two noted audio critics

ree
about the new PS3 Speaker stem:
Howard Blumenthal

.

ti

Rich Warren

New York Times
"The speakers that have caught my ear in the past few
months have been small and remarkably compact.
"..you can hear the bass evenly throughout
the room regardless of where you
put the woofer.
"The sound was lively,
full of punch and
power, and extremely
true on the

Chicago
"..the PS -3 satellites sound smooth
and natural. They do their job with
clarity.."
"The woofer continues the
smooth work.."
"..impressive imaging. All the
instruments and voices seem
to be in just the right place.
"If the PS -3 speaker were sold
like magic elixers, I would have
bought a case!"
choose
Don't
any speaker system withoutfirst

nuances...

for

hearing and seeing the new PS -3. Visit a
Design Acoustics dealer near you. Write today
dealer list, full reviews, and color brochure.

o

DESIGN'
ACOUSTICS
M ñudo-Tedrrco

Company

1225 Commerce Drive. Stow. OH 44224 -(216)686 2600

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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UPDATE
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THE TUNER:
AM and FM.
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How They Work.
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Radio transmissions work by changing the polarity of the transmitting tower from positive to
negative. The ensuing wave travels out away from the antenna in all directions. When the waves
reach an antenna they attempt to make the electrons in the antenna change direction with
the polarity of the wave. By tuning the tuner to a frequency that Is the same as the broadcast,
the electron flow at the antenna Is allowed Into the tuner and Is received.
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For millions of people, radio is the most important medium,
providing a low-cost, high-quality source for information and
entertainment.

What is the ''magic behind the radio or the tuner? How does it
work? How is AM different from FM? What recent technology and
features should be considered when you buy your next tuner?
The answers to these and many more questions are now in the
showroom of your audio specialty dealer. Just read the display
and pick up the free Audio Information Magazine (AIM) literature
produced by Audio Magazine and Sony®
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We're Akeady Famous For The Sound

That Comes (Jut Of Our Stereophones1

Over the years, Canyon has
been releasing incredible
albums of Native American
music-including these two
Carlos Nakai discs.
contemporary Native American pop. But most people outside the
Native American community aren't
aware of the incredible treasures Canyon has been issuing over the years.
These two discs feature Carlos Nakai
playing the Native American flute. The
compositions are his own, but they are
based on the traditional melodies and
forms of the Plains and Woodlands
tribes.
At first, Carry the Gift sounds like a
typical New Age recording. At times, it
almost sounds like John Renbourn
but with some obvious differences in
the melodic contours and scales. According to Nakai's notes, "a good flute
melody should be as free sounding
and soothing as possible." That accounts for the New Age sound and the
quiet, contemplative spirituality of his
music. On Carry the Gift, Nakai uses
rain, thunder, crows, tree frogs, wind,
coyotes, and other environmental references as part of his musical texture.
Some are nicely synthesized, but others may be real. He paints with watercolors, so his effects are understated.
But for an attentive listener, these effects open the soundstage from the
small, intimate space where he is playing to the entire earth, expanding your
thoughts in a gently pleasurable way.
Nakai also uses the flute and various
musical turns of phrase to remind us of
these sounds and the thoughts that
went with them. Many others have
done similar things, but not with Nakai's delicate, graceful style.
William Eaton accompanies Nakai,
al music to

RUkÁK

Symphxiv No.6
and Husitská

.

Zdenck Macal

Now We're Working On

The Sound That Goes In.
Introducing Koss Classics, a collection of audiophile digital recordings made in America. Audition
one of these CD's today, and see how Koss is helping make beautiful music in another way.

KOSS
77 -

DVORAK-Symphony No, 6and I1usitska-Macal- Milwaukee Symphony.
No. 8 and Czech Suite- Macal- Milwaukee Symphony.
(.1
BEETHOVEN -Symphony No. 9-Macal- Milwaukee Symphony and Choir
FOSS -Ode with Music Strong and Song of Songs- Foss- Milwaukee Symphony
FOSS -Thirteen Ways Of Looking At A Blackbird- Foss- Festival Chamber Playas
BRAT-IMS- Piano Trios in C and A Major- Paganini Trio.
DIGITAL

DVORAK -Symphony

II

For mom information on the Koss Classics Library call toll -free: -800-USA -Koss Koss Steteophones,
4129 N. Port Washington Rd, Milwaukee, WI 53212.
1

Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

The CD -BOX -stores 60 CDs in 6 3/8ít
CD-BOX, TAPE -BOX, and VI IS -BOX
are superior quality storage systems.
Stand alone units, they fit in the space
intended for LPs in audio -video furniture
and shelves. The solid hardwood drawer
faces suit any decor. The CD -BOX stores 60
discs in two drawers. Dividers keep discs
organized. Holds single and multiple CDs.
Dim: w 6 3/8", h 12 3/4", d 14 3/4"
The

playing several string instruments
,

TAPE -BOX ,w

To

order call 800-247-2018.

CD -BOX & TAPE -BOX
Maple
Light or Dark Oak

68 Audio cassettes
68 8mm video cassettes
48 V -IS -C cassettes

Black Lacquer or Walnut

I

D:

w63/8",

h

123/4",d 143/4"

Teak

VHS-BOX

VHS -BOX -

Maple
Light or Dark Oak
Black Lacquer or Walnut

24 VHS cassettes
24 Beta cassettes
2

549.95
64.95
69.95
79.95

Teak

$59.95
74.95
79.95
89.95

Ship UPS per unit, in cont. US.
5.00
30 day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

drawer system

D: w 9", h 12 3/4", d 14 3/4"

Designed and manufactured in the USA
By Hills Products Inc. 603-464-3999
PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

which he built himself. Of special interest is the harp guitar, a guitar with a
12 -string harp incorporated into it. The
resonances and colors Eaton draws
out of his instrument are wonderful. He
plays Nakai's music with understanding and artistry.
On Earth Spirit, Nakai performs unaccompanied on several flutes, including one made from the wing bone of an
eagle. His virtuoso control over each of
those instruments is remarkable but always in a quiet, unshowy way. Often,
his techniques for producing unusual
sounds suggest the extended playing
techniques for the Japanese shakuhachi. On the title track, he makes the
eagle whistle imitate the high-pitched
squeals of an eagle, and on "Gateway"
156
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Indexing
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LCD Remote
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On Screen Program
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Head
4

$389

Head
4 HO Circuits
Indexing
Digital PIP LCD Remote OSP
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JVC HRD520

SPECIAL

$229

On Screen Program
181 ch.

....

.1291.

We get the BEST volume discounts
LOW OVERHEAD-To sell at best discounts
We shop the competition to ensure the best price
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Guaranteed Low Price
*
*
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Hyper Bass

...

$219

SPECIAL
Dubbing

CD Player Portable
EC

Dolby

HOME OFFICE

SPECIAL

RICOH RF850 . SPECIAL
FAX MACHINE

.

Top Performer
SMITH CORONA PWP270

SERVICE and PRICE

10Day Return
Returns accepted within 10 days (must be called in for prior
authorization). Products must be in original condition. Returns
subject to restocking lee. Shipping and handling not refundable.

-

SPECIAL

CALL US

30-DAY GUARANTEED NO LEMON
EVERY PRODUCT BRAND NEW-FULL WARRANTY

Buyer Protection Plan-FREE
*
*
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JVC RX501BK

$225
7 Band EC

.

Remote 7 Band EC
65 Watts/Ch
Auto Memory CSRP

....

7 Band EC

SPECIAL

Spectrum Analyzer

Remote

SHERWOOD S2770 II
EO Memory

74 Watts/Ch
4

JVC RX701VBK
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Remote

..

7

Band EC

SPECIAL

Dolby Surround Sound

JVC RX901VBK

Remote

Dolby Surround Sound
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$109
Radar Detector
Top Rated
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$148
UNIDEN RD9XL
Radar Detector
E.D.I.T. Circuitry
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AM/FM
Dolby
Dual Battery
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Auto Reverse

Cordless Phone

Best One Made

SEPARATE

PROTON D1200 .. SPECIAL
100 Watts/Ch Power Amp
Output Meters
DPD Circuitry

SAE A202
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100 Watts/Ch Power Amp
Discrete Outputs

SPECIAL

a.m.

-

8
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PHONE HOURS

M -F 8

Central Time Zone

$199
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DISC PLAYER
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For expert recommendations

CALL US TOLL FREE
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TO ORDER PRODUCT

* For product information
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Dolby B/C/HX PRO
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CLARION 5630CD
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Auto Tape Selector

LED Meters
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2 Motor
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Computer Direct Line
Drawer Load Cassette
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4X Sampling
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32 Track Program

Charger
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JVC XLZ411 .. SPECIAL
Dual 18 Bit
4X Sampling
Coaxial Digital Output

6 Disc

TEAC PD700M

Remote

'289

Changer Dual 18 Bit
Coaxial Digital Output

JVC XLM401

6 Disc

Remote

SAE D102

..

4X Oversampling 3 speed search
Remote 20 -Track Memory

JVC XLM701

SPECIAL

6 + 1 Changer
Dual 18 Bit
Best Changer on the Market

...

Combination Laser/CD Player
Supply Limited

PIONEER CLD1070

JVC XLZ611
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SPECIAL

SAE A502
'389
200 Watts/Ch Power Amp
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II

..
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN PRO POWER

4X Sampling
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SPECIAL

Dual 18 Bits

205 Watts/Ch MOSFET AMP
SPECIAL
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SPEAKERS

2
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Digital Dolby A/R AUX In
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Tall Powerful Design
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PORTABLE
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LCD Remote
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AudioNideo, Car Stereo, Te r ones
AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

Youll find the most helpful shopping information in the 116 page Crutchfield catalog.

FREE
Stereo
Catalog

George Benson
he suggests barking dogs or coyotes
with a quick flourish at the end of his

Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
116 pages of helpful articles, consumer
tips, charts, and installation guides.
Color photos, complete descriptions
and technical specifications on
hundreds of the finest brand name

I

products.

I

You get more value

Crutchfield:

shopping at

Zbll-free product advice, ordering, and
customer service.
24 hour shipping.

Tenderly: George Benson
Warner Bros. 25907-2, CD; AAD;
38:31.
Sound: A
Performance: A

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
Full 30 -day return privileges.
Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer,
JVC, Jensen, Proton, Advent, Clarion,
Kenwood, AR, Infinity, Bose, and
many more!

r

Call or send this coupon now
for your FREE Catalog

800-336-5566
Be sure to

mention Audio when calling

Name

Address

City

l

Apt.

State

w

Zip

CRUTCHFIELD
1

notes.
Both discs have a clean sound that
lets all these subtleties on the flutes
and strings shine through. The flute
sounds on Earth Spirit seem to be surrounded with a spacious aura of re verb. I'm not sure whether it's natural
or synthetic, but it feels just right. On
Carry the Gift, the intimate sound is
part of the musical style, but a longer
delay time makes the distances seem
greater. recommend both discs for
their many levels of beauty, and encourage everyone to explore the Canyon catalog of recordings-and the
musical culture of Native Americans.
Steve Birchall

.1

pseudo -'50s touch. Scat and that
sweet Benson guitar -playing abound.
Benson's solo guitar variations on the
title cut and the ensemble jam on "I
Could Write a Book" are mainstream
jazz at its best.
The album is recorded cleanly, with
excellent balance and presence that
capture all the instruments. My only
criticism is that Benson's vocals seem
a bit stretched at times almost as if
he should have relaxed and opened
his mouth a little more. Still, if you long
for the good old days or just want to
hear some jazz giants taking a gentle
stroll across a chestnut -strewn lawn,
check out Tenderly. Now, what next?
Michael Wright

-

King of the Blues Guitar: Albert King

Keeping us guessing about each
new release has become something of
a professional pastime for George
Benson, and Tenderly is no exception.
No, it's not a collection of "urban contemporary" ballads; instead, Benson
brings together jazz stars McCoy
Tyner on acoustic piano; Ron Carter on
upright bass; drummers Louis Hayes,
Herlin Riley, and Al Foster, and percussionist Lenny Castro to do a set of
standards in a Hoagy Carmichael-ish
sort of mode. The result is an entertaining pastiche that manages to sound
both nostalgic and contemporary.
Benson croons on most of the numbers, which include "You Don't Know
What Love Is," "Stella by Starlight,"
"Stardust," "At the Mambo Inn," and

Sound: B
Performance: A
Talk about doing a reissue right!
The 17 tracks here are the entire
contents of 1967's Born Under a Bad
Sign (originally on Stax) and 1969's
King of the Blues Guitar (five songs
appeared on both releases). This CD's
got blues classics like "Born Under a
Bad Sign" and "The Hunter," plus "I
Love Lucy," in which Albert relates the
love story of himself and his guitar.
The collection truly represents
King's best work. End to end, it's vintage material, with that great StaxNolt
soul sound on great songs played with
authority. Thrilling stuff.
The resequencing for CD, incidentally, is excellent.
Michael Tearson

158

Crutchfield Park, Dept. AU, Charlottesville, VA 22906

J

the Lennon/McCartney tune, "Here,
There and Everywhere." Strings and
horns by Marty Paich are crisp, sparing, and non -intrusive, and add a

Atlantic 8213-2, CD; 52:38.
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All products priced at manufacturers suggested retail
Major credit cards accepted
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CLSTOM HOME INSTALLATIONS

FREE
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Huntsville,

E

AL 35801
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SHIPPING (US)

818/883 3326
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I'S Audio
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Sony
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NEC

The effective way
to target buyers.

For details call
Carol I3erman at
(212) 719-6338
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Velodyne VPI
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',Loren

(213) 517-1100

18214 Rehon Ave., Dept. X12, Gardena CA 90248
lldirk t Gift Ceeitl culeu Muruble

OUR 20th YEAR!
PHENOMENAL NEW PERFORMERS:
D

MODELS -

WITHOUT COPY CODE OR RECORDING RESTRICTIONS. All
MACIRNES,ACCESSORIES,& TAPES INS777CK NOW. WEIIAVE
TILE MOST EXPERIENCED DAT SALES STAFF ANYWHERE IN
THE LS.-EN ADDITION 10 771E LOWEST PRICES, FASTEST
SERVE:E DEPARTMENT AND LARGEST SELECTION
I
I

FLLL WRITTEN WARRANTY PLUS FREE LOANERS
NO DEPOSITS REQUIRED
)JUMP & PORTABLE DA T,
1900.
AIWI )m-999 .._...._..__.99& .NC XD -1700
AIWA.
__...._._..1900. NC LLD -Z1100 __-.._ 1000.

~MEDIATE DELIVERY

SON, OTC -144100 .._._..1400. NC XD Z900 .,_...._. 2260.
SON/ DTC-300Es..-,--1600. AKAI D-9000..-....._.1800.
SON/ OTC 500E5..-..._1900. AKAI D-930...,..._
1400.
SON/ OTC- I COOLS._... 2000. PIONEER 0-900
5700.._....-....1200.
TCO010.._..__..
2900.
ALPINE
SONO
PROFESSIONAL DAT...._._._..........CALL-

-.1900.

(213)828-6487 -

2E24 Wilshire Blvd.
Sarta Monica, CA 90403

fax:(213)828-8757L

VALUEabie
roducts, Service and Consultation
cesigned to give you the maximum
performance for your dollar.
Accom

B&W

Madrigal Audio Proceed Ci Ployer &
to A Converter Mirage's Efforlable M-2
Oracle Paris MIT Z3pcord
Also, MARK LEVINSON, QUAD

ADCOM
THETA DIGITAL
M3NSTER CABLE NITTY GRITTY
YAMAHA PHASE TECH
CWD B&O
NILES
AUDIO PRO
Video: B&O PROTON OPTONICA NAD
ARAGON

SPECIALIZING IN HIGH DEFIVITIUN AUDIO,
CUSTOM INSTALLATION & ENGINEERING

904-642-6677

Witt

3505 Southside Blvd, Jacksonvil e, FL 32216

Polk

NAD

Celestion

Carver

Denon Terk
Proton
Pioneer Video ADS Tera
Canon Video Stax Magnum Linn Hafler
Ambna Thorens Mod Squad Lexicon
Grado Signet Klipsch Rotel Nitty Gritty
PS Audio

M&K

Kyocera

Tara Labs

W'harG_dalt

e erence
Cdll (ls

Proudly Represent:

KRELL KRELL DIGITAL
MARTIN-LOGAN VANDERSTEEN
ARAGON QUICKSILVER B&K
B&W

Talisman
Lingo Ito)

,pIgital AudioTape

F

AK

Audible Illusions
Audio Pro Audioquest Beyer Dynamic
lllaupunkt Bose Celestion Counterpoint
Crest
Dohlquist dhx I)CNI
Dual
I osgate
Grado Siglatnre Bailer Harman (ardan Jlll.
JSE
Lexicon Nlagnum INnalab Mod Squad
Advent

= _

OV7t 25 DIFFERENT MAKES AND

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.
Acoustat

-

PROF6SIONAL HOME, AND PORTABLE DAT RECORDERS

CARDAS
CONVEIGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
DIMENSIONAL OPTICS
EBONY ACOUSTICS
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
MAVRICK AUDIO
MELOS
MERRILL
MOREL & FEATURING:

Monday -Saturday loam to 6pm CST

_
--

=

I

only

BEDINI

Mitsubishi Video

u,man

,

the

ARCICI

Klipsch

Magnum Dynalab

o

¿7/72

Steve Campbell. owner

The

the

Livewire

II II
Systems

(213) 370-8575
1310 Kingsdale Ave.

Redondo Beach, CA. 90278
Design

Mon -Fri

Group

Sat

11

am-7pm

llam-6pm

Promuiica

AUDIO /PECIRLI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
ACOUSrAT

RROAC

ADCOM
ARAGON
ARCAM
ARCICI
AUDIOTECH

PROTON
11

QUAD
REGA
ROKSAN
ROGERS

ROTfI

BEYER

I

SOUND ORG
SPICA

CREEK

CWD
DUAL

I

SUPEI
THETA

ENERGY
GOLDRING
GOODMANS
GRADO

VTL
VPI

HARMAN/KARDON
JANIS
LINN
MOD SQUAD
NAIM
PARADIGM

(C

EXPERT ASSISTANCE

INSTALLATIONS
2236

N. CLARK

SERVICE

CHICAGO.

IL

60614

312-883.9500

SHOWCASE

DEALER

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon

Ave.. Springfield. II.62702

I

SERVING CENTRAL. NEVI ENGLAND WITH
VALUED PRODUCTS FOR O1 ER 30 YEARS

Authorized Dealer:
R& ls./.i onata
Tliorens

DYNAMICS..

Sunlo
Soundcraflsnlen

=-I

HOMER.

Belles
H-osgate

O'COIN'S

LEGACY

800-283-4644
cell for literature

SIt:NATURI;

239 Mill Street Worcester, MA 01602
5(Ifi-791 3111 x 315
.1-F 10-9pm, Sat 9-6pn1
DISCOVER, MASTERCARD, VISA

II

...

Reel to Real Designs

a1lattt
&

%lilru

FINANCING AVAILABLE

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

ADS
ADVENT
AIWA
AKG
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO CONTROL
AUDIO SOURCE

Apogee Arcicl Anna -sphere
Audio Prism AudioQuest Basis
Benz Cardas Cello Chesky
Chicago Speaker Stand Classé
Clearaudio Cogan //all Creek 1)istech
Electron Kinetics Eminent Technology
Garrott Garth Lantana Last Magnan
Merrill Mod Squad Morch Nestorovic
Pro Ac QED Rego Reference Recordings

Sequerra Sheffield Loh Sims Souther
Superphon Tara Labs Target
Tice Audio Vendetta Research VMPS
VPI Wadia & More

i

287 Clarksville Road

Princeton Jct., N.J.

085511

(6(19) 799-9664

Holiday
Stocking Stuffers

AudioQuest Sorbothane & Accessories
CD's, LP's and Laser Video Discs
Cables by Monster, MIT, AudioQuest

AUDIO

THE
160

CERWIN-VEGA
CITIZEN
CWD

RPG Diffusers

1980 Central Ave.
Albany, NY 12205
518-452-3525

HI-FI OASIS

.

.

.

HI FI EXChANjE
FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

ALPHA STEREO
Quality Components. Professional Instillation & Service

SANSUI
SONANCE
SONY
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
STAX
TOSHIBA
TRIAD
YAMAHA

DENON
HAFLER
INFINITY (car)
KENWOOD
KICKER
MITSUBISHI

=irr

I.li!

2I12!1

(201)838-3444,

The Best BRANDS
The Best SERVICE
The Best ADVICE
The Best PRICE
Adcom Apogee Audible Illusions Audio
Research' Bang & Olafsen Belles B&K B&W
Dahlquist
Dual
Eminent
Counterpoint
Harman/Kardon
Janis
Technology Grado
JVC Kinergetics Live Wire Monitor Audio
Monster/Genesis
NAD
NEC
Nakamichi
Philips Pioneer Video Pioneer Elite Polk Audio
Proton PS Audio Shure Ultra Sony Spendor
Stax Straight Wire Systemdek Tara Target
TDL Thorens VPI And More of the Best!
AR

AudioBrea ktllrla,ghs
Amslerdam Ave.
New York,
10023

Northern Blvd.
llanhasset,N1 11030

Tornhur Commo,,s
Noodhury,lsl 11797

212/595-7157

511627-7333

515/367-7171

\t

1'

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Dual,
Mission, Celestion, Paradigm,
Soundstream, Audioquest,
Coustic, Monster Cable. Ortofon

Polk Audio, Alpine, AKG
Be

most renowned dealer.

345 Cornelia St., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Monday-Fnday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard. Visa. Discover. Amex

audio

199

NAD

ir

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Northern NY's oldest

NMadtown Shopping Center
South

ál,

WTI MP

SAE

dbx
DCM

1.50//iggi

MONSTER CABLE
MISSION
ONKYO
ORION CAR AMPS
PHILIPS
PINNACLE AUDIO
POLK AUDIO (car)
PROTON

New York's Custom Installation Experts!

And for Big Stockings

...

.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

The Most In Musical Enjoyment
For The Notice & Connoisseur

ASC Tube Traps

DIAL, ESOTERIC, FORTE,

...

Audio Dynamics
Audioquest

5tUff

CARVER,

IIAPLER, HARMAN KIR'DO,\'. I/K CITATION,
LVTRACI.EAS, KL'F, LIXICOA', ,NAKELL, ,MISSION.
NAD ,VITLY GRID.); O,VI,TO, ONA VO GRAND
INTEGRA. ORTOPO.\, PAVAIIAY, P.4R4SO/ ;\'D,
PARSEC. POLK AUDIO, REVOV, SONY VIDEO,
AND MAN MORE
TDA, l ECII V'1CS,, TRIAD
AT PRICES THAT 50(M) RIGIIT.

Parasound

Attlita

Al D10 CONTROL, AUDIO
AI1)/OQI EST /11)!RDV\AII/C,

.4KG, A/'.9T1 RE,

Aragon ... Apogee ... Audible Illusions
Audioquest ... Audio Research ...
Bryston ... Canon ... Compact Discs
... Counterpoint ... Creek ... CWD .. .
Denon ... Dynavector ... Grado
Jamo ... lexicon ... Livewire ..
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab ..
Mariah ... Mark Levinson ... Mission
NAD ... Nova ... Pinnacle ...
Revolver ... SME ... Sota ... Sumiko
... Sumo ... Stax , .. Symdex ..
Vandersteen ... VPI ..
And Much More!

1531

-

Integrity and Service!
SPECIAL EVENT
Wednesday, Dec. 13th 6-9 pm
Audition Consumer Report's
#1 rated projection TV from
Harman/Kardon, presented by
factory personnel. Delivery &
installation just in time for
Super Bowl. Refreshments will be
served. Reservations suggested.
We Specialize in Custom

Installations.
(914) 698-4444
875 Mamaroneck Ave.,

n

Mamaroneck, NY 10543
AUDIO'DECEMBER 1989

t'i

DEALER SHOWCASE
TAKE THE

APPRO
OR:
SOUND APPROACH
DEALERS F
AUTHORIZED

CARVER
pENON
DUAL

ADS
ALPHASONIC
AUDIO
CONTROL
BOSTON
ACOUSTICS
BANG &
OLUFSEN

C

2006 CFestnut St., Phila, PA 9103
(215) 563-4660
Corn lete Audio Video Store for
All Levels of HiFi Enthusiasts
Featuring:

HAFLER

INFINITY
ORTOFON
ONKYO
MORE

SNOW
VISIT OUR

ROOM

AT

ADVENT

GRADO

ARISTON

HAFLER

AUDIO DYNAMICS

JBL

BOGEN

MONSTER CABLE

CAMBRIDGE
CELESTIGN
DISCWAS HER

PASO

...

1725
SOUND APPROACH
THE
TPKE.. CO

516-499.1 680

Acoustat
Aragon
Ariston
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
B&K

I

Celestion
conrad-Johnson
Creek
Eminent Technology
G rado
Heybrook
Kimber Kable
Koetsu
Madrigal Carnegie
Magnum Dynalab
MIT Meitner
Monster
ProAc
PS Audio
Quad
Quicksilver
Rega Planar
Rotel
SME

Superphon
Vandersteen
vPt vTL
Well-Tempered

Sal

Snell

Anstor
Audioc.lest
BAK C,mponenis
Camb,dge

Lazarus

Soundcraftsmen

Maplenoll

Sound Lab

MFA Systems
Micro Seiki

Stax

Celescon
Counterpoint

Mission Cyrus

Sumiko SME

MAI< Sound

Superphon

Dynavactor
Emmett Tech.

Mod Squad

Systemdek

NAD

Target

Goldrng

Van Den Hul
VPI

Well Tempered

SOUND SERVICE CO.
8010Bustleton Ave.

Specialists

=
IDE

OMNI SOUND
For the

Analogic Design Group
ASC Tube Traps
Athena
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Avalon Acoustics
Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Forte' Audio
Grado
Jell Rowland Design Group
Kimber Kable
MIT
Monster Cable
Nifty Gritty
Onkyo
Precise Acoustics
Proton

sound
nind

4/

PS Audio
Sony ES
SOTA

For complete
information on
placing your
ad, call
Carol Berman at

2624 Westheimer at Krby
Houston, Texas 77098 713-523-2900

N

i

4

Souther
Spectrum
Spica

O

Thiel

Financing Available

dodo

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

(215: 725-1177-78

Threshold

We Accept All Major Credit Cords

Dealers ... Just
as you're reading
this ad, so are
thousands of
buyers.

Triad Design

Rega Planar

C-Ii(irt_

11-

Straightwire

PS Audio

AUDIO

1

304 Thayer Street
Providence, RI
14011 521-1140

,

Koetsu

JVC Minolta Panasonic
Sonrise/Xylophlle Pioreer

Proton

V

i I

Royd Audio

Arcam

VIDEO

Sony

STATE_

Open Moe -Fa

Klyne

Infinite Slope

F.ccepting Visa 8 Mastercard

Sonographe
Spendor
Spica
STA X

Rotel

Apogee

Gradc

Corvar *Allison Sonance \.elodyne
Lexicon Canton Ohm Shure
Sound Connections Van den Full M&K
Dual Ortofon Sennheiser Niles Audio
Protor Bose Sonrise/Xylophie Target
Morster Cable Parasound Ambria
White Instruments Terk

C`1../ U

Rogers

Kinergetics

TECHNICS

B3rWB&K Sony ESLumnan

Rhode Island's
State -Of-The -Art
Audio Store.

Kimber Kable

Grace

AUDIO

CAL

I

: Energy

Adcom

SONY HIFI/VIDEO
AND MORE!!

The Texas

We proudly represent:
Acoust

Oracle
Parasound

MAIL ORDER INVITED

6067 JERICHO

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

ELECTRONICS
INC.

DALLAS, TEXAS...214/931-6664
4833 Keller Springs Road (75248)

ENSIBLE,PRSONAL HIFI ADVICE,

dert

Ie'Lea's

ARISTON
TOSHIBA AIWA DUAL
PARADIGM A&R CAMBRIDGE
DE NON
SUPERPHON KLIPSCH
ROTEL
KEF ADVENT ADS
Mr1RANTZ
REGA AUDIOOUEST
B&K AUDIO CONTROL AKG
SENNHEISER CREEK GRADO
AUDIOLAB
TARGET AVIA
SPICA <IMBER
ORTOFON
MAGNUM
PRO -AC VPI

"INTELLIGENT AUDIO AT
REASONABLE PRICES"

TOLL
HERE
WE

1N

-FREE

VERMONT PEOPLE DEMAND VALUE.
WASTE cUSTo M(RS' MONEt,
ITN(R no TN13E FOLKS.

Don}

AND NE

PDCOM

ARISTON

tGT?ADO LABS

S

POLK

Cm ARGE

R..+, TNrenL

FoR

EGU/PMENT

s, ANo TFw

DFI.i

I

SNiRRING.

SCIENTIFIC

(212) 719-6338.

NAGAOKA

WHARFEDALE

YEAR WARRANTIES ON ALL NEW

incLUOINc Co

No

ROTEL
Bi W

DUAL

MAGNAYoX cD

MONSTER CABLE"

í10D SQUAD
ICRACLE

CELESTION

HAFLER

STEREO

ize Mum Sr.
BR.TrL£eORD
VcRNwNr osao

j

I-SOO-456-H FI
I

P07 Colege St Burlington,

V- 802-863-4372
161

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LINE ADVERTISING

Aaaannouncingggg!! Aaaannouncingggg!!

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:

MOSCODE
HYBRID HAFLER

CASH PAID FOR STEREO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT & CD'S.
STEREO VIDEO EXCHANGE. BUY-SELL -TRADE. AMEX/
DISCOVER/MC. 485 ROUTE 1. EDISON, NJ 08817 (201)
985-1616, FAX: (201) 985-7574.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

AUDIO MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346-01, Stamford, CT 06925
ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING PAYMENT FOR FULL AMOUNT.
Agency discounts do not apply to line advertising.
CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company Name, Full
street address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and
telephone number. Classified ads do not carry Reader
Service Card Numbers. Frequency Discounts not fulfilled will be short rated accordingly.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velos) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY CAMERA READY ART.
PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON
ANY AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent

POWER AMPS-Enjoy the benefits of Moscode
Tube
Technology with a Moscode Conversion for Hailers. Cali/
Write: SOUND SERVICES. 238 Liberty Ave.. New Rochelle.
NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

Audio Abode, Dallas sensible alternative, features procucts by Audioquest, Aural Symphonies, BBK. BEL, Chesky,
Clearaudio, Eminent Technology, Focus. Maplenoll, Melos,
Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference, Sheffield. Superphon,
Tice. VPI and others. Auditions by appointment. evenings
and weekends. (214) 369-2092.

AUDIO RESOURCE HAS MOVED to its new 4400 sq. It

store at 3133 EDENBORN AVENUE. METAIRIE.
LOUISIANA 70002. We now have live private listening rooms
where you can audition one of the LARGEST SELECTIONS
of HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT in the country. AUDIO
RESOURCE continues to offer precision -matched tubes.
plus sales, service, and restoration of vintage components.
Call or write for information on our products and services
AUDIO RESOURCE. 3133 EDENBORN AVE. METAIRIE.
LA 70002. (504) 885-6988.
THE BEST WAY TO BUY AND SELL used audio equipment
is thru telephone classified. No charge to buyer. Call (609)
927-2152 anytime.

CARUSO-RARE RECORDINGS. Complete library of 211
selections on high quality cassettes. Any cuts in any ordercustomized. FREE Catalog (SASE). AUDIO RARITIES. Box

& ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
DISPLAY ADS: Carol Berman (212) 719-6338
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800.445-6066

"We will not be undersold."

Authorized Dealer
OEM Audio & Video, 9330 Georgia Avenue. Silver Spring,
MD 20910. (301) 589-1191

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. New and used. Foreign and domestic.

Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

STEREOWORKS offers ALCHEMIST. AURAL SYMPHONICS. CAMBRIDGE. CELESTION, EMINENT TECHNOLOGY SPEAKERS, EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY. FORTE.
KISEKI. MIT, TARA Labs. THRESHOLD, VMPS. VAN DEN
HUL. WELL TEMPERED and more! FREE NEWSLETTER'
By appointment. 713-497-1114.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

SAVE $4000!

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

Crown 600W Mono Amps
$799.00 each
Sound Values / SCC. Boa 551. Dublin. (III 431117
Why pa) 56.1111-S 111.00 for high -end superpower'! Our
ultra -clean l SF.D mono Crow no look great, perform as
new & handle A\1' speaker impedance load si iih ruse.
Test then .. oh lour loughest speaker load RISK PR FE
for 311 -dal s -- Ixlr; merchandise refund if not delighted!
FI'1.1. 1.1'EAR WARRANTY. VISA/AIC welcome.
I

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

I
o
o
N

o
162

DUNTECH/MERLIN
Lowest Prices In U.S.

HOUSTON TEXAS

Carol A. Berman, AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

expands audibility of bass and treble, 2) Enhances imagery,
3)Improves time alignment and separation. 4) Five times
more massive with twenty times more surface contact (size
of 11 guage speaker cable, but requires a minimum receptacle of only 16 guage). May be crimped, soldered or both. An
inexpensive upgrade that can be heard. Specify size of
cable when ordering. Introductory special 12 25,89, 515 per
four pack, 525 per eight pack. Alter 1225 89, 517.50 per four
and 531.50 per eight. include 53 ship/hand plus state sales
tax where applicable. Send orders to: JBA ENTERPRISES
(formerly JACK'S TERMINATIONS), 10646 West Sundance
Mountain. Littleton. Co. 80127 or phone (303) 973-0292.

1944, New York, NY 10159.

to:

FOR RATES

"THE CONNECTION" professional high definition connector for 12 guage to 8 guage speaker cable. New design
developed after six years of research. Tapered. unique.
rectangular shape with anti -slip connecting notches and
treble enhancement grooves. Precision machined of high
conductive brass with 23K gold plating. Fits push terminal
connection size 16 guage or larger. IMPROVEMENTS
OVER STANDARD ROUND PIN ARE: 1) Increases and

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116

WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

1614)889-2117,

111--1

East Our I Llh year.

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1989

ANNOUNCEMENTS

l

Authorized Dealer for:
AMERICAN AUDIO ARAGON ARISTON
AUDIOPRISM AUDIOOUEST AUDIOSOURCE BEYER
B&W CAMBRIDGE CELESTION CHICAGO
COUNTERPOINT CRAMOLIN
DAHLOUIST
GRADO
KOSS MAGNUM DYNALAB
MAY AUDIO
MEITNER
MOD SQUAD NILES RATA ROTEL SENNHEISER
SHURE SOLARISE SUMIKO SUMO SUMO ARIA
SYSTEMDEK TERK TWEEK VAN DEN HUL
VAMPIRE VPI WBT ZETA AND MORE. ALL MAJOR
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AND COMPACT DISCS. ASK
ABOUT OUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DIVISION.
AKG

AUDIO CLASSICS

Precision Stereo Components Bought-Sold-TradedRepaired-Modified-Updated-Appralsed. AMPLIFIERS:
Conrad-Johnson MV50 ($1685) $1000. MV75 $1000. Premier 1B ($5950) $3900; Haller DH120 Demo ($425) 5349.
XL280 Demo (5675) $575, XL600 Demo ($1195)5995; Krell
KSA100 II ($3650) $2500; McIntosh MC60 $400. MC225
$700. MC240 $800, MC250 $400, MC2002 (51895) $1550,
MC2205 (S1895) $1400- MC2250 ($2495) $1700. MC2300
51700. MC2505 $500. MC7270 (522.95) $1800; Nakamichi
PAS ($1195) $700. CD PLAYERS: Magnavox; McIntosh
MCD7000 $800, MCD7007 ($1995) $1600. EQUALIZERS:
Audio Control C101 ($429) $399, Octave (5179) 5149. Richter Scale $349. Ten 5229. Ten Plus (5329) $295; McIntosh
M0101 $99-175, M0102 560 M0104 (5500) 599-285,
M0107 ($650) $400. HEAD AMPS: McIntosh MCP1 ($649)
$450. INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: McIntosh MA230 $399:
MA5100 $400, MA6100 5500-600 PREAMPLIFIERS:
Conrad -Johnson PV1 $375. PV4 ($495) 5375. PV5 (51485)
5970. Haller DH110 Demo ($500) $399. Iris Demo ($800)
$679; Krell KRS1A ($8200) $4900, PAM3 ($2850) $2000:
McIntosh C11 $700, C20 $600. C24 $250. C26 5350. C28
$450, C31 V ($1895) $1500, C32 $850. C33 ($2495) $1500:
Threshold FET tenihl($2200) $1500. PROCESSORS: Audio
Control Phase Coupled Activator ($279) $239; dbx 110 NEW
($99) $49: Lexicon CP1 ($1295) $1050, CP2 ($895) $799.
RECEIVERS: McIntosh MAC1700 $450, MAC1900 ($949)
$500. MAC4100 $1100. MAC4275 ($1798) 51100. SPEAKERS: Acoustat Spectra 33 ($2250) 51999: Apogee Duetta
Signatures ($3735) $2585: Castle Durham ($575) 5475; JSE
Infinite Slope Used 2 (52295) $1400: McIntosh ML1C $500,
ML2C ($1598) $700, ML4C (52400) 5900-1800. XLIW
($549) $375. XR5-19 $900. XR6 $800. XR17 ($1990)
$1990; Velodyne 1200 ($895) 5815. ULD12 ($1195) 51095.
ULD1511 ($1795) $1669, ULD1811 ($2595) $2395. TAPE
DECKS: Tandburg TCD330 $300. TEST EQUIPMENT: Audio Control SA3050A 3 Octave Real Time Analyzer ($965)
$877; McIntosh AA2 Room Analyser 5700. MPI4 $1400:
Sound Technology 1000A 51500 1701A ($4950) $3250.
TUBES: Many major brands TUNERS: Magnum Dynalab
FT101 Demo ($698) $599. 205 Demo (5229) 5199, FT101A
Demo ($1195) 5995: McIntosh MR55 5100-350. MR65B
5200-500. MR66 $350, MR71 5600-750, MR73 $450.
MR7082 $1100. TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX110
5250-500. MX112 $450. TURNTABLES: Dual C$5000
($569) $359. Audio Repairs -Updates -Modifications by Clif
Ramsey, former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh with
over 25 years experience. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Major Credit Cards accepted. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176 Walton. NY. 13856
1

607-865-7200

-Audio Advertiser

for over a Decade

DYNACO 400 MEETS AMPZILLA: GASWORKS, recognized for I1 years for our expertise with Great American
Sound equipment, now offers a rebuild to convert your Dyna
400 410 416 to Ampzilla circuitry Conversion kits, or installed. Full kits also available. GASWORKS 8675 North view Street. Boise, Idaho 83704 (208) 323-0861

800-438-6040
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South 'Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28203

704-376-0350

DAT-We have legal

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DAT with

Analog
or
Digital?

I

TRANSDUCER FOR THE PERFECTIONIST AUDIOPHILE ONLY. This state of the art speaker (Pat Pend.).
Utilizes no Woofers. Midranges. Tweeters, Ribbons. Electrostatics or conventional Planar Drives About the only thing
ours has in common with other High-End Transducers. is that
it recreates a near perfect sound stage. For free information
on our product I-ne. write to: A.W.H. P.O. Box 591, Bellport
A

Why decide?

N.V. 11713.

They coexist beautifully in a
precision quartz timepiece. This
unique compact disc clock will add
rainbows to any room!

FOR SALE
AAA -AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON. HAFLER. PS AUDIO. YAMAHA. 68K. JSE. NAKAMICHI. PROTON. CARVER. ONKYO. ADS. VPI, DCM.
SPECTRUM. SONOGRAPH. AR. FRIED. NUTTY GRITTY.
SUMIKO. THORENS. KEF. ADCOM, SUPERPHON.
SNELL. M&K. LUXMAN. BOSE. PHILLIPS. DCM. VELODYNE and any others you desire. (414) 725-4431.

To order, send a check or money order for
$24.95 + 52.50 shipping & handling to:

SJClocks, 1 730 Elk Street
Piscataway, NJ 08854
NJ residents please add 6% sales tax

CALL US WE CARE!!!

Audio Express
Delivers!

Wider Selection of "Best Buys"
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Faster Delivery -2nd Day Air!

For Records

We have over 565 items.

Please call!

Accessories

aevolvw Rebel

HOUSTON HIGH END

Pest Dun turntable arm
& Bullet cartridge
5389 30
Orado

NavrOm Silencers 559 00 4
A0 Soiboth me f e.i 520 95 4

:TE1 51995 :131.

Sone a's 53995

543 00

5,gne1 3021

Others Grados

THE ESOTERIC EAR is your only outlet for the finest in
home audio! Expert consultation, homestyle' sound
rooms, no pressure atmosphere. Free newsletter. Fea-

call
aR.
a

713-537-8108
MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, AUDIO RESEARCH SP3, 6
& 8'S MODIFIED & SERVICED BY GEORGE KAYE,
Moscode Designer -Tremendous improvement. Protect
your investment. SOUND SERVICES. 238 Liberty Avenue.
New Rochelle. NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

Kinergetics/BSC System
rM roer, unpimanl mus,raii

Stpbmnp
honest

RC.,w:.tou 89
Compatible will, Fried Spica Magnepan
ProAr and mop.
SIP!POOndt CEO

WATT

BSC 100

, posers

Lowest Prices In U.S.

Cables
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Hignii reromnrendeu 5379 00
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AO and Nunt FDA rero, d or isn.> ',9 95 519 95
Augioouesirecoa9 mat 532 95
DB horrac Alignment 523 95

Power Cords
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Please can

Monster

90 items ,n4 dripped UPS 2nd it it air unless
otner:use ndicated
A,
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One

5411
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fwritables a

9 Stands S12 95
-Ira Items $1 25 E iectron cs 5995
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Mastercard VISA Discover Ame,

A NZ

I

d Speaker.

as '9156

Ax 512 323 5506

Sernie 517 323 5575

Pr ros sub ect to change Ame, and 3

Ter

Aug ngue0t Adral Cardas K,mber
TARA MIT Straighiwrre

3900 North Lamar Austin in

E

Sub:Haters are 200 amp 51532 00

lshiDDed 7Ou1151
For Irte smauer 1005

WADIA DIGITAL
Authorized Dealer
OEM Audio 8. Video, 9330 Georgia Avenue. Silver Spring,
MD 20910. (301) 589-1191

Signet OC 9 Cartr lg.

Kinerget,csKCCi3DCDPlayer S1995001or ona
budder me ni.nrgeties AC0-208 a 51195 001
K,nergehcs K8+-75 Class A amp 51395 00
Ish,pped ground,

5438 00 iessi
r luso Mate simas
5250 00 pan 'shipped ground.
Can tor null tibios used in CES s. stem crag..
Call for system or CompOnent prices

"We will not be undersold."

shipped grOunli,

Cues., Re/ocean, Wilson Snrnhaa Harmon,.
WO, Man. other items auadable

DERSTEEN-COUNTERPOINT-KRELL&

4I

LP's and CD's

DISTECH-MOD SQUAD -PRODIGY=

13194 VETERANS MEMORIAL PARKWAY

Cleaner 522 95

Antenna 57995
Target waurnnunt TTI 5109 00
Stands nn Racks 2 shelves 945 00
3 snel,es 523900 5 shelves 526500

TECHNOLOGY- TALISMANAUDI000EST-PHILIPS-MAGNUM-ROTELAPOGEE-MARTIN LOGAN-Audiophile LP's
CD's-Audiophile Magazines.

I

Tent, PI

EMINENT
VAN

"la

Tweet, 512 n5

turing: SimplyPhysics-VPI-SOTA-PREMIERMELOS

full warranty.

VIL

Vacuum Tube Logic
Mam,,

Pre arrrp 5699 00

VIL 5050 amp 599'!00
i»him'- urOond,

1-800-866-5575
1

-800-580-5575 Texas only
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CALL US
LAST
WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
Jericho

Ambiancë'

r'

Commack,

FAST DELIVERY
FULL6067

WARRANTY (5

6) 99 7680

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the
following information is orovided
for your protection.
It is

Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including

1.

brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the
price.

Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the allowable return period and whó pays
the postage for returned merchan2.

Ambiance is an ultra-compact speaker that
proves high performance, small size and low

FOR SALE

cost need not be mutually exclusive. Factory

direct from Cambridge SoundWorks for $109$129 each (plus freight), depending on finish.

1-800-AKA-HIFI. In Canada 1-800-525-4434.
154 California Street. Newton. Massachusetts02158

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO. HAFLER, YAMAHA. BBK. CARVER.
AR, NAKAMICHI. SUPERPHON, LUXMAN. THORENS,
MBK, SNELL. SPECTRUM, INFINITY, ONKYO. PROTON.
KEF, SONOGRAPH, FRIED. NITTY GRITTY. SUMIKO,
BOSE. PHILLIPS. DCM, VELODYNE and any others you
desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha,
Wisconsin.

FOR SALE

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN. CARVER, ADS, NAKAMICHI, DENON, BOSTON ACOUSTICS. ADCOM, PS
AUDIO, HAFLER. AR, B 8 K. ONKYO, KEF, PROTON,
SNELL, DCM, YAMAHA, INFINITY. JSE. SPICA, SUPERPHON, M 8 K, BOSE MAGNAVOX, VPI. SONOGRAPH,
SUMIKO, THORENS, VELODYNE. WHY CALL US LAST?
414-727-0071. WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

AAA-NAKAMICHI, LUXMAN, CARVER, BOSTON
ACOUSTICS, DENON, AR, ADCOM, PS AUDIO, HAFLER,
ADS, 8 8 K, ONKYO, KEF. PROTON, SNELL. DCM,
YAMAHA, INFINITY, VELODYNE. JSE. SPICA, SUPERPHON, M 8 K, PHILIPS, VPI, BOSE. SONOGRAPH. SUMIKO, FRIED. THORENS. PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF
OTHERS 414-727-0071.

AUDIOPHILE
QUIZ
many manufacturers have had products concurrently
listed in every major category (sources, preamplifiers,
amplifiers, speakers) of Stereophile Magazines
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS list?

Q. How

dise_

Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's war3.

ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the seHer
itself offer a warranty? In either case,
what is covered by warranty, how
long is the warranty period, where will
the product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be
repaired or replaced? You may want
to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order
date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
4. Keep a

If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
5.

or if no time was promised, 30 days of
receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.

Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not al6.

A: Only one.

lowed.

ycu have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
7. If

Q.

What manufacturer consistently produces musically
accurate components to suit a wide range of applications
and budgets.

A : Conrad-johnson design, inc., engineering and producing conrad-johnson
vacuum tube electronics, Motif solidstate electronics, Sonographe audio
systems, and Synthesis dynamic

loudspeakers.
the con rad-iohnson group
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2800 R Dorr Ave Fairfax. VA 22031

703-698-8581

letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
8. If

consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.

after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us 'know. Write to Stephen
Witthoft, Associate Publisher, at
AUDIO Magazine. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.
If,

FOR SALE
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO,
CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION SL -700,
COUNTERPOINT, TARALAB. PS4.6; MIT: AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS; MODSOUAD PRISM CD; ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 33 +
;

SPICA ANGELA; WELL -TEMPERED; VELODYNE, MAGNUM;
FOSGATE; BBK. SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFERENCE, SPECTRUM, RAUNA. SOUNDLAB, VP', MAPLENOLL. SYSTEMDEK. GRADO, GARROTT, VDHUL, MONSTER. STRAIGHT WIRE, MUSIC CONCEPTS, (714) 861-5413, APPOINTMENT.
AUDIO DEN Authorized Sales and Service. ADCOM,
ARAGON, ARCAM, B8K. CAL. CELESTION, CONRADJOHNSON, HAFLER. KLIPSCH, MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE,
MIT, MONSTER CABLE, NAD. NAKAMICHI, PARADIGM,
ROGERS, SHURE ULTRA, SONOGRAPHE, SOTA,
STAX, THETA DIGITAL. VELODYNE. VTL 8 YAMAHA.
Audio Den, 2021 Smith Haven Plaza, Lake Grove. N.V.
11755 (516) 360-1990.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN
COUNTERPOINT electronics.

loudspeakers 8

Apogee Ariston Audaquest Bel B8K British Fdelity
Counterpoint Eminent Technology Forte Fined Jamo
JSE Kimber Kable Klyne Magnum Dynalab Melos MIT
Monster Cable Musical Contrpts Nifty Gritty Premier
PS Audio

Precise Rotel Rowland Research SME
Sonographe Sony ES Sola Stax Systemdek Talisman
Alchemist Vandersteen Vendetta SUMMIT, NJ. (201)
277-0333.

AUDIOPHILE
CONNECTION NETWORK
Join our nationwide network of buyers and sellers for used
audio and video equipment. The Audiophile Connection
Network is comprised of music and video enthusiasts from
around the country. End the frustration and inconvenience of
trying to sell your equipment on your own, and take advantage of our dedicated staff who will do the searching for you.
We will quickly match your needs to selected audiophiles
and videophiles nationwide.
Call for membership information:

914-268-0240
-6:0o pm Monday -Friday
P.O. Box 592
Palisades, NY 10964

9.00 a

KEEP YOUR
SPEAKERS FROM
Unlike other fine furniture, new speaker cabinets are usually protected
with just a coating of wax. And that wax, along with your wood's
beautiful lustre and color can fade out over time.
But now there's TI4E GUARDIAN"-the only product
specifically formulated to restore, protect cnd maintain your
speckers' rich, hand -rubbed finish with a unique blend of moisturizers oils, conditioners, and a patented sun -screen. Order
THE GUARDIAN"' today-and keep your speakers looking
as good as they sound! 8 -oz. long-lasting
bottle only $12.95 (includes shipping). Send
peaker
check or money order to Speaker Mate'', P.O.
Male'
Box 900124, Atlanta, GA 30329, (404) 248-1829

S

FOR SALE

BRANDS AND
MODELS ON DISPLAY

KRELL

BUY/SELL IN THE MONTHLY AUDIO VIDEO TRADER.
$15yr, SAMPLE $1
FOREST, NC 27587

+

LUXMAN TUBE
HYBRID CD PLAYER

SASE. FREE ADS! 330 S. MAIN WAKE

DAHLOUIST D0 20
IMPROVED

CABLE TV CONVERTERS! ZENITH, TOCOM, JERROLD,
OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA. HAMUN. VISA-M.^. -COD. ORDER YOURS TODAY! (800) 327-8544.

i

<

CARVER
SILVER SEVEN -t

MARANTZ CD -94

CABLE TV WIRELESS REMOTE CONVERTERS/
DESCRAMBLERS. SALEUSE REGULATED BY FEDER-

MIT MUSIC HOSE

"EXTENDED.'

AL LAW. T.J. SERVICES. (313) 979-8356.

CASH for USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE (215) 886-1650. The
Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road. Jenkintown. PA
19046.

CAL ICON
CD PLAYER

ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA
1917 S. WEBSTER

HI-FI HEAVEN

GREEN BAY, WI 54301

1414) 4379777

AUDIOPHILE PARTS
WorderCap Rel-Cap. Solen, Wma, Aselco, Vishay. Holco,
Resista. Cardas. VandenHul. MIT, TaraLabs. Teflon. WBT,
MusicPost. Tiffany, God Amo. Grado, O.E.D., Target. etc.
PreAmp (Daniel) and FUwerAmp Kits, Parts upgrade Kits.
Call WrrteJFAX for free catalogue. SONIC FRONTIERS, 181
Kenilworth Ave., Toronto. Ontario. Canada. Tel: (416)
691-7877, FAX (416) 338-2562.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP 15-$1,000; Gloss Black Cosmos Turntable with MDC800 (The Arm) Tonearm-$3.500: (pr.) ZTL
300anps-$3.200; Velodyne ULDI5 Subwoofer-51,000. (205)
766-4504.
BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell, trade, consign most
high -end products. Audio Doctor. 1518 W. Commercial. Buffalo,
MO 65672. 417-345-7245. COD -VISA -MC. Newsletter.

BOUND FOR SOUND NEWSLETTER is bound to please with
upcoming evaluations of affordable products from 3A Design,
Rease, Onkyo, Advent and AVA. Start with the June 89 CES
issue or go back to Jan. 89 and learn abort 'hot wires, the
Magnavox CDB582, Vandersteen 1B and more. We want you
product reviews. Twelve months for $12.00. 220 N. Main Street,
Kewanee, Illinois 61443

BRITISH FIDELITY SALE
SHOW STOCK-SAVE UP TO 50%
Shipped in their original cartons, these show stock units are
performance perfect, with full two year warranty. but have
very minor cosmetic trews. They can be seen and heard at
our showroom in Washington D.C., or write for more information.
R.C.S. AUDIO INTERNATIONAL, INC.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20007
(202) 342-0400
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an Adcom, B&K, or Hailer
stereo amp, you've got fine sound, for a
low price. Now, after long research and

If you own

-

UM

1í011R AMP!

consulting with factory engineerswe've made strategic modifications to
dramatically enhance their sound. With
Professional Mod Service's exclusive
technology, your antp will sound as
smooth and clean as amps for double the
price! Bass will he more powerful, mills
and highs clearer, less distorted.

Call us,

we'll pick up your amp.

Call us and we'll send UPS to pick up
your amp at home or work. Or send us
your amp with $ 199.95 plus $ 14.95
shipping. Our technicians will modify,
spec out your amp and return it UPS,
insured. Satisfaction guaranteed.

1-800-334-0295
Amex/Visa MC Discover

Professional Mod Service, Inc.
225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3527 FAX 616-451-0709
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A

DE IN AND
T -DE

Convert your old AudioQuest cartridge to one of our
current state-of-the-art models. Our very liberal trade
in policy allows you from 35% to 125% of the value
of your cartridge towards a new AO cartridge. Any
AudioQuest MC cartridge ever made qualifies!

aq

r

a

P O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714.498.2770 Fax: 714.498.5112

Low -Cost Accessories

cwdxryrst

Stereo 70

=

For Turntables:

Grad ZTE+I
Grado 8mz, MCZ, TLX
For Speakers:
Chicago RT-7S
Chicago Hercules
Naiad LS -7010
Monster Cable, Audioquest.
Van den Hul. Vampire

$20

Call
S20

Call
$49

Call
Tripplite LC1200, 1800
Call
DUX I bx, 3 bx, 120 di', 41.10 11
Call
Shipping: S.1 first item. Sl eo,h e.ttr, item

Call 1-800-233-8375 for specials list

AUDIO UNLIMITED

1203 Adams Ave./t, Grande, Oregon 97850
9-6 M-TH
15031 963.5731

-

.rm

=

TUBE
Amplifier

dun akrt

World's largest -selling TUBE power

amplifier KIT returns! NEW for '90
-- "as original" classic. all -NEW parts.
fiberglass p.c. board. $499.00 + UPS.
VISA/MC/COD: (614)889-2117 10-4

FOR SALE
CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT, Audio Control. Lexicon. JBL, Nitty Gritty, M&K, Oracle,
Proac, Proton, Stax, Thorens, Dahlquist, Hatter, Monster
Cable, Belles, CWD, dbx, Fried, Harman Kardon, Onkyo,
Grado Celestion, DCM, Duntech, Niles, Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143.
(715)735-9002.
ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
BAW, KEF, HARMON/KARDON, N.A.D., WXMAN. HAFLER, TANDBERG, ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH. YAMAHA.
D.B.X.; INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC.. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS -ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold & Conrad -Johnson Pickup amps from your
home or just ship UPS,COD. Call CA (209) 298-7931 Sennie, or Fax (209) 297-0359.

CLASSIC AUDIO, LTD.

CA260 DUAL MONO TUBE AMPLIFIER-t0 DAY
HOME AUDITION-MADE WITH REAL McINTOSH
TRANSFORMERS-SAVE!! FACTORY DIRECT-IN
STOCK-CLASSIC AUDIO, LTD.. 238 LIBERTY AVE.,
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

CROWN SA2, 5795; SUMO ANDROMEDIA II, warranty,
51,095; ADS Sounddelay, $295; SPECTRA 33, $1,495.
NEED SAE 2400 parts. MAC C28, $450: SUPERAMPS
150-250 Channel, $350 up. Born Again', John 3:1-18. J.D.
Robinson (313) 949-4567.

Custom DAT Tapes. "Three Centuries of French Organ
Music" & "Fenstermaker Plays Bach". Both from live concerts at Grace Cathedral. from digital masters. $30.00 each.
T-V Recording, Box 70021, Sunnyvale. CA 94086.

Soundwave
Bafeless Loudspeakers
Soundwave loudspeakers have the
open, seamless, and transparent sound
of the best "panel" (electrostatic,
ribbon, and planar) speakers, while
offering the superior dynamic range
and extended bass response of the
best "dynamic" designs. And they offer
a stereo image that is second to none.
A revolutionary patented design,

achieved by the utilization of acoustic
intensity mapping techniques, Sound
wave loudspeakers have a unique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive
units, and a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural
and three dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians performing
in your listening room.

"...The net result was a big, smooth, open sound, exceptionally free from typical
coloration."-Jim Stoneburner, Stereophile, Vol. 12, No. 7, July 1989

box

"Soundwave loudspeakers create a breathtaking stereo image, possess extraordinary
dynamic range, and are harmonically correct; they're the most musical I've ever
heard," says Dr. Christopher Rouse, world famous composer.

For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618
(716) 383-1650 or (800) 752-2445 Fax: (716) 383-1355
168
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REFLECTION FREE SOUND
.1

DON'T COMPARE

Musical Concepts compact disc players to others! Our
CD players demand comparison to live music! Their
transparency and "musical authority" deliver uncannily
natural, holographic sound. "The best need not cost the
most!" Three models. ENIGMA, ERA AND EPOCH,
start at $595. ENIGMA, "An entry level player that forgot
to sound like it!", ERA "Successor to the CD-3/TPShighly reviewed in TAS-!". EPOCH, "Must be heard to
understand the possibilities of CD!' ON THE OTHER

DO COMPARE

.

our CD players to analog or live music. You'll be
impressed!

'

MUSICAL CONCEPTS

ONE PATTERSON PLAZA

FLORISSANT, MO 63031
314-831-1822

DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES. Gold EL34 Sockets. 1215
Microfarad on -board solid state B r, triode output, more.
Complete service. DoReTech Audio Services. Box 6054,
South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, SUBSONIC FILTERS for
mono stereo subwoofers, bi-amp. trramp. Free flyer: ACE
AUDIO, x532 5th STREET, EAST NORTHPORT, NY
11731-2399.

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: Since 1977 we have provided
expert service on GAS equipment, from repairs to complete
rebuilds. Expert service on ALL high -end equipment. One
year guarantee. GASWORKS 8675 Northview Street,
Boise, Idaho 83704 (208) 323-0861.

HIGH -END, LOW PRICES. ADSBANG

OLUFSENCARVERDBXDENONH

K

8

NAKAMICHI AND MANY MORE! FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. TECH ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS. SINCE 1981. GAINESVILLE. FL (904)
730-3885.

JAY'S AUDIO. NEW HAMPSHIRE'S AFFORDABLE AUDIO DEALER. AMPS, PREAMPS, SPEAKERS, TURNTABLES, CABLES AND CD PLAYERS. WILL BUY MINT
USED HIGH -END EQUIPMENT. (603) 883-1982.
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FOR SALE

1

a

1

HAVE YOU NOTICED?

v \i.

compare our designs againststthe finest!delivOur
Tst cosr
unmatched musical transparency' Ten years of expertise ensure your satisfaction!
Reviewa

modificationsunmhetranscendsiltraflier'

ADCOM

B&K

HAFLER

r

Our famous Haller modifications are equaled by our
latest Adcom and B8K redesigns. Stunning bass impact, midrange lucidity and delicate highs set apart
these remarkable designs. Soundstaging and focus
replicate the recording site. Dual -mono operation available.

1

TEFLON® PREAMPLIFIER

YOURSELF

Sorbothane has an incredible ability to absorb
energy. This allows ludioOuest Sorbothane products

°

to effectively damp and isolate all vibration sensitive
equipment
CD/laser players and audio and
video electronics.

I

Po.

__

_

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
ST. LOUIS, MO 63031

314-831-1822

ni :i'

HOLIDAY ANALOG EXCELLENCE SPECIALS-Rega
Planar3 table wlOrtofon MC200uiT20 moving -coil
transformer ($1200) $695, Dual CS431 table w Ortoton
X3MC ($420) $295. Also, new and demo clearance; Rotel
RCD820BX2 CDplayer ($750) $495, 13.8W DM 1800 speakers ($1200) $695, Mission 763 speakers ($6001$375. Ene,gy22 Reference Oak Designer speakers ($1180) 5795. Call
for other specials. The King's Stereo. 225 Highland, Springfield, IL 62704. (217) 523-5656.

mountable, S -VHS, RGB, 178 -Channel tuner, remote, outstanding picture, like new, boxed, cost $5500, self $3600.
Sumo Andromeda -II amplifier, factory sealed carton, warranty, cost $1500, sell $1000. John (213) 837-2731.
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NOW!:
-

We were the first U.S. company to import
both CO and DAT into the U.S. We carry
various DAT decks and offer the latest models
as soon as they become available. We also
carry DAT Ras 60, solid oak cassette holder.
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Audio Gallery
(21 3) 829-3429

.
.

°

Your search for
refinement will end here.
-

frown Electronic

2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403

LIVEWIRE CLOSEOUT SALE! 50% OFF ON AUDIO QUEST TYPE 12 SPEAKER CABLE! LIMITED SUPPLY!
CALL FOR PRICES 8 ORDERING INFORMATION. HCM
AUDIO, 1-800-222.3465. 1-916-345-1341 VISA MC/AMEX.
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We have digital audio home, portable and
professional cassette recorders and tapes
(blank & prerecorded) IN STOCK

JBL 6810S VIDEO PROJECTOR, 100 -inch ceilinglfloor

duds[

Fax 714.498.5112

Tel: 714.498 2770

Ill, money -back guarantee' Custom toroidal transformers and capacitors, including high voltage.

Labs

2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

1S

McINTOSH Bought -SoldTraded -Repaired. FREE CataClogA See S,adO
NY 13856.
IO
at the
ofthecl
CLASSICS, POB 176MM,6 Walton, NY 13856.
607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

Conrad

johnson_

MCINTOSH: BUY/SELL
WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH.
DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, ALTEC, JBL. TANNOY. CJ.

1

SEOUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC. TUBE 8 SOLID
STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE, MAURY CORB. (713)
728-4343, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX 77035.

'

Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

MC -2T1: TEFLON' RIAA line preamplifier board retrofits Haller, MK, Adcom. MC-2TI supercedes expensive.
unreliable preamps! ACCESSORIES: SuperConnect

ONE PATTERSON PLAZA

-

i

-

,

C

Iiii1utMcINTOSH.
JBL (ALNICO), Krell,

M. Levinson, and other

high end audio components. Let us find your hard to get
items. Call John Wolff. 313-229-5191 (24hrs. machine)

'

el -

McINTOSH...MARANTZ
WANTED: McIntosh, Marantz, Western Electric, FAvChild, other tube components from the 50's 860.s. ALSO
SPEAKERS: W.E., Altec, Patricians. Hartsfields,
Richard. Box 521,
Jensen.. .. Buy, Sell 8 Trade
Belmont, MA. 02178. 617-484-5784.
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MCINTOSH-MC2500, BLACK, $2395; MC7270,

the

-

-
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28 R
Dori Avenue

$4495; MAGNAPAN SMGa $275; AR TURNTABLE
$150. TRADES WELCOME! YANG (201) 935-4026. FAX
AVAILABLE.

MONSTER CABLE PRODUCTS AT LOW PRICES! CALL
FOR PRICES 8 ORDERING INFORMATION. HCM AUDIO,
1-800-222-3465, 1-916-345-1341 VISA MC AMEX.
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$1750/CABINET; MC2255, $1845; MC2t05, $625: MC40.
$725; C30, $1045; C32, $1095: MA6200, $1045; M0107,
$365; MI200 PAIR $1995. AUDIO RESEARCH-SP11 II,
$2750; SP10 I, $1750. KRELL-KMA 200 II, $4745; PAM 7.
$995. YAMAHA-DSP I, $425. CONRAD JOHNSONPREMIERE 6, $495; HV2, $195. COUNTERPOINT-SA2,
$395. -SPEAKERS: MIRAGE M1 IN BOX ($4500) $2945:
MCINTOSH XRT22 ($8900) $4950; B 8 W 808, WALNUT,

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS and parts for Advent model
300 and 350 FM receivers. New. unused condition. Call for
more information (617) 447-9104.

-

i

!'

F/airfax,
Virginia

22031
-

-

p
7O3703-698-8581
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Boston Acoustics
insmrty

JSE

Sound & Music
351 Nedsanf St

Low Price
Super Deal

Special prices on closeouts & factory renewed models. Call. We will
not be undersold.

/>,

PHILIPS
IQ
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FOR SALE
MIT cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced,

HAW

JVC Vadeo

Nonnamplon MA 01060

141315134-95a7

$179.88

CDB582
CDB586
CDB473

r

Env g,

Sa'es 8 Sen., ce

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

Aragon

Ce'esbon CWD db.
xoetsu Krell Magnum
M,
Mendan MIT Mod Sway Munster NAD onkyo Onoton hotel
Shure SME Sneil Sony ES SOTS Sta. Sum,ko Velpdyne Well Temperes

Dui

C'J

Apogee

f=

hi -flexibility tonearm sets, Shotgun CVT; MIT hookup for

internal rewiring; Athena PolyPhasors; ATMA-SPHERE OTL
amplifiers, CLEMENTS speakers, VENDETTA RESEARCH, VAN DEN HUL GRASSHOPPER, ASC Tube
Traps; Wonder Caps -solder -wire; Resistas; Edison Price,
'Odyssey, Tiffany connectors; Simply Physics Tone Cones 8
Isodrive; many accessories -mod parts. $1 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937; (415)
669-7181.

NAKAMICHI PA -7A II Amplifier $1800, CA-7A Pre -amp
$2200, ST -7 Tuner $250, CA -S Pre -amp $250, FOSGATE
3601 Surround -Sound processor $150, NAD S900
Compact/Videodisc Player $350. Call Charles (305)
434-2418 Days, (305) 583-4934 Evenings.

uA\ S

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES 8 SUPPLIES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. AUTHORIZED DEALER.
CALL FOR PRICES 8 ORDERING INFORMATION. HCM
AUDIO, 1-800-222.3465, 1-916-345-1341, VISA/MC/
AMEX.

BASS SYSTEV
IT'S THE

ORDER TOLL -FREE

CHOICE

When in Boston, visit usTiel=17We stock & display

HIFI

IDTV

CDV

CD PLAYERS

Visit the world's smallest Ni -Fi shop tar new:
SONY ES
CARVER
MONSTER
PIONEER LV

MAGNAVOX
HAFLER

AR

DBX

THORENS
PREMIER

AU0I000EST

SOTO

JBL

TARGET

PARADIGM
LEXICON
APATURE
STAX
MERLIN
ACOUSTAT
GRA00

FRIED

SUMIKO
PLC. Pyramid MET.?
PHILIPS
PS AUDIO

HARMAN

KARDON

Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street

Perfect coherence with all speakers
Flat, Calibrated low bass response
No exaggerated. equalized bass response
High speed transient response
Up to four times more amplifier response
Up to four times more speaker response

PAUL HEATH AUDIO
Audible Illusions. BBK, Classe Audio, Cardas, Theta,
Iverson Eagle 400, Gryphon, Dynalab, Epos. PS Audio,
Philips Audio -video, Melos, MFA, MIT, Mod Squad,
Merlin, TDL, Quicksilver, VPI, Well-tempered, Linaeum,
Precise, Deltec, Kuzma, Mentmore, Townsend Rock
Reference. 217 Alexander, Rochester, NY 14607.
(716) 262-4310.

Cambridge. MA 02139

`617-547-2727

1-800-222-3465,

AUDIOQUEST B&K BOSE CELESTION
GRADO SIGNATURE * HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER ' NITTY GRITTY
JBL
PREMIER
SONY
SOTA STAX STRAIGHT WIRE * SUMIKO ' SUPERPHON
PLUS
MANY ACCESSORIES. CALL FOR FREE
PRICE LIST! HCM AUDIO, 1015 MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 (916) 345-1341
VISA; MC/AMEX

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

PS AUDIO

-

SUPERB!

Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable, friendly service!
Audire, Chesky, CWD, Fried, Grado, Kinergetics, Mirage,
Monster Cable (M -series). Quad, SME, Sota, Spica, Stax,
Straightwire, Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.

0NUOO DUCON©

úaE SME

MOO

RANE, SENNHEISER, AKG, A -T, dbx. Fostex. SONY TAPE,
LOFTECH, TRIPP-LITE. ELMO TeleCines, LOWEL, Chinon,
BOGEN, Hi8. CARPENTER/GNP, BOX 1321, MEADVILLE,

Da 109

PA

r

111:71:.

p
-L
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1-0653
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exciting new addition to the SME range of tonearms exemplifies the
design philosophy of SME. While the influence of the classic Series V will
be clearly seen, the aim has been to meet the needs of a broader
market in which an interchangeable headshell is required.
We believe SME's designers can be justly proud of this new model which,
although not intended to challenge the Series IV or ultimate Series V,
offers o performance and manufacturing excellence otherwise without
equal.
This

more information and the name of your
nearest dealer call us at 415/843-4500 or write
to P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705

16335-0821.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA-IRRESISTIBLY priced audiophile components. Shipped/delivered. New/used. World's
best CD Players/speakers/electronics/cables/turntables.
1548 Center Rd, Novato, CA 94947 (415) 898-1464.
II

(

40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, II. 62702. 1-800-283-4644.
SAVE

Savings to 40%. Nobody beats our prices. Midti to
highend. Over 150 product lines. Free Shipping. Full US
Warranty. Quality Audio 902-582-3990 7-10pm Eastern Time.

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! If it's a much-in -demand audiophile product we're likely to have it for Immediate
shipment. Consult with one of our quiet experts or just
order U.S.-warranteed components directly. VISA'
MC. Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL, 456
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.Y. 11772. (516) 475-1857.

SUPERPHON & PROAC

For

I

I

leenearest

SOLID CORE CABLES, TARA LABS and MUSIC
METRE-Custom Terminations Barclay, Creek, Epos
ES14, Musical Concepts, Target, WELL TEMPERED. VISA
MC. AUDIO EXCELLENCE, LIVERPOOL NY. (315)
451-2707.
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FOR SALE

AMEX

TRANSCENDENCE THREE-Finally musical reality!
Announcing the stunning original new hybrid Fet-Valve designs from Audio by Van Alstine. The Fet-Valve Ampiltfiers.
the Fet-Valve Preamplifiers, and the Fet-Valve CD Players. A
perfect combination of tubes for voltage gain and power lets
for current gain, each used ideally! The result is musical
reality-the closest approach to live music in your home
short of bringing in the musicians. One listen and you will be
satisfied with nothing less. Now ultimate musical enjoyment

Madisound Presents

NOW YOU DON'T
NEED TO BUY
NEW SPEAKERS
RB FOR YOUR
STEREO TV, AND...

STRAIGHTWIRE CABLES IN STOCK! CALL FOR PRICES
S ORDERING INFORMATION. AUTHORIZED DEALER.
HCM AUDIO. 1-800.222.3465, 1-800-345-1341 VISA MC

The Perfect Holiday Gift
The Sledgling is the best little book-

shelfspeakerkit on

YOU DONT NEED
TO RUN YOUR
STEREO TV
THROUGH YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM!

o

much less expensive. Write or call for our illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville, MN 55337 (612) 890-3517.
is

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Aragon 2004. Audio Research SP -15. Counterpoint SA -11. SA -12 and SA -20. Infinity IRS Gama. speaker wire and interconnects from MIT,
Monster and Livewire. Call Audition Audio for pricing and
details at (801) 467-5918. Visa, MC. Amex accepted.
USED Fosgate 3602ag Surround Sound $798: Infinity
RS -1B Speakers $4,500.: Klipsch Klipschoms $2.000.: Levinson ML10 Preamp $1,200.: Linn Kans $395: Linn Sara
w/stands $1,050.: Mission Cyrus Integrated $199: PS Audio
4.5 Preamp $399: Tandberg TPA3026A Amplifier $1.295.
CALL TERRY AT 402-391-3842.

LOUDSPEAKERS

I

ALL YOU NEED IS
THE SI -2!

The SI.2 is a completely automatic speaker switch
that allows you to connect your stereo TV and stereo
You
system to your existing pair of hi-fi speakers.
don't need to buy a separate pair of speakers for your
Ti' and you don't need to run your TV through your
stereo's auxiliary input. The SI -2 will automatically
detect which component is trying to run the speakers
and lock the other out, thus preventing any damage
to either stereo component or the speakers. The SI.2
is easily installed and its compact design allows it to
be hidden behind the stereo system to provide years
of reliable use. Call .oday to order or for the name
of your local deºter.

A&S SPEAKERS offers high -end speaker components, kits
and systems in the Bay Area and mail order. We have all of
the legends: Audax. Dynaudio, Scan-Speak. SEAS, Morel,
Peerless. Focal. Eton, VMPS. others. Free literature. ASS
Speakers, 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110.
(415) 641-4573.

SI -2
SI-3

(120 watts max.)
(900 watts max.)

$49.95
$69.95

R.F. Engineering, Inc.

9215
(815))

the market today.
This kit gives you the quality sound
of commercially produced speaker at
a fraction of the price. The Sledgling
speaker is small enough to fit un-obtrusively in any den or he used as
a rear channel speaker in a four channel audio or video system. We chose
a high quality 6 V2" polypropylene
woofer and a Vifa treated textile dome
,tweeter with ferrofluid for a very clean
sound. We have utilized the best pos4Bible components in the crossover
network with Sidewinder coils and

tri

Chateauroux

Metallized

Polypropylene capacitors on au epoxy

_Apcircuit board.
The kit is designed to

4
/*

/

Lowell Blvd., Westminster, CO 811030
889-5823 or call collect (31)3) 430-8281

be as easy

as>"

possible to assemble. The cabinet is
already finished. The holes for the
drivers and the Input cup are pre-cut;
the crossover is preassembled, and
the grill cloth is stretched on the
frame. The assembly of this kit does
require some soldering ability.

Specifications:
Impedance 4Qor812
(Please specify)
Sensitivity
90 db
Power Rating 50 Watts
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WeberWire

100 kHz with typical

Grammy' winning

Capacitance
0.2 nanoFarads/ft.

was created by
Jeff Weber,

loudspeaker loads

record producer,

enable use without

completely neu- external "damping"
net works
tral transfer path
between amplifier
as a

and loudspeaker to

facilitate evaluation of original
master tapes
WeberWire is
superior in every
characteristic:

WeberWeave
distributes impedance characteristics
to suppress resonance and reduce
phase noise

Resistance

0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission and
return paths corrtbitted!

Balanced -lamina
Pure silver surfacing
on oxygen-free
copper balances skin
effect resistance to
maintain constant
resistance to the
highest frequencies

Current capacity

Teflon' insulation

100 RMS amperes,

500 pk. amperes

Inductance
0.024 pH/ft.
8 ft. lengths
less than 0.2

exhibit

dB loss at

Maintains

a 2.1

lectric constant from
dc 10100 mega Hz.
(Other insulations
may vary by as much
as 100% over this

range.)
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WEBER

tCt r

15_o

tigh-current
terminations
Gold plated connection hardware
exceeds welding
requirements
I

t-

sT

1$
elk

Freq. Range

70

Woofer
Tweeter

6

-

*4,

18000 HZ +/- 3db

1/2 "

3/4'

Dome

6/6 db w/ Sidewinder
Coils and Polypropylene Capacitors
Cabinet
Walnut Wood Veneer
or Black Lacquer 9"x12"x6"
Still Only
$135/pair Walnut
$125/pair Black
Crossover

.w+.

e- ---

`-

_

Ordering Information:

'Trademark of DuPont

All

speaker orders will be
shipped promptly, f possible

Fig. 1

by UPS. COD requires a 25%
prepayment, and personal

Transmission characteristics for 15 ft.

ire- Q
source, 80 resistive
load -communicating a 100 kHz square
wave. The upper

checks must clear before

of Weber

limit of WeberWire
is just beginning
to be observed as
the extremely high
harmonics of the
overshoot from the
signal generator
(upper trace) are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the
bandwidth of
WeberWire permits
the wave itself to
be reproduced without tilt or other
anomaly.

s

Sledelíne

V

Exclusively
distributed by
InConcert division

Threshold
Corporation

12919 Earhart Ave.,

Auburn,
CA 95603.
800-888-8055

shipment. Adding 10% for
shipping charges facilita!__
shipping procedure (Res:
dents of Alaska, Canada an Hawaii, and those who require Blue Label ak service,
please add 25%). There is no lee for packaging or handling,
and we will refund to the exact
shipping charge. We accept
Mastercharge or Visa on mail
and phone orders.

Madisound Speaker Components8608 University Green
Box 4283
Madison,WI 53711
Phone: (608 )831-3433
Fax:(608)831.3773

ESOTERIC SOUND DEMO SALE

ESOTERIC SOUND

a=

AM! ERIVIIR

Invites You to Experience
MUSIC WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

Model

Audition electronics by the

JEFF
ROWLAND
GPOLJP
DESIGN

Apogee Diva: 56200.
Janis IA Rosewood: 51325.
Rowland Model 7 amps w/COI Series II:
511,000.
Museatex MTR 100 & PA6: 52400.
Marantz PM94 (nl. amp: $1650, CD94 cd
player: 51050, CDA Convener: 51050.
Audio Lab 8000P amp & 8000C preamp: 5950.
COVENTRY COMMONS RTE 347,
STONY BROOK. NY 11790 5/6-689-7444

3

On Display: Models I, 3.
5 & 7 amplifiers and the
Coherence preamp.

4491e4ic,

High End Components For The Audio Perfectionist

ALTEC LANSING APOGEE BARCLAY BEDINI COGANSOUND SYSTEMS LTD.
HALL COUNTERPOINT ESSENCE HARTLEY JAMS
COVENTR) COMMONS Rte 347
KEF LEXICON MARANTZ 94 PRECISE PULSAR
STONY BROOA, N.Y. 11790
ROTEL JEFF ROW LAND SHAHINIAN WADIA AND MORE
516/689-7444

+

audiotechnica

Hit

AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. Is the leader in fine speaker kits.
Save 50-75%, 30 day full money -back guarantee. 12 models
from $129.90 pair. Call toll -free 1-800-346-9183 for catalog.
Audio Concepts Inc. 901 S. 4th St. La Crosse. WI. 54601.

specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli onlyll

We

ASONE'N INTERCONNECT

(800) 221-0906
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VI$AIMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (S14) 5991112

DIFFERENTIAL BALANCED INTERCONNECT

BUILD YOUR OWN. Understandable plans for VIFA 8"
DYNAUDIO 1" HEXIGONS, 2.0k LINKWITZ 42-20k eff. 90,
500 watts, seamless boxless better detail. Options. $5 M.O.
(U.S.), M. Thompson, 194 St. David's Rd., St. Cath., ONT.

11

.ql4TQL l,r2i:A3l2t.Ci

Dept. A. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

You

ENGLE WOOD, CO 80151.

AUDIOPHILE A.C. POWER CABLE

LYLE CARTRIDGES

OfC010f1

40p CATALOG, $2. GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A,

MISSINGLINK"'

FAR,

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE
OUR FREE CATAl06.

Phones Open Mon Sat

BEST SELECTION -50 HOME, SUBWOOFER. CAR &
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL, B&W, AUDAX, MOREL, PEERLESS, SEAS, VIFA, 24DB ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER,

SYMPHONIC CONDUCTOR"'
SPEAKER CABLES

CALL TOLL.FREE FOR

W

9 am -8

2016 Flintbury Court
San Jose. California 95148
C'f

pm

sNIhlE

`TaI1n

408.2708033

L2T-1 R4.

FAX 408.270.6039

IN CANADA. INTERLINEAR 105 RIVIERA DR. UNIT

MARKAM. ONTARIO L3R 5J7 416.479.1893

3.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art! Amazing performance price! FREE shipping. Knowledgeable, friendly service! Audire, Chesky,
CWD, Grado, Monster, PS, Quad, Sota, Spica, Stax, Thomns, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

heard it right.

LEGACY-1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL
DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system
you'll ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off
to a 30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the

The newest audio magazine
is all about vacuum tubes!
Audio
Glass

is designed for you dedicated music lovers who've always known that tube equipment sounds better than solid state. We think you'll be pleased to have a magazine to keep you current with all the on -going developments in vacuum tube technology, applications and equipment.

Here's a sampling from our premiere issue: An elegant driver for electrostatic and electrodynamic headphones. A self -bias servo for push-pull output
tube amplifiers. Upgrades for the classic Revox tape recorders. A stereo
balanced transformer input microphone preamp. A quality dynamic headphone
tube amplifier. Plus a major update on the entire field by Ken Kessler.
These articles aren't just for reading or browsing. They're for doing.
Glass Audio includes schematics and instructions, just like our other
publications, Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder.
Two years ® $18 (SAVE $2 on 4 issues)

A

CREDIT CARD ORDER LINES:
VOICE (603) 924-9464, M -F,

172

uc

9-4

@ $10 (2 issues)
Canada add S2 per year postage

O One year

DR OSA NUWEER

EST. ANSWERING MACHINE: (603) 924-9464

tends bass response to 16 Hz. Blampable through
Tiffany gold binding posts and high definition cable.
Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year warranty. $1648 pr
shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial. RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1(800) 283-4644.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vila, more! Crossover
parts design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus. 2442 28th
SL S.W., Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.
SOUND ANCHORS
SOUND ANCHORS stands come PREFILLED with special
materials to dampen resonances and add mass, you don't
have to fool with sand or shot. SOUND ANCHORS stands
are engineered to interlace with your specific components
and speakers so they sound their best
period. Special
stands are available for these speakers. Vandersteen 2-C,
WSW 801 Matrix, Spica TC-50, Sona Panorama and now
Magnepan models MG 2C'2.5 and MG 3A. For information
and the name of your nearest dealer please call (407)
724-1237.

...

50
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most remakable cone driver anywhere. A multichambered, slot -loaded dual woofer configuration ex-

Specialty Audio Stands

Glass Audio, PO Box 176, Dept. A89, Peterborough, NH 03458

STREET

ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
SAW, KEF, HARMONKARDON, N.A.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER, TANDBERG, ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.; INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 2624000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

ADVANCED AKUSTIC'"-Designs, Manufactures. & Exports AUTHENTIC Fidelity Loudspeakers & DYNAUDIO
Speaker Kits. Inquiries: 4555 Pershing, Suite 33 184,
Stockton, CA 95207. Catalog $1 or Call 1-209 477-5045

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

P/

LOUDSPEAKERS

STATE

ZIP

EXPIRE

4p.m.-8a.m. FAX: (603) 924-9467-24 hours
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Holida Gift Ideas

CD PLAYERS
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Knowledgeable, friendly service! Finest brands. FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

Only....169.95
Your records will

25 Rings

ASC

SOLUTIONS
Torumal Tm -7x6
SuperCleaner

111

...

hoz

l

Whale songs with orchestra. Cd $16.95, Cassette $10.98
($2.,shlpping). CRYSTAL RECORDS, Sedro-Woolley, WA
98284.

.3995

.

LAST Reco
Claner
02 Presenalae
41 Power

n Reg

©

24.95

!O

SALE....19.95

d

95

a

14 95

0

11

Callen

7

95

Care

AD CD FEET
Energy -absorbing sorhothane

~
c, 1'Owe~141/'re
795

stylus Cleaner
SrelMl

16 95

VHS bead

1995

eJ'e°I

..21,95
CD Feet la)
Large Feet (4) . 34 95

I.

SHURE
GAUGE
Stylus

_

Gauge

LPs/CDs

FM

I

PRICES AT $5.99. S&B CLASSICAL COMPACT DISCS,
141 MEMORY LANE, ORANGE, MA 01364-9228. (508)
575-0317.

MOW

3021 Caam

£29

Roo

m114

150114 98

Ian
Met

Banta rbnmop

Oars

APPA.

1

Tes

ro

Brun

79.95

Wind Jan CDs
lour Gong Herne

Pavane Pow

toe

sal. Jones HaMyPaney
Narmona Mural Recomnls
NA4W79 G Panugua
RMC1050 la IS a 50erm
HMC7010 HUI. Water Muse

COMPACT DISCS -AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. Now
in our 5th year. CATALOG: Send $2.00. Oz Warehouse.
1575P Hwy 29, Lawrenceville. GA 30244,

NEW AGE, PROGRESSIVE AND ELECTRONIC MUSIC
COMPACT DISCS. Catalog $2. LASER HOUSE, Dept -121.
P.O. Box 71005. Madison Heights, MI 48071-0005.

THOUSANDS OF EUROPEAN CD's unavailable in USA
plus many more! Send $1 (refundable) for listinginewsletter
to COMPACT DISC EUROPE, P.O. Box 8561-K, Deerfield
Beach, Florida 33443-8561 or call (305) 481-8817.

11840115 9e

BeMmenr.nestu Sonatas
S War0en11Mr

1540115 95
WWI 1598

Debussy 6 Branms Sonatas

110 401

140118 95

Winds

103) 18 95

Proylu,

I40118 95
11011295

0011295

0012

95

o
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14900
21995

053
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275 00

T77
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2590
2750
2990

1

I:

11.121177

21000

1M7.Y2r

2350

DISC
ENTRE

I

II? lip toe.

LEAD
BALLOON

Stands

Wall Shelves

39995
17500
17500

úL63

Si.,,.
24995
29995
39995

NOW IM 220V
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Monte, Vanden5ur

Can

Cal

95

I As One
Loa

tarde. Aodn9uest Monster
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SO.

e

a
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....e,r

Call

1

DELUXE POWERCORDS
-Nonr snranr powerco,n
PowendrdIi

0srsn0owe,],dgeu

09 95

22500
16995

,F4-4-p-4,

Turn Table
Stand
249 95

HEADPHONES

-

-.

\

.t)

142400

11995

e24064

9500
995

TRT

Monster
X -Terminator

801990
901880
801559

109 95
149 95
129 95

Repue+eat ear cushion, 2295
119 55
Sias su34 501541

350

J1

Wonder Solder

Beyer Dynamic

ASO

5084 Pro

26995

RAM Vacuum Tubes
Last longer a sound eerier
than original 100es.

SILVER
SOLDER
I5
909

Complete sets.
au°ene 412
CJ

_tom

Niles

Clean up your Dowell
Protectun and better sound

r,aPln
ISOBAR
ISOBAR

ISOBAR

120

Switching
Boxes

a

0,040

2

9995

fiap0 120 wan

'-21995

2204

74995

3,lade lo, aod,0 and ,den
180 *all 0ul.ut
"29900

o'Row

F

lie

CJ

85 00

1

rpi

Reduces Vibration

ARc

sOte

ARC SP6
P9
AR
1

ARC Amps

39 95

Each Extra Item
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'Turntables. Stands

'Electronics

UPS International Air to the Far East
Europe. New Zealand and Australia

1.25
12.95

895

1-800-942-0220
Amex /Visa / Mastercard

o

Discover

75

FAX

0

129 95

Dpa 045

55

38

0

NVAL Supent

4º95

'995

NSA/ Moue,

59 95

6495

Moss.

650

VOS4Sge

109 95
Lai

OP1.

650

150300

60

6r Monos

9 95

269 95

-un Donors

anaucho
advisor, Inc.
225 Oakes

0

115 00

CP SA 20

'.

4.95

0

CYA

65

COSA12

II:i
ARC SP'

Impores Sound

Amps

CP SA -5

Can

W'I Brick

125

CO5A3or

8995

1.1310,1

null

.

69 95

N7

UPVS

/9 95

66 o.1k, 3.sragr rnel rip
88 o.IM -11490 tneiulg

1er,

1800 6

dio

See alter

150eÁ9- Line fillers
4 720 0 oulm 2213240.

720

541001

A

_

Shipping Charges
UPS. Insured 48 States
Accessories One Item
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1195

1,9solne Power leg

pRICESI

M

wood

-,.\

ARCICiSl.nes
BBMBOIM

e

CNECK

'

'Cron *Worm,'

iegrn nrerc_nnects

SPEAKER CABLES

650

SU.B

Cardas

Specialty

LC

OM PACT

inc. E
225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids MI 49503
FAX -6r6.451 0709 Serv,ce 616 451 3868

toe amour

I

Leal Bailaor ARCO
OOaf Slam Valle,
lee, Slards
195

la7I Nl

POWER STRIPS

518-383-4855
e

7.5

1

C-10 for Orw.N belch.

KS STANDS
16' 20'
14995

Target

Cusrom

wool

.

14i'

5

11-

P.O. Box 616, Clifton Park, NY 12065

!

-r

INTERCONNECT CABLES

Counterfeel

&

'

ftt

TIP

-

.

P

Aural ClISaS

08901M

.4100 DISCOUNT per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
0258 for UPS Cont. U.S.
shipments.
Call Toll -Free to order:
1-800-333-4422

1-800-942-0220
audio
udio

15 98

15041 15 9e

Anne

VaMersteenrlc
Medina

Free Catalog of CD's.
- Samebefore
day shipping'if you order
12T1oonEDT.

Pun

War aro

sa / Mastercard / Discover

V

TOES

Sound Anchors

it

o1

Amex /

Canule0omrno
1c44011795
lata al Pawnshop
1493495 1401 16 95
Three Blow Mee Jale
15411795
MhBane Blues JAn
14011'95
00013
...
Test 105 16 95
CDs 23 95

Target Racks & Stands

0854

..'*Vail401t IC.
I'll 1'Y01 I:auiti'- . ,'

15 96

118 401

0014

...Still More IDEAS
t

El

not

11040114 99

S.

Canudal CKH

RACK!

NEW AGE COMPACT DISC & CASSETTES Catalog "Wind
Angels, Shamanic Journeys, Cusco. Inti-Illimani, Tibetan
Choir. Take it to heart:' Big selection. Quality Guarantee.
$2.00: BHL, Box 6340Áu, San Rafael, CA 94903-0340.

95

Grace

95

PI

14.95

14 99

Oalnl 39

Sheffield Tack Reti r4
w0 son
,en 4,110 CorteW

59B

LA

FREE CATALOG/NEWSLETTER. CDS. DAT, Cassettes,
Reel. Write to DIRECT-TO -TAPE RECORDINGS. 14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

14 18

lull

Shen,SM: Muni, bums
Moscow Swsnns set

(14.95i

249 95

Antenna

(i0114 98

n.1wWR. Recoil)..-. LPs or CO.

fad

COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT 55.99. SEND $1
FOR CATALOG, REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER. HARRIS
HOUSE OF MUSIC, BOX 388759, DEPT. AU, CHICAGO. IL
60638

98

Sumiko
Tweek

49 95

141-0

Minimum order

48b COB

101 Johnny UK,
02 Curb Tarry
J03 Phil woods

.t

AudloPnem antenna

Only
Crush

i,i

Antennas

2 LPs or CDs please

CLASSICAL DISCS AT DISCOUNT PRICES. KNOWL
EDGEABLE, COURTEOUS PERSONNEL. STARTING

41,..

q

t

Force

Classical style CD cabinets, hand -made of solid oak.
FREE brochure. ZEAL HARDWOOD DESIGN CO..
Dept. Al2, 4 Benjamin Road, Lexington, MA 02173.
(617) 861-1705.

Reg. 39.95

'

209 95

ts\o

Gauge

Stylus Cleaner

I

DB Prolrac
Cartridge
Alignment

AD Electronic

I

24 95

95

11

gal"

STYLUS CLEANER

cartridge for

,

Flu buster

220/240,

Pliny Gritty P1811101
16 oz

-i

14995.

16 95

gal

MC

best sound.
FB

.......... 14 95
16oz
_.. 1295

'First" Record Cleaner
.1495 tboz
2495
,2:

Áh19 Gritty

Fluxbuster FB-1
Demagnetize Your

16 oz

1

ARCHITECTURALLY
DESIGNED

Mr
9

45lc5c o

.

Tube
Traps

RECORD CLEANING

32 oz

"AND GOD CREATED GREAT WHALES" (Hovhaness);

"199 95
"279 95

--Th

24 95

.

50 Rings

"a

SONEX JRs

149 95

sound better and last longer)

SETTE DECKS, IDTV IMPROVED DEFINITION

COMPACT DISCS

C08586 :hanger/new Chip

'

14 95

12 Rings

PLAYERS, CDV-CD VIDEO PLAYERS, DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER'S. AUDIO VIDEO RECEIVERS, DIGITAL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS, DIGITAL TUNERS. CAS-

TELEVISION. COLOR MONITOR RECEIVERS, PROJECTION TELEVISIONS, DIGITAL SUPER VHS HI -Fl VCR'S,
CAMCORDERS, FOR INFORMATION CALL301-890-3232
J S AUDIO ONE CHILDRESS COURT, BURTONSVILLE.
MARYLAND 20866. VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX.

CDB262 'layer w/remate ...
CDB582 w new chip

IMPROVE
CO SOUND!

machhine

PHILIPS REFERENCE STANDARD COMPACT DISC

Magnavox CD Players

Monster Sound Rings

RECORD DOCTOR
Vacuum -powered
record -cleaning

LI

SW Grand Rapids. MI 49503

616-451-0709 Service:616-451-3868

250

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, OPERA
BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS. BOX 8212, ROOM 662. COLUMBUS,
OHIO 43201.

....,

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

b._

Analog classical LPs, ATR, BIS, Chesky, Hyperison,
Klavier, Opus 3, Proprlus, RR, Titanic, Water Lily, Wilson, more. Member discount. Alternative Audio, 801 W.
El Camino-183, Mountain View, CA 94040. FREE catalog

YOUR SOURCE FOR
QUALITY AUDIO

1-800-873-4434.

Let us help improve your system with state-of-the-art models from more than 50 manufacturers. We supply 220 volt equipment, and all speaker models are available for export.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS!! SIXTH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
SALE Get Mobile Fidelity's new releases,' (if they're still
available): Pink Floyd MEDDLE. Jethro Tull -THICK AS A
BRICK. Blind Faith-BLIND FAITH and all other MFSL,
Reference Recordings, Nautilus, Chesky. Also one complete
Audiophile Album collection (1000 L.P.$). SOUND ADVICE,
8215 Grand Ave.. Kansas City, MO 64114. (816) 361-2713.
Visa and Mastercard accepted. Show Mobile Fidelity

Audio Research
B & ü'
Bryston
Cal. labs
Carnegie
Carver
Celestion
Classe
Accuphase
Ariston
Goldmund
Infinity (including IRS) JVC JSE Infinite Slope Koetsu
Conrad-johnson
Ovnavector
Entec
&
K
.Manley
Mark
Levinson
Mirage
MIT
Mod
Squad
Mondial
Monster
Cable
Motif
Magneplanar M
Oracle
Pioneer
Proton
Quad
Rega
Revox
Rogers
Shure
SME
Sonance
NAD
Nakamichi
Son raplr Sony ES Sota Spectral Sias Vandersteen Velodvne VPI V11. Well Tempered and other fine brands

AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S

At Lyric, you'll find more great components to choose from. And along with all the brands
and models on display, more knowledge and experience. More service, too. Which explains

why more people around the world make Lyric their choice for high -quality audio.

1221

15 Lyric
h\Sd
I

I

Lexington Ave.

New York. NY 10028
212-439-1900

F

2005 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
212-769-4600

support-Purchase new releases!

IN PRINT

146 East Post Road

\C'hite Plains, NY 10601
914-949-7500

Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recording. Sheffield Labs,
Chesky, Wilson. M & K, American Gramophone. Proprius, OPUS 3. Gemini. Super Analogue. Concord, ATR
Mastercut, Harmonia Mundi. Linn Re -cut, EMI. Waterlilly. North Star, Odin. Japanese and British Imports
(Ipst, Many TAS recommended LP's !

800-848-4981

OUT OF PRINTS

SUPER DAC!
SUPER linear Premium Chip sets with the fabulous TDA1541A S1
CROWN DAC mated with the SAA7220P/B. Improves resolution on

COMPACT DISCS

Nautilus, Super Disks, Nimbus. UHOR, Lyrita, MFSL.
Stones. Sinatra Boxes, Direct to Disc by Crystal Clear.
Umbrella. EMI. RCA LSC, Mercury SR. Casino Royal,
CBS Mastersounds, Etc.

TEST YOUR SYSTEM WITH CD'S from Pierre Verany, CBS
Labs, etc. Catalog, details: DB SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 460,
RINDGE. NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

MFSL Gold "Ultra Disk", Bainbridge "Colossus". Elite

all 16 -bit Philips/Magnavox CD players. Set includes gold-plated,

machine pin IC sockets. Price: 5124.95 plus $5.00 S8H.

SS

Information: 203 431-6434

EUPHONIC

technology

Credit Card Orders: 1.800.444.1428
19 Danbury Road

Ridgefield,

CT

AUDIOPHILE CD'S
"Stereo play". Three Blind Mice. East Wind. plus the
above labels.

06877

ACCESSORIES BY:
Nitty Gritty. LAST, Audio Quest
ALSO: ONE STOP distributor pricing for Audio Record
store. offering all brands above The LARGEST inventory and FASTEST service!

Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent reason?
The reason could be your power. A refrigerator
or air conditioner, even in another part of the
house, may cause voltage to vary whenever they
kick on or off. Or you may be getting line noiseelectrical interference that your preamplifier and
amplifier amplify and send on to your speakers.
Solution? Tnpploe LC-1800. It regulates voltage so it's constant-not too low, not too high.
Full voltage-even in brownouts. LEDs show you
what Tripplite is doing!

1

e=
l^

p

a

Power Trippe-No Risk!

Try the Tripplite LC -1800 for 30 days. If not
satisfied with the performance (and protection),
return it for a full refund of your purchase price.
Made in USA by Trippe Manufacturing Co., Est.
1922. Only $299.00 plus $9.95 shipping in the
US. It you want a clean musical signal, start with
clean, consistent power. Order now.

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct -to
Disc. Half speed. Owes II Recordings. 2000 available. Grea
Prices-example: Donald Fagen "Mightily" (sealed) $30
Now $14.00! Elusive Disc. 233 N. Rampart, Los Angeles

90026. (213) 388-7176.

_

WANTED TO BUY

ern!

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP SS for McIntosh, JBL parts and
systems, M Levison, Krell, ARC, and Similar high quality
products. Call John Wolff- (313) 229-5191 eves. EST or
anytime on machine.

Protection, too

Take

P.O. Box 2043
Salina, Kansas 67402
913-825-8609
FAX 913-825-0156

txí S1IEYGM/taataxa

Tripplite's patented ISOBAR circuits provide
three 'banks- of isolation, two receptacles per
bank. You can eliminate Interference between critical components. It's like putting your CD player,
preamp, and power amp all on separate lines.
Sonic benefits may be subtle... but real.

And Tripplite prevents spikes and power from
damaging your equipment. This protection is absolutely essential if you leave any of your gear on
all of the time.

Call for catalog
Acoustic Sounds

Always Paying Best For: Studer, CAL, CJ, Levinson,

Charge It! Amex / Discover I MC/ Visa

1-800-942-0220

00

OUC IC

aavlsor, inc.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

McIntosh, Marantz. Audio Research. Quad, Leak. Sequerra.
Vintage speakers. units. from Western Electric. Tannoy. JBL,
Altec, Jensen, EV. Tel: 818,701-5633 David Yo, P.O. Box
802. Northridge, Ca. 91328.0802.

DON'T CALL First- MARANTZ, McINTOSH, all tube components, vintage speakers, esoteric hi -end. Outbidding everyone on certain items. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282 afternoons.
HI-FI SUPPLIES-PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC,
C.J., KRELL. SPECTRAL. ROWLAND S. THRESHOLD.
(212) 219-3352, 7 DAYS 10AM-6PM (NY).

WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used McINTOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 885-6988
days.
I
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CROSSOVERS

YOURSELF

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

Sorbothane' has an incredible ability to absorb energy.
This allows AudioQuest
Sorbothane products to
effectively damp and isolate
all vibration sensitive equipment
CD/laser players and
audio and video electronics.

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

Daeouaaey

Say "G'day"

ABSORB

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

THE GOOD STUFF- our great XDS tape that
the big recording companies (Philips, EMI,
& overseas divisions of RCA) buy from
Greencorp for their music cassettes.

-

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668

THE BETTER STUFF- Music -PLUS, the best sounding tape you ever heard, short of genuine
chrome. Its custom formulation produces a
higher frequency response and lower noise
level than the heavily advertised brands. The
result is a noticeably smoother sound, the best

P O. Box 3060

In its

San Clemente. CA
92672 USA
Tel: 714.498.2770
Fax: 714.498-5112

WANTED TO BUY
IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! McIntosh. Marantz Tube
components, Western Electric. Altec, JBL. Jensen. Tannoy
Lan-Gevin Trusonic Raw speaker. Tube etc., top cash. Henry
Chang, 309 E. Garvey Ave.. Monterey Park. CA 91754. (818)
571-6274 LAX.
TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid State, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy. EV.
Jensen, Speakers 8 Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon, Arm.
lemma (516) 997-7633. (516) 496-2973.

Greencorp tape; it's the right stuff at the right
price. Order your blanks today and listen
for yourself!
QUANTITY 25 100 500

WANT-JBL Hartsfield,

BLANK TAPE

WANTED: MARANTZ, McINTOSH, WESTERN, JBL, ALTEC OLD EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE. TORRANCE.
CA 90502. Joe: (213) 320-7020, 9am-5pm.

I

--LEL

4.95 SHIPPIIIG ANY SIZ-E OR_DER- UPS

O- IN

OCTAVE

1.800-245-6000

lAiA

SONY

.Oero

1110

S9

Ym
r. ro

r. ó

BLANK TAPE

ACM

AMPEX REELS-USED ONCE: 1800'.-10 Reels: $25.00.
Sample: $2.50. Also: New MAXELL reels'cassettes. AUDIO
TAPES, Box 9584E, Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555.
VISA MC.

WI

VISA MC
CHARGE

WORLD

,&

,AII

y,M2

2.2""

11:.
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E... Pew II.

u

TAP. WORLD 210 SPRING ST. BUTLER PA 16.01
OENON. TWITS. TRIAD. DAT CALL

I

FAST CAPACITORS

Metallized Polypropylene (Non -Polarized)
Values from 1.0 mfd to 200 mfd.
Voltage Rating: 250 VDC / 150 VAC

HUN

SOLEN INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored
Values front .10 mH to 30 mH.
Wire Sizes from x20 AWG to rr 10 AWG

UV-LL.

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS
Seven Strards Litz -Wire Constructions
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH
Wire sizes from 816 AWG to R 12 AWG

nE:3

SOLEN CROSSOVERS

Cn1)

Custom Computer Design
Passive Crossover for Professional. Hi -Fi and
Car Hi -Fi, Power up to 1000 Watt

a

.

e;7

-,
scan.speaK

`

=L`
n,

I

CROSSOVER. SPEAKER PARTS
Gold Speaker Terminals. Gold Banana Plugs
Gold Binding Posts. Crossover Terminals.
Power Resistors, Mylar Capacitors.
Plastic Grill Fasteners. Nylon Ty -Wraps
Grill Cloth, Car Speaker Grills, Misc Parts

SOLEN INC.
4470 TNibault Ave
SI -Hubert. OC J3Y 7T9
Canada

Tel.: (514) 656-2759
Fax: (514) 443-4949
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SPEAKER COMPONENTS
CROSSOVER
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TAPE
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class.

THE BEST STUFF- genuine chrome tape,
which is coated with Dupont's chromium
dioxide Dowder. This is CD -grade tape that
performs far better than so-called "chrome bias" ferric oxide products. The difference
is especially audible at silent moments in
your recordings.

oudioquest

EV Patrician, Brociner Transcendent. Singles OK. McIntosh, Marantz 8 other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago. IL 60645.
(312) 338-1042 evenings.

to Greencorp's
family of
Australian tapes.

XDS Music Grade C12
The C32
Good C47
Stuff! C62
C92
Music -PLUS C12
The C32
Better C47
Stuff! C62
C92

.37

.26

.43 .32
.47
.53
.62
.43

.35
.40
.50
.32

.49 .38
.53
.60
.70

.41

.47
.57

Genuine Chrome C12 .53 .40
C32
Best C47
Stuff! C62
C92
The

.58
.62
.68
.92

.47
.50
.55
.78

.24
.28
.32
.35
.42
.30
.36
.38
.43
.51

.38
.45
.47
.52
.74

Noreico-type clear plastic boxes, sturdy
commerical grade
.18 .16
.14
A) Self-adhesive, white cassette labels
B) blank inserts
each $3.00 per 100

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 972-0707
Local: (305) 429-9225
FAX ORDERS: (305) 429-9214
'FO.B. Deerfield Beach, FL. Taxes (if any)
plus shipping extra. CALL FOR SHIPPING
CHARGES & LARGER QUANTITY PRICES.
' Mir>imum quantities are 25 per size. and may
be mixed to get the larger quantity discounts.
'Orders of 6,000 or more shipped road freight
at cost.
'We accept company or personal checks. or
charges to VISA, MASTERCARD. and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.
'Prices subject to change without notice.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not
satisfied for any reason, return the cassettes
within 30 days for a full refund of the unused
portion.

GREENCORP USA

inc.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR

ENCLOSURE AND CROSSOVER
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER
Product specifications and prices
available upon request

The Right Stuff from Down Under.

Newport Center Drive
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
175

St. de 105, 1015 W.
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GINION

tad mini -monitor
and Laug bass
system in one
sleek package.
You deserve Mink!

Authorized Canton Dealers

AZ Phoenix: Aube. Video Specialists, Bruce Wards 8 Associates
Tempe: Predsion Audio Specialsts
CA Corona del Mar: Pacific Coast Audio Video Glendale: Crystal
Saks, Marconi Radio La Crescents: Chaham-Bedrer Corp.
Long Beech: Audio Concepts Los Angeles: Henry Ratio, Paris
Audo, Audio Command Systems, Supervision, Roberts Home
Audio & Video, Western 6 Olypic AN Center Mission Viejo: Video
Laser
Newhall: Chaham-Becker Cap. Oakland: Pro Audio
Electronics Palm Desert: Desert Stereo San Francisco:

Custom Car Alarms, Harmony AN or Almon, House of Music,
Peter's Auto Radio San Gabriel: Audio Concepts
San Jose:
Paradise Sound San Leandro: Mad Audio Systems San Mateo:
Mateo High Fidelity Santa Ana: Sdid State TV -Audio Santa
Monies: R Squared Installers South Lake Tahoe: Accurate TV
Torrance: Dimensions In Stereo Woodland Hills: Paris Audio

Lantana

P.O. Box 1958

Garden Grove, CA 92642
(800) 234 - TADS (8237)

/

NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

SERIOUS
I

1:4-&/71.,.1,1..-1-
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THE

THEATER
LECTURES
TOOL
ORIGINAL LISTENING ENHANCEMENT

we guarantee you will hear the difference!
Send check or money order for 524.95 to:
Serious Listeners P.O. Boo 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 800-326-1201 Dealer inquiries welcome

CO Aspen: Aspen Audio

Boulder: Listen Up Cdorado Springs:
Listen Up Denver: Listen Up
CT Greenwich: F. Stayer Design Hartford: The Stereo Shop
Old Greenwich: C.A. R.S.
DC Washington: Myer-Emco, Provideo, Inc.
Newark: Sound Studio Wilmington:
Sound Studio
FL Boca Raton: Sand Plus Wood Brandon: The Car Stereo
Stnoppe Coral Gables: Sand Performance Daytona Beech:
Audio Video Analyst Dunedin: Al States Radio Hollywood:
Audio 2000 FL Lauderdale: Sand Design & Engineering Ft
Myers: Car Tunes Jacksonville: Behrens Audio Lab, Crusing
Tunes. Miami: Las Fabricas Naples: Stereo Garage New Port
Richey: Stereo Specialties Palm Harbor:Auto Audio Tampa:
Monte's Rdkng Sound Tequesta: TV/Audio Ctr Winter Haven:
Audio Equalzers
HI Honolulu: Custom Car Stereo, Hakko Camera 6 Electronics
IA: Cedar Rapids: H -S Industies
IL Aurora: United Audio Centers Chicago: United Audio Centers,
Hi Fi Hutch Northbrook: United Audio Centers Naperville: Hi Fi
Hutch Niles: United Audio Centers Northlake: Guy's Auto
Sound Schaumburg: HI Fi Hutch, United Audio Centers Vernon
Hills: United Audio Centers Vita Park: Hi FI Huth- Downer
Grove: Salecar Autosound Engineering- Wilmette: Vitage
AN
IN Carmel: Tan Dchertys Custom Audio Ft Wayne: Classic
Stereo Michigan City: Audio Connection
KS Overland Park: Brands Marl Wichita: Custom Sound
MA Cambridge: Audio Video Environments, New England Audd
Media Systems Medford: Boston Media Design
MI Mount Pleasant: Dr. Goodears Audio Pala
MD Gaithersburg: Myer-Emco, East Coast Auto SondOwirgs
Mills: Lighting Experience Rockville: Myer-Emco
ProvideoSatisbury: Sound Studio
MN Brooklyn Center: Audio King Burnsville: Audio King Edina:
Audio IOrg Mankato: Audio IOngMinneepoke: Audio IOng, Audio
Systems 8 Design, Audio Video Enoorvnents, Blumberg
Canmuncatlans, Minnetonka: Audio long Rochester: Audio
King St Cloud: Audi:. King St Paul: Audio King St Louis
Park: Audio by Design
MO Kansas City: Brands Mart Midwest St Louis: T. Melodeon,
NC Charlotte: Stereo Showcase 'Winston-Salem: Audio Video
Concepts/Ed Kellys, Inc.
NE Lincoln: Sound Environment Omaha: Sand Enmoranent
NJ Cliffslde Park: Entertainment Environments Deptford: Hi -Fi
Cameciar Livingston: Elecoomedia Design, Inc. Winton: HiFi Connection Millburn: Professional Audio Consultants
Northfield: Sound, Inc. Oceanside: Ocean Celular Paramus:
Stereo Vdeo Warehouse Springfield: Kartunes Mobile
Electronics Wayside: Studio Standards Inc. West Caldwell:
Cartel, Samm Sand West Long Branch: Woodbridge Stereo
Center Woodbridge: Woodbridge Stereo Center
NV Las Vegas: Elite Systems
NY Brooklyn: Rabson's Stereo Warehouse Ceram: Sound
Images Garden City: Rabson's Hauppauge: Audio Interiors
Huntington: AB Car Stereo, Total Media Systems. Manhasset:
Autospec New York: Casmophonic Sound, Harmony House,
Mobile Audio Specialists, Rabson's Oceanside: Absolute Auto
Sound, Sound Insights Port Jefferson Stn: Designation Rego
Park: Continental Sand Rockville Centre: Audio Command
Systems Syosset: American Saundaaft Southampton: Chards
Custom Sound Staten Island: Clone Audio Valley Stream:
Stereo Video Warehouse West Nyack: Audio Video Systems, Inc.
White Plaine: Audio Design Associates, Stereo Video Warehouse
OK Tulsa: Imperial Sound
OR Eugene: Bradford's High Fidelity
PA Ardmore: AI That Jazz Bethlehem: Careen Audio Ephrata:
Stereo Barn Lancaster: Stereo Barn Philadelphia: David -Mann
ltd., Toppers Autosound

INVENTIONS WANTED

DE Dover: Sound Studio

N

RI

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions d prime prospects for your mail
order products or services through tow -cost Marketplace
Classified advertising In this or other titles of the

DCI CLASSIFIED MAGNET

1

INVENTIONS/NEW PRODUCTS/IDEAS WANTED: Call
TLCI for free information 1-800-468-7200, 24 hours,dayUSA CANADA.

To place an ad, or for further information including rates,

ad styles, sizes and multi-thle discounts, call TollFree:

RETAIL MART

(900) 445-6066

LASER VIDEO DISCS
LASERDISC NATIONWIDE! Discount Sales
Fast U.P.S.
Rentals. WIDESCREEN, IMPORT, NEWEST RELEASES.
Free "FRESH VIEWS" Laser Newsletter. HOLLYWOOD
NORTH ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES. 840 Piner Rd.,
Santa Rosa Ca. 95403. (707) 575-1225.

INVENTIONS WANTED
A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washing-

ton D.C. FREE INFORMATION --1(800) 247-6600 EXT.155.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!

HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY: Audition Audio
features speaker systems by Magneplanar, Vandersteen,
Celection, Spica, Infinity IRS. Electronics by Audio Research (new Classic 30 8 60 in stock), Mark Levinson,
Aragon, Counterpoint. NAD. Adcom, Lux man. Front ends by
Versa Dynamics. VPI. Well -Tempered, SME AR. Accuphase
CD players. Also Sumiko, MIT, Audioquest, etc. Three hardwired sound rooms including a new room built for the Infinity
IRS. 2144 Highland Dr., Suite 125, SLC, UT 84109. (801)
467-5918. Visa, MC. Amex accepted.
WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with
the best selection of audio video components available.
We represent Adcom, Infinity, Thorens. NAD, Polk
Yamaha. Canton, Unman. Klipsch, SONY ES. and
more. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718) 459.7507.

Your Records will sound better
and last longer.
.

_,

Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You don't have to spend 5300 or more to clean your records
right-liquid application and vacuum suck -up. New "Recorc
Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor cleans records right for

only $169.95.

Get serious
Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum -clean their records-for
less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops. Sound is clearer,
cleaner... the music more natural. Your amplifier doesn't have to
amplify noise!

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer pushes
particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The "Record Doctor" pays

for itself!

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris Is sucked up, NOT
picked up from one part of the record and left on another.
"I can't believe how good my records sound. Record Doctor
gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me and the
music," says D.P.G., Brooklyn, NY.
"You are right. Record Doctor does the job just as well as an
expensive machine," writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd rather rotate
the records myself anyway!" (Expensive machines have an extra
motor to rotate records. Rotate them yourself and save!)

Middletown: Soundings

SD Souix Falls: Audio King

TX Austin: Audio Dimensions

Houston: Groove Audio Video
Laredo: Jett Sales San Antonio: Bjom's Stereo Designs
VA Charlottesville: Preferred Sound Falls Church: Myer-Emco
Fredericksburg: Contemporary Sands Roanoke: Custom Auto
Sound Virginia Beach: Videaama
WA Bellevue: Herne Entertainment by Design
WI Milwaukee: Flamer 8 Hafsoos Mequon: Flanner 6 Halsoos
WV Princeton: The Sound Post
See our ad in this issue for more Information
Canton N. America (612) 333-1150

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, TECHNOLOGY WANTED FOR
PRESENTATION TO INDUSTRY AND EXHIBITION AT
NATIONAL INNOVATION EXPOSITION. -800.288 -IDEA.

176

The Record

Doctor,.

You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid-all for only 5169.95
(220v version $189.95) plus 58.95 shipping 8 handling In US.
Satisfaction guaranteed-no other machine near this price cleans

records better.

Charge It! Amex / Discover I MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

OUdi0

'

OovIsori inc.

225 Oakes SW

616-451-3868

Grand Rapids, MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709
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AD INDEX

SINGERS!

SERVICES

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clii Ramsey, former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh with over 20 years
experience. AUDIO CLASSICS POB 176AR. Walton, NY
13856, 607-865 7200, 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade
SPEAKER REPAIR. 4' to 18" speakers recoced. Orban
Audio. 119 7th St.. N.W., North Canton, OH 44720. (216)
497-9932. 6pm - 9pm EST.
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#
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Firm (Reader Service No.)

AN

,

CAR STEREO
"STEREO WORLD" is your discount mailorder source with super deals on the following car and home stereo lines: Technics,
Panasonic, JVC, Sony, Pyle, Pioneer, Sherwood, Philips, Clarion, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Bazooka, JBL, Kenwood, Denon, Alpine, Rockford-Fosgate, and many others.
Please call or write for tree catalog. Free UPS
in 48 states. 10AM-6PM Mon -Fri. Visa/MC;
COD extra. "Celebrating our 3rd year." P.O.
Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914)
782-6044.

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perbrm live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. Tlhls
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sod through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept. AU.3, 7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404) 482-4724
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound

24 HQUR PHON,E QEM,O LINE: !40414$2.2485

MAIL ORDER

..01NAA

DECALS/EMBLEMS
M

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, PINS, DECALS.
Free catalog. quotes. Rush sketch. STADRI. 61AU JANE
STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10014. (212) 929-2293.
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Our speaker cables and interconnects brag the music back to you'

Upgrades for Trgrens turntables 8 Grado cartridges
Condone Planer Mat, F.I Dusrcover Weigh and more

...

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble Products At
Home. Call For Info. 504.641-8003 Ext. 5737. (Open 7 days).

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing
small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded

message: 707-448-0270 (KF1)

PUBLICATIONS
THE AVM EXCHANGE. Buy, sell, and trade audio and

video equipment, along with records, tapes and compact discs. Send business size SASE for sample copy.
Mailed to your door twice a month. Subscriptions start
as low as 55.95. 2745 Winnetka Ave. N., Suite 205A, New
Hope, MN 55427 (612) 544-6391.

MISCELLANEOUS
TERMPAPER assistance. 15.278 papers available' 306 page catalog -rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho
X206AD, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800)
351-0222 (California: (213) 477-8226).

DAT
WE OFFER DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS with one
year warranties. SONY, JVC, TECHNICS, and more! Home,
studio and portable. State of the art sound for $995 8 opt
NEW: DATRAX-60 attractive, solid oak. DAT storage unit.
AUDIO GALLERY, 2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica. CA
90403. (213) 829-3429.

1925

Massxhusels Avenue. Cambridge. MA (617)354-8933

ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, RE VOX,
BBW, KEF. HARMON KARDON, N A D, LUXMAN. HAFLER, TANDBERC, ADCOM, DENON. KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.; INFINITY. J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES- LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818)243-1168.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395, PROrLAMBDA
(#3) $799, PRO LAMBDA (#1) 5499, SIGN,SRM1MKII
$1,000. SIGN,SRD7 $675: GRACE 747 $129, F9E (SUPER) $129. F9EP.UBY $195; DENON 1030, DYNAVECTOR
23RSrII $295: FR1 MK3F $235: STG. PEPPER,UHOR $169.
ZEISS BINOCU' ARS; ALL UNUSED: (212) 966.1355.

Pretested and
auditioned systems for sedans,
hatchbacks and
pick-up trucks.
You'll find everything you need,
°``
photos, step-bystep instructions
& mail order sources, to convert your system to a "killer" level of performance.
--

0

copies of
MC

CARD

MAIL ORDER

-

',

Send me

i

Killer (p 519.95 r 51.75 shipping.
VISA

Brochure. (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O.Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.
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EXPIRE

ADDRESS

Phone: (603) 924-6371

Carver.
CBS Records
Columbia House
Counterpoint (13)

18 & 19

-

STATE

ZIP

FAX: (603) 924-9467

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
PO Box 243A, Peterborough, NH 03458

15

139
138
27
129
138
105
107
44
B & K (9)
133
Brystonvermont (10)
79
California Audio Labs
Cambridge Soundworks (11).... 86 & 87
108 & 109
Canton (12)

Crutchfield
Delco Electronics
Denon (15)
Design Acoustics (16)
DMP Records (17)
Energy (18)
Epicure (19)
GlenMonitor
Haller 021)
Harman Kardon (22)
Hill Products (23)
Infinity Systems Inc. (24)
J & R Music World (25)
KEF (2b)
Kinergetics Research
Klipsch (27)
KNI Loudspeakers
Koss (28
Levinson
Lexus (29)
M & K Sound (31)
Madrigal
Martin -Logan
Maxel (32)
MB Quart Electronics (33)
McIntosh (34)
Mirage (35)
Mission Electronics (36)
Mitsubishi (37)
Mobi c Fidelity (38)
Mondial (39)
Nakamichi
OHM (40)
Onkyo
Ortofon (41)
Philips
Pioneer (42, 43)
Polk (44)
Proton (45)
Pyle

Sherwood (46, 47)
Signet (48)
SIMS Vibration Dynamics
Sonance (49)
Sony

Soundcraftsmen (30)
Stereo Exchange (50)

NAME

CITY

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable, oak units hold LP's. CD's and tapes Free Mailorder

Check/1(O

a

Cover II
37-40

GRP (20)

Compiete catalog $3.00, refundable with purchase
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Acoustic Research (1)
Adcom (2).
American Acoustics (3)
American Express
American Wood Products
Apogee Acoustics (4)
Audio Dynamics (5)
Audio Influx (6)
Audio Research (7)
Audiostream (8)

Technics (51, 52)
The Absolute Sound (53)
Velodyne (54)
Wisconsin Discount Stereo
Yamaha

135
1

29
158

25
43
154
146,147
114 & 115

42
67
141, 143, 145
26
5

156
21

148
13
75
9
103
127, 156
Cover Ill
6 & 7
11

3, 36
111

97
121

125
68 & 69
28
22 & 23
153
12

113
123
77
42
46 & 47
31, 81
100 & 101
99
131

95, 117
154
136
119
17, 45, 89-92
32 & 33

15'
35, Cover IV
144
137
157
73
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SUBJECT INDEX
Broadcasting
Spectrum: FMX Haze, Leonard Feldman,
May, 32.

Car Stereo

Amplifiers
Cables and the Amp/Speaker Interface,
R. A. Greiner, Aug., 46 (Addendum, Nov.,
4).
THX Sound System: Certified Hi -Fi for the
Movies, Tomlinson Holman, Sept., 62.
Forum: Burst of Creativity (Amp Test Standards), Edward J. Foster, Nov., 60.

Binaural Sound
The Blue Max Affair, Robin Lanier, Nov., 68.

Binaural Overview: Ears Where the Mikes
Are, John Sunier, Part I, Nov., 74; Part II,
Dec., 48.
The Aachen Head System: Binaural Recording for Headphones and Speakers,
Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit and Wade R. Bray,
Dec., 58.

Book Reviews
Frequency Analysis by

R.

B.

Road War: 5 Car Amps Tested (a/d/s/
PH15, Altec Lansing ALA -435, Blaupunkt
PSA 168, Canton M50 Amp Module and
MF5 Mainframe, and Linear Power 4302),
Leonard Feldman and Ivan Berger, May,
38.

Quick -Build Car Project: Op -Amp Power
Supply, Richard J. Kaufman, May, 51
(Addendum, July, 6).
Quick -Build Car Project: Subwoofer Crossover, Richard J. Kaufman, May, 53.
15th Annual Car Stereo Directory, May, 115.

Construction Projects
Quick -Build Car Project: Op -Amp Power
Supply, Richard J. Kaufman, May, 51
(Addendum, July, 6).
Quick -Build Car Project: Subwoofer Crossover, Richard J. Kaufman, May, 53.
Build an Indoor FM Antenna, Richard J
Kaufman, July, 52.

Randall,

March, 26.
Celebrating Bird: The Triumph of Charlie
Parker by Gary Giddins, March, 36.
Perception of Reproduced Sound edited by
Soren Bech and O. Juhl Pedersen, April,
22.

Buck Clayton's Jazz World by Buck Clayton, assisted by Nancy Miller Elliott, June,
22.

Dick Todd: King of the Juke Box by Sheldon
O'Connell, June, 22.
The New Penguin Guide to Compact Discs
and Cassettes by Edward Greenfield,
Robert Layton, and Ivan March, July, 16.
The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, Vols. I
and II edited by Barry Kernfeld, July, 18.
The Wood Effect by R. C. Johnsen, Aug.,

Digital Sound & Equipment
DATs the Way It Is, Christopher Greenleaf,
Jan., 70.
How's DAT Doing Here?, Ivan Berger, Jan.,
72.

Putting the Byte on Noise: NoNoise from
Sonic Solutions, Michael Wright, March,
54.

How Hot Are CDs?, Howard A. Roberson,
July, 42.
Whither the Stereo LP?, John Eargle, Aug.,
54.
In Conference: Bit by Bit (AES International

Conference, "Audio in Digital Times"),
R. A. Greiner, Sept., 42.
Forum: DAT Deal's Done, Leonard Feldman, Oct., 118.

14.

Loudspeaker and Headphone Handbook Directories
edited by John Borwick, Aug., 16.
Car Stereo Directory, May.
Introduction, 115; DAT Players, 115;
The Compact Disc: A Handbook of Theory
Amps/Equalizers, 116; CD Players, 129;
and Use by Ken C. Pohlmann, Oct., 44.
Audio Electronics Reference Book edited
Radios/Tape Players, 131; Speakers,
142; Company Addresses, 171.
by Ian R. Sinclair, Oct., 46.
178

Annual Equipment Directory, Oct.
Special Section Tabs, 179; CD Players &
D/A Converters, 182; DAT Recorders,
204; Amplifiers, 206; Preamplifiers, 236;
Tuners, 258; Receivers, 264; Turntables,
273; Tonearms, 278; Phono Cartridges,
280; Open -Reel Tape Decks, 294; Cassette Decks, 296; Blank Tape, 302; Microphones, 305; Headphones, 322; Equalizers, 332; Ambience & Surround Sound
Processors, 337; Signal Processors, 342;
Crossovers, 344; Hi -Fi VCRs, 350; Loudspeakers, 353; Company Addresses,
483.

Equipment Profiles/Auricles
Accuphase G-18 Third -Octave Equalizer,
April, 80.
a/d/s/ CC4 Tuner/Preamplifier, March, 72.
a/d/s/ PA4 Power Amplifier, March, 73.
a/d/s/ PH15 Car Amplifier ("Road War: 5
Car Amps Tested"), May, 38.
Altec Lansing ALA -435 Car Amplifier
("Road War: 5 Car Amps Tested"), May,
38.

Anechoic Orchestral Music Recording Test
CD ("Auricle"), July, 98. Available from
Denon.

Apogee Duetta Signature Loudspeaker,
Dec., 70.
Audio Control Ten Plus Equalizer, Jan., 99.
Audio Dynamics T -2000E Tuner, Feb., 108.
AudioPrism 7500 Indoor FM Antenna ("Auricle"), Dec., 130.
Auditory Demonstrations Test CD ("Auricle"), July, 98. Available from the Acoustical Society of America.
Blaupunkt PSA 168 Car Amplifier ("Road
War: 5 Car Amps Tested"), May, 38.
Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble Loudspeaker, Sept., 106.
Canton M50 Car Amplifier Module and MF5
Mainframe ("Road War: 5 Car Amps Tested"), May. 38.
Classic Audio CA260 Dual Mono Amplifier,
Nov., 130.
Denon DCD-3520 Compact Disc Player,
June, 82.
Eminent Technology LFT-III Loudspeaker
("Auricle"), Feb., 114.
Fosgate DSM-3610 Pro -Plus Surround Processor, March, 88.
Fuselier 3.8D Loudspeaker, June, 110.
Goldmund Mimesis 7 Preamplifier and Mimesis 6 Amplifier, Dec., 82.
Haller XL600 Power Amplifier, Feb., 86.
Harman Kardon HD800 Compact Disc Player, Jan., 116.
Harman Kardon Citation Twenty -Five Preamplifier, March, 98.
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Harman Kardon CR151 Car Stereo, May,
54.

Harris XD -001 UH Digital Audio Tape Recorder, June, 98.
JVC XP -A1010 Digital Acoustics Processor,
Sept., 118.
Mark Levinson No. 26 Dual Mono Preamplifier ("Auricle"), Aug., 106.
Lexicon CP-1 Digital Audio Environment
Processor, Nov., 104.
Linear Power 4302 Car Amplifier ("Road
War: 5 Car Amps Tested"), May, 38.
Linn LK1 Preamplifier, April, 88.
Linn LK280 Power Amplifier, April, 89.
Mitsubishi DT -10 Car Digital Audio Tape
Player, May, 70.
Modulation Sciences ModMinder ("Spectrum"), Oct., 57.
Motif MC8 Preamplifier and MS100 Amplifier, July, 56.
NAD 7400 Receiver, Aug., 62
Nakamichi 1000 DAT Recording System,
Nov., 90.
Onkyo DX -G10 Compact Disc Player,
March, 62.
Paradigm 7se Loudspeaker, Sept., 74.
Phantom Acoustics Shadow Active L.F
Acoustic Controller ("Auricle"), June.
126.

Philips CD880 Compact Disc Player, Jan
84.
Revolver Turntable, Standard Arm, and Bullet Cartridge, April, 106.
Shure Home Theater Sound HTS 5300 Surround Decoder, July, 84.
Sony PCM-2500 Digital Audio Tape Recorder, Feb., 92.
Sony SDP-777ES Digital Surround Processor, Aug., 80.
Sony CDP-X7ESD Compact Disc Player,
Nov., 120.
Soundcraftsmen Pro -Power Ten Amplifier.
Sept., 100.
Sumo Athena Preamplifier, Aug., 94.
Superphon C.D. Maxx Preamplifier, Dec..
116.

Tandberg 3080A FM Receiver, July, 74.
TEAC V -970X Cassette Deck, Jan., 126.
Terk 9600 Pi FM Antenna, Feb., 106.
Test CDs: Auditory Demonstrations, from
the Acoustical Society of America, and
Anechoic Orchestral Music Recording,
from Denon ("Auricle"), July, 98.
Theta DS Pre Preamplifier ("Auricle"), Sept
,

132.

VMPS Super Tower/R and Tower II Loudspeakers ("Auricle"), June, 118.
VPI TNT Turntable ("Auricle"), Dec., 124.
Yamaha CX-10000 Preamplifier ("Auricle"),
Jan., 138.
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Yamaha CDX-2020 Compact Disc Player,
Dec., 102.
YBA, Dual Mono Amplifier, Jan., 108.

FM Reception
Spectrum: FMX Haze, Leonard Feldman,
May, 32

Build an Indoor FM Antenna, Richard J.
Kaufman, July, 52.

Songs, and Stars), Donald Spoto, Aug.,
60.

Centennial Celebration: Heinrich R. Hertz,
Almon H. Clegg, Oct., 68.
The Blue Max Affair, Robin Lanier, Nov., 68.
The Aachen Head System: Binaural Recording for Headphones and Speakers,
Dr.-Irg. Klaus Genuit and Wade R. Bray,
Dec.. 58.

Forum

International Audio

Whither the Stereo LP?, John Eargle, Aug.,

Burst of Creativity (Amp Test Standards),
Edward J. Foster, Nov., 60.

DATs the Way It Is, Christopher Greenleaf,
Jan., 70.
Design Digest: The Quad Manchester Competitions, David Lander, April, 64.
Audio in China: Hi-Fi Takes a Great Leap
Forward, Robert Angus, April, 70.

Headphones

Interviews

54.

DAT Deal's Done, Leonard Feldman, Oct

,

118.

The Blue Max Affair, Robin Lanier, Nov., 68.

Binaural Cverview: Ears Where the Mikes
Are, John Sunier, Part
Dec., 48.

I,

Nov

,

74; Part II,

Loudspeakers

The Aachen Head System: Binaural Re-

cording for Headphones and Speakers,
Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit and Wade
Dec.. 58.

Raymond Kurzweil, David Lander, Jan., 62.
Bruce Lundvall, Ted Fox, June, 68.
Emory Cook, David Lander, Sept., 50.

R.

Bray,

Hearing
Earning a Deaf Ear: Loud Music and Hearing Loss, Leigh Silverman, Jan., 76.
Book Review: The Wood Effect by R. C.
Johnsen, Aug., 14.
Book Review: Loudspeaker and Headphone Handbook edited by John Borwick, Aug., 16.
The Blue Max Affair, Robin Lanier, Nov., 68.
Binaural Overview: Ears Where the Mikes
Are, John Sunier, Part I, Nov., 74; Part II,
Dec 48.
The Aachen Head System: Binaural Recording for Headphones and Speakers.
Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit and Wade R. Bray.
Dec., 58.
,

History of Audio

Measuring Acoustic Phase, Don Davis,
Feb 60 (Dept. of Amplification, Dec.,
,

14)

Electrostatic Speakers: Theory and Practice, Ronald Wagner, Part I, March, 46:
Part II, April, 56.
Design Digest: The Quad Manchester Competitions, David Lander, April, 64.
Cables and the Amp/Speaker Interface,
R. A. Greiner, Aug., 46 (Addendum, Nov.,
4).
THX Sound System: Certified Hi -Fi for the
Movies, Tomlinson Holman, Sept., 62.

Testing at Canada's National Research
Council, D. B. Keele. Jr., Sept., 75.
The Oil -Can Effect, D. B. Keefe, Jr., Sept.,
90.
The Aachen Head System: Binaural Re-

cording for Headphones and Speakers,
Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit and Wade
Dec., 58.

R.

Bray,

Measurement Techniques

Enduring Instruments: Treasures from the Measuring Acoustic Phase, Don Davis,
Feb., 60 (Dept. of Amplification, Dec.,
Yale Collection, David Lander. Feb., 52.
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Nº 27
The music begins and a window
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as a unique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.

Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to

share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.
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PRESEN11NG THE SAME ThING
ode
ONLY FORYOUR

What 3-D did for your eyes Technics can do for your ears.
the size of the room to the sound of the movie.
Thanks to the virtues of our SA -R477 A/V receiver with
Naturally, with 100 watts of pure power per channel (at
Dolby Surround Sound. *
8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz with 0.008% THD) it has the power
When hooked up to an extra pair of speakers and your
to keep you on the edge of your seat. However, you certainly
VCR, it can make moving pictures at lot more moving. For
won't have to leave it. Because this receiver comes with a
instance, when the Orient Express crosses your TV screen, it
remote control that can control all compatible Technics
will sound like it's crossing your living room. Or when you're
audio components, and many TVs and VCRs, as well.
watching a great war film, it will
Hear the remarkable sound
sound like the battle is taking
of the SA -R477 A/V receiver
place around your couch.
at a Technics dealer near you.
.9
This incredibly life -like
You won't need a pair of
u-w27
1'111111
sound is brought to you in
those silly glasses to apprecilarge part by a special digital
this type of 3-D. Just a
, e ate
delay circuit. Which allows
good pair of ears.
you to decode the signal on
. _ _many pre-recorded video
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tapes and acoustically shape
The science of sound
Technics Surround Sound A/V Receiver.
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